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PREFACE
Visual landscape assessment is a key element in landscape planning, management and monitor-
ing, and serves as an important basis for landscape policy.  The identifying character of rural and 
urban environments is, to a large extent, built upon visual perception. Visual landscape attributes 
like spaciousness and related indicators, such as degree of openness, building density and the 
nature of spatial boundaries, are important elements in landscape perception and preference. 
This book is about the combination of landscape research and planning, visual perception and 
Geographic Information Science. It showcases possible ways of getting a grip on themes like: 
landscape openness, cluttering of the rural landscape, high-rise buildings in relation to cityscape, 
historical landscapes and motorway panoramas. It offers clues for visual landscape assessment of 
spaces in cities, parks and rural areas. In that respect, it extends the long tradition in the Nether-
lands on physiognomic landscape research and shows the state of the art at this moment. 
The book offers important clues for theory, methodology and application in research and de-
velopment of landscapes all over the world, from a specifi cally Dutch academic context. It pro-
vides a wide range of insights into the psychological background of landscape perception, the 
technical considerations of geomatics and methodology in landscape architecture, urban plan-
ning and design. There are also some experiences worthwhile considering, which demonstrate 
how this research can be applied in the practice of landscape policy making.
An effort like this is only possible with the help and cooperation of many people. Firstly, we 
would like to acknowledge the esteemed members of the scientifi c committee: Marc Antrop, 
Michael Batty, Christina von Haaren, James Palmer and Mari Sundli Tveit for their critical, con-
structive comments on the manuscripts and the structure of the book. 
Furthermore, we would like to acknowledge the Department of Urbanism, the Chair of Land-
scape Architecture and the Library of Delft University of Technology, and the Environmental 
Sciences Group of Wageningen University for their generous fi nancial support. We would espe-
cially like to thank Amber Leeuwenburg, Anke Versteeg, Stephen Sheppard and Inge Bobbink 
for making this possible. We would also like to thank Mark Eligh of IOS Press for his patience 
and cooperation. And fi nally, Joost van Grinsven and Sara King for their efforts making it a 
well-designed and accessible book.
The editors
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PART ONE
THEORY
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1 . 1  I N T R O D U CT I O N 
The European Landscape Convention (ELC) defi nes landscape as “an area, as perceived by 
people, which character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human 
factors” (Council of Europe, 2000). Thus, the ELC clearly emphasises the sensory relationship 
between the observer and the landscape. The major question here is how do we know and un-
derstand the landscape through perception? 
Although ‘perceived by people’ refers to a holistic experience with all senses, very often it is re-
duced to the visual aspects. This has clearly to do with the ‘range’ of our senses. Already Granö 
(1929) 1 made the distinction between the ‘Nahsicht’ and ‘Fernsicht’. The Nahsicht or proximity 
is the environment we can experience with all our senses, the Fernsicht he called also landscape 
and is the part of our environment we mainly experience by vision. As Harris and Fairchild 
Ruggles (2007) put it: “For most human beings, the primary way of knowing the material 
world is through vision; the simple act of opening ones eyes and looking at an object, a scene, a 
horizon. The physiological processes engaged when the lid retracts from the eye are, when not 
impeded by pathologies, universal among humans. Because vision is an embodied experience, 
it is altered by the infi nite range of the possibilities presented by corporeal performance. The 
body moves in space – quickly or slowly, the head still or moving side to side, up or down – the 
eyes view a scene, and a cognitive process begins in which particles of light are assembled by 
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the brain to create an ordered image”. This quote exemplifi es that the identifying character of 
rural and urban environments is, to a large extent, built upon visual perception, which is a key 
factor in behaviour and preference, and thus important for landscape protection, monitoring, 
planning and management and design. 
But how can we comprehend the ‘face of the landscape’ and its perception? And how can we 
make this applicable to landscape planning, design and management? Although these ques-
tions are not new 2, we believe that the long tradition and current advances in the fi eld of visual 
landscape research in the Netherlands offer interesting clues for further development in theory, 
methodology and application. 
1.1.1  Visual landscape research
Visual landscape research is the central theme, and throughout the book you will fi nd also 
terms like landscape physiognomy and physiognomic landscape research. In this book we con-
sider rural, urban and infrastructural landscapes as types of landscape. 
According to the Oxford dictionary (2011a) landscape physiognomy refers to the appearance of 
the landscape and is derived from the Greek physiognomonía meaning ‘judging of man’s nature 
(by his features)’ based on gnomon ‘a judge, interpreter’. Initially, it refers to the human face as 
in the French ‘visage’, and its meaning has extended to the appearance of features such as land-
scape (French ‘paysage’). In the late 1970s scholars like De Veer and Burrough (1978) adopted 
this term and introduced the comparable Dutch terms landschapsfysiognomie (physiognomic 
landscape), visueel landschap (visual landscape) and landschapsbeeld (landscape scenery) to 
refer to the visual landscape consisting of the visible properties of all the landscape phenomena 
and their structure (De Veer and Burrough, 1978). We use the initial term landscape physio-
gnomy (or physiognomic landscape) and the more actual term visual landscape as synonyms. 
Physiognomic landscape research refers to visual landscape research that is concerned with 
mapping the visual landscape. Physiognomic landscape mapping or visual landscape mapping 
(landschapsbeeldkartering) comprises of a wide range of theories, methods and techniques for 
analysis and visualisation, and which refl ect different approaches to landscape as described for 
example by Sevenant (2010).
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1.1.2  Landscape planning, perception and Geographic Information Science
Visual landscape research is an interdisciplinary approach important for landscape planning. 
It involves disciplines such as (landscape) architecture and urban planning and design, psy-
chology and sociology, environmental ethics, and (humanistic) geography, all of which use 
data and tools offered by Geographic Information Science (GISc) such as computer mapping, 
spatial analysis, geomatics and (virtual) visualisation. The contributions in this book express 
this interdisciplinarity and refl ect different perspectives on visual landscape research by their 
theoretical elaborations, research approaches and practical applications. However, the core 
of this book is the integration of (1) landscape planning, design and management concepts, (2) 
landscape perception approaches, and (3) GISc-based methods and techniques in order to map the 
visual landscape (see fi gure 1). 
1 . 2   V I S U A L  R E S E A R C H  I N  L A N D S C A P E  P L A N N I N G , 
D E S I G N  A N D  M A N A G E M E N T
In the Netherlands there is a long tradition of visual landscape research starting in the 1960s, 
which has had an important infl uence on Flemish work as we ll. Its origins are to be found on 
one hand in the widely acknowledged Dutch system of spatial planning, and on the other, in 
the academic interest in landscape perception infl uenced by parallel developments in the Unit-
Landscape planning, design and management concepts
Visual 
landscape 
mapping
Landscape perception approaches
GISc-based methods and techniques
Figure 1
Visual landscape research is characterised by visual landscape mapping and determined by the integration of landscape planning, 
design and management, landscape perception and GISc-based methods and techniques
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ed States. Nowadays, this rich tradition of visual landscape research continues to develop and 
fi nd its way in landscape perception research, planning and design oriented landscape research 
and its implementation in landscape policy. The contributions in this book showcase the latest 
developments in the fi eld.
1.2.1  Visual research as policy-demand
The publication of a map called The landscape of the Netherlands and bordering regions (Het 
landschap van Nederland met aangrenzende gebieden) in the Second National Memorandum on 
Spatial Planning (Tweede Nota over de ruimtelijke ordening van Nederland) (RijksPlanologische 
Dienst, 1966) 3 represents an important step in visual research. This map presented the ‘open’ 
Dutch rural landscape as different ‘complexes of open spaces’ (fi gure 2) and addressed the 
visual landscape as an important issue for landscape planning and policy in the Netherlands for 
the fi rst time. Inspired by this more detailed interest in the Dutch landscape, several scholars, 
Figure 2
The landscape of the Netherlands and bordering regions showing complexes of open spaces (source: RijksPlanologische Dienst, 1966)
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from different Dutch universities and related research institutes, took the opportunity to devel-
op visual landscape concepts for the purpose of landscape planning, design and management, 
exemplifi ed by the work of Van der Ham et al. (1970, 1971), Nicolai (1971), Koster and De Veer 
(1972), Kerkstra et al. (1974), and De Veer (1977) (see fi gures 3 and 4). The fi rst overview of 
developed methods for visual landscape mapping and its applications appeared in De Veer et al. 
(1977), followed by an academic article by De Veer and Burrough (1978). This article remained 
until now the only English-language overview of the Dutch visual landscape research (includ-
ing the Flemish studies). 
From the 1980s onwards we see applications of computational methods and techniques in 
visual landscape mapping appear, exemplifi ed by the work of Burrough et al. (1982), Van den 
Berg et al. (1985), and Dijkstra (1985). From the late 1980s, early 1990s a vast amount of vis-
ual landscape studies appear, boosted by policy demands and stimulated by Dutch perception 
Figure 3
Landscape typology based on visual attributes (source: Van der Ham and Iding, 1971)
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studies of e.g. De Boer (1979), Boerwinkel (1986), Coeterier (1987, 1994, 1996), Van den Berg 
(1999), infl uenced by the work of Berlyne (1971), Appleton (1975), Ulrich (1981) and Kaplan 
and Kaplan (1989). Simultaneously advances in GISc in landscape research appeared too, as 
by Buitenhuis et al. (1986), Piket et al. (1987), Alphen et al. (1994), Palmer (1996), Palmer 
and Roos-Klein Lankhorst (1998) and Dijkstra and Van Lith-Kranendonk (2000). Most of these 
studies cover the rural types of landscape.
1.2.2  Visual research as academic interest
Parallel to this there was a growing interest for visual research in Dutch universities and re-
search institutes involving disciplines such as architecture in urban and landscape domains. 
These developments are characterised by visual perception research in the urban realm. The 
studies of Wentholt (1968), Steffen and Van der Voordt (1978) and Korthals Altes and Steffen 
(1988) are important examples with respect to urbanism and are highly infl uenced by the work 
of Lynch (1960) cum suis (see fi gure 5). The use of the enthescoop (camera with periscopic 
Figure 4
Visual complexity (source: Kerkstra et al., 1974)
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Figure 5
Collective image of the city Antwerp (source: Steffen and Van der Voordt, 1978)
Figure 6
Computational visualisation of the Floriade by M. den Ruijter, 1984 (source: personal archive Den Ruijter)
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lens) for means of urban analysis by Bouwman (1979) was also infl uential. For architecture the 
work of Prak (1979), Steffen (1981) and Hoogstad (1990) are good examples, and with regard 
to landscape architecture the infl uential works of Bijhouwer (1954), Warnau (1979, 1990), 
Steenbergen (1985, 1990) and Reh (1995). However, it is striking to notice that computational 
methods and techniques hardly found their way in this type of research. Early exceptions are to 
be found in the pioneering work of Den Ruijter (1978, 1984) and Roos-Klein Lankhorst (1987, 
1989) (see fi gure 6). The increasing amount of (inter)national publications, inclusion in aca-
demic research programmes and educational curricula of the last decade exemplify the ongo-
ing academic interest in visual research.
1 . 3   R E S E A R C H  O N  V I S U A L  L A N D S C A P E  A N D 
P E R C E P T I O N
According to Bell (1996), perception refers to “the activity carried out by the brain by which 
we interpret what the senses receive. It is not merely a factual reporting, but tends to be ref-
erenced to associations and expectations already in the mind of the beholder” and is derived 
from the Latin perceptio, from the verb percipere ‘seize, understand’ (Oxford dictionary, 2011b). 
Although we use all our senses to analyse the surroundings, mainly vision stands out, because 
it covers 87% of the sensory perception. So, vision provides the most information, and it is the 
sense in which we ‘imagine’ and ‘think’ (Bell, 1999; Snowden et al., 2006). As all senses work 
together, they add different dimensions to visual perception and can reinforce or confi rm the 
information. The term visual, derived from the Latin visualis and visus ‘sight’, from videre ‘to 
see’, is used as adjective relating to perception by seeing or sight: visual perception (Oxford dic-
tionary, 2011c).
1.3.1 Physiology of perception vs. psychology of perception
In (visual) perception studies there is a crucial difference between the physiology of percep-
tion (the ‘senses’) and the psychology of perception (the ‘brain’) (Jacobs, 2006; Bell, 1999). 
Physiology of visual perception refers to the processes of sensation and the mechanisms of 
sight, the structure of the eye, how it receives light, and its limitations. All aspects of physi-
ological perception can be measured in an objective way (Sevenant, 2010; Jacobs, 2006; Bell, 
1999). Although it is not the scope of this introductory chapter to elaborate on this, it is use-
ful to mention the fi eld of vision, which is an important aspect as it determines the visibility of 
the elements and their visual properties. Humans have an almost 120 degrees forward-facing 
horizontal, binocular fi eld of vision, allowing depth perception (see fi gure 7). Also, the ability 
to perceive shape (pattern recognition), motion and colour varies across the fi eld of vision. Pat-
23 
tern recognition concentrates in the centre of the fi eld of vision and covers about 20-60 degrees 
of the binocular view (Panero and Zelnik, 1979; Snowden et al., 2006) (for applications see 
chapter 5). There are also some physiological restrictions to the range of vision, which is the 
distance from the observer to an object, depth plan, or skyline. The range of vision depends 
on the position of the observer (altitude, proximity and angular size of the objects), viewing 
direction and atmospheric conditions (e.g. contrast threshold) (Duntley, 1948; Nicolai, 1971; 
Antrop, 2007). 1200-1400 metres is a critical distance, further away it is not possible to distin-
guish optical depth; individual (common) objects are hardly recognizable and merge with their 
background (Nicolai, 1971; Antrop, 2007). Also, for the recognition of characteristic elements 
of the landscape, the limiting distance of 500 metres is used (Van der Ham and Iding, 1971) 
and is a common step in the changing structural density (Antrop, 2007) (for applications see 
chapters 12 and 13).
The psychology of perception refers to two different processes: (1) the basically unconscious 
processing sensory information, and (2) the more or less conscious experience of analysing and 
interpreting this information (Jacobs, 2006). These two processes are complex and include pat-
tern recognition (shape, size, spatial arrangement) and colour discrimination, and are the basis 
for the identifi cation of objects and their relationships. It also comprises of assigning meaning, 
defi ning relations, classifying information and memorization. These processes integrate new 
Left Right
100
80
60
40
20
Figure 7
The fi eld of vision for a person looking 
straight ahead. The irregular boundaries 
of the left and right fi elds are caused by 
facial features such as the nose. The darker 
area shows the region of binocular overlap 
(source: Ware, 2004)
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information with existing knowledge and experience, combining it with personal symbolic and 
cultural elements. This whole psychological process is individual and thus essentially subjective 
and determines the experience of the landscape (Jacobs, 2006; Bell, 1999; Coeterier, 1987). 
Finally, this will affect our behaviour and actions (Sevenant and Antrop, 2010)(see chapter 2 
and 3 for elaborations on this topic). 
1.3.2 Paradigms in landscape perception research
In the fi eld of landscape perception research there is a vast amount of theories, methods and 
applications available. Valuable overviews are given by Daniel and Vining (1983), Zube et al. 
(1982) and Arthur et al. (1977) as well as the more recent overviews of Sevenant (2010), Scott 
and Benson (2002), Lothian (1999) and Dijkstra (1991). As found in these studies the existing 
approaches to landscape perception can be divided in four paradigms and two types of models:
(i) Expert models
• Expert-approach: evaluation of the visual landscape by experts and trained observers (e.g. 
landscape architects, geographers), characterised by heuristic methods and the use of sys-
tematic descriptive inventories, visual management systems, etc. Most of the early Dutch 
studies on the visual landscape can be labelled as expert-approaches (see section 1.2). For 
recent examples see section 1.4. However, the works of Boogert and Schalk (1995), Was-
sink (1999) and Hendriks and Stobbelaar (2003) are worthwhile mentioning here. Inter-
national references include the classic works of Lynch (1960), Cullen (1961), Appleyard et 
al. (1964), Ashihara (1983), Smardon et al. (1986) and Higuchi (1988). Furthermore, the 
works of e.g. Bell (1996), Thiel (1997), Dee (2001) and The Landscape Institute (2003) are 
good examples of this type of approach;
(ii) Public preference models
• Psychophysical-approach: testing general public or selected populations’ evaluations of land-
scape aesthetics/properties by, for example, environmental psychologists, landscape archi-
tects, characterised by the use of photo questionnaires. In these studies the behavioural ap-
proach is the dominant methodology. Exemplary Dutch studies are Van de Wardt and Staats 
(1988) and Staats and Van de Wardt (1990). International references include Appleton 
(1975) and Daniel (2001);
• Psychological-approach: search for human meaning associated with landscape or landscape 
properties by environmental psychologists, characterised by mapping landscape experi-
ence. As in the psychophysical-approach, the behavioural approach is dominant 4. Korthals 
Altes and Steffen (1988) and Coeterier (1987) are Dutch examples. Important international 
references include Kaplan and Kaplan (1989), Bell et al. (2001) and Nasar (2008);
25 
• Phenomenological-approach: research on subjective experience of the landscape (e.g. phe-
nomenologists, psychologists, humanistic geographers), characterised by the interpretation 
of paintings, poetry, etc. These studies show a humanistic approach. The work of Lemaire 
(1970) is a good Dutch example. International examples include: Tuan (1974), Boyer 
(1994) and Olwig (2002).
Throughout the book these different approaches are present, although most chapters refl ect 
typical expert-approaches. The literature guide after the last chapter gives further readings on 
the different approaches.
1 . 4   V I S U A L  L A N D S C A P E  R E S E A R C H  A N D  G E O G R A P H I C 
I N FO R M AT I O N  S C I E N C E
The term Geographic Information Science was introduced by Goodchild (1992) and is defi ned 
as: “an information science focussing on the collection, modelling, management, display, and 
interpretation of geographic data. It is an integrative fi eld, combining concepts, theories, and 
techniques from a wide range of disciplines, allowing new insights and innovative synergies 
for an increased understanding of our world. By incorporating spatial location as an essential 
characteristic of what we seek to understand in the natural and built environment, Geographic 
Information Science (GISc) and Systems (GIS) provide the conceptual foundation and syner-
getic tools to [explore visual landscapes]” (Kemp, 2008). For the full breadth of GISc and the 
background to it see e.g. Goodchild (1992) and Wilson and Fotheringham (2008).
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are computer systems for capturing, storing, querying, 
analysing, and displaying geodata. GIS developed from the integration of four different com-
puter applications: image processing (raster-based), computer aided design (CAD) (vector-based), 
mapping/cartography and database management (Kraak and Ormeling, 2010). Introductory 
works to GIS include Longley and Batty (2003), Chang (2010) and Longley et al. (2011). Useful 
accounts on geo-visualisation are Dodge et al. (2008) and Kraak and Ormeling (2010).
The terms geomatics or geomatic engineering or geospatial technology all refer to techniques for 
the acquisition, storage and processing of spatially referenced information of any kind. It com-
bines tools used in geodesy, photogrammetry, cartography, land surveying, geography, remote 
sensing, GIS and GPS. Thus geomatics refers to a scientifi c approach focussed on the funda-
mental aspects of geo-information and is elaborated in chapter 4 (Longley et al., 2011).
An essential aspect of geomatics for visual landscape research is the elaboration of Digital El-
evation Models (DEM, the generic term), Digital Terrain Models (DTM) and Digital Landscape 
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Models (DLM) describing the earth’s topographical surface. Basically two types of DEMs can be 
recognised:
• DTM: Digital Terrain Models only representing the bare ground surface;
• DLM: Digital Landscape Models also referred to as ‘envelope models’ representing the 
earth’s surface including all objects on it (‘obstacles’ such as buildings, infrastructures and 
land uses). 
DEMs can be acquired by different means such as interpolation from elevation points, digitising 
contour lines or direct measurements using stereo-photogrammetry or LiDAR (Light Detection 
And Ranging). They exist in different formats, as raster or vector (TIN: Triangular Irregular 
Network) data. A TIN dataset is also referred to as a primary or measured DEM, whereas a ras-
ter DEM is referred to as a secondary or computed DEM. All these factors defi ne the accuracy, 
precision and uncertainty (fuzziness) of the DEM dataset, which are important conditions for 
the analyses and the quality of the results. 
1.4.1 Trends in GISc 
During the last forty years visual landscape research has been constrained by computer tech-
nology and availability of digital data. The fi rst decennia in using geo-information technology 
was characterised by problems to acquire useful digital data in appropriate formats and the 
development of system specifi c software standards. Today, the power of PCs allow complex 
GIS-applications, there is a multitude of geodata available from many providers and there is a 
lot of user’s friendly ‘of the shelf GIS-software’ widely available, offering ‘common’ functions 
and tools for mapping the visual landscape. This will be exemplifi ed by a brief bibliometric sur-
vey on the use of GISc in visual landscape research (see fi gure 8). 
Infl uenced by national (NCG, 2010; VROM, 2008) and international initiatives supporting GISc 
and its applications in interdisciplinary approaches, GISc is likely to continue developing. The 
following trends can be recognised (Craglia et al., 2008):
• from practice to theory; 
• from geo-information application to geo-information infrastructure; 
• from spatial data structuring to meaningful spatial data integration; 
• from mapping to dynamic real-time spatial data collection and visualisation;
• from technological to socio-technical;
• from a few application areas to many disciplines in society. 
This list represents a rich research agenda and includes applications in space and place, de-
scription and classifi cation and temporality. Alternative models of space and time (dynamics, 
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movement) will be explored and corresponding specifi c visualisation tools, and languages are 
being created (Fisher and Unwin, 2005). Especially with regards to visual landscape research 
the development of a body-centred geography in GISc offers interesting clues for addressing the 
perceptual space (Batty et al., 2005).
The trends mentioned before are also found in (academic) education, as can be seen in many 
recent BSc and MSc programmes, where learning goals aim to link academic knowledge and 
skills in information technology. For example, the List of relevant European teaching subjects 
in the studies of landscape architecture (EU-Teach, 2011) proposed by the European Council of 
Landscape Architecture Schools (ECLAS), the European Federation of Landscape Architecture 
(EFLA) and others, promote learning outcomes in information technology, including GIS and 
three-dimensional visualisation, besides basic learning outcomes of theory and methodology in 
landscape architecture and participation. 
1.4.2 Specific methods and techniques based on GIScience
De Veer and Burrough (1978) suggested that the core of visual landscape mapping is about 
distinguishing between space and mass (see fi gure 9). A space is defi ned as an area of the earth’s 
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The diagram is based on a brief Web of Science literature research (1994-2010) using the key terms ‘visual landscape’ and ‘GIS’. 145 
references published in this period were found (source: Web of Science, 2011, 7th of July) 
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surface, bordered by linear or mass/volume elements higher than the eye level of a standing 
observer, within which all points are mutually visible. Mass or volumes are space-defi ning ele-
ments and can consist of vegetation (forest) or buildings or infrastructure (De Veer and Bur-
rough, 1978). Later the concepts of screens and transparency were added (Buitenhuis et al., 
1979; De Veer, 1981; Piessens, 1985). 
Based on these defi nitions, De Veer and Burrough (1978) defi ned three approaches to map the 
visible landscape: the compartment, the fi eld of view and the grid cell approach (see fi gure 10). 
These differ mainly by the way they defi ne space and mass and how these can be determined 
using topographic maps or aerial photographs. The compartment approach considers the vis-
ible landscape as a set of concave compartments that can be characterised by size or shape, the 
type of border and their content. The fi eld of view approach is based on measurements of fi elds 
of view and mapping sightlines from the observer’s position in the landscape. The grid cell ap-
proach samples the landscape by a tessellation of (mostly square) grid cells, for which one or 
more variables are measured and used to classify the cell density and complexity or to assign a 
type to it (De Veer and Burrough, 1978; Palmer and Roos-Klein Lankhorst, 1998).
Methods for operationalising these approaches using geodata are given in studies like Bur-
rough et al. (1982) and Buitenhuis et al. (1986). The last decennia, the number of processing 
methods and techniques to map the visual landscape increased, new algorithms were devel-
oped allowing the determination of new indicators for the visual landscape. Important are 
stereometric three-dimensional (3D) analyses that complement the planimetric two-dimen-
Figure 9
Space and mass. Original map (l) and derived space (white) – mass (black) map 
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sional (2D) ones. Referring to the Dutch academic context, the following groups of methods 
and techniques can be recognised: 
• Grid cell analysis: the landscape is subdivided into spatial features that are represented by 
raster cells or grid-shaped polygons. Each feature is described by one of more variables and 
can be integrated in each cell as integrated indicators, such density or complexity. The ori-
gins and background of this ‘raster analysis’ go back to the work of Tomlinson et al. (1976) 
and Tomlin (1983, 1991). The Map Analysis Package (MAP) by Tomlin was the fi rst raster 
based GIS and a milestone in the GIS development (see e.g. Blom et al., 1985; Van den 
Berg et al., 1985; Van Lammeren, 1985) (see fi gure 11). Regarding visual landscape assess-
ment using this approach, recent examples are given by Dijkstra and Van Lith-Kranendonk 
(2000), Palmer and Roos-Klein Lankhorst (1998) and Roos-Klein Lankhorst et al. (2002). 
In the international context these studies are comparable with the ones of Bishop and Hulse 
(1994) and Dramstadt et al. (2006). Raster analysis is also used for landscape characteri-
sation at different scale levels (see e.g. Van Eetvelde and Antrop, 2009). The research of 
Bishop et al. (2000) showcases an application in the vertical plane; 
• Landscape metrics: were originally developed for spatial analysis of land use patches in 
landscape ecology. Landscapes are modelled into patches, corridors, matrix and mosaics. 
Landscape metrics are also used to describe the composition and spatial confi guration of 
these elements (Turner and Gardner, 1991; Li and Wu, 2007). The software FRAGSTATS 
(McGarigal and Marks, 1995) had a important impact on the broad introduction of land-
scape metrics in landscape research. For Dutch applications in visual landscape studies see 
Antrop and Van Eetvelde (2000) and Van Lammeren and Kamps (2001). Palmer (2004) 
and Uuema et al. (2009) gave examples of visual landscape studies that use landscape met-
rics. Li and Wu (2004) point at the misuse of the landscape metrics because of conceptual 
fl aws regarding spatial pattern concepts. Landscape metrics are two-dimensional and can 
be applied both on raster and vector data; 
Figure 10
Three important approaches in landscape mapping: compartment (l); fi eld of view (m); grid cell (r)
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• Viewsheds: areas that can be seen from a given position. Viewshed-analysis is basically 
a three-dimensional visibility calculation based on raster data (surface analysis). Tandy 
(1967) introduced the term viewshed by analogy to the watershed. The computer program 
VIEWIT (Amidon and Elsner, 1968) was an important stimulant in viewshed-analysis, in 
particular as promulgated by the US Forest Service in the 1970s and used by many natural 
resource planners, landscape architects and engineers (Ervin and Steinitz, 2003). See De 
Floriani and Magillo (2003), Fisher (1991, 1992, 1993, 1995 and 1995) and Riggs and Dean 
(2007) for technical backgrounds. Interesting Dutch applications in visual landscape as-
sessment are Sevenant and Antrop (2006), Kerkstra et al. (2007), Piek et al. (2007) and 
Nijhuis (2010) (see fi gure 12). International references are Wheatley (1995), Llobera 
(1996, 2003), Germino et al. (2001), Bishop (2003), Rød and Van der Meer (2009); 
• Isovists: sight fi eld polygons or limit-of-vision plottings are the vector-based counterpart of 
viewsheds and address only the horizontal plane. Tandy (1967) suggested the application 
of isovists to “convey the spatial composition from an observers point of view”. Later, Ben-
edikt connected Gibson’s (1979) concept of the ambient optic array to isovists and isovist 
fi elds for means of architectonic research (Benedikt, 1979, 1981). Computational genera-
tion of isovists are found in Depthmap (Turner, 2001) and Isovist Analyst Extension (Rana, 
2002). For technical backgrounds and interesting parameters see Batty (2001) and Turner 
et al. (2001). In the Netherlands this topic can be found in Van Bilsen and Stolk (2007), 
Nijhuis (2009) and Weitkamp (2010). Recently the so-called 3D-isovists became of inter-
est e.g. Fisher-Gewirtzman et al. (2003, 2005), Morello and Ratti (2009) and Van Bilsen 
(2008). “A ‘3D-isovist’ defi nes the three-dimensional fi eld of view, which can be seen from 
a vantage point with a circular rotation of 360 degrees and from the ground to the sky. In 
comparison to the defi nition of a 2D-isovist, which considers a plan parallel to the ground, 
this new defi nition refers to the real perceived volumes in a stereometric reference. Adding 
the vertical dimension helps to better simulate the physical environment observed from the 
vantage point” (Morello and Ratti, 2009);
• Virtual 3D-landscapes: current GIS are generally limited to the horizontal two dimensions 
but utilise three-dimensional visualisation and analysis. GIS support 3D-display of ter-
rain models (DEMs), interactive navigation, 3D-symbols/geometries (including: custom 3D 
modelling, importing GIS data, importing 3D-data, 3D laser scanning), surface analysis
(i.e. viewsheds and isovists) and viewpoint and path creation (i.e. fl y-through animations) 
(Kemp, 2008; Raper, 1989, 2000). However, the embedding of 3D topology and, conse-
quently, 3D analysis tools to be become true 3D-GIS is still under development. See e.g. 
Batty (2008, 2000) and Abdul-Rahman et al. (2006) on this matter. Three-dimensional 
visualisation (GIS-based) offers a wide range of possibilities for means of visual landscape 
research. For an elaboration see Ervin (2001), Ervin and Hasbrouck (2001) and Bishop 
and Lange (2005). Degree of reality is an important topic that has to be addressed (Lange, 
2001). Dutch examples of virtual 3D landscapes in visual landscape research include 
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Alkhoven (1993) and Van Lammeren et al. (2003). International examples are Ribe et al. 
(2002), Hudson-Smith and Evans, (2003), Paar (2003), Rekitte and Paar (2006) and Hud-
son-Smith (2008).
Throughout the book the reader will fi nd theoretical and practical applications of these meth-
ods and techniques, in particular in part two and three. More backgrounds on GISc in relation 
to visual landscape research can be found in chapter 4.
1 . 5  T H R E E  PA R T S ,  T W E LV E  C H A P T E R S
This book is built up of twelve chapters, plus this introduction. The chapters are organised 
around three themes: (1) theory, (2) landscape research and design, and (3) landscape policy. 
This practical grouping in parts is derived from the content of the chapters and refl ects the 
scope and direction of visual landscape research in the Dutch academic context. The chapters 
offer important clues for theory, methodology and application in research and development of 
landscapes all over the world, exemplifi ed by their particular perspectives on the topic.
Figure 11
Visibility analysis using MAP2, an early GIS developed by Dutch scholars and based on Tomlin’s MAP software (source: Van den 
Berg et al., 1985)
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1.5.1 Part one: theory 
This part comprises of theoretical elaborations on the psychology and phenomenology of the 
visual landscape and showcases recent developments in the fi eld of environmental psychol-
ogy. Furthermore it elaborates a perspective on GISc with regard to physiognomic landscape 
research from a typical geomatics point of view. 
Psychology of the visual landscape (chapter 2) by Jacobs introduces the key concepts of psycho-
logical perception of the landscape. The chapter introduces biological, cultural and individual 
factors that determine the mental processes involved in landscape perception. It presents a 
comprehensive overview of disciplinary approaches to the study of psychological responses to 
the visual landscape and links it to GIS. The phenomenological experience of the visual landscape 
(chapter 3) by Moya Pellitero explores how phenomenological approaches can inform land-
scape planning, design and policy. This chapter elaborates how the qualitative and intangible 
nature of landscape can be incorporated into the analyses and monitoring typically performed 
Figure 12
Analysis of landscape openness relative to the observer by means of viewsheds (by S. Nijhuis)
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through GIS. It proposes a participative methodology to elaborate new ways of mapping the so-
cial phenomenological experience of landscape. Geomatics in physiognomic landscape research
(chapter 4) by Van Lammeren introduces the key concepts of geomatics in relation to visual 
landscape research. It addresses the constituent elements of geomatics: geodata, geodata pro-
cessing and geodata visualisation. Furthermore, the chapter refl ects experiences in the Nether-
lands in the use of GISc in visual landscape research and embeds it in an international context.
1.5.2 Part two: landscape research and design
This part presents visual landscape research methods and techniques for landscape planning, 
design and management and comprises of examples in the urban and rural realm. It showcases 
recent examples of multi-disciplinary approaches in landscape architecture, environmental 
psychology, urban design, information science and landscape heritage management. 
Visual research in landscape architecture (chapter 5) by Nijhuis explores visual landscape re-
search for means of landscape architectonic design. It is about analysis of the visible form of 
a landscape architectonic composition as it is encountered by an individual within it, moving 
through it, making use of GIS-based isovists and viewsheds. It addresses the basic concepts of 
visual perception, the role of movement and showcases how GIS can reveal the particularities 
of the perceived landscape architectonic space by computational analysis and its representa-
tion. Mapping landscape attractiveness (chapter 6) by Roos-Klein Lankhorst et al. introduces 
a validated model that predicts the attractiveness of the landscape: the GIS-based Landscape 
Appreciation Model (GLAM). The authors elaborate on the theoretical background to GLAM, 
the attributes in the current version of the model, the fi nal steps in calibrating the model, as 
well as its validation. The chapter concludes with a discussion on the usefulness of GLAM for 
spatial policy. The one- and two-dimensional isovists analyses in Space Syntax (chapter 7) by Van 
Nes elaborates on axial lines and isovists as constituent elements of the Space Syntax method 
for means of visibility analyses. It showcases how spatial properties derived from these analy-
ses indicate degrees of street life, safety and economic attractiveness in urban areas. Virtual 
historical landscapes (chapter 8) by De Boer et al. is about realistic 3D virtual reconstructions of 
historical landscapes using GIS-technology. These virtual historical landscapes let users experi-
ence the historical landscape from different viewpoints by browsing and navigating through 
3D virtual environments. These virtual environments provide a global, visual context for a de-
tailed presentation of historical and archaeological research data for management of landscape 
heritage and edutainment projects. Mapping landscape openness with isovists (chapter 9) by 
Weitkamp describes a procedure to get a grip on landscape openness using GIS-based isovists. 
It is about the concept of landscape openness as an important aspect of the visual landscape, it 
describes a method to model landscape openness and a procedure to use this model for policy 
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making purposes. Furthermore, it discusses the evaluation of the results of the procedure with 
policy makers.
1.5.3 Part three: landscape policy
Landscape character assessment is a key element in landscape management, planning and 
monitoring and serves as an important basis for landscape policy. This part consists of applica-
tions of visual landscape research in the context of policymaking in the urban and rural realm. 
Important themes are landscape openness, the visual infl uence of high-rise buildings and pano-
ramic views along motorways. 
Landscape policy and visual landscape assessment (chapter 10) by Nijhuis and Reitsma elaborates 
a landscape planning and design-oriented approach to visual landscape indicators, involving 
GISc-based methods. It focuses on landscape character assessment addressing visual attributes 
such as spaciousness, degree of openness and visibility. The Province of Noord-Holland (the 
Netherlands) serves as a case study of how regional authorities can include visual landscape 
character assessment in landscape policy. Preserving panoramic views along motorways through 
policy (chapter 11) by Piek et al. introduces a practical approach towards motorway panora-
mas, it provides a defi nition and elaborates a GIS-based method to get a grip on views along 
motorways. The described approach fi tted in well with policy discussions of the Dutch govern-
ment about preventing spatial clutter across the landscape and preserving landscape openness. 
The research, to some degree, was used to formulate policy on motorway environments. Hi 
Rise, I can see you! (chapter 12) by Van der Hoeven and Nijhuis presents a framework for ana-
lysing high building development and the visual impact of high buildings on the surrounding 
landscape, with the city of Rotterdam as a Western European showcase. Architectural height, 
year of completion, location and functional use, as well as atmospheric circumstances and ver-
tical size are constituent elements of the analysis comparing existing buildings with the urban 
policies that are in place. Visions of Belle van Zuylen (chapter 13) by Lörzing demonstrates that 
visual landscape assessment can have some tangible impact on a political decision-making 
process. As pointed out in the case of the proposed (and controversial) Belle van Zuylen sky-
scraper, a study into the tower’s visual effects played an important role in the decision process 
of policy makers such as the Chief Government Architect, providing a solid basis for discussion 
on this issue of national importance.
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[1] Recently republished and translated in English: see Granö and Paasi (1997).
[2] The quest of apprehension, representation and realisation of the perceived space started already in Ancient Greece and took a 
big step in development in Renaissance Italy by the invention, description and application of linear perspective.
[3] For backgrounds to this see Maas and Reh (1968).
[4] The differences between the psychophysical and psychological approaches are gradual and hard to distinguish.
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2 . 1  I N T R O D U CT I O N
While environmental psychology is a leading discipline in the study of human responses to 
the visual landscape, various other disciplines contribute to our understanding of the psycho-
logical perception of landscape as well, such as human geography and sociology. Despite the 
disciplinary differences, all approaches share, explicitly or implicitly, three core assumptions 
(Jacobs, 2006: 47): (1) the way people perceive landscapes is infl uenced but not determined 
by physical landscape attributes, (2) a complex mental process of information reception and 
processing mediates between the physical landscape and the psychological landscape, and 
(3) various factors can exercise infl uence on this mental process, to be divided into biological, 
cultural and individual factors (Bourassa, 1990, 1991). Figure 1 illustrates these shared as-
sumptions, and can be seen as a pre-disciplinary research model for studying the psychology 
of the visual landscape. 
Disciplinary approaches differ with respect to the aspects of landscape perception under 
study (e.g. landscape preferences, meanings assigned to places), to the factors studied that 
infl uence landscape perception, and to the theories employed to explain how those factors 
infl uence landscape perception. 
M A A R T E N  J A CO B S
PSYCHOLOGY OF THE 
VISUAL LANDSCAPE
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This chapter presents contributions of various disciplinary approaches to the study of psy-
chological responses to the visual landscape. Rather than giving a comprehensive overview, 
which would require a lengthy chapter (see Jacobs, 2006: chapter 4, for an elaborated over-
view), the aims are to present examples of approaches that stress biological, cultural and in-
dividual factors to explain the constitution of the psychological landscape (i.e. how landscape 
perception and experience come into being), to emphasise Dutch contributions within this 
framework, and to discuss the various bodies of knowledge in the face of GIS systems that 
support landscape policy, planning and design. To do so, the next three sections deal with 
examples of research into landscape perception devoted to biological, cultural and individual 
factors respectively. In the conclusion, the applicability of the various bodies of knowledge to 
developing GIS based support systems for landscape policy, planning and design will be dis-
cussed. 
2 . 2  B I O LO G I C A L  FA CTO R S
The term ‘biological factors’ denotes innate dispositions that are evolutionarily determined 
and fi xed in our genetic make-up. Adherents of the adaptive approach within environmental 
psychology contend that some landscape preferences are inborn as responses to physical 
landscape properties that have emerged in the course of biological evolution, because these 
responses enhanced survival (Saegert and Winkel, 1990). To appreciate this approach, a little 
understanding of the working of emotions is crucial. Generally, preferences are manifesta-
tions of emotions (LeDoux, 1996: 53; Jacobs, 2009): we tend to like objects or situations 
that invoke positive emotions (e.g. happiness), and tend to dislike objects and situations that 
invoke negative emotions (e.g. fear). Generic emotion research has demonstrated that many 
aspects of emotions are innate (Darwin, 1872; Ekman, 1992, 1999; LeDoux, 1996: 113). The 
innate aspects include some emotional bodily reactions, such as an increased heartbeat or the 
tendency to freeze in the case of fear. These responses were benefi cial to the survival of or-
ganisms, for their adaptive value in dealing with fundamental life tasks (Damasio, 2001: 60; 
LeDoux, 1996: 40; Ekman, 1999). The tendency to freeze decreases the likelihood of being 
Physical landscape Psychological landscapeMental process
Biological factors
Cultural factors
Individual factors
Figure 1
A default pre-disciplinary landscape perception research model 
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spotted by a predator (predators typically react to movement), and the increased heartbeat 
prepares the body for a fl ight reaction (Jacobs, 2009). Research has also demonstrated that 
some stimuli automatically lead to emotional responses, without any previous learning being 
involved (Jacobs, 2006: 171). For example, rats that are being raised in isolation in a laborato-
ry, never having seen a cat, show fear responses when exposed to a cat (LeDoux, 1996: 132). 
The advantage of automatically responding with an emotional reaction to some stimuli is 
that this response is quick: if an antelope would have to fi gure out the situation when it faces 
a lion, the antelope would be the lion’s lunch (Jacobs, 2009). Thus, the emotional system has 
evolved as an adaptive system that serves survival, and includes automatic responses to some 
objects and situations. 
The adaptive approach is concerned with these automatic, innate, quick, emotional responses 
(Ulrich, 1983). Since the environment is crucial for survival, it is very likely, within the 
framework of general evolution theory, that we have innate predispositions related to certain 
aspects of our environment. Genes that predispose us to particular emotional reactions to 
certain landscape attributes have survived in the course of evolution because those reactions 
have turned out to be adaptive responses to situations of life importance for human beings. 
Thus, innate landscape preferences are preferences for landscapes that were benefi cial for our 
distant ancestors (but not necessarily for us, because over the last couple of thousand years, 
since the advent of agriculture 10.000 years ago, humans have created artifi cial environments 
at a pace that is much faster than our genetic make-up can adapt to).
The fi rst theoretical accounts of biologically determined landscape preferences were based on 
the arousal theory, a general motivation theory developed by Berlyne to explain why people 
are inclined to stick to certain situations for a longer period of time than to other situations. 
Something (an artwork, a situation, a landscape) has a positive hedonic value if it is pleasant 
and rewarding to keep in touch with it (Berlyne, 1974: 8). For example, landscapes highly 
preferred by people have a high positive hedonic value. The stimuli that constitute an optimal 
hedonic value are a mixture of arousal-increasing and arousal-decreasing properties (arousal 
being the general level of excitement or activation). These stimuli make it cognitively diffi cult 
to understand the situation, but at the same time make it possible to resolve the problem. Thus, 
an optimal arousal potential trains our cognitive skills to resolve problems, and these are ca-
pacities we need to survive (Berlyne, 1971). While the complete arousal theory is a lot more 
complex (Berlyne, 1971, 1973, 1974), early environmental psychologists have used the rather 
simplifi ed version as explained here. Wohlwill (1976) compared the results of then published 
environmental psychological research with Berlyne’s theory, and found a relation between 
landscape preference and the degree of mystery. He also found a relation with the degree to 
which different landscape features fi t to each other (Porteous, 1996: 119; Wohlwill, 1976). 
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Kaplan and Kaplan assert that landscape preferences are ‘ancient and far-reaching’ (Kaplan 
and Kaplan, 1989: 10), and have developed the preference matrix to explain for which land-
scapes we have innate preferences. The preference matrix globally resonates with Berlyne’s 
theory and describes the conditions that optimise the possibility to gain knowledge of the 
surrounding landscape. Gaining knowledge of a landscape depends on four factors: coher-
ence, legibility, complexity and mystery (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1983, 1989: 53; Kaplan, 1987). 
According to Kaplan and Kaplan, we prefer those landscapes that score high values on all four 
factors. Coherence and legibility facilitate understanding a scene. Enough complexity makes 
a scene interesting, and mystery raises the expectation that there is more to learn about the 
scene. These four factors as such are not biological factors, but refl ect perceptual factors that 
give the best opportunities to obtain the knowledge that is needed for survival. Thus, the bio-
logical factor in this theory is the assertion that liking those landscapes that foster obtaining 
knowledge trains the cognitive system, and thus contributes to survival. Kaplan and Kaplan 
(1989) report eleven empirical studies that have tested their theory: coherence and mystery 
appeared signifi cant predictors of landscape preferences in most of these studies, while com-
plexity and legibility were signifi cant in only one study. 
The theories of Berlyne and Kaplan and Kaplan share the assumption that we have evolution-
ary developed preferences because they serve optimal cognitive functioning. This explana-
tion, however, is very problematic in the face of recent progress in generic emotion research. 
Comparative phylogenetic research has demonstrated that the emotional system came into 
being at a much earlier stage in evolution than the cognitive system did (LeDoux, 2000). 
Therefore, the emotional system cannot be an adaptation to exercise cognitive capacities 
(Jacobs, 2006: 199). Explanations for innate landscape preferences must be much easier than 
the ones offered by Berlyne, and Kaplan and Kaplan. We have innate landscape preferences 
not because certain landscapes contribute to optimal cognitive functioning, but because cer-
tain landscapes have features that immediately serve survival. From this perspective, Apple-
ton’s prospect-refuge theory is a better explanation for innate preferences.  
According to Appleton (1984, 1996), the relationship of the human subject to the perceived 
environment is comparable to the relationship of an animal to its habitat. The innate human 
preference for landscape features is a spontaneous reaction to the landscape as a habitat 
(Appleton, 1975: 70). To put it simply: we prefer those landscapes that offered our primitive 
ancestors the best chances of survival (Appleton, 1975; Orians, 1986). We like to see without 
being seen: we prefer landscapes that allow us to hide, as well as to survey the environment. 
Our ancestors - hunters and gatherers - needed to be able to hide from large predators. They 
also needed to be able to survey the landscape, in order to gather vegetables and hunt for prey. 
Appleton’s prospect-refuge theory states that landscapes that provide both prospect and ref-
uge opportunities are highly preferred, because they met the biological needs of our distant 
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ancestors. Thus, half open landscapes would be preferred over open landscapes or closed 
landscapes, an assertion that is corroborated by empirical fi ndings. These empirical fi ndings, 
however, do not necessarily determine whether Appleton´ s explanation rings true, as alterna-
tive explanations are still possible (e.g. half open landscapes often provide an optimal mix of 
coherence and mystery). 
In addition to half-openness, an abundance of vegetation and an abundance of water are 
thought to be landscape properties for which we have an innate preference (e.g. Schroeder 
and Daniel, 1981; Ulrich, 1981, 1983, 1993; Yang and Brown, 1992). These innate preferences 
are easy to explain: we need water to survive, and the presence of vegetation often indicates 
the presence of food, water and a place to hide. Some scholars have suggested that we have 
an innate preference for nature (e.g. Herzog, 1989, 1992; Schroeder, 1991; Ulrich, 1993; 
Zube, 1991). However, it is highly unlikely that this hypothesis is true. Firstly, it contradicts 
the fi ndings of historians who revealed that, during the Middle Ages, people disliked nature 
(Corbin, 1989; Lemaire, 1970). Secondly, because the hypothesis of an innate preference for 
nature contradicts basic premises of the evolutionary approach itself. The genetic make-up of 
humans does not change fast. We must theorise what the benefi t has been for our distant an-
cestors –  i.e. a hundred thousand years ago – to explain innate preferences. In those days, the 
whole environment was natural. Hence, there was no evolutionary benefi t at all for our ances-
tors to have genes that predispose us to a preference for nature. Probably, those who argue 
that we have an innate preference for nature confl ate nature with vegetation. While natural 
landscapes often contain more vegetation than human-made landscapes, it is the vegetation, 
not the naturalness, which triggers inborn mental dispositions to like those landscapes. To 
conclude, theoretically, it is very likely that we have innate preferences for half-open land-
scapes, and for landscapes with vegetation and water, as empirical studies indicate. While 
extensive cross-cultural research is absent, studies in various countries corroborate these as-
sertions.  Importantly, nobody argues that landscape preferences are solely based on innate 
dispositions: learning during the course of life affects those preferences as well. 
2 . 3  C U LT U R A L  FA CTO R S
While landscape perception and appreciation are in the end individual mental phenomena, 
culture exercises great infl uence on the individual mind, and hence, might explain certain 
experiential dispositions towards landscapes. Lehman et al. (2004) conclude in their review 
study on psychology and culture that “much recent research has demonstrated the strength 
of culture in infl uencing the perceptions, construals, thoughts, feelings, and behaviours of its 
members”. Culture consists of a set of collective views and habits (Jacobs, 2006: 143). Culture 
infl uences individual minds by means of public expressions: any material sign that can be 
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used to convey a message from one mind to another, which include written and spoken words, 
paintings, videos, body language, et cetera (Jacobs, 2006: 151). An individual, living in a cul-
ture, is exposed to a perpetual stream of public expressions that might infl uence his thoughts 
about the object the public expressions expound on. For example, all individuals in western 
culture get socialised into a certain view on nature by means of public expressions about the 
way nature works (e.g. texts on ecosystem theory), what nature looks like (e.g. paintings, TV 
documentaries), and what kind of experiences people have had in natural settings (e.g. po-
ems, conversations) (Jacobs, 2006: 152). 
Although many sociological and anthropological studies are somehow related to places (since 
social processes are often intimately related to places), sociological and anthropological stud-
ies and theories are seldom explicitly about place or landscape experiences (Gieryn, 2000). 
This is a logical consequence of the object of the studies conducted by sociologists: social pro-
cesses and structures. 
The bond between community and landscape is studied in anthropological work (Hirsch and 
O’ Hanlon, 1996). For example, van Assche (2004) and Duineveld (2006) describe the various 
bonds between images of places and self-defi nitions of communities. These works focus on 
discourse, regarded as the production of meaning, that includes images of reality out-there as 
well as images of self (van Assche, 2004; Duineveld, 2006). In this approach, landscape expe-
rience is seen as dependent on discourse, for in discourse, ideas and meanings are conveyed 
between individuals. 
Several historians have studied diachronic changes in the way people ascribe meaning to 
landscape and nature (e.g. Schama, 1995; Corbin, 1989; Pyne, 1998). According to de Groot 
(1999), for our distant ancestors – hunters and gatherers without a permanent residence – 
nature was taken for granted as the immediate, omnipresent religious universe. Trees and 
stones were thought to be animated. In that time, nature and culture were not separated. As 
agriculture entered human history, people built permanent settlements. Man projected inten-
tions onto places; for example, a place has to be a fi eld to grow corn. Nature and culture be-
came divided. Nature appeared as a disorderly thread, producing plagues, weeds and vermin. 
Nature was an enemy of man (de Groot, 1999). For example, in the Middle Ages the ocean was 
regarded as the chaotic domain of the devil, abandoned by god, inhabited by sea monsters 
and ruled by chaos and death (Corbin, 1989). In the modern era, man started to master nature 
by using technical innovations (de Groot, 1999). The fear of primeval nature slowly faded. 
Writers, explorers, philosophers and painters constructed a romantic image of nature. The 
appreciation of nature, then, is a typical product of modern western culture. 
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Historians pay little attention to the diversity of ideas in a particular space of time. Moreover, 
historical research is often limited to the ideas of the upper class, such as writers, states-
men, painters, scientists and explorers. Little is known about the ideas of laymen. Since the 
1990s, several Dutch philosophers and sociologists have been investigating images of nature 
amongst the public. Images of nature are complex formations of meanings, functioning as 
overall frames of mind, that structure the perception and valuation of nature (Buijs, 2000; 
2009; Jacobs et al., 2002; Keulartz et al., 2000). This formation of meanings includes a cogni-
tive dimension (what nature is), a normative dimension (how to act towards nature) and an 
expressive dimension (what the experiential values of nature are) (Keulartz et al., 2004). In 
different images of nature, a particular natural phenomenon can be given different mean-
ings. For example, the ocean can be seen as primeval nature by people who have a particular 
image of nature. For people who have another image, the same ocean can be seen as space 
that provides leisure opportunities. Buijs (2009) has revealed fi ve different images of nature 
amongst the Dutch public: the wilderness image, the autonomic image, the inclusive image, 
the aesthetic image and the functional image. People with a wild image of nature regard only 
nature that is untouched by man to be ‘real’ nature; they consider it not right to exploit nature 
for human purposes and regard rough nature without traces of human use the most beautiful. 
At the other end of the spectrum, people who have a functional image of nature consider na-
ture that is highly infl uenced by man nature as well, consider it right to use nature for human 
purposes and consider nature ordered by man to be the most beautiful. The other images fall 
in between these extreme images. For example, people with an inclusive image consider eve-
rything to be nature as long as it grows spontaneously. In this image, man is allowed to inter-
vene in nature, but not too much. Nature that expresses peaceful coexistence between man 
and nature is regarded as beautiful. The results of other empirical studies (Jacobs et al. 2002; 
Keulartz et al., 2004, van den Born et al., 2001) resonate with the fi ndings of Buijs. 
Based on more than 20 years of landscape perception research in many areas in the Neth-
erlands, Coeterier (2000) argues that, within local cultures, inhabitants develop a special 
way of looking at the surrounding landscape. Often, a leading theme, which depends on the 
specifi c landscape, guides this way of looking. For example, in one region he found that the 
predominant theme for people was to divide the landscape into a front, consisting of paved 
roads where housing and human activities are concentrated, and a back, unpaved drives 
where nature and silence were to be found. This leading theme comprises the nature of the 
landscape as a whole and its function. Furthermore, Coeterier (1996, 2000) has found that 
other important attributes that determine landscape perception and evaluation by inhabitants 
are maintenance, naturalness, spaciousness, development in time, soil and water, and sensory 
qualities. These attributes are abstract perceptual qualities, and the way people fi ll them in 
depends on the leading theme. Thus, Coeterier developed a system of categories that deter-
mine a local culture’s way of assessing landscape. 
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The individual mind is permeated with culture. Historical, sociological, and anthropological 
studies into landscape have demonstrated cultural infl uences on the way people perceive cat-
egories of places (e.g. natural places) and particular places (e.g. a specifi c region). Individuals 
are members of different cultural communities on different levels. As members of a global 
western culture they might be socialised into a general appreciation of nature, as historians 
have shown. As members of a national culture, they might be infl uenced by national dis-
course, e.g. the Dutch discourse of fi ghting against water, or the Polish discourse in which the 
forest is given a specifi c nationalistic connotation since the forest was the place where resist-
ance to foreign powers started (Schama, 1995). As members of a local culture, people might 
gradually adopt a specifi c way of assessing the place they inhabit. Cultural infl uence, then, is 
a multi-layered set of infl uences. 
2 . 4  I N D I V I D U A L  FA CTO R S  
Next to biological factors, which point to cross-cultural commonalities in landscape percep-
tion, and cultural factors, that indicate meanings assigned to landscape that are shared 
within a cultural group and which may vary across groups and across time, the way a person 
perceives landscapes also depends on individual factors: mental dispositions that result from 
individual previous experiences or differences in personality traits. Think of a garden. Ac-
cording to the adaptive approach, someone’s preference for the garden is predictable on the 
basis of general, non-individual factors, for example because it is a good mix of prospect and 
refuge opportunities (Appleton, 1975) or because it is complex, mysterious, legible and coher-
ent (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989). According to the images of nature approach, different people 
might appreciate the garden differently, dependent on their image. Apart from that, the gar-
den can have special meanings for its owner and it can have a particular identity for people 
who visit it often. During the course of life, people give meaning to particular places and be-
come attached to places (Tuan, 1980). 
Previous experiences, and especially recurring patterns in previous experiences, leave traces 
in the human brain, which is highly plastic (open to change) in nature. Psychologically, these 
traces can be called mental concepts: enduring elementary mental structures, which are capa-
ble of playing discriminatory and inferential roles in an individual’s life, in the sense of infl u-
encing various mental operations (Jacobs, 2006: 124). Neurologically, these mental concepts 
are constituted by specifi c neural circuits. The neural mechanisms for acquiring new mental 
concepts are unravelled by Kandel (2001): “our studies provide clear evidence that learning 
results from changes in the strength of the synaptic connections between precisely intercon-
nected cells”. He demonstrated that learning new concepts is established by the building of 
new specifi c circuits in the brain. These concepts play a crucial role in perception. Perception 
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is the experience of a meaningful image, based on sensory input. While sensations as such 
are chaotic, we organise the incoming raw information with help of mental concepts (Jacobs, 
2006: 124). It is of importance that we have many mental concepts – probably millions. We 
have mental concepts for different categories e.g., for the tree it could be beauty, but also we 
then have more particular concepts, e.g. for that specifi c tree in your back yard it could be 
the place you were raised, and then mental concepts that relate to specifi c events, e.g. your 
tenth birthday. Mental concepts are mutually connected. Thus, somebody’s mental concept 
for a specifi c place might become connected with mental concepts that represent personal 
memories of that place, mental concepts that denote general knowledge of that place, mental 
concepts that refl ect value judgements, et cetera. Thus, people gradually develop networks 
of place meanings. Someone’s sense of place is the specifi c network of mental concepts that 
is connected to his/her mental concept for a particular place – a network of mental concepts 
that specifi es a place as a particular place for the subject, one that is distinct from other 
places. Subjects have a sense of place for a particular place as soon as specifi c mental concepts 
or specifi c combinations of mental concepts for the particular place have been created in their 
minds. By perceiving the particular place, or by thinking about it, the network of specifi c men-
tal concepts, or parts of it, may be activated, thus contributing to a specifi c experience of place 
for the subject. Not all mental concepts that make up someone’s sense of place are experienced 
during a particular experience of a particular place. Experiences and memories of a place may 
be different every time for an individual subject. And sometimes hardly any of the mental 
concepts that make up someone’s sense of place may be part of his experience. It is not neces-
sary at all to receive stimuli from the particular place for the mental concepts that constitute a 
sense of place to be activated. One may just think about the place while being elsewhere, or a 
sense of place may play a role in experience when seeing other places that resemble properties 
of a particular place, even if one is not consciously aware of this association. 
In human geography, the study of the meanings that people assign to places is often labeled 
the concept of sense of place (Manzo, 2005; Patterson and Williams, 2005). Sense of place 
– understood as the total collection of meanings that people assign to a particular place 
(Jorgensen and Stedman, 2001) – is thus an overarching concept (Hay, 1998; Shamai, 1991) 
that includes all meanings an individual assigns to a place. The concept of place meaning is a 
broad concept that stresses any form in which a person is related to a place, for example, ways 
of using a place, aesthetic values, feelings of belonging, emotional attachment, memories 
of a place, or knowledge of a place. Importantly, place meanings are properties of subjects; 
the meanings are assigned to places, or features of places, by people (Manzo, 2005). Some 
scholars consider sense of place a holistic concept, and are therefore reluctant to distinguish 
between its components or dimensions (e.g. Relph, 1976; Tuan, 1980). Others have distin-
guished sense of place dimensions, such as cognitive, affective, and behavioral or conative 
meanings (Altman and Low, 1992). A compatible distinction between attachment to (emo-
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tional bonds with the place), dependence on (perceived behavioral advantage of a place), and 
identifi cation with (the role of the place in overall self-identity), is used to develop and test a 
psychometric scale for quantitative measurements of sense of place (Jorgensen and Stedman, 
2001, 2006). These dimensions are based on an abstract theoretical distinction that goes 
back to Plato (Ajzen, 2001), who argued that man has three basic psychological faculties, viz. 
knowing (cognitive domain), feeling (affective domain), and willing (conative domain). In a 
similar vein, the two components of place dependence and place identity were measured in 
a psychometric approach to place attachment (Williams and Vaske, 2003). Jacobs and Buijs 
(2010) adopted a different approach to reveal various dimensions of sense of place. Instead 
of a theoretically determined categorisation, they formulated dimensions on the basis of an 
open, in-depth account of people’s place meanings as elicited in two studies. Five categories 
of abstract place meanings emerged from the data-driven analysis: beauty (place meanings 
related to aesthetic judgments), functionality (place meanings that express ways of using the 
landscape), attachment (place meanings that convey belonging relations between subjects 
and the place), biodiversity (place meanings pertaining to species and nature), and risk (place 
meanings that articulate worries about current or expected problems). These categories of 
abstract place meanings, that considerably overlap with categories revealed by other studies 
(e.g. Tunstall et al., 2000; Davenport and Anderson, 2005), represent aspects of place that 
stand out to people. 
Apart from individually developed place meanings that guide the way people perceive partic-
ular landscapes, individual variation in landscape perception can also result from differences 
in personality traits. While the effects of personality traits are not yet extensively studied, van 
den Berg and Winsum-Westra (2010) have demonstrated that a personal need for structure 
is positively correlated with the perceived beauty of manicured allotment gardens, and nega-
tively with the perceived beauty of wild allotment gardens. 
2 . 5  A P P L I C A B I L I T Y  TO  G I S  S U P P O R T  SY S T E M S
The division into biological, cultural and individual factors is not only useful to appreciate 
various bodies of scientifi c knowledge about the psychology of the landscape, but is also a 
good basis to discuss GIS based instruments for landscape policy, planning and design. Note 
that, related to the subject of this chapter only GIS systems that somehow incorporate psy-
chological values pertaining to the visual landscape will be discussed here. Theoretically, 
we can divide all planning support mindscape inclusive GIS systems into two types: closed 
systems, which have a set of fi xed values that represent characteristics of mindscape, and 
open systems, in which values that represent mindscape properties can be moderated by the 
users of the system. The GIS-based landscape appreciation model (GLAM) that is presented 
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in chapter six of this book is an example of a closed system. In this model, fi xed values (based 
on empirical studies), that express average landscape appreciation by the Dutch public, are 
assigned to landscape attributes that are represented in GIS databases. Closed models like 
GLAM can be useful for landscape policy and eventually for large scale landscape planning. 
When the values that represent appreciation are fi xed, it is possible to produce estimates 
of landscape appreciation without actually measuring it in each and every different place. 
These estimates can be used to monitor landscape changes in landscape appreciation over 
time (based on comparing two GIS datasets that represent the physical landscape at differ-
ent points in time). Thus, national policy makers can for example learn whether their efforts 
are successful in terms of landscape attractiveness. In large scale planning contexts (e.g. the 
Ecological Main Structure in the Netherlands), planners might estimate attractiveness based 
on GIS data that represent the future situation, and thus perform ex ante evaluation, using a 
closed mindscape inclusive GIS instrument like GLAM. 
Of course, a closed mindscape inclusive GIS instrument faces constraints by necessity. Be-
cause the values are fi xed, only values that refl ect landscape preferences that are pretty 
similar in most people are suitable. Thus, only landscape preferences that are manifestations 
of either biological factors (more or less the same in all individuals) or high-level (e.g. on the 
scale of a nation) cultural factors (more or less the same amongst the inhabitants of a country) 
are useful. Landscape preferences that are based on lower level cultural factors (e.g. local 
communities), or individual factors cannot be catered for by closed systems, since these pref-
erences would vary across small groups or individuals and thus not be feasible to be expressed 
as average values. As a consequence, closed systems are not useful for planning and designing 
intermediate or small-scale local spatial interventions, since differences across groups of peo-
ple and individuals are often at stake. 
In those situations, an open GIS system that can incorporate mindscape characteristics could 
support planning and design. In an open system, different stakeholders could express their 
unique special place meanings, bonds with landscape features, or landscape preferences, 
and assign those mental dispositions as values to specifi c physical landscape attributes repre-
sented in GIS databases. Since an open system is fl exible with respect to assigning values to 
physical landscape attributes it can cater for different groups of people with different opinions 
and preferences. Such a system could be used in collaborative planning exercises, for example 
to get a mutual understanding of the consequences of various future scenarios for the mind-
scapes of different people who are affected, and thus looking for options that most people 
would be able to agree with. 
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2 . 6  CO N C L U S I O N
The psychology of landscape – the way the landscape is perceived, experienced and appreci-
ated by the subject – is studied by several scientifi c disciplines, even by disciplines that do no 
primarily focus on the individual mind, but on culturally shared meanings or images. The 
preceding sections presented a short overview, in which some Dutch contributions are em-
phasised. The Dutch contributions together do not form a separate approach that is distinctive 
from the international literature. Various Dutch contributions stress different aspects of land-
scape perception, without being mutually connected by a shared theoretical framework.
This refl ects the study of the psychology of landscape in general, that is fragmented and dis-
persed across disciplines. A generic body of theoretical and empirical insights that is gener-
ally accepted has not emerged. Rather, there is an abundance of theories, each carrying little 
explanatory weight, and cross-disciplinary debate is rare. This probably refl ects the complex 
underpinnings of perceiving landscapes, in which numerous factors play a role. Nonetheless, 
some insights are shared by most scholars involved in landscape perception research. First, 
psychological responses to landscape are partly innate. Convergent results indicate we have 
innate preferences for half-open landscapes, and for landscapes with vegetation and water. 
There are, however, different specifi c explanations that stress why we are evolutionarily in-
clined to respond to landscapes in certain ways: the arousal theory, preference matrix, and 
prospect-refuge theory being examples. Empirical studies have not yet sorted out convinc-
ingly which of the specifi c evolutionary explanations is most adequate. Second, learning, both 
on the cultural or individual level, plays a role in psychological responses to landscape as 
well. Even those who address biological factors often emphasise that learning infl uences land-
scape perception. Which factors are most important, depends on context. In psychological 
responses toward landscape scenes not encountered before, biological factors probably play a 
predominant role. For familiar scenes, cultural and individual factors, which result in assign-
ing meaning to landscapes, come to the fore. 
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3 . 1  I N T R O D U CT I O N
In our contemporary European context ‘landscape’ has become one pivotal topic to be consid-
ered by territorial planning at an institutional level. There is a huge concern for the preserva-
tion of the rich environmental landscape heritage, the careful integration of the landscape 
within territorial development processes and the understanding of the cultural and social rela-
tion at a perceptual level. In order to analyse and monitor landscape evolution and change, and 
at the same time to plan and manage territorial transformations, geographers, planners and 
landscape architects use GIS (Geographical Information Systems) as a powerful mapping tool. 
However, one of the main challenges they face is the mapping and monitoring of landscape 
taking into consideration its quantitative and tangible nature, together with its qualitative and 
intangible. Both natures of landscape are relevant in order to set planning decisions. 
GIS is a tool that allows the mapping of the spatial qualities of landscape, identifying morpho-
logical and geometric properties, evaluating physical changes, allowing the comparison of 
their differences and analysing the properties of the vision of the physical space (optical axes, 
visibility fi elds, visual sequences). All of these values are quantitative and tangible. However 
the mapping of qualitative and intangible values in the environment creates the following 
problems: How to measure and map the cultural values of landscape and their changes?; How 
to detect the existence of visual models of reference?; How to know cultural landscape confi gu-
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rations?; How to study the evolution of artistic and symbolic representations in a specifi c terri-
tory?; How to acknowledge the sensorial perception of different social groups?; How to under-
stand the communicability of landscape?; What is the response of social groups to landscape 
threats or improvements?; How to capture and map the subjective emotional responses that 
involve the experience of landscape such us, tranquillity, fear, claustrophobia, stress, ennui, or 
the sense of beauty? 
In order to take into consideration the collective and individual phenomenological experience 
of landscape, new methods to capture, map and represent qualitative data are needed. The 
main sources of information for the mapping of qualitative and intangible information are soci-
ological inquiries and surveys. Experts are aware of the need to take into account mechanisms 
of social participation to elaborate landscape catalogues, to measure the evolution and the 
dynamics of the physical landscape and its perception, to achieve objectives of landscape qual-
ity, and to incorporate them into territorial planning. In the sphere of landscape planning and 
management, a participative methodology, unanimously recognised and tested, does not exist 
at the moment (Nogué, Puigbert, et al., 2010: 9). In relation to future research on a new social 
participative methodology, the following questions arise: How often periodical surveys to col-
lect qualitative data are needed in order to map the evolution of the relation of society with its 
close environment?; Which is the minimum number of surveys that should be collected?; Who 
are the target groups to be addressed?; How many types of questionnaires are needed?; Which 
variety of platforms are required to inform these social groups?; Which type of locations and 
survey technologies are more adequate (workshops, door-to-door, websites, interviews to land-
scape agents, telephone surveys)?
This chapter aims to explore how the qualitative and intangible nature of landscape can be 
incorporated into the analyses and monitoring typically performed through GIS. In order to 
research a new participative methodology, and to elaborate new ways of mapping the social 
phenomenological experience of landscape, it is necessary to research the integration of com-
puter mapping applications. These are specifi cally Geographic Information Systems, with 
digital platforms of collective participation and creation of knowledge, available through social 
networking sites on the Internet. 
3 . 2  L A N D S C A P E  A N D  T H E  P H E N O M E N O LO G I C A L 
R E L AT I O N  W I T H  T H E  E N V I R O N M E N T
Any environment, natural, rural or urban, cannot be only reduced to a physical object that is 
measured, analysed, monitored, or captured through mapping, human beings also relate to 
their environment through their beliefs, emotions and senses. This existential relation brings 
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together the objective and the subjective, the physical qualities of the space and its perceptual 
and sensorial experience, the tangible (quantitative) geographic values and the intangible 
(qualitative) emotional connotations. The Japanese philosopher Tetsurô Watsuji created a 
term, fûdosei, to defi ne the intimate union between nature and culture and between the en-
vironment and human life (Watsuji, 1935). Fûdosei represents the life bond of being inside 
the environment and the climate, and the experience of it. The physical environment is being 
shaped by culture, however culture is also the result of the existential expression of a society 
being shaped by the environment. The cultural geographer and orientalist Augustin Berque 
translates the term fûdosei, created by Watsuji, in the term médiance, which he remarks, has 
a ’trajectory’ nature, because it is developed in a specifi c historical time and in a particular 
geographical space. Berque asserts that the notion of landscape does not exist at all times, nor 
in all societies and cultures. The absence or the existence of landscape is based on the way of 
‘seeing’ and perceiving the environment as landscape (Berque, 1995). There are societies that 
do not possess the notion of landscape, and therefore they perceive the environment as another 
type of reality. This is the case with the aborigines in the western desert of Australia, who do 
not possess the notion of landscape. They have related to their natural environment through 
myths projected into their geography. The Tjukurpa (“Dreaming Time”) is a mytho-ritual struc-
ture with multiple expressions (songs, dances, ground and body paintings). The knowledge of 
their world emanates from Tjukurpa, which defi nes networks of social spaces of territorial and 
ritual knowledge, based on spatio-physical narratives (‘ritual itineraries’ or ‘ancestral tracks’) of 
the ancestors’ journeys, actions and performances across their land (Poirier, 2005: 53). In par-
ticular cultural, social and historical conditions, societies have modelled their human relation 
with the environment, transforming it into landscape. Berque makes a distinction between soci-
eties that are only connected to the environment by the ‘look’ and other forms of non-aesthetic 
relation (proto-landscape societies), and with societies that appreciate the environment under 
qualitative ideals and cultural aesthetic modes of expression (landscape societies) (Berque, 
1995). According to him, all landscape societies present the same fi ve criteria: (1) treatises 
on landscape; (2) linguistic representations (or different ways to say ‘landscape’); (3) written 
representations describing the aesthetic and sensorial values of the environment; (4) pictorial 
representations with the environment as a subject and (5) the existence of pleasure gardens, 
translating an aesthetic appreciation of the environment and nature (Berque, 1994). As such, 
a landscape epiphany appears in Western Europe in the sixteenth century, connected to the 
Humanism ‘modern consciousness’ of the world and in China, dating from the Han dynasty 
(206 B.C – 220 A.D.), both comprising their respective cultural zones of infl uence. 
In our present time and in our European context, landscape planning and landscape urbanism 
also takes into consideration phenomenological values and the qualitative nature of landscape. 
The Council of Europe in the European Landscape Convention in Florence (2000), defi nes 
landscape as “an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and 
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interaction of natural and/or human factors” (European Landscape Convention, 2000: 3). The 
Convention aims to promote landscape protection, management and planning, and to organise 
European co-operation on landscape issues. Its scope applies to “the entire territory of the Par-
ties and covers natural, rural, urban and peri-urban areas. It includes land, inland water and 
marine areas. It concerns landscapes that might be considered outstanding as well as everyday 
or degraded landscapes” (European Landscape Convention, 2000: 3). Each local government 
should include policies “to recognise landscapes as an essential component of people’s sur-
roundings, an expression of the diversity of their shared cultural and natural heritage, and a 
foundation of their identity”, and “to integrate landscape into its regional and town planning 
policies and in its cultural, environmental, agricultural, social, and economic policies, as well 
as in other policies with possible direct or indirect impact on landscape” (European Landscape 
Convention, 2000: 4). In this way landscape planning as a “strong forward-looking action to 
enhance, restore and create landscapes”, aims to preserve the social links, the sense of belong-
ing and the rich cultural mental bonds deposited into an environment shaped, after all, by 
culture. This may be any one type of environment; inside the city, in its periphery, in rural areas 
or natural spaces. We must emphasise that these environments are always perceived by people 
independently if they are historical or exceptional landscapes, or any everyday degraded space. 
Figure 1
The rural landscape is a fragile cultural heritage. Its present physiognomy and the mental bonds to the land are in danger of disappearing, due to 
the abandonment of family farms, and the introduction of industrial agriculture. La Campiña, Madrid
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Surveys to understand the psychology of perception of the inhabitants of specifi c geographical 
areas are needed, in order to be able to apply, into planning policies, the requirements of the 
European Landscape Convention.
In this fi rst decade of 2000, scholars, architects, urban planners and landscape architects 
agreed in the emergence of a new hybrid practice, involving urban planning and landscape. 
Landscape, incorporated inside planning, is not only understood as the interest in geographi-
cal studies -ecological and cultural, but also the study of landscape in its conceptual scope, 
as a tool to theorise, design, and organise large urban sites, territories, and systems (ecologi-
cal, programmatic, infrastructural). James Corner in his article, Terra Fluxus (2006), defi nes 
landscape urbanism as a hybrid practice that takes into consideration “processes over time”, 
“anticipates strategic scenarios and operational logics through a wide range of scales”, “recon-
siders representational and operative techniques”, by computer mapping applications (GIS), 
visual modelling, and malleable graphics, and “takes in account the phenomenal richness of 
physical life (social imaginary, collective memory, desires, the tactile and the poetic)”. In his 
defi nition of landscape urbanism, James Corner upholds the importance and relevance of the 
theme of the social imaginary in landscape in order to approach processes, staging of surfaces 
and operational methods in landscape urbanism. Therefore, the imaginary links organisational 
methods with phenomenological considerations. In his opinion, in any planning or urban de-
sign, it is necessary to consider the collective imagination, stimulated by the experience of the 
real world. He sees the space and the environment as a container of visual cultural memory and 
desires. For him, materiality, representation, and imagination are not separate worlds (Corner, 
2006: 32). 
3 . 3  S O C I A L  I M A G I N A R Y ,  CO L L E CT I V E  I M A G I N AT I O N  A N D 
T H E  V I S U A L  C U LT U R A L  M E M O R Y
In order to be able to map the intangible values of the landscape, it is necessary to know and 
understand the psychology of perception of the society that relates with it. It is essential to dis-
cover which type of collective imagination shapes the aesthetic criteria that elevates a specifi c 
environment into the category of a signifi cant landscape. When a person stops in his/her daily 
routine to look at a set, this fact already indicates that this person is conscious of the existence 
of this environment and recognises it. This ‘look’ can be impregnated by visual models coming 
from sources such us painting, literature, cinema, television, publicity, the Internet, or video 
games, among others. In this moment, this the ‘look’ becomes a ‘cultural look’ that transforms 
a space into a signifi cant place. This cultural look has the power to transform the environment 
(urban, rural, natural, peri-urban, or any daily and ordinary space) into landscape. In the mo-
ment that an individual, a group or a cultural society qualifi es a space as a landscape, and gives 
this space the name of ‘landscape’ (or other linguistic forms that defi ne the term landscape), 
means that this environment is charged with a mental signifi cation. 
Henri Bergson, in his work Matter and Memory (1896), asserts that perception is always “pen-
etrated with memory”. He analyses that in the perception of any immediate reality, details of 
past experiences mix up with the present. Many times, memories displace the real perceptions. 
The real experiences work as ‘signs’ that help to remember old images (Bergson, 1986: 81). In 
Bergson’s opinion, memory gives to perception an individual conscience, that is to say, it gives 
subjectivity to the knowledge of reality. Any perception, independently of how short it is, links 
a process of remembrances; “Every perception is already memory” (Bergson, 1986: 84). The 
territory is covered by a layer of memories, individual and collective, gathering together the 
multiplicity of moments perceived and experienced in the past. The memory of human beings 
is only awakened in those spaces in the territory, the countryside, the natural or the urban en-
vironment, that remind them of a known historical past, while the perception of new environ-
ments, much more contemporary, can not become a new focus of attention without a conscious 
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Figure 2
When one looks at the mountains in Guilin, Guangxi region, China, we relate them to the imaginary of Chinese landscape paintings. These 
mountains, inserted in misty and watery environments, are Shan Shui (mountains and water), terminology that in Chinese language expresses the 
concept of landscape
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and thoughtful experience. In our Information Age, society has an experience of the visible that 
is overwhelming, with the overload of too many images bombarding the senses inside visual 
mass media and Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs). This overload of visual 
information inhibits the recall and recollection of visual models stored in the mind. The over-
load of visual stimuli disorientates. Too much and visual input, and too varying, becomes banal 
and trivial, rendering ceaseless information boring. For that reason, in our present time, the en-
vironment itself becomes the source of a true phenomenological experience, built on physical 
and sensorial impressions that construct a new awareness without the need of a visual cultural 
memory.
3 . 4  T H E  E N V I R O N M E N T  A S  A  S O U R C E  FO R  S E N S O R I A L 
I M P R E S S I O N S
Society appreciates the Arcadian countryside because it follows a pictorial archetype of land-
scape beauty. However, ordinary places, the daily indistinct environment of the suburban ar-
eas, have nothing to say to the majority. There are hardly visual models gathered in the visual 
cultural memory that can work as a reference for judgment to elevate them to the category 
of landscapes. According to the defi nition of transparency by Henry Lefebvre, in The Produc-
tion of Space (1974), a transparent space is perceived as innocent, freed from cultural memory, 
visual stereotypes and cultivated ‘look’. It is, at the same time, a space of mental relations, of 
thoughts, of perfect readability, where reality that was hidden becomes visible thanks to the 
intervention of a mental illumination (Lefebvre, 1974: 27-28). “Everyday or degraded spaces” 
are transparent spaces. These spaces have the potentiality to activate in the subject new mental 
associations, articulating thoughts. These spaces do not need to be readable through images in 
order to provoke desires, because a space in its own transparency can unleash desires by itself. 
There are two perceptual approaches to reality, one by seeing it, the other one by sensing it. The 
fi rst approach corresponds to a subject that, in order to understand and discover “everyday or 
degraded spaces”, chooses to stop and look at them. Therefore, the act of seeing is moved by a 
conscious individual choice. The sensing of a space, however, can be motivated by a deep feel-
ing of reverie and body awareness; an unexpected enchantment stimulated by the power of the 
scene. Maurice Merleau-Ponty states how both, the act of seeing and act of feeling are sustained 
by the same ‘pure thought’. This pure thought can be described as that which can be proved to 
be integrated by the rigorous correlation between the individual exploration of the world and 
the sensorial responses that reality can produce (Merleau-Ponty, 1964: 48-49). However, there 
is an essential difference between seeing and sensing. Seeing depends on the individual power 
of thinking. The visual perception is a perception of thought, while the approach to reality by 
means of the body is linked to the unconscious and the dream, and does not have clear consist-
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ency inside reason. To be enchanted by the unexpected, it is necessary to participate in an exis-
tential experience, where the perception of the world is replaced by body awareness. 
3 . 5  M A P P I N G  T H E  Q U A L I TAT I V E  E X P E R I E N C E  O F 
L A N D S C A P E
Landscape representations contain a space of perception, and do not reproduce only appear-
ances and information, but also a world of experiences that enlarges the knowledge of real-
ity (Moya Pellitero, 2007: 117). The space of perception of landscape representations using new 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), including Geospatial technologies has 
the particularity to be dynamic. GIS merges cartography with database technology, combin-
ing spatial data (geo-referential information) with non-spatial data. GIS has the capability to 
analyze spatial relationships within the digital stored spatial data, allowing complex modelling, 
and at the same time, it can interact with data and information created by users. In this way it 
is possible to examine processes and changes of qualitative order. For example, an extensive 
metropolitan area, such us Istanbul, with over twelve million inhabitants, is a hybrid and com-
Figure 3
A degraded space in suburbia, such us this wasteland space, in an industrial setting at Tianjing, China, cannot be elevated to the category of 
landscape. Only the sensing of the space by a body awareness, can awake a sense of enchantment
plex territory, where the urban, the rural and the natural environment cohabit. However, the 
city itself is also a collective mode of refl ection on the space. This mega-city generates a strati-
fi cation of complex layers of reality and information in constant change, adapted to a specifi c 
physical context and cultural perception. In order to be able to comprehend and represent the 
quantitative and qualitative nature of its landscapes, and how these are perceived and appreci-
ated, fi rst it is necessary to fi nd out which technologies of vision and data collection are needed 
to adapt to its complex physical and cultural nature.
The Dutch Environment Assessment Agency (PBL) monitors the perception and appreciation 
of landscape quality, with the aim to assess strategic policies in the fi eld of environment, nature 
and spatial planning. Hans Farjon, Nickie van der Wulp and Leon Crommentuijn, in their arti-
cle Monitoring program of perception and appreciation of landscapes in the Netherlands (2009), 
evaluate the results of the fi rst enquiry in 2007. The main objective of the national policies on 
landscape is to improve by 25% the appreciation of the Dutch landscape between 2007 and 
2020. Therefore, every three years the agency is carrying out a poll based on the SPEL (Scales 
for Perception and Evaluation of Landscapes), developed by Coeterier (2000), after twenty 
years of interviewing people in order to understand their landscape perception. In this poll, 
4,800 persons were interviewed to evaluate 300 areas. Together with the poll they also used a 
GLAM - a GIS based Landscape Appreciation Model. They worked on a prediction of an average 
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Figure 4
Metropolitan area Istanbul, Turkey
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appreciation of an area based on its physical characteristics (naturalness, historical identity, ab-
sence of urbanisation, absence of horizon, obstruction and age). They observed how GIS gives 
limited information about perception and GLAM cannot adequately replace questionnaires. The 
geographic data selected in order to map the concept of attractiveness of landscape was vague, 
because the subjects that were polled had a wide range of different perceptions about what they 
considered as naturalness of landscape. They concluded that GIS had a limited value when pre-
dicting the levels of appreciation of landscape; therefore they agreed that questionnaires were a 
basic instrument to obtain information on how society appreciates and perceives landscapes. 
If social questionnaires are still the basic instrument to obtain qualitative information about the 
landscape, then, there are still many critical gaps, which mean that this methodology is still not 
reliable. Firstly, is the following aspects are not clear; the regularity of repetition of interviews 
and surveys, the critical number of surveys necessary to acquire enough information, the num-
ber of people and target groups addressed, or the variety of platforms required to inform these 
social groups, including the type of locations adequate for such surveys. All these problems 
could be solved once integrating the gathering of qualitative data through social digital net-
works and digital devices, and applying these data information into specifi c data visualisation 
interfaces working with GIS.
3 . 6  G I S  A N D  D I G I TA L  I N T E R FA C E S
Visual artists, graphic designers, companies that deal with the management of digital informa-
tion and data, need to map and give shape to the unlimited and variable contents of the Inter-
net. Data information is alive and participative, built on connectivity, fl ows, inputs, exchange, 
and relations. The creation of interfaces helps to map this complexity. The visual experience of a 
complex information system requires, fi rst, a clear structure and the ordering of data, establish-
ing a grid of links and relations. It also requires fl exibility to allow new information to enter the 
system and expand, in an open structure, where each user shares knowledge and participates. 
The aesthetic aspects of the interface help the visualisation of these data. The creation of ex-
change platforms requires the easy understanding of these digital spaces. Complexity sciences 
allow for the creation of an interactive and self-organised information space (topological algo-
rithms, physical models, geometric representations, and geo-referenced information). Data vis-
ualisation companies are studios that create interactive mapping designs and data interface pro-
jects. The website VisualComplexity launched in 2005 by the interaction designer, information 
architect and design researcher Manuel Lima, gives a unifi ed resource of the work that is being 
developed at the moment in the visualisation of complex networks. Many researchers (Ben Fry, 
Valdis Krebs, Santiago Ortiz, W. Bradford Paley, Martin Wattenberg, Stephen G. Eick, among 
others) are dedicated to data visualisation and the creation of spaces for the collective creation 
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of knowledge. With interactive methods, visual designs and images are linked to contents that 
can be ordered regarding the interests and the choice criteria of the Internet surfers, and simul-
taneously, the information and the contents relate and interact with each other. In this relation 
between people and information, the physical body, the corporeal movement and the touch, can 
also interact and relate with the data in the digital world. New multi-touch technologies allow 
more than one person to interrelate and communicate, fostering the phenomenological relation 
with the physical world through the digital space. These interfaces make the use of the data 
accessible and attractive, in order to facilitate interaction with the contents. Qualitative spatial 
data is built on the infi nite number of contributions of users in the Internet, which interact with 
the physical space through social digital networks and digital devices. In the present Informa-
tion Age, digital technologies are able to create an autonomous context, where the gathering of 
information about any environment can be done through the input of the same users, and at the 
same time can be distributed, stored  and mapped. Both digital interfaces and GIS could work 
together in order to map both the quantitative and the qualitative nature of landscape. This dy-
namic space of information, constantly readapting to the new inputs of users, can create a reli-
able map of qualitative and intangible values of the landscape in any geographical context. 
3 . 7  I N FO R M AT I O N  A G E  A N D  T H E  D Y N A M I C  S PA C E  O F 
P E R C E P T I O N
In our information age, many individuals have digital technologies that accompany their lives 
wherever they go. In this mobile and wireless world, information is associated to places. Places 
acquire the load of the data, the territory (urban, rural and natural) digitalises, charged with 
referenced geographic information. Data and information gathers in places and is associated to 
any environment. The microprocessors inserted in the objects, and the space with wireless con-
nection to the Internet, link and interconnect, simultaneously, places and persons to the physic 
and cybernetic environment. These digital technologies connect among themselves, with other 
devices and with the environment. The physical objects, the places and the people are already 
connected with the shared information in the Internet. In the near future, microprocessors will 
make permeable clothes, objects, buildings, neighbourhoods and the whole territory.
At present, the new mobile generation 3G, allows an ‘augmented reality’ through the use of 
GPS, a compass, and a specifi c platform. This platform allows the use of the mobile to interact 
with the environment. The subject points the mobile in order to frame a scene in front of his/
her eyes. Over the real image, a series of visual layers of information opens in the screen, which 
can be chosen and selected, depending on the personal interest. More information about a lo-
cation can be acquired such as height, addresses, monuments, transportation, restaurants, etc. 
Currently, it is only possible to display icons and texts, but new advances will allow the adding 
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of a layer of videos and 3D simulations. The relation and interaction with the real environment 
can also become a playful game where reality mixes with videogames, or with a 3D virtual 
world. 3G mobiles allow any person to build unique and personal information of the scene in 
front of his/her eyes. This ‘look’ can be immortalised in a digital image or a video that is sent to 
friends or is posted on the Internet. An intimate experience can be communicated to a group or 
the worldwide community. The interaction and the response can also be immediate, with com-
ments from friends in Facebook, Twitter and other digital social networks. YouTube and Flickr
allow any person to exchange lived moments in digital video and photography, and share them 
and discuss them in social networks. It also allows one to select what to see, how and when. 
Google Earth allows the virtual ‘touring’ in any geographical context, with the possibility to re-
cord virtual geographical trips and go back to them whenever, sharing them with other people. 
Street View transports the subject to cities in virtual street walks. Any person can return virtu-
ally to a geographical place and share it with a digital community. 
This information world of data is shared, discussed, compared, made by consensus, created in 
participation and dialogue. It is a world in which more and more people take part. The physical 
space cannot be totally understood without knowing what is happening in the digital world. 
Both are interconnected. An action, and ephemeral event in the urban and natural environ-
ment, that could go unnoticed and be nonexistent for the majority, acquires a relevant impor-
tance for a social network in a digital community. The physical environment, then, becomes 
part of a communicative discourse, shared by a specifi c collective. In order to analyse and 
monitor landscape evolution and change, to set landscape management and planning policies, 
a new participative methodology should take into account these already established social net-
works inside digital communities. This shared information could be used in the mapping of the 
social phenomenological experience of landscape, integrating computer-mapping applications 
with specifi c interfaces of Internet data collection. 
3 . 8  CO N C L U S I O N
Going back to the main question: how to map and monitor the two natures of the landscape at 
the same time, the quantitative and the qualitative, the tangible and the intangible, we should 
argue that the mapping should include phenomenological information that is constantly ex-
panding and actualising in the Internet. This information is outside the subject, and inside a 
digital environment that can be always consulted, as an external memory. In our present time 
any space contains mental relations, and articulating thoughts. 
If we consider a new social participative methodology, we should see the potentials of a digital 
society that did not loose the physical and phenomenological contact with the environment, 
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on the contrary, this sensorial and corporeal contact has been intensifi ed. The Information Age 
does not create isolated individuals in front of a computer, but collectives and groups eager for 
communication in infi nite social networks. Landscape is not only appreciated by the ‘look’ but 
also by the rest of the body senses. Landscape becomes a somatic space where individuals are 
not outside, taking distance, and ‘looking at’ the view, but inside of it, creating it by the same 
corporeal action and body awareness. The collective game, based on the cooperation and the 
self-organisation is not only happening in the Internet, but also in the physical space and the 
landscape. The collective game, unexpected, breaks with the daily banal life. With the play, 
time stops for a while. This pause in the daily life, with the objective to have fun, can transform 
reality into a musical, establish new and temporary behaviour rules, provoke transgression, 
always during a short period of time, to return later to the normal life. For example Flash mobs 
is an action in which a group of people agrees to meet in a specifi c geographical location, to act 
and perform, and later disperse. These events are organised through the Internet and they do 
not have any purpose, only the game, the entertainment and the collective participation for its 
own sake. Any space in the territory can be transformed into a choreographic space. The body 
intervenes adding a new layer of signifi cation. In the mapping of the qualitative and intangible 
values of the landscape, a new social participative methodology should take into consideration, 
Figure 5
The new Tripwolf iPhone App with augmented reality. Frame from You Tube advertising (source: Tripwolf GmbH, 2010)
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together with the way society perceives and appreciates the landscape ‘by the look’, also the 
degrees of social interaction with it, and the layers of exchange of information and communica-
tion that the landscape contains.
R E F E R E N C E S
Figure 6
Tócame, soy tuyo [Touch me, I’m yours] by the artist Luke Jerram. From March 2010 twenty pianos were left in public spaces in Barcelona, for 
anonymous people to play them during the International Music Competition Maria Canals. The location of the pianos in the city and images of 
anonymous people playing them could be found in the Internet
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4 . 1  I N T R O D U CT I O N 
Starting a chapter by this title implies a lot of explanation to the reader. Terms like ‘geomatics’ 
and ‘physiognomic landscape research’ promise a wide interest in a diversity of scientifi c do-
mains, especially when the geomatics component is the main focus.
In the pioneer stage of conducting physiognomic landscape studies by use of automated proce-
dures most scientists discerned the limitation of computer capacities and the availability and 
accuracy of data. However, they affi rm positively the role of computations; geo-information 
was already mentioned. This chapter surveys the expected role by the key-word geomatics. The 
geomatics defi nition evolved for the last decennium into “Geomatics is a fi eld of activity which, 
using a systematic approach, integrates all the means used to acquire and manage spatial data 
required as part of scientifi c, administrative, legal and technical operations involved in the pro-
cess of production and management of spatial information. These activities include, but are not 
limited to, cartography, control surveying, digital mapping, geodesy, geographic information 
systems, hydrography, land information management, land surveying, mining surveying, pho-
togrammetry and remote sensing [url 1]” (Roswell and Tom, 2009).
However, the scope of this chapter is narrowed. For that reason the defi nition of physiognomic 
research as given in the introduction chapter is a starting point and will be used as a reference. 
R O N  VA N  L A M M E R E N
GEOMATICS IN 
PHYSIOGNOMIC 
LANDSCAPE RESEARCH
A DUTCH VIEW
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The geomatics defi nition from the Dutch perspective is given. Followed by a stepwise descrip-
tion of the geomatic items: geodata, geodata processing and geodata visualisation. Afterwards, 
geomatics and physiognomic landscape research will be linked again twice, fi rstly, from the 
geomatics perspective, and secondly, from the physiognomic landscape perspective. The fi nal 
section concludes the relation between both domains and sets an outlook. However, the chap-
ter is greatly based on the experiences in the Netherlands, but references will be made to an 
international setting.
4 . 2  G E O M AT I C S  –  A N  E X PA N D I N G  D O M A I N
The current ISO defi nition of geomatics shows that the original focus on spatial information/
geodata “a technology and service sector focusing on the acquisition, storage, analysis and 
management of geographically referenced information for improved decision-making” (Ca-
nadian Council of Land Surveyors, 2000) has been changed in favour of management and 
decision-making by integration and systematic approach items. Besides, ISO uses geomatics 
and geographic information science as synonyms. 
A Dutch textbook on Geographic Information Systems and Spatial research (Hendriks and 
Ottens, 1997) presents Geomatics as the domain that integrates modelling on the levels of con-
ceptual and logical representation of the spatial reality by developing geo-information method-
ologies and theory. The analysis of conceptual and logical models, as well as their relations of 
interest of different application domains, fuels these developments (Molenaar, 1997).
As we may understand from the more recent defi nitions, and notice from the reported inven-
tions and developments (Fisher, 2006), the domain has dramatically changed and is still 
changing since the early days of Canadian GIS, CGIS [url 2], as did, and does, this sector in the 
Netherlands (Bregt and Van Lammeren, 2000). All these changes have an impact on the Dutch 
physiognomic landscape studies. 
4.2.1 Data sources
In the relation with physiognomic landscape research the acquisition of geodata is still of pri-
mary importance, because the nature of the input datasets the scope of the analysis outcome. 
For that reason, fi rst an overview of present data of interest is shown. Second to that, the ways 
to visualise the input and derived data needs a thorough look, after all we are dealing with the 
visible landscape. Finally, the (automated) functions to analyze these geodata needs will be 
exploited.
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A geomatics-time line (fi gure 1), which shows awareness of reported evolutions and is partly 
infl uenced by the GIS timeline [url 3], gives an overview of the change in available geodata. 
Looking at the acquisition of geodata it is obvious that from the study of De Veer and Bur-
rough (1978) and in line with the CGIS setup, the fi rst geodatasets were manually made by 
a procedure that was very similar to the raster approach as used for physiognomic landscape 
research. This rasterising way of getting geodata was based on the defi nition of a variable (for 
example ‘space-mass difference’), the spatial extent and a spatial resolution (the raster-cell 
size). Via a physical overlay of a pellucid paper, with a drawn raster on it, over a hard copy 
map (“don’t forget the fi ducial marks!”), per raster cell a value related to the variable was writ-
ten down.
4.2.2 Data availability
The introduction of vector-based geodata started as early as the raster approach originated by 
the work of Sutherland (2003). However, in contrary to CGIS it took a while before it strongly 
pushed, in a more practical sense, data developments in Computer Aided Design, and as origi-
nally developed. However, in the Netherlands, the role of vector geodata was serious from 1987 
onwards, when the fi rst versions of GeoPakket in relation to SiCAD (in 1987) and ArcInfo (in 
1983) were introduced in the offi ces of the Dutch Administrations. Since that moment the map 
series of the Dutch Topographical Service of the Land Registry (Topografi sche Dienst Kadaster) 
began to become available as geodata (Top10Vec). Also, the early satellite images gave a boost 
to geodata in the early 80’s, by Landsat-TM images [url 4]. 
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Figure 1
Geomatics events of importance for geodata availability
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Since the well-known Geodata Act of the Clinton government (FGDC, 1994 [url 5]) the interest 
in authorised geodata became globally a serious item. In the Dutch Ministries in cooperation 
with their departments, like Dutch Topographical Service of the Land Registry and Census of-
fi ces, started rapidly to develop standardised geodatasets of national concern,  that gradually 
replaced the hard copy maps. The last hard copy topographic map series of the Netherlands, 
scale 1:50,000, dated from 1984 [url 6]. Besides the description of position based data was no 
longer a primarily a real map case, but instead geodata many organisational aspects change 
gradually. For example, the latest, 2008, Dutch Act on landscape planning demands the use 
of geodatasets in the procedure of creating and deciding upon municipality zoning plans (by 
January 2010, [url 7]). 
Driven by the EU Inspire initiative (2009, Annexes) more of these enactments will follow. The 
guiding role of the Inspire Annexes is interesting in the case of physiognomic studies. What 
type of geodata has been described, and, may support such studies?
As soon as the airborne Lidar technology was available, the Dutch Ministry of Public Works 
(Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat) started a campaign with this technology, to map, 
during the period 1997-2003, the elevation of the Dutch land area. This  ‘actual state of 
the Dutch land elevation’ (Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (AHN-1)), was the fi rst high-
resolution digital elevation dataset [url 8]. The national authorities of Europe are encour-
aged by the European Inspire directive [url 9], which defi ned 34 spatial themes to develop 
geodatasets for. A closer look at the appendixes that describe these themes shows that the 
majority of the themes are about orthogonal two-dimensional geo-referenced (2D) geodata. 
However, many new developments with respect to CAD and 3D visualisation have been initi-
ated to capture and deliver three-dimensional geo-referenced (3D) geodata. Experiments in 
these directions are on-going and are most promising (Xu et al, 2010; Döner et al 2010). Yet, 
Figure 2
Point cloud that represents a forest stand (by Van Leeuwen, 2010)
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the debate on feasible data structures and fl awless topology rules is still on. Especially in re-
lation to the (combination of) airborne and terrestrial Lidar (Tang et al, 2008; van Leeuwen, 
2010), 3D referenced data will offer more geometric details of real world phenomena, which 
may suit physiognomic landscape studies. Currently, the translation from point clouds, the 
measured points of refl ection, into 3D objects for landscape visualisation remains challeng-
ing (fi gure 2). 
4.2.3 Occasional geographic data
The Internet, on the other hand, has gradually become the main source of data. Wherrett 
(2000) presented the Internet as a medium to send out questionnaires in relation to landscape 
perception studies. Particularly the concept of participation and interaction by the Internet, as 
promoted by the concept Web 2.0 [10], has brought forward many Internet communities who 
store and share data. Mobile phones and digital cameras make it possible to geotag all data 
types ranging from mobile messages to photographs and videos, and once done, these data ob-
jects can be easily tracked by location based services (lbs)(Raper, 2007).
Successively applications like Flickr [url 11], Panoramio [url 12], Locr [url 13], Google Earth 
[url 14] and Bing [url 15] offer the many dedicated volunteers to geotag their photographs and 
put these on the Internet. The huge amounts of photographs do offer a great ‘crowd source’ 
of data that may be of use for physiognomic landscape studies (Jones et al., 2008). Of interest 
with these photographs is the variety of perspective projections. Sometimes orthogonally pro-
jected photographs are available.
One data type that is not mentioned in the time line is the set of 3D rasters, based on volume 
image elements, and mostly called voxels. Though it started as a promising development in a 
GIS setting (Marschallinger, 1996), the interest seems to have faded out. However, in some ge-
ological and geomorphologic studies the data type as such is still in use (Clevis et al., 2006), as 
in some remote sensing studies. Computer gaming and medical studies, like CT-scan analysis, 
still favour these data types [url16].
4.2.4 Trend watch
With respect to the previous sketch of the geomatics development it is obvious that the variety 
of available and accessible digital geodata has increased dramatically. This variety does offer 
many options to be used in physiognomic landscape studies (fi gure 3). Yet, drawbacks still exist. 
Geodata can be 2D or 3D referenced and the reference systems can vary. The VGI datasets may 
be biased. An Internet search for photographs of the Eiffel tower (keywords in English, German 
and Dutch) on July 26th 2010 showed 1,550,000,  256,000 and 24,400 photographs respective-
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ly. For the Hoge Veluwe, a Dutch National Park, the total of available photographs was 65,300.  
In any case not all datasets are accessible due to commercial or privacy reasons.
The role of all previously mentioned data types is to describe current, recent past and present 
states of the visible landscape and as such it could be useful.
It seems that rarely geodata is produced for the function of physiognomic landscape research. 
Consequently available data is not always optimal, and needs to be transformed or interpreted 
before it can be used in this kind of research.
4 . 3  T W O  O R  T H R E E  D I M E N S I O N A L  G E O D ATA
The subject of physiognomic studies has been defi ned before as ‘the visible landscape’. Visibility in 
this case meant from the human’s eye perspective. As Mark (1999) explained, geodata is merely a 
representation of the things that exist and represent, in our case, the ‘visible landscape’. Compara-
ble with his approach in this text (Mark, 1999),  the words ‘phenomena’ and ‘entities’ point at the 
things that exist. The words ‘objects’, ‘features’ and associated words like ‘attributes’ and ‘values’ 
refer to the representations of phenomena and entities in the formal system of the digital world. 
Y-axis: 3D data defi nition (top) to 2D data defi nition (bottom)
X-axis: 3D geo-reference (left) to 2D geo-reference (right)
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Available data types for physiognomic landscape studies
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4.3.1 Digital landscape model attributes
The representation of the visible landscape phenomena and entities includes minimally a 
topographic surface. The surface represents the continuous phenomena elevation. This surface 
however may include more delineated features like pits, tops, ridges, edges, faults and stream 
patterns. This representation is known as a digital elevation model (DEM). However such a DEM 
is not a representation of the visible landscape. Man-made entities like buildings, roads, canals, 
plantings, as well as natural vegetation, have to be clearly represented as well. Gathering and 
adding these defi nable delineated objects to the DEM will generate fi nally a landscape object 
model (LOM) or digital landscape model (DLM). Such models may be understood as the rep-
resentation of the visible landscape (fi gure 4). Wassink (1999) labelled the visible landscape 
by the nowadays old fashioned annotation ‘landscape as a whole’. This label originated from a 
more static and fi xed physiognomic landscape approach.
The different types of geodata, as presented in the second paragraph, could support the repre-
sentation of the visible landscape in many ways. The 2D or 3D referenced geodata (raster and 
vector) could offer, for example after an interpolation process, a DEM coverage of a certain 
geographical extent [url17].  For example in a 2D geo-referenced setting the terrain layer (of 
fi gure 4) can be represented via surface, vector or raster defi nition. Besides the terrain layer, 
the volume layer (of fi gure 4) can also be generated in this way. In a 3D geo-referenced setting 
the terrain layer as well as the volume layer can be constructed by a 3D geometry and topology 
of morphologic objects. By adding 2D and 3D referenced objects, like representations of build-
Figure 4
A visible landscape representation 
(source: Wassink, 1999) 
On bottom the DEM (terrain layer). 
Successive layers like network (line and area 
objects) and volume layer (3D objects) put 
forward a DLM (on top)
Landscape as a whole 
The volume layer
The network layer
The terrain layer
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ings, trees and other artifacts, a DLM will be created out of the DEM. For example a 2D geo-
referenced elevation dataset, like the Dutch AHN, can be supported by a selection of vertically 
extruded 2D objects to generate a DLM out of a DEM as presented in fi gure 6. 
If a ‘complete’ DEM or DLM coverage doesn’t exist then many other software functions are 
available to create these models by a number of processing steps. 
In many visible landscape studies in which a DLM is used, the spatial resolution or precision of 
the model that suits the study is problematic. Many studies refer to this item as a scale issue. 
However, this item deals, in fact, with the geometric precision and accuracy of the point, line, 
area and volume features defi ned in a vector structure, and the granularity of the raster cells 
and voxels. As well as the geodata representations of the terrain layer, the network layer and 
volume layer are also problematic, as the relations between these layers is still under exposed. 
Currently, it looks like the only solution to tackle this issue seems to be additional data sam-
pling and adding ancillary geodata.
Photographs have a number of attributes that are implicitly related to the image. These graphic 
attributes like colour hue, colour saturation (grey value) and colour brightness are related to 
the smallest feature of a photograph, the image element (pixel). The combination of such pix-
els offers patterns and structures. These patterns and structures are cognitively understood by 
humans. In the domain of computer vision researchers try to mimic algorithmically these facili-
ties of the human brain (Szeliski, 2010). Videos also have the same basic implicit variables per 
frame (Zhou, 2010), as a video consists out of series of related stills (scene) and series of scenes 
(video narrative). 
Geodata however consists mostly of geometrically well-defi ned features like points, lines, poly-
gons, volume objects (vectors) and raster cells or voxels. One or many thematic variables can be 
linked to these features to explain the meaning of the features in terms of characters and num-
bers. The values, the range of numbers and characters, of the attribute domains are constrained 
by a measurement scales (Gibson et al., 2000; Open GeoSpatial Consortium inc. [url 18]). In 
landscape physiognomic studies these graphic and thematic variables fulfi l an important role.
4.3.2 Digital landscape model visualisation
The previously introduced DLM has many digital expressions. The visualisation of such DLM 
expressions is the most important interface to discuss landscape physiognomy in most studies. 
Geovisualisation has to be understood as defi ned by Dykes et al. (2005): “Geovisualisation 
can be described as a loosely bounded domain that addresses the visual exploration, analysis, 
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synthesis and presentation of geospatial data by integrating approaches from cartography with 
those from other information representation and analysis disciplines, including scientifi c visu-
alisation, image analysis, information visualisation, exploratory data analysis and GI Science.” 
Figure 5 shows how real world phenomena, the visible landscape as perceived in reality, is 
represented and infl uenced by four different transformations before we can perceive the visu-
alisation of it (Lammeren, Houtkamp, et al, 2010). The fi gure expresses the importance of 
transformations. The fi rst transformation has been discussed in the previous paragraph. The 
second transformation (TII) shows the preparation of the data for visualisation. Different com-
binations of 2D and 3D defi ned objects and layers may need to be generated to fi nally result 
in a visualisation. All types of fi gure 5 can be combined, for example, Google Earth examples 
may illustrate such visualisations by the historical landscape paintings of Florence [url 19] and 
the 3D buildings layer of Amsterdam [url 20]. The latter (fi gure 6) shows different 3D house 
geometries (3D) plus mapped textures (images used to show the ‘realistic’ facades of the build-
ings). The former shows geotagged images of historic paintings of Florence and located into the 
original view direction. Photo’s and paintings like in the example of Florence, put forward the 
subject of atmospheric conditions that’s not yet covered by geodata and only gradually by geo-
visualisation (Daniel and Meitner, 2001).
We may conclude that the issue of missing and imprecise geodata, in the case of physiognomic 
landscape studies, can be partly dealt with by including other data types, especially geotagged 
photographs and videos in the visualisation of such data. The automated processing of such 
combined datasets is much harder however. 
Real world
3D
TI TII TIII TIV
2D 2D 2D 2D
3D 3D 3D
Geo data Geo-visualisation Computer display Perception
Figure 5
Transformations in the Geovisualisation process (source: Van Lammeren, Houtkamp, et al., 2010)
TI geodata acquisition; TII geovisualisation defi nition; TIII display rendering; TIV perception triggers in 2D and 3D (parallax and/or depth 
cues). Light grey arrows refer to 3D referenced geodata types
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4 . 4  G E O D ATA  P R O C E S S I N G
All geodata types and the options to visualise these have previously been discussed with the 
meaning to show the variety of options to represent the visible landscape. The sheer variety 
relates to the fact that that a dataset, which will be used to analyse physiognomic landscape 
items, must be prepared by pre-processing before the more analytical processing can be per-
formed.
4.4.1 Pre-processing
Pre-processing includes the transformation of geo-references (map projection, 3D into 2D, 2D 
into 3D), of  geodata (like from vector into raster, raster into vector, geotagged images into 
vector) and of feature classes (for example points into lines, points into areas, points into vol-
umes). It could also include (re-) classifi cation of attributes and attribute domains to better fi t 
to the physiognomic landscape analysis (like ratio measurement class variable classifi ed as an 
interval measurement class variable). 
A very special class of transformation is related to the data of volunteers, also known as volun-
tary geographic information. These geotagged photographs and videos can be used, thanks to 
the results in pattern recognition by computer vision research to stitch or construct photogram-
metrically multi-facetted scenes like those offered by Microsoft Photosynth [url 21] and even 
3D-models and -scenes [url 22] (Snavely, 2006; Pollefeys, 2002). These very promising devel-
opments must lead to an integration of horizontal and vertical defi nitions of reference.
Figure 6
Amsterdam Royal Palace without (left) and with (right) 3D models
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4.4.2 Re-classification and interpretation
After fi nishing the geodata pre-processing, the processing in line with the physiognomic land-
scape analysis may be started. Depending on the pre-processed data types available these pro-
cessing steps may be as different as the physiognomic landscape interests.
The simplest analysis seen from a computational point of view may be the re-classifi cation of 
2D- or 3D-geodata layer, geotagged image or video. Re-classifi cation could support for example 
user interpretation and appreciation by ranking or ordering, user understanding of classes of 
interest for policy making and user labelling of features (e.g. Wascher, 2005). Such classifi ca-
tion may also follow after other types of processing. In more detail the re-classifi cation can 
comprehend feature classes or thematic class values (Chrisman, 2003).
4.4.3 Simple geometric analysis
As mentioned before, most analysis in the domain of physiognomic landscape research is basi-
cally starting with a digital landscape model. Besides classifi cations, a number of new attrib-
utes may be described and calculated describing visual properties of the landscape model (e.g. 
Ode et al., 2010). Geometric attributes of interest that may be used are: location, direction, 
distance, altitude, size (length, area, volume), shape and topological relation. All these at-
tributes can be calculated for a single object, multiple objects and interrelated objects. Besides 
attributes like spatial density, distribution and variability can be derived as a next step. Most 
algorithms available by geodata processing software will support this type of geometric and 
topologic analysis functions.
4.4.4 Visibility oriented analysis
An interesting dispute is always what type of object initiates the data processing. It always 
means that a second geodataset is involved by which point, line, area and volume objects have 
been described that will be used as the starting objects for the physiognomic landscape analy-
sis. For example the algorithmic principles of visibility studies, is typifi ed as visibility querying 
on a digital landscape model (Batty, 2001; De Floriani and Magillo, 2003). Before the real 
querying the continuous visibility mapping by TIN (vector) and discrete visibility mapping by 
raster is started from point objects that represent vantage points.
In a raster format the range of local, focal, zonal and global functions, as originally defi ned by 
Tomlin (1990), work in this way. For the voxel format there are comparable classes to be found 
(Marschallinger, 1996; Clevis et al., 2006).
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4.4.5  De Veer and Burrough revisited
Current geodata types are, in other words, able to be processed in many ways. If we take into con-
sideration the examples of de Veer and Burrough (1978), then we may conclude that fi nding ‘con-
cave objects’ is a matter of pre-processing (especially classifi cation) 2D geodata, querying the area 
objects that represent spaces and ordering afterwards on size and shape of the selected objects.
The ‘breadth of view’ approach is able to do this via the isovist fi eld’s concepts of Benedikt 
(1979), which have been implemented. After pre-processing and defi ning the points that repre-
sent vantage points, a number of attributes may be calculated like lines of sight, fi elds of sight 
and derivatives like the shape of the fi eld of sight. Also the viewshed techniques could be cat-
egorised as such an approach.
The third approach, ‘raster’ as they called it, is in fact a combination of classifi cations of attrib-
utes belonging to the objects and a transformation from vector based objects into a raster ge-
ometry. The resolution of the raster cell size will be a most critical factor in a correct ascribing 
the intended values to each individual raster cell. Many studies still use this approach.
4.4.6  What validity?
In this paragraph the main classes of geodata processing have been introduced in short. Each 
class delivers data output by which characteristics of the landscape physiognomy are descrip-
tively explored, quantitatively explained or qualitatively predicted. In the academic research 
tradition the main question concerns the validity of these results. 
From the position of this section in this chapter it could falsely be understood that the validity 
of the results is just a matter of selecting appropriate processing tools, like cross-validation of 
the used and resulted data. Or, on the other hand, the processing tools themselves could be 
also subject to validation, as has been illustrated by the study of Riggs and Dean (2007) about 
viewshed processing.
However, as put forward in the previous paragraphs, the variety of geodata that helps to repre-
sent the study of landscape physiognomy, are suspects themselves. Some geodata is generated 
by given defi nitions and procedures within the context or praxis of a certain application do-
main. A formal defi nition of visual landscape entities and phenomena seems an irrefutable is-
sue. Fisher (1999) already explained that the nature of uncertainty is based on the well or poor 
defi ned classes of objects and their spatial delineations. In well-defi ned situations uncertainty 
is caused by errors and is probabilistic. In poorly defi ned situations uncertainty could be a mat-
ter of vagueness (weak defi nition) or ambiguity (confusing defi nition).  
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Indeed occasionally geodata has been generated without any given defi nition or procedure. 
Most geotagged photographs and tweets bear this origin. But does it mean that it is vague or 
ambiguous data? The enormous amounts of such geodata, accessible and available by social 
networks, do unveil vagueness and ambiguity. Perhaps expert validation of physiognomic land-
scape fi ndings will be followed up by validation via social networks and E-communities. The 
works of Sheppard (e.g. Sheppard and Cizek, 2009), promoting the ethics of visualisation, also 
give clues for such more contextbased validation. The conclusion of Ode et al. (2010) that “The 
results show that the different data sources were more or less adequate to use in different contexts 
and for different purposes”, fuels this perspective.
4 . 5  G E O M AT I C S  M E E T S  P H Y S I O G N O M I C  L A N D S C A P E 
R E S E A R C H
From a geomatics perspective the link with physiognomic landscape studies may be based on 
the extent of the geodata types and related variables to be used as input, to be processed into 
a certain output variable, and to be visualised. The data types, as introduced in the second 
section, may be a starting point. The way this data could be combined, processed and fi nally 
visualised offer a combinatory set of options that may be of relevance for physiognomic studies 
(fi gure 7). It will show clearly that the methodological soundness is a tough case.
4.5.1 Geodata ensembles
Figure 7 consists of three blocks. The fi rst block, entitled data, shows all data types as in-
troduced in section three of this chapter. The second block, pre-processing, summarises all 
Data Pre-processing Processing
I II III IV V VI
raster cells a
voxels b
volumes 3D 3D 3D 3D 3D 3D c 1 1 1 1 1
surfaces 3 3 3 3 3 d 1 1 1 1 1
polygons
lines
point
pictures e
video to f
vid pic poi lin pol sur vol vox ras
from 1 = both, or one
Figure 7
Geodata ensembles
dark blue = original data; light blue = created data; box = based on photogrammetric functions
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transformations available to realise a specifi c type of digital landscape model as introduced in 
section four. The third block, processing, ranges groups of data ensembles that may support 
physiognomic landscape studies. The ensembles are based on original data types (block one) or 
originated from the pre-processing results (block two) and take into consideration the process-
ing options as introduced in the fi fth section.
4.5.2 Ensemble-related pre-processing
The focus of the second block is on transformation options. The x-axis shows the from data and 
the y-axis the to data. The fi rst column of the block presents the transformation of a video into 
an image via a frame or still. Images can be used in many forms of transformation. As such the 
pixels of an image may be converted into a grid. However in case of an image made via a per-
spective projection the geo-referencing may be a diffi cult topic to handle. Yet, the many pattern 
recognition functions, resulting from computer vision research, could support the transforma-
tion from specifi c objects of an image into specifi c points, lines and polygons. Such derived data 
may be used for a photogrammetric construction of a 3D-model, which in the fi gure is labelled 
as volume data (indicated by 3D).
Transformations of points into lines, polygons and surfaces that fi nally represent elevation, by 
the terrain and/or volume layer (fi gure 4), as well as lines into points, polygons and surfaces 
and polygons into points, lines and surfaces, are very common functions in a 2D-reference 
system. The  transformations of these vector-based data types into raster datasets are also com-
mon. The transformation of points into volumes is possible in case of 3D referenced point sets. 
Examples of such data are given by terrestrial Lidar data, that show transformation is also pos-
sible in cases of datasets with line and polygons objects defi ned by a 3D reference. Surfaces, 
sometimes described as 2.5D-referenced because once visualised they give a three-dimensional 
impression even though the geo-reference is still 2D, offer transformation options into both 
directions. Creating points, lines and polygons in a 2D or 3D reference are possibilities. Besides, 
surfaces could be transformed into a 3D (volumes), voxel and raster model. In fact, the volume 
data type (3D) offers the same classes of transformations. However these transformation func-
tions have to include the conversion of 3D topology. Depending on the algorithm there is not a 
single result. However that’s often the case in many of these transformations.
The seventh column presents the transformation of voxels. The creation of a volume model 
needs an intermediate step in which 3D referenced points and lines of signifi cance have to be 
found in favour of the construction of polygons and volumes. The last column presents the 
transformation of raster data into polygons and surfaces.
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4.5.3 Processing of single data ensembles
The third block of fi gure 7 gives an idea of the data ensembles that may be the object of pro-
cessing options related to physiognomic landscape studies. The fi rst column (fi gure 7: I) of the 
third block points at the processing of a single data type. Examples of physiognomic landscape 
applications that can be found by studies with raster cells (fi gure 7a) are very familiar with the 
raster approach of de Veer and Burrough (1976). A raster cell is, in most of these studies, the 
location identifi er for a number of variables of interest for a specifi c analysis. These variables 
may originate from thematic themes and geometric items. For example McGarigal et al. (2002) 
introduced landscape metrics; a number of variables originally thought useful for landscape 
ecology studies. However, the concept of the matrix-patch-corridor model can be understood 
metaphorically and used in physiognomic landscape studies (Kamps and Van Lammeren, 2001; 
Palmer and Hoffman, 2004).
Voxel analysis (fi gure 7b) is not often found in physiognomic landscape studies. However, 
if geomorphology Clevis et al., 2006) or layered Isovist fi elds are included, the so-called 
Minkowski model (Benedikt, 1979), then voxel analysis has a lot to offer. The role of volume 
models (fi gure 7c) is at the moment mainly related to studies of perception and assessment. 
The lack of well-defi ned data structure and 3D topology blocked the availability of suitable 
analysis methods, like 3D Boolean operators, that offer immediately quantitative numbers of 
the calculated results. Surface analysis (fi gure 7d) is available in many ways, especially for the 
discovery of height derivatives like contours, slope types, slope aspect, edges and drainage pat-
terns. At the moment the tools to process images (fi gure 7e) and videos (fi gure 7f) are mostly 
related to perception and appraisal by assessing single, pairs and series of images. Such studies 
are still in line with the studies like Schroeder (1988). Besides usability, analysis, like naviga-
tion and orientation, in relation to the visualisation of the above data types are of interest for 
physiognomy studies.
4.5.4 Processing steps of multiple data ensembles
The other columns of the third block (fi gure 7: II up to VI) show the ensembles that make use 
of integrated datasets. In all cases the DLM may be based on a surface (2.5D) or volume (3D) 
data types or a combination of both. The most common combination by now is the one where 
volume objects are placed on a surface. Depending on the physiognomic landscape analysis, in 
this example visibility, the data model could be extended by:
• Points, in the case of view point based visibility studies;
• Lines in the case of route based visibility studies;
• Polygons in the case of neighbourhood or specifi c landscape unit based visibility studies;
• Rasters in the case of all previously mentioned types of studies.
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In fact all ‘visualscapes’ analysis tools as introduced by Llobera (2003), including isovist and 
viewshed, are look-a-likes. All of them derive values related to visibility variables from the 
above mentioned data ensembles. A serious 3D approach is suggested by the ViewSphere ap-
proach as discussed by Yang et al. (2007). 
Recently, new combinations of data show the surplus of options of how geomatics meets physi-
ognomic landscape studies. What seems promising is the integration of surface (2.5D) or vol-
ume (3D) data with:
• Images in case of (semi-) photo realistic renderings via texture mapping or having loca-
tion based billboards or panoramic views in the digital landscape model for example like 
Streetview [url 23] to capture specifi c visibility items;
• Videos in case of dynamic renderings of objects or location based video streams also to cap-
ture visibility items.
4 . 6  P H Y S I O G N O M I C  L A N D S C A P E  R E S E A R C H  M E E T S 
G E O M AT I C S 
Another approach to show how both domains meet may be given by the four landscape per-
spectives of Antrop (2007). A landscape perspective is defi ned as the way that human are con-
fronted with the landscape. The four perspectives are the vertical, the horizontal, the mental 
and that of the meta-reality. The fi rst two perspectives are mainly related with the primary 
cognition and defi nition as a human may sense. The latter two are more related to derivation 
and inference from the fi rst two perspectives. For that reason the fi rst two are primarily linked 
to data as input for processing and the latter two as output data of processing (fi gure 8). All 
derived variables are group-listed in the column furthest right in fi gure 8.
meta-reality perspective  
mental perspective  
horizontal perspective  
vertical perspective  
mindmap
shape indicators
landscape metrics
philosophical-psychological  
parametrical-reductionistic  
genius loci
landscape characteristics  
Data – Input  
 
Data – Output  
Figure 8
Physiognomic landscape perspectives (based on Antrop, 2007)
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The meta-reality and mental perspectives are recognisable in the studies of Zube et al. (1982) 
and Daniel and Vining (1983). 30 years later such an extensive literature review, as they did, 
could be of serious interest to fi nd out how human-landscape interaction studies have been de-
veloped since and how these paradigms have evolved. Dutch studies of the past decennia have 
checked, and it may be considered, that the paradigms (table 1) are detectable and, in each of 
these applied geomatics, are traceable.
4.6.1 Expert approach
The expert-ecological approach may be recognised in the dissertation of Wassink (1999). The 
dissertation presents a methodological attempt on a qualitative landscape classifi cation to de-
fi ne landscape form transformations of the Dutch landscape. A landscape morphological model 
has been developed, based on a layered concept (fi gure 5) of terrain forms (digital elevation), 
network pattern and vertical landscape features like buildings, trees and shrubs. The methodo-
logical framework was applied for the brook valley landscapes of the Pleistocene areas of the 
Netherlands. The study shows that this multilayered model may visually support the insight in 
specifi c relations between geomorphology, networks and vertical features in relation to land-
scape forms. The geodata in case of networks and vertical features were derived from the Dutch 
topographical data. Kamps (2001) repeated the analysis of Wassink’s study by using raster data 
and landscape metrics (McGarigal et al., 2002). Steenbergen et al. (2009) made the same type 
of study for the Dutch polder landscapes.
The works of Wassink (1999) and Steenbergen et al. (2009) bridges the expert-ecological ap-
proach with the formal-esthetical approach. The latter is much more detectable in Steenbergen 
et al. (2003, 2008), with the use of architectural variables like vista, rhythm, symmetry and 
order in a variety of landscapes (like Italian Renaissance villa landscape and Dutch Polder land-
scape). Kerkstra et al. (2007) analysed vista’s to fi nd a leading architectural design principal for 
designs of the undulating Zuid Limburg area in the south of the Netherlands.
Table 1
Tentative summary of differences in human-landscape interaction paradigms.
context liability sensitivity validity usability
expert - ecological research preference medium medium medium-low low-medium
expert - formal esthetic artist view low medium-high low high
psychophysical mutually well 
defi ned
high low medium-good medium
cognitive - psycological differ : cognitive, 
perceptive, affective
high-medium high-medium medium-low medium-high
experiential-
phenomological
inside/outsideness low-medium high pm - personal local
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4.6.2 Psychological and psychophysical approaches
In the psycho-physical approach the Dutch research groups show still many interests. These 
studies still start with defi ning space and physiognomic character by the type and amount of 
landscape features (Werkgroep Helmond, 1974; Blaas, 2004; Roos Klein-Lankhorst et al., 2002, 
2004, 2005; Van Lammeren et al, 2010; Weitkamp, 2004, 2007, 2010). These types of studies 
are still grounded in an expert tradition but do validate the results by expert and respondent 
tests. These types of studies also bridge the expert-ecological approach and the psycho-physical 
perception approach. Most of these studies are based on stated references and not on revealed 
ones (Sevenant, 2010). 
The psychological approach does have some Dutch examples. These are still in line with the 
previous studies of Coeterier (1996). Especially photo and video montages have been used as 
input data. The link with geodata is not always the case (Tress and Tress, 2003).
4.6.3 Phenomenological approach
The more recent studies, in relation to Web 2.0 developments and as promoted by Coeterier 
(2002),  which are in line with the humanistic or phenomenological, have been performed. 
These are especially studies (Lammeren et al., 2009) in which an attempt at classifi cation of 
landscape photographs, which were taken by tourists, has been made, in relation to tourist 
landscape interest and their in-situ behaviour. In that study volunteer data (geodata as well as 
geotagged photos) has been used.
The Web 2.0, including the trends of geotagged photographs and augmented reality, heavily 
supports the challenging future of this research approach.
4 . 7  T E N D E N C I E S  A N D  P E R S P E CT I V E S 
In the previous sections the connection between the expanding domain of geomatics and the 
variety of physiognomic landscape studies have been outlined. Tendencies and perspectives 
are derived from the Dutch studies. One item is very sure and in line with previous writings of 
Ervin and Steinitz (2003). The nature of ongoing physiognomic landscape studies is not only 
dominated by strict ecological, formal-esthetical, psycho-physical, psychological and phenom-
enological approaches. The studies that show a cross-reference approach are increasing and 
seem very promising, thanks to geomatics.
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4.7.1 Increase of geodata
The increase of geodata as result of institutional, societal and technology developments, show 
a variety of physiognomic landscape representations and, by creating data ensembles, there 
are many options to have geodatasets that fulfi l the defi nition of landscape entities and the 
intended processing results. The most striking trends discovered are the increased precision of 
data, three-dimensional geometry of objects, data type integration (supported by computer vi-
sion), 3D references (horizontal plus vertical references), 3D geo-scenes (due to 3D reference) 
instead of 2D geodatasets, time series (initiated by digital photography and ground based Li-
dar) and even real-time geodata based on GPS tagged photos and video enabled smart phones. 
These trends will bring forward the need for geodata standards for physiognomic landscape 
studies including a related ontology.
4.7.2 Outcome of data processing
Geo-computational innovations improved options to calculate many thematic, geometric and 
topology-based variables, and, even time-series based variables have dramatically increased. 
Besides listing the variables they could be linked to the type of physiognomic landscape studies 
(fi gure 9).
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existential meaning
 
spatial configuration
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natural substratum embedded factors
 
Figure 9
Physiognomic landscape research and landscape studies
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In relation to the availability of data ensembles the following types of variables are used:
• Basic vector and raster analysis tools based, including density and distribution variables 
(description substratum and embedded factors; confi guration, classifi cation); 
• Landscape metrics (confi guration, classifi cation); 
• DEM derived, like slope, aspect, curvature (description substratum and embedded factors; 
confi guration); 
• 3D Boolean operators that support geometric and topologic variables (confi guration; mani-
festation; (re)classifi cation);
• Viewsphere, Viewshed and Isovist derived variables (manifestation; confi guration, classifi -
cation);  
• Interface perception variables based on eye tracking, time responses, interface tracking 
(manifestation; classifi cation). 
4.7.3 Impact of visualisation 
Important research stimuli came from the many ways to visualise geodata and the variety and 
simplicity of interfaces. Based on the type of physiognomic landscape studies (fi gure 9) that 
each have their peculiar sets of variables, it is obvious that a high variety of visualisations are in 
use. These visualisations are primary based on the traditions of cartography.
In the perception-oriented studies’ landscape manifestation, geomatics have been used to cre-
ate (dynamic) landscape visualisations. Based on these visualisations derived variables related 
to usability and affective appraisal have been the subject of studies.
The nature of the interface for both, derived variables visualisation and landscape visualisa-
tion, have become the subject of studies too.
4.7.4 Improving methodologies
The increase in data and new variables, the latter as result of processing options, has infl u-
enced methodology. Most striking are the options to compare variables in relation to measured, 
perceived and simulated data. Even (cor)relations between variables can be generated like 
viewing graphs and visibility paths. In all of them, landscape confi guration, manifestation and 
classifi cation studies, an increase of variables can be discovered. There is an increased interest 
in the nature of a data due to the role of volunteers to collect, to review and to respond on land-
scape data. Specifi cally, the demographics of users underpin the fi ndings of studies via demo-
graphic group based variables.
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As noticed by Ervin and Steinitz (2003), even the so-called “viewer predisposition, or purpose” 
and the impact of other senses-related variables to measure landscape characteristics and per-
ception, like noise, smell and crowdedness, become part of studies. 
However one of the most important gains of geomatics is the automated reporting function. 
This function captures datasets and processing steps by fl ow diagrams and meta-datasets, 
which supports the discussion of results and makes an easy adaptation of the methodology pos-
sible. 
4.7.5 Meeting previous demands 
Let’s fi nish with the study of De Veer and Burrough (1978), who asked policy makers and consult-
ants to score applications of physiognomic landscape studies. Those days fi ve categories scored 
high: vulnerability designation (e.g. visibility of a new building, road or power line); suitability 
designation (e.g. for different recreation activities); public landscape preferences (e.g. as deter-
mined by a questionnaire using colour photographs of selected landscapes); landscape evaluation 
(using parameters such as diversity, rareness, or replacement possibilities) for conservation plan-
ning and landscape design (the creation of new, or modifi cation of old landscapes).
The main conclusion from the questionnaire was that users’ demands for physiognomic land-
scape mapping vary enormously, both in terms of mapping scale and map content (De Veer 
and Burrough, 1978). With the contribution of geomatics we may notice that the variation of 
physiognomic landscape studies does increase. Applied geomatics in physiognomic landscape 
research will dramatically increase by the availability of mobile Internet services that will sup-
port citizens to become more aware of their surrounding environment and to participate in 
spatial planning procedures.
As mentioned by peers from many application domains (Tucci, 2010), the contribution of geo-
matics does not only consist of the application of the latest information technology based data 
and data processes, but it helps to create new methodological pathways, especially related to 
data acquisition and processing. Alongside that, geomatics proffer new and innovative ways of 
describing reality, which offers a wider spatial range related to more precision and accuracy of 
physiognomic features. Examples are: the enormous quantities of data relating to a single geo-
graphic location and generated at different times (past, present and future), the possible addi-
tion of extra variables to each of the representations during the research, the powerful extent 
to which topology rules spatial analysis, the variety of visualisation options, the fact that data 
can be created via volunteer sessions and Internet services and the acquired data, information 
and knowledge can be widely disseminated on-line via external databases in the ‘cloud’ and 
Internet sites.
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All together geomatics doesn’t only provide important contributions to physiognomic land-
scape studies, but it also create more awareness, different appreciation and more sustainable 
utilisation of landscapes. At least that’s what may be proved in the near future.
The Dutch-Flemish physiognomic landscape research community tends to follow, and some-
times initiate, most of the here fore mentioned global geomatic developments. However this 
community is not afraid of using data ensembles and variables in line with cross-reference ap-
proaches to evolve and challenge physiognomic landscape studies.
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PART TWO
LANDSCAPE RESEARCH AND DESIGN
51° 57’ 48” N, 4° 26’ 6” E
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5 . 1  I N T R O D U CT I O N
The core of landscape architecture as a design discipline is the construction and articulation 
of three-dimensional outdoor space. It considers the representation, realisation and apprehen-
sion of the three-dimensional composition as constituent components of spatial design. This 
architectural way of space-making is a living and constantly changing power, infl uenced by the 
philosophical, religious and scientifi c attitudes in the societal context (Bacon, 1967). 
Representation is essential in the understanding and construction of space 1, not only for visual 
thinking and visual communication in the design process, but also as it addresses the dialogue 
between the conceptual and perceptual order of space. It expresses the fundamental difference 
between the physical, metric reality (Euclidian space) and its visual appearance (perceived 
space). A representation can portray an already existing spatial reality, but can also be a projec-
tion of an imaginary three-dimensional concept. As Bacon (1967) suggested: “these two phases 
interact with each other, the concept infl uencing the structure and the structure infl uencing 
the concept in a never-ending interplay… The designer conceives a three-dimensional form 
which is later [constructed]. From observation of [the actual constructed space] the designer 
gains new understanding…” In other words: the designer acquires a new understanding by 
examining the physiognomy or visible form of the composition, which is linked with movement 
of the observer through the space, and then can implement it in another context. Thus we can 
S T E F F E N  N I J H U I S
VISUAL RESEARCH 
IN LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE
“VISIBLE THINGS OFTEN APPEAR VERY DIFFERENT FROM WHAT THEY REALLY ARE.”
Johann Heinrich Lambert (1752)
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consider the visible form and its representation as the interface between the conceptual and 
perceptual space, and as a container of object-related and typological design knowledge. 
Since the early beginnings of design disciplines practitioners and researchers have been in-
volved in discovery and development of instruments to map (represent and apprehend) archi-
tectonic space (see fi gure 1). This quest still continues, now infl uenced by computational and 
technical advances in, for instance, Geographic Information Science (GISc).
5.1.1 Landscape architecture, space making and GISc
In landscape architecture the dialogue between the conceptual and perceptual space is often 
subject of intuitive and experimental design, taking into account physiological, psychological, 
and anthropometric aspects. However, when we consider landscape architecture as a scientifi c 
discipline as well as a profession, knowledge-based design becomes an important issue, as put 
forward by Steenbergen et al. (2002, 2008), De Jong and Van der Voordt (2002) and Klaasen 
(2004). In knowledge-based design a methodical approach is required were understanding of 
space by means of analysis is the prerequisite for the formulation of new designs (Steenbergen 
et al., 2008; Nijhuis, 2010). 
Early essays on landscape architectonic design, like Repton (1803), Andre (1879) and Hub-
bard and Kimbal (1935), offer valuable design knowledge by presenting principles of three-di-
mensional space construction based on practical experience and experimentation. GISc offers 
Figure 1
18th century perspectograph (distorting pantograph), a device that could apparently transfer an orthographic plan of garden into a 
perspective representation. From Anlage zur Perspektive (1752) by Johann Heinrich Lambert (source: Pérez-Gómez and Pelletier, 1997) 
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designers new possibilities for mapping landscape architectonic compositions to deepen and 
broaden the body of knowledge about the understanding of the relation between the concep-
tual and perceptual space. Although this relationship is complex in nature (e.g. it’s involvement 
of subjective aspects of perception) it is worthwhile to consider the concepts and tools of GISc 
for analysing the ‘horizontal perspective’ (as an observer exploring the visual space), which 
have a great potential for this kind of design research. 
5.1.2  Aims and structure
This chapter aims to explore some basic concepts of the horizontal perspective linked to land-
scape architectonic design research by means of Geographic Information Systems (GIS). It is 
about the analysis of the visible form and its architectonic composition as would be experi-
enced by an observer moving through a virtual space, by making use of GIS-based isovists and 
viewsheds. On one hand it introduces the basic concepts of visual perception and the role of 
movement. On the other, it explores how some of these concepts can be revealed by using GIS, 
presenting particularities of the perceived landscape architectonic space.
The chapter is structured as follows: Firstly, landscape architecture is positioned as a design 
discipline focussed on the study of three-dimensional compositions, following that a frame-
work for design research is introduced in section 5.2. Secondly, the concept of visible form 
is elaborated involving the basic concepts of visual perception and movement in section 5.3. 
Thirdly, the potential of GIS in visibility analysis for grasping the visual form and it’s archi-
tectonic composition is exemplifi ed by two examples: Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy), as a 
designed space of buildings, and Stourhead landscape garden (Wiltshire, UK), as a designed 
space of vegetation and relief in section 5.4. Isovist and viewshed functions in particular are 
explored. The chapter ends with concluding remarks and discussion.
5 . 2   L A N D S C A P E  A R C H I T E CT U R E :  D E S I G N I N G  O U T D O O R 
S PA C E 
According to the Encyclopedic Dictionary of Landscape and Urban planning (Evert et al., 2010)
landscape architecture is “a profession and academic discipline that employs principles of art 
and the physical and social sciences to the processes of environmental planning, design and 
conservation, which serve to ensure the long-lasting improvement, sustainability and harmony 
of natural and cultural systems or landscape parts thereof, as well as the design of outdoor 
spaces with consideration of their aesthetic, functional and ecological aspects.” However, the 
practice of landscape architecture 2, the arrangement of landscape as manifestation of spaces 
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and objects, is as old as human existence (Pregill and Volkman, 1999; Rogers, 2001; Newton, 
1971). Within the broad fi eld of landscape architecture there are three areas of activity accord-
ing to the scales of time and space in which they operate: landscape planning, landscape design
and landscape management. See Stiles (1994a, 1994b) and Thompson (1999) for an elaboration 
on this topic. This chapter focuses upon landscape design, in particular the design of sites.
5.2.1 Research, design and three-dimensional space
Landscape architecture consists of a basic attitude that involves four principles of study and 
practice. These are: anamnesis (palimpsest), process, three-dimensional space and scale-contin-
uum (relational context) (Nijhuis, 2006; Prominski, 2004; Marot, 1995). This chapter is about 
three-dimensional space as a crucial aspect in landscape design and comprises of the represen-
tation, realisation and apprehension of outdoor space. In the Dutch landscape architecture tra-
dition, especially design research, we fi nd clues to grasp three-dimensional space in landscape 
Figure 2
Visual analysis of the parks of Sonsbeek, Zijpendaal en Gulden Bodem in Arnhem (the Netherlands) representing views and their 
compositions (source: Warnau, 1979)
enclosed view
open view
view
view with scenic intricacy that arouses and sustains curiosity
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design, exemplifi ed by the seminal works such as: Architecture and Landscape (Steenbergen 
and Reh, 2003), Designing Parks (Baljon, 1992), Rapport over de parken Sonsbeek, Zijpendaal 
en Gulden Bodem in Arnhem (Report about the parks Sonsbeek, Zijpendaal and Gulden Bodem 
in Arnhem) (Warnau, 1979) and Waarnemen en ontwerpen in tuin en landschap (Perception and 
design of garden and landscape) (Bijhouwer, 1954) (see fi gure 2). In these studies landscape 
design is considered as a three-dimensional composition of natural, cultural, urban and archi-
tectonic elements related to aesthetic, ecologic, social and economic parameters. 
Landscape design in relation to spatial compositions involves two important research domains: 
design research (analysis of existing designs or precedents) and research by design (formulation 
of new designs) (De Jong and Van der Voordt, 2002). These respective research domains and 
their variables are positioned in table 1. The two components cannot be seen apart from each 
other: design research is an indispensable step in research by design. From this point of view 
we can consider this approach as a form of heuristics (way to fi nd), a scientifi c approach that 
leads to new discoveries and inventions by taking a methodical approach (Steenbergen et al., 
2002).
Especially in the work of Steenbergen cum suis (2009, 2008, 2003) we fi nd a well-established 
framework for (typo)morphological research related to landscape as an architectonic com-
position (see fi gure 3). Here the composition is understood as the vehicle that establishes the 
relationship between content and form. Content is everything that comprises the landscape 
architectonic object, its material, topography, technical structure, and cultural substance. The 
form involves the way in which the parts are assembled in a composition and is considered as 
the interface between intention and perception (Steenbergen et al., 2008). 
   OBJECT
determined variable
CONTEXT
determined plan analysis design experiment
variable comparative research experimental design
design research research by design
Table 1
Design research and research by design: a variable relationship between object and context (source: Steenbergen et al., 2008)
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5.2.2 Design research and visible form
Design research related to three-dimensional landscape compositions is about analysis of exist-
ing designs or precedents in order to acquire typological knowledge and designerly insights 
that can be used in the creation of a new design. Examining the architectonic composition is 
crucial here, because it is the container of design knowledge. This knowledge derived from the 
composition can extend beyond the intention of the designer; the plan analyst can reveal more 
insights than the designer consciously put in the design. It is possible to explore and to identify 
more than the designer’s immediate goals. The researcher’s interpretation can therefore be of 
equal value for the meaning of the design as the for designer’s intention (Baljon, 1992; Mooij, 
1981). 
Figure 3
Landscape as a composition. There are endless possibilities to arrange the landscape in a harmonious, good composition. The 
procedure, however, infl uences the quality of the result as illustrated by this 19th century game: ‘Myriorama’ or ‘Endless Landscape’ 
(Leipzig, 1830). When all 24 cards are laid side by side there are millions of combinations possible
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An architectonic composition can be comprehended by addressing the most general concepts 
that lay out the relation between the various aspects of the architectonic form and its percep-
tion in a systematic way (Steenbergen and Reh, 2003). Frankl (1968) defi ned four important 
layers of interest:
• Basic form: the way in which the topography of the natural landscape or the man-made 
landscape is reduced, rationalised and activated in the ground plan of the design;
• Corporeal form: three-dimensional (space defi ning) forms made by spatial patterns com-
posed of open spaces, surfaces, screens and volumes in the landscape (Euclidian space);
• Visible form: appearance of the landscape (perceived space). It is about the perceptual space 
addressing the sensorial experience that emerge only by movement and is affected by at-
mospheric conditions; 
• Purposive intention: relationship of the landscape architectonic object to the social institu-
tions for which they are conceived. The (functional) zoning and organisation of the pro-
gramme in relation to the confi guration movement is usually an important expression of 
this.
These layers of interest for the description and analysis of architectonic compositions are partly 
adopted and elaborated for landscape architecture by Steenbergen et al. (2003, 2008), with 
emphasis on the rational analysis of a landscape architectonic composition (i.e. basic form, 
spatial form, metaphorical form and programmatic form) and the development of an effective 
way of representing them (see for examples e.g. Steenbergen et al., 2003, 2008, 2009). With 
regards to three-dimensional space the emphasis of this framework is on the conceptual space; 
the metric reality of a three-dimensional composition presented by its spatial form. However, 
Frankl (1968) emphasises that the design also consists of a perceptual space, it’s visual real-
ity, addressing the sensorial experience that emerges only by movement and is affected by 
atmospheric conditions. As opposed to corporeal form he suggested visible form as an important 
aspect of a design’s three-dimensional composition. This visible form derives from the act of 
perceiving (especially seeing), which is linked with the sequential unfolding of information as 
our bodies pass through space (Frankl, 1968; Psarra, 2009).
5 . 3   V I S I B L E  FO R M  I N  L A N D S C A P E  A R C H I T E CT U R E
Visible form in landscape architecture is about the visual manifestation of three-dimensional 
forms and their relationship in outdoor space, expressed by its structural organisation (e.g. 
balance, tension, rhythm, proportion, scale) and ordering principles (e.g. axis, symmetry, 
hierarchy, datum, transformation) (Bell, 1993; Hubbard and Kimball, 1935). It refers to the 
appearance of objects; it is about the ‘face’ of the spatial composition. However, the meaning 
attached to it is referred to as semantic information, and is dependent on the receiver (Haken 
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and Portugali, 2003; Blake and Sekuler, 2006). Thus there is a subjective part containing 
symbolic, cultural and personal elements which fi nally determine the experience of landscape 
architectonic space (see e.g. Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989).
How can we understand visible form in order to extract design knowledge? According to 
Salingaros (2005) “we defi ne our living space by connecting to solid boundaries, visually and 
acoustically as well as through physical contact. Strictly speaking, outdoor space doesn’t need 
[e.g.] buildings at all; only surrounding surfaces, nodes for sitting and standing, and paths”. In 
short, we defi ne our environment as a collection of surfaces, screens and objects in space. So 
landscape architectonic composition consists of a given spatial relationship between these con-
sidering the diurnal and seasonal variations in natural light. The visible attributes of the space-
establishing elements are position, size, direction, number, shape, colour and texture which 
every visible form posses under any condition of illumination (Thiel, 1961; Gibson, 1986; Bell, 
1993; Simonds, 1997). 
The observer’s relationship to these visual descriptors is of a higher geometrical order and they 
locate their position by using a rough polar or vector orientation in terms of distance and direc-
tion (Gibson, 1986). This optical structure is called an ambient optic array and was introduced 
by Gibson (1961). He explained the optic array as a set of nested solid angles corresponding to 
surface elements in the environment. The architectonic space exchanges information via these 
fi elds with our senses; it is a visual information fi eld (Gibson, 1986; Salingaros, 2005).
5.3.1 Perceiving visible form
Although physical space is three-dimensional, these dimensions are not equal to human per-
ception of space. The cognitive organism acts on visual information that is imaged on the 
retina. In other words: the perceptual space is fl attened in terms of information content (Blake 
and Sekuler, 2006; Snowden et al., 2006; Ware, 2008). Thus visual space has dimensions that 
are very different from the geographic or measured space and each dimension has different 
affordances. This perceptual space consists of an up-down and left-right (sideways) dimension
(the retinal image or picture plane) and a distance dimension (depth) (Blake and Sekuler, 2006; 
Ware, 2008). These different characteristics are of greatest importance for landscape design 
because they not only determine if and how the visual form is perceived, but also can be con-
sciously applied to achieve a certain spatial quality and establish space relationships. 
The information from the up-down and sideways dimension is basically a matter of visual pat-
tern processing and colour discrimination and is the basis for recognition of objects and their 
relationships. Pattern recognition is primarily about contours (shape), regions, spatial grouping 
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(based on: nearness, continuity, similarity, enclosure, shape and common direction) and visual 
distinctness. Visual distinctness describes the degree of feature-level contrast between the ob-
ject and its surroundings (e.g. fi gure-background) (Blake and Sekuler, 2006; Ware, 2008; Bell, 
1999, 1993). Field of vision (syn.: fi eld of view) is crucial in this respect because it determines 
the visibility and perception of the visible form in the picture plane. Humans have an almost 
120 degrees forward-facing horizontal, binocular fi eld of vision. Within this fi eld sharp images 
are transmitted to the brain, depth perception and colour discrimination is possible. However, 
the ability to perceive shape (pattern recognition), motion and colour vary across the fi eld of 
view (see fi gure 4). Pattern recognition concentrates in the centre of the fi eld of vision and 
covers about 20-60 degrees binocular view (Panero and Zelnik, 1979; Snowden et al. 2006). 
However, the highest degree of acuity we fi nd in the range of about 20-30 degrees binocular 
view. This is due to the much higher concentration of cone cells (type of photoreceptors) in the 
fovea, the central region of the retina, which corresponds with a visual angle of 12-15 degrees 
per eye (= ca. 20-30 degrees binocular view), from there the acuity of the eye rapidly falls off 
(Snowden et al., 2006; Ware, 2004). This physiological fact determines the size and measure-
ment of perceivable views and objects in landscape architectonic compositions, as we will dis-
cuss later.
The information from the distance dimension is about perception of depth. Depth cues consist 
of spatial information that is used to evaluate distances from the observer’s point of view and 
can only be obtained by movement of the eye, head and body. In other words we can only expe-
Figure 4
Field of vision in the horizontal and vertical plane (source: Panero and Zelnik, 1979)
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rience space by movement (Blake and Sekuler, 2006; Ware, 2008; Bell, 1999). Depth cues can 
be divided in physiologic, kinetic and pictorial cues. Pictorial depth cues can be reproduced 
in a painting or a photograph, or consciously applied in landscape architectonic design. The 
most powerful depth cue is occlusion (objects that visually block other objects appear closer). 
Other depth cues are related to the geometry of perspective: linear perspective, size gradients
and texture gradients. Furthermore, cast shadows, height on picture plane, shading, depth of fo-
cus, size relative to known objects, and atmospheric contrast reduction are important depth cues 
(Blake and Sekuler, 2006; Snowden et al., 2006; Ware, 2008). Each of the depth cues support 
different kinds of visual queries and can be applied (individually) in a landscape architectonic 
composition to create optical illusions or pictorial effects. Non-pictorial depth cues are related 
to the physiology of the visual system: stereoscopic depth (stereopsis), accommodation and 
convergence, and kinetics: structure from motion (motion parallax) (Blake and Sekuler, 2006; 
Snowden et al., 2006; Ware, 2008). 
5.3.2 Movement and landscape architectonic composition
We can only experience landscape architectonic space by movement. As opposed to a painting, 
we move through a landscape or a building and its visible form alters or changes constantly, as 
does its internal relationships. The interpretation of every single image as three-dimensional 
that we receive from different viewpoints are (usually) not ends in themselves but part of a 
series of three-dimensional images which draw together the architectonic image (mental im-
age) of the composition (Frankl, 1968) 3. This kinetic experience of the observer who arrives 
at a ‘single’ image as the product of many partial images is summarised by Hoogstad (1990) 
as: Space = Time (+ memory) x Movement. In other words, visible form is about the construc-
tion of time-space relationships among the space establishing elements and their attributes 
(Hoogstad, 1990). Successive acts of perception and recognition infl uences one’s sense of time. 
Observers in motion perceive change successively and adjust their knowledge. For instance, 
individuals tell the length of their walks by the rhythmic spacing of recurring elements. The 
more spatial variation, the shorter the walk appears; but recalling from memory, the walk ap-
pears longer (Bosselman, 1998).
Landscape architectonic compositions stimulate, or at least permit, certain kinds of movement 
with different modalities, and manage speed and direction. So movement takes place partly in 
response to or in accordance with the designer’s intentions (Conan, 2003; Hunt, 2004). Yet to-
gether with spaces, paths are considered to be paramount structural components of (designed) 
landscapes because they play a crucial role in mediating or facilitating the experience and use 
of these compositions (Dee, 2001; Bell, 1993). In this respect paths and routes play a crucial 
role as structural organisers of the architectonic image (Appleyard, 1970; Lynch, 1960).
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Related to movement through space we can distinguish three modes of vision:
• Stationary vision: standing still or sitting; frontal perception of a fi xed scene;
• Slow-motion vision: walking, cycling and horse riding; slow sequential frontal and/or lateral 
perception of scenes;
• Fast-motion vision: car driving, motorcycling and train; fast sequential frontal and/or lateral 
perception of scenes.
The characteristics of these modes of vision have wide ranging implications for the visible form. 
For instance, the speed of movement determines the visual angle and the focus towards the 
landscape (e.g. with increasing speed the visual angle narrows down). This chapter focuses 
on stationary vision and slow-motion vision because it closely relates to the primordial act of 
walking as an aesthetic and social practice (Careri, 2002; König, 1996; Solnit, 2001) 4. The 
relevance of this for landscape architecture is put forward by Conan (2003), Hunt (2004) and 
De Jong (2007). The latter summarises it as follows: “the walk [(as an action, but also a route)] 
represents an important unifying and structural principle in the design of garden and land-
scape architecture and the discovery of landscape from past to present. It must be considered 
the hinge that steered more than anything else the changing options for use, experience, and 
design and contributed fundamentally to both personal and cultural developments” (De Jong, 
2007).
5.3.3 Visually controlled movement
With regard to visible form it is important to link visually controlled movement to space percep-
tion. Perception of space is essentially about perception of action potential within the local en-
vironment. This concept is referred to as affordances (Gibson, 1986). Gibson (1986) conceived 
affordances as physical properties of the environment, which are about linking perception and 
action. So, paths afford walking, a bench affords sitting, et cetera. Affordances in visual space 
are readily perceived possibilities for action, especially movement. With regard to the visual 
form we can speak of visually controlled movement. An open environment affords movement in 
any direction, and an environment with surfaces, screens and objects only at openings (Gibson, 
1986). Research in wayfi nding 5 indicates that route choice behaviour is for 60% depended on 
spatial aspects such as space perception, spatio-visual attractiveness, arousal and orientation 
(Korthals Altes and Steffen, 1988). So the visible form is crucial because it affords movement 
by its openings, offers a sense of direction by its spatial orientation and offers arousal/attrac-
tion by its visual composition.
Visual anchor points are another important factor in the spatial composition and function as 
orientation points or ‘attractors’, and induce and direct movement (Golledge and Spector, 
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1978; Golledge, 1999; Hillier et al., 1993). Anchor points are key primitive elements or strate-
gic foci (signifi cant features or landmarks) in space and attract our attention more than other 
areas of the landscapes’ face. Yarbus (1967) pointed out that they provide more information 
than others and carry useful or necessary information for recognition and understanding of 
spatial relationships and function as ‘spatial magnets’ or destinations (see fi gure 5). In this 
respect we can distinguish three different means for movement: travel to familiar destinations, 
exploratory travel and travel to novel destinations (Allen, 1999). In these types of movement 
following a marked trail and landmark-based piloting are important modes of wayfi nding, which 
have their applications in landscape design, as we shall see later. Landmark-based piloting re-
fers to the act in which the observer relies on sequentially organised knowledge: a landmark is 
associated with direction and distance information that leads to another (Allen, 1999). It can 
be considered as a landscape architecture tool for initiating movement.
5.3.4 The shape of a walk: organising visual logic
As we have seen the visible form of a landscape architectonic composition derives from the 
act of visual perception, which is linked with the sequential unfolding of visual information by 
movement through space. Paths do not only provide passage but also direct movement through 
the three-dimensional composition. In addition, paths offer a means to organise the visual 
Figure 5
Record of eye movement during free examination of a photographed face. The eye fi xates mainly on the eyes and mouth as anchor 
points in the ‘landscape of the face’ because they provide important information on the internal state of mind of the person on the 
picture and are the basis for action (source: Yarbus, 1967)
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logic of a site by directing the visitor’s gaze at (distant) views or focal points (e.g. buildings, 
objects) and their sequence (serial vision) as a spatial narrative (O’Malley et al., 2010; Psarra, 
2009; Potteiger, 1998). Focal points serve often as ‘destinations’ and induce movement (i.e. 
landmark-based piloting). 
Hunt (2003, 2004) proposed a taxonomy of ‘walkscapes’ in designed landscapes, which exem-
plify the intended relation between movement and visible form:
• Procession: ritual movement that follows both a preordained path and purpose and is de-
termined by implicit or explicit guidelines constituting the performance of that ritual laid 
down in formal records such as social or religious conventions or written text (examples: 
Sacro Monti, Varallo (Italy), and Versailles, Paris (France));
• Stroll: movement with an ultimate purpose within the site and a sense of destination. Stroll-
ing also implies a defi ned route between whatever incidents punctuate and give rhythm to 
the movement (examples: Stowe landscape gardens, Buckinghamshire (England), and Cali-
fornia Scenario, Costa Mesa, California (USA)); 
• Ramble: movement without an external prompt, they are promoted largely by the will or 
curiosity of an individual. Rambles are for the pleasure of movement itself (examples: Cen-
tral Park, New York (USA), and Vondelpark, Amsterdam (the Netherlands)).
As such the landscape architectonic composition is visible by stationary vision and slow-motion 
vision, and is choreographed by the confi guration of paths. In this way we can consider a 
landscape architectonic design as a three-dimensional composition of scenes, views and tab-
leaux with references, symbols and stories (Vroom, 2006; Olwig, 2002). This presumes that 
‘pictorialisation’ 6 or scenography (stage setting) and its sequence are signifi cant aspects of the 
visual organisation and perception of landscape architectonic compositions (Grandell, 1993). 
Furthermore, the individual surfaces, screens and objects within the composition can have a 
certain spatiality or visual effect such as spatial radiance which bestow a certain visual direction 
and amplitude (Arnheim, 1977; Von Meiss, 2004).
5.3.5 The scene as a image
The formal relationship of three-dimensional objects in space is visible as a scene (tafereel) on 
the retina (Hoogstad, 1990). A scene refers to an extensive piece of the (urban) landscape that 
can be seen from a single (or multiple) point of view as in a painting or as a stage of a theatre 7
with a foreground, middle ground and background (O’Malley et al., 2010; Repton, 1803). More 
particularly, it is about views, feature views or focal views (vistas), which are (composed) land-
scape unities within the horizontal, binocular fi eld of vision of about 20-30 degrees (Hubbard 
and Kimball, 1935). This corresponds with the centre of our fi eld of vision, as discussed before, 
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and it appears that this anthropometric fact is a decisive factor in spatial design. Research of 
Pechère (2002) pointed out that 22 degrees is a common used angle to determine appropriate 
views in landscape design, and Schubert (1965) discovered the sequence of 20, 30, 33 and 42 
degrees in urban design with the emphasis on 20 and 30 degrees for important ensembles 8. 
View-making involves demarcating, organising and framing of scenes with architectonic ob-
jects (e.g. by using buildings, porches and porticos), planting and barriers such as walls, fences 
and hedges. These barriers are used to direct the gaze by openings in them or screen less ‘pic-
turesque’ elements.
Through the centuries the principles of view-making in relation to movement is a constant fac-
tor, while the context of landscape architectonic composition itself varied (Grandell, 1993). 
Steenbergen and Reh (2003) distinguished three important contexts: rational, formal and 
pictorial. For example: whereas the French formal garden was based on a single axial view 
from the house, the English picturesque garden was a series of multiple oblique views that 
were meant to be experienced while one walked through it. Through the ages “the [landscape 
architectonic] composition was becoming more cinematic than pictorial; it was designed to be 
experienced in motion as a series of compositions dissolving into each other rather then as a 
picture…” (Solnit, 2001). The sequential experience of ‘moving pictures’ also became the basis 
for fi lm and cinema as beautifully illustrated by the rolled-up panoramic landscapes on translu-
cent paper by Carmontelle, an eighteenth-century French painter and landscape designer (De 
Brancion, 2008).
Independent of the different contexts, views were carefully planned combining formal, transi-
tional and progressive elements. Views were also often subject to optical illusions making use 
of depth perception (especially pictorial depth cues) and size constancy. By manipulating the 
spatial dimensions and layout landscape architects created the illusion of distance (impression 
of greater depth) as, for instance, brilliantly elaborated at Vaux-le-Vicomte, Melun (France) 
(Steenbergen and Reh, 2003; Hazlehurst, 1980). Views were not only valued as aesthetically 
pleasing, but were also equated with ownership and control of one’s domain (O’Malley et al., 
2010). 
5 . 4  M A P P I N G  V I S I B L E  FO R M  W I T H  G E O G R A P H I C 
I N FO R M AT I O N  SY S T E M S  ( G I S )
As discussed before the visible form is the interface between the intention and the perception 
of the landscape architectonic design. Therefore it is important to acquire object-related and 
typological design knowledge on the perceptual order of landscape architectonic compositions. 
This addresses the question of how a design interfaces the conceptual order (physical space) 
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with the perceptual order (visual space). GISc in relation to the perceptual order considers 
architectonic compositions as visibility fi elds and explores those parameters that are observ-
able by a viewer located within space (the horizontal perspective), and those confi guration 
properties that can be discovered by visual experience evoked by optical axes, visibility fi elds 
and sequences of visual information (Psarra, 2009; Tzortzi, 2004). It incorporates the related 
concepts of visual perception with regards to the organisation of visual logic, space-making, 
composing views and the control of movement. 
Tandy suggested already in 1967 the application of isovists or viewsheds (“limit-of-vision 
plottings” and “visual watersheds” as he called them) in order to “convey the spatial composi-
tion from an observers point of view” and “to enable visual analysis of the landscape” (Tandy, 
1967). Later, Benedikt connected Gibson’s concept of the ambient optic array to isovists and 
isovist fi elds for means of architectonic research (Benedikt, 1979, 1981). For landscape plan-
ning, the concept of viewsheds is elaborated by Higuchi and Lynch for means of visual impact 
analysis (Higuchi, 1975; Lynch, 1976).
Due to advances in computer science the concepts of visibility-analysis are nowadays a wide-
spread phenomena with a broad palette of applications (for examples see other contributions 
in this book). More particularly, advances in GISc offer researchers in (urban) landscape design 
interesting clues to engage in the fi eld of visual research. GIS-based concepts of isovists (sight 
fi eld polygons) (see e.g. Rana, 2002; Batty, 2001) and viewsheds (see e.g. Llobera, 2003; Fisher 
1995) can especially help to comprehend the relation between the conceptual and perceptual 
space and offer different modes of representation. The typical difference between the two 
concepts is that the raster-based viewsheds represent parts of space that are visible, taking into 
account vertical viewing angle and elevation, while vector-based isovists consider visible space 
in the horizontal plane. The result is a closed polygon that can be characterised with different 
numerical parameters (Batty, 2001; Turner et al., 2001).
Although both concepts have great potential for landscape architectonic research we only see 
them sparsely applied in the fi eld of landscape design. However, for means of visual impact 
analysis and landscape character assessment we see several applications of the GIS-based 
viewshed in landscape planning (see e.g. chapters 10, 11, 12, 13), and only recently the use of 
GIS-based isovists (Weitkamp, 2010; see chapter 9). 
5.4.1 Research approach towards examples
The aim of this section is to describe, map and analyse the visible form made by spatial pat-
terns composed of open spaces, surfaces, screens and volumes as it could be experienced by 
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an observer moving through a virtual space, making use of GIS-based isovists and viewsheds. 
It addresses the physiognomy of space with visibility as a key element. The potential of ‘being 
able to see’ is mapped out and addresses plausible and/or probable visible space (Fisher, 1995, 
1996; Weitkamp, 2010). 
This section explores the use of viewsheds and isovists in landscape design research in order 
to reveal some important visual concepts by using two examples which are well-documented 
architectonic objects and offer widely acknowledged designed spatial qualities which have the 
potential to be tested and verifi ed by means of GIS. It offers an actual (non- or a-historical) and 
formal reading of the sites. The analysis of visual form reveals the perceived spatial potential 
as a basis for performance and reception. The Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy), famous for its 
space relationships and articulation of space, is used as an example for the analysis of a de-
signed space of buildings. Stourhead landscape garden (Wiltshire, UK), famous for its pictorial 
circuit with composed views in a sequence, is used as an example for the analysis of a designed 
space mainly of vegetation and relief. The fi rst example focuses on the application of isovists 
analysing the entrance of the square and the spatio-visual impact of the bell-tower using se-
quences of viewpoints and a fi eld of viewpoints. The latter is about application of viewsheds 
for means of analysing composed views and their sequence by using multiple single viewpoints 
and their sequential/specifi c organisation. 
The examples are based on highly accurate digital and digitised data obtained from fi eld sur-
veys provided respectively by the University of Venice (Piazza San Marco) and The National 
Trust (Stourhead) complemented or corrected by other sources (archival material, historical 
maps, map reconstructions, etc.) and fi eld observations. For testing the results of the meas-
urements we used text interpretation (expert-judgement), digital three-dimensional models, 
(aerial) photographs and measurements in the fi eld.
5.4.2 Space relationships and articulation of space: Piazza San Marco, Venice (Italy)
The Piazza San Marco is one of the quintessential parts of Venice and is highly appreciated by 
inhabitants as well as thousands of tourists. The square is a symbol that represents the city of 
Venice, its history, politics, religion and social and ethical values. The vicissitudes of the 
piazza’s transformation are slow and far-reaching and have occurred over a long period of time 
(see e.g. Samonà et al., 1970; Morresi, 1999; Schulz, 1991). The piazza is divided into two 
parts that form an L-shape: the actual piazza and the piazzetta (little square). The L-shape is 
one of the most challenging designs for a square, and the least liable to succeed. This shape has 
a distinct disadvantage as each branch, the piazza and the piazzetta, has a hidden counterpart 
(see fi gures 6 and 7). Nevertheless, the architectonic composition is very successful and is 
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Figure 6
Piazza San Marco
Figure 7
Plan of the Piazza San Marco. Dionisio Moretti, 1828 
(source: Supernova Edizioni)
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acknowledged for its spatial qualities such as the articulation of space and space relationships 
(see e.g. Janson and Bürklin, 2002; Newton, 1971; Samonà, 1970). In this example we focus on 
space relationships and the articulation of space.
Origins of the square
A group of marsh islands or mudfl ats (called: Barena) in the Venetian Lagoon, formed some 
6000 years ago, was a precondition for settlement starting in the 5th century. Venice begun to 
emerge as an early archipelago in the 9th century (Ammerman, 2003; Crouzet-Pavan, 2002; 
Bellavitis and Romanelli, 1985). However, the occupation of the islands at San Marco dates 
from the 7th and 8th century (Ammerman et al., 1995). The actual Piazza San Marco had its 
beginning in 811, when the ducal seat was moved from Malamocco (Lido) to Venice. With the 
construction of the ducal palace and then the Basilica of San Marco, the doge’s private chapel, 
the area at the head of the Grand Canal became the hub of political and ceremonial life in the 
city, and the Venetian Republic (Schulz, 1991; Fenlon, 2009, 2007). 
San Marco
Figure 8
The location of the Piazza on a map of the 8th and 9th century 
Venetian settlements (source: Trincanato and Franzoi, 1971)
mudfl ats
consolidated land
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The site consisted originally of two islands, which by land reclamation and architectonic en-
deavours transformed radically from the 1160s (or 1170s) onwards (Schulz, 1991) (see fi gure 
8). The shape of the square we know now dates from the mid 15th century as a result of an am-
bitious renovatio urbis led by the state architect Pietro Bon († 1529), later succeeded by Jacopo 
Sansovino (1486-1570). It remained the centre of the city-state until the fall of the Venetian 
Republic to Napoleon in 1797. He called the Piazza San Marco “the fi nest drawing-room in Eu-
rope” because of its architectonic qualities (Fenlon, 2009; Goy, 1997).
Architectonic system of the square
In terms of geometry the piazza is the predominant part of the ensemble, with the Basilica di 
San Marco as the terminal focus of attention. The piazza is a trapezoidal form of 175 metres 
long and 81 metres wide at the campanile (bell tower), and 56 metres wide in front of the 
Palazzo Reale. The view towards the façade of the basilica is framed by the space defi ning fa-
cades of the Procuratie Vecchie and Procuratie Nuove, and the foot of the campanile. The whole 
Figure 9
Three-dimensional model of the square (by S. Nijhuis and J. Wiers)
Procuratie Vecchie
Torre dell’orologio
Basilica di San Marco
Palazzo Ducale
Procuratie Nuove
Campanile
Zecca
Libreria
Sansoviniana
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façade of the basilica is seen at glance because the determined view covers a visual angle of 20 
- 33 degrees (Schubert, 1965), which corresponds with centre of the binocular fi eld of vision. 
This view is also subject to optical illusions making use of pictorial depth cues, like the diverg-
ing lines of the surrounding facades ‘slowing down’ the optical perspective and shrinking the 
optical size of the basilica. In the reverse direction the length of the square is exaggerated by 
the converging lines, ‘speeding up’ the optical perspective. 
The southern branch of the L-shape, the piazzetta, is 96 metres long and its width varies from 
a minimum of 40 metres (south-end) to a maximum of 48 metres. The piazzetta is formed by 
the Palazzo Ducale di Venezia and the Libreria Sansoviniana, which converge slightly at the 
south-end. Here two freestanding columns frame the sunlit view across the water to San Gior-
gio Maggiore (by Andrea Palladio; 1508-1580), the island church seemingly ‘fl oating on the 
lagoon’. Also here the organisation and demarcation of the view is based on the fi eld of vision 
of 20-30 degrees (Schubert, 1965). By pushing the Libreria (and Zecca (mint)) southward to 
the lagoon, the building mass gives direction and orientation to space and movement from the 
Molo (water-side) ‘pointing’ towards the piazzetta and piazza. In the piazzetta, the entrance of 
the campanile visually points towards the main-entrance of the palazzo.
The campanile acts as pivotal point or hinge on which the two spaces turn; the relatively great-
er height of the tower, compared to the Libreria and Procuratie Nuove, undoubtedly enhances 
its space-turning role (Janson and Bürklin, 2002; Newton, 1971; Von Meiss, 1991). The tower 
as occluding element gives the piazza and the piazzetta relative autonomy, yet at the same time 
they announce each other’s presence (see fi gure 10). The position of the bell-tower provides 
for  a constantly change in scenery (shifting of scenery or changing visibility at eye-level), as we 
will elaborate later. The space turning role of the tower is supplemented by an implicit bound-
ary (by three bronze pedestals), denoting the small space immediately in front of the basilica. 
This space is shared by the piazza and the piazzetta and interlocks the two squares as a spatial 
unity. The continuous colonnade optically connects the squares “like broad ribbons of space 
with a feeling of continuity around the bend” (Newton, 1971).
As it is a square, the experience of visible form is not directed by paths or routes, but by the en-
trances to the square and the visual effect of the architecture and space relationships. In this re-
spect the landscape architectonic composition affords movement by its openings, offers a sense 
of direction by its spatial orientation and offers arousal/attraction by its visual composition.
Mapping the perceptual order: entrance and hinge-effect
As previously discussed, space relationships and visual effect are decisive in the architectonic 
system of the square. More over, the entrances to the square and the hinge-effect of the cam-
panile are crucial aspects of the visible form. In order to map the visible form of the piazza by 
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Figure 10
Serial vision from the west-end of the piazza to the south-end of the piazzetta showing the crucial role of the campanile in the changing 
visibility (degree of shifting scenery) of the spatial transition from the piazza to the piazzetta
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Figure 11
Sequence of views entering the square at the Torre dell’orologio
viewpoint 1
viewpoint 2
viewpoint 3
1 2
3
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means of GIS-based isovists we have built an accurate vector based GIS-model, based on fi eld 
surveys by the University of Venice (1:100; 1:500) and research by Samonà et al. (1970) and 
Morresi (1999). 
In order to represent and apprehend the visible form of an entrance we analysed the approach 
to the square from the Torre dell’orologio (Clock Tower). This clock tower is one of the most 
important links between the piazza and the rest of the city. We used GIS-based isovists (at eye-
level) in a sequence of viewpoints to map the perceptual order of the entrance. The sequence 
of isovists shows the framed views into the piazza, across the façade of the Basilica, straight 
out through the piazzetta, until San Giorgio Maggiore. On the opposite side, it provides visual 
reference, taking the eye past the piazza and on in the direction of Rialto. However, towards 
the square the optical axis points towards the piazzetta, to gradually open out over the whole 
piazza. This slow sequence of frontal views can also be represented as a Minkowski-model (Ben-
edikt, 1979) showing the relation between visible form and time (movement). The model is a 
sequential stacking of individual isovists and shows the gradual change of visible space by mov-
ing forward entering the square (see fi gures 11 and 12).
Figure 12
Minkowski-model from Piazza San Marco approached via the Torre dell’orologio. The top layer of the model represents the fi rst isovist 
at point A; the bottom layer represents the isovist at point B
starting point A
B
space
time
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The shape and size of the isovists is liable to change with position and therefore generate spe-
cifi c characteristics. Because of the geometrical nature of these sight fi eld polygons, we can 
compare the architectonic composition of spaces with measurements and can characterise them 
mathematically. Numerical measurements can quantify salient size and shape features such as 
perimeter, area, diameter, radius, circularity, etc. (see e.g. Batty, 2001; Rana, 2002). We can 
turn these measurements into a set of scalar or isovist fi elds. These isovist fi elds provide an over-
view of the visual properties of the architectonic space analysed. They show syntactical relations 
between isovists and can generate parameters such as a clustering coeffi cient, complexity or 
drift (Turner et al., 2001). But what do these parameters mean in terms of visible form? A short 
exploration of the clustering coeffi cient parameter as an example may help to illustrate this.
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Figure 13
Degree of shifting scenery with and without the campanile. The bell-tower articulates the visual transition between the two spaces by occlusion 
offering a wide variation in (inter)visibility and infl uences both spaces (gradual transition). In the situation without the bell-tower the variation 
concentrates at the corner (sudden transition) 
Degree of shifting 
scenery
Degree of shifting 
scenery
high
high
low
low
a: Degree of shifting scenery with campanile 
b: Degree of shifting scenery without campanile
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As we have seen, the campanile plays a crucial role in the composition of the Piazza San Marco
as a hinge in the architectonic system that connects the two branches of the square. The cam-
panile articulates the connection between piazza and piazzetta as an intermediate member, 
blocking a direct transition between the two areas of the piazza. As regards the movement of 
passers-by, this translates into a pause and a change in direction or division of space. This initi-
ates an interesting shift of scenery (changing visibility), which offers spatio-visual attractive-
ness, arousal and clues for orientation. The shift of scenery can be mapped by using the cluster-
ing coeffi cient parameter in an isovist fi eld at eye level. The clustering coeffi cient gives a meas-
urement of the proportion of intervisible space within the visibility neighbourhood of a point. 
It indicates how much of an observer’s visual fi eld will be retained or lost as the individual 
moves away from that point (Turner et al., 2001). In order to show the impact of the campanile, 
a comparison of the piazza with and without the bell-tower can be seen. The results show that 
the campanile has a great impact on the variation in visibility, and infl uences large parts of both 
squares (see fi gures 13a, b).
5.4.3 Composed views and their sequence: Stourhead landscape garden, Wiltshire (UK)
Introduction 
The fi nest example of a landscape architectonic composition that provides individuals with 
composed views or ‘pictures’ is the pictorial circuit of Stourhead landscape garden, especially 
the valley garden (Moore et al., 2000; Grandell, 1993; Watkin, 1982) (see fi gure 14 and 15). 
Here the circular walk is staged as a sequence of views with sightlines directed across a lake, 
terminating on small buildings placed in a larger valley landscape. Stourhead is thoroughly al-
legorical in nature: the monuments that terminate sightlines tell the story of Aeneas’s founding 
of Rome. The landscape garden was designed and developed by the owners themselves, unas-
sisted by landscape architects. In this example we analyse the framed views and their sequence.
Origins of the landscape garden 
Stourhead landscape garden is located at the western edge of the Salisbury Plain (Wessex chalk 
lands). The plain is bordered by (deep) valleys or combes, where erosion has removed the 
weakened chalk and exposed the underlying upfolding older rocks as greensands (silty sand 
and sandstone) and gault clay (heavy non-calcareous clay) (Geddes, 2000). The Stourhead 
landscape is situated on a greensand ledge below the chalk downs. There are several prominent 
hills and ridges such as the afforested Greensand Hills of Stourhead and outliers of the chalk 
downs, sitting atop these greensands (e.g. Beech Knoll). In the lower parts of the ledge, in Six 
Wells Bottom near the junction with the underlying gault clay, the water table hits the ground 
surface and several springs emerge that feed the Dorset Stour (Geddes, 2000). 
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Figure 14
Stourhead landscape garden
Figure 15
Plan of the valley garden at Stourhead. F.M. Piper, 1779 (Source: Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Stockholm)
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After a long history starting around 1350 the grounds came into the possession of the banker 
Henry Hoare (1677-1724), member of a burgeoning fi nancial elite. In 1718 he built a house 
in Palladian style named Stourhead (Woodbridge, 1970, 1996). After his death, Henry Hoare 
II (1705-85) set about designing the Stourhead landscape garden, assisted by Henry Flitcroft 
(1697-1769). About three hundred metres west from the house, at a place called Paradise, the 
grounds fall steeply to where two valleys converge they created a ‘valley garden’ around a lake 
in the period from 1743-1770. This lake was made by building a dam across the southwest 
corner of the valley to contain the headwaters of the Stour, and is held in by the gault clay 
(Woodbridge, 1970, 1996; Geddes, 2000). Around the lake he built an Arcadian landscape 
with framed views containing temples and other features in the manner of paintings by Claude 
Lorrain and Salvator Rosa. As each building or feature was made, it became a goal; a stage in 
a circuit walk, beginning at the house and ending at the village inn (Woodbridge, 1976). In 
1785 Richard Colt Hoare (1758-1838) inherited the estate. He broadened the palette of plant 
material as an increasing number of exotic species became naturalised in England. He removed 
some features and changed the path structure considerably (Woodbridge, 1970, 1976, 1996). 
Stourhead has changed very little since then and in 1946 all but 890 hectares of the estate were 
bequeathed to the National Trust.
Figure 16
Stourhead in its 
geological context 
Alfred’s Tower
St Peter’s Pump
The Convent
Obelisk
Stourhead House
Grotto
Gothic Cottage
Pantheon
Iron Bridge
Temple of Flora
Palladian Bridge
Temple of Apollo
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Architectonic system of the landscape garden
The valley garden has a double visual structure, with axial views and circuitous, serial views 
with a lake as the refl ecting pool mirroring the scenes. The fi rst is about stationary vision and 
framed views across the lake, providing scenes with Classical and Gothic emblems dramatically 
juxtaposed. In fact, these strategic foci are goals, as a stage in a circuit walk and thus initiate 
movement. The counter-clockwise defi ned route directs the observer through slow-motion vi-
sion and tactile experience (going up and down) through a series of shifting views, offering 
sequential and gradual discovery of the various features involved. This stroll was allegorical in 
nature and designed as a series of compositions dissolving into each other, and is called a picto-
rial circuit (Paulson, 1975). The cinematic experience is a refl ection of the visual story being 
told; and the storyline becomes a physical construction, starting originally at Stourhead house 
and ending in Stourhead’s Inn (Woodbridge, 1976). 
Temple
of Flora
St. Peter’s
Church
Bristol
High Cross
Temple
of Apollo
Palladian
Bridge
Pantheon
Gothic Cottage
Grotto
Stourhead
House
Figure 17
Three-dimensional model of the valley garden (by S. Nijhuis and J. Wiers)
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Henry Hoare probably used the text of Virgil’s Aeneid as an important iconographic theme of 
Stourhead (Woodbridge, 1970, 1996). The pictorial circuit can be interpreted as a series of sta-
tions evoking Aenneas’s journey from Troy to his founding of Rome, an odyssey that for Henry 
Hoare II might have symbolised his establishment of a family seat at Stourhead (Woodbridge, 
1970, 1996). Juxtaposed on these Virgilean scenes, we fi nd medieval, Gothic buildings and 
monuments, referring to England’s past, like Alfred’s Tower (Turner, 1979; Kelsall, 1983). This 
tower marks the site were the legendary king Alfred battled the Danes in 878. He is considered 
to be a founding father of the British Empire. In this respect the iconographic program evokes 
the dialogue between Aeneas, representing the founding of the Roman Empire (culminating 
in the Pantheon), and king Alfred, representing the founding of the British Empire (culminat-
ing in King Alfred’s Tower). However, there is a lively discussion on the allegorical meaning of 
iconographic program among historians (see e.g. Paulson, 1975; Turner, 1979; Schulz, 1981; 
Kelsall, 1983). Whether or not a specifi c iconographic program was in his mind Hoare surely 
created a dream world inhabited by the gods, goddesses, and heroes of classical antiquity and 
England’s history. As MacDougall suggested “it is likely that is was a device for creating a mem-
ory system 9 rather then a story with a deeper meaning, it was not the place to contemplate the 
deep philosophical or religious questions” (MacDougall, 1985). However, the attitude is clear: 
the landscape garden was a place for relaxation and pleasure and asked “to be explored, its sur-
prises and unsuspected corners to be discovered on foot” (Hunt, 1989). 
Hunt (2004) elaborates: “Stourhead comes to exist, it seems, in contested claims for meanings 
that can be shown to have been embedded in the original design by Henry Hoare on the basis 
of some tendentious reading of the cultural context… [However,] the richness of [the site] lies 
in [its] ability to provoke and promote a wider sea of emotions, ideas, stories than was ever 
anticipated by Henry Hoare [and its successors]”. Yet, hardly any analysis offers an actual (non- 
or a-historical) and formal reading of the site. The following analysis of visual form reveals 
aspects of the tactile and sensorial potential as a basis for the performance and perception of 
the garden. 
Mapping the perceptual order: framing the view and cinematic route
As previously discussed, framed views and their sequence (related to a particular route) are de-
cisive in the architectonic system of the valley garden. The focus is on the analysis of the axial 
views and its formal content from designated viewpoints by means of GIS-based viewsheds. 
Viewsheds are very suitable because it is a topographic/vegetation space and includes differ-
ences in terrain heights with wide implications for visibility. In order to map the actual visible 
form of the valley garden by means of viewsheds we build an accurate raster based GIS-model, 
based on recent digital maps (1:2,000; 1:10,00; 1:25,000) provided by The National Trust and 
the British Ordnance Survey (2010). For the location and nature of the planting we used recent 
aerial photographs (orthographic), inventories of Woodbridge (1976, 1970, 1996) and a fi eld 
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visit (2009). Finally, the reconstruction of the route and path-structure is based on research by 
Woodbridge (1976) and Reh (1995).
To determine the visual logic it is important to consider the original path structure, its changes 
and the related route, in order to determine the major viewpoints. At Stourhead there are actu-
ally three circular walks: the walk around Great Oar Pasture, the walk around the lake (valley 
garden) and the outer circuit to Alfred’s Tower (Reh, 1995). The pictorial circuit around the 
lake in the valley garden and its related viewpoints is the object of study. In particular we focus 
Situation 1785 (after Woodbridge, 1976)
Situation 1820 (after Reh,1995)
Situation 2010
Analysed route
Viewpoints
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
Path and route structure valley garden:
Figure 18
Path structure and related viewpoints in the valley-garden
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on the major views related to the ‘unchanged’ path structure that facilitate the counter-clock-
wise stroll starting at the Temple of Flora and ending at Bristol High Cross (see fi gure 18).
The path structure directs the movement through the three-dimensional composition. By fol-
lowing the counter-clockwise circuitous route the visual form becomes cinematic, because of 
the sequence of staged views. The axial views are framed by extensive use of trees and laurel 
for under-planting. Henry Hoare II also added planting contrasting masses of light- and dark-
toned trees as inspired by Pope and Kent. This palette is later extended by Richard Colt Hoare, 
with more exotic species (i.e. Rhododendrons), which now dominate the views (Woodbridge, 
1976). As a result several composed picture-like views with a foreground, middle ground and 
background can be seen, refl ected by the lake. Occlusion is the most powerful depth-cue in-
volved, exaggerating the perceived distance. But also depth cues like size relative to known 
objects and height on the picture plane are design principles that play an important role. For 
example, the Pantheon is a miniaturised version of the Roman original and is located on a ter-
rain elevation, taking the eye for a run.
Focal points within the scene are juxtaposed Classic and Gothic emblems, which function as 
destinations and thus initiate movement. The slow-motion vision through following the path, 
offers sequential frontal and/or lateral perception of scenes and gradual discovery of the vari-
ous features involved. This gradual change offers a sense of scenic intricacy that arouses and 
sustains curiosity. Upon arrival, the focal points (i.e. the temple) are used for enjoyment and 
repose for those walking through the valley garden and become viewpoints for other scenes as 
stages in the circuit walk. By using viewsheds we can analyse the visible area from the view-
points, measure the (angular) extent of the view and see which objects can be seen within the 
view (see fi gures 19, 20 and 21).
The viewshed-analysis points out that the optimum angular extend of the composed views 
corresponds with the centre of the fi eld of vision in the range of 20-30 degrees binocular view 
(see table 2). As we have seen within this zone the highest degree of optical acuity is achieved. 
The analysis suggests that this is the decisive factor for framing the view and (visual) group-
ing of the focal points in the scene. It is designed ‘by eye’ as a three-dimensional painting or 
theatre, rather than using rulers and a compass. This perceptual order is also expressed in the 
metric length of the lines of sight between the focal points across the lake establishing the axial 
relationships. The average distance is about 431 metres making sure that that the artefacts and 
their characteristics can be recognised (see table 2). The maximum distance for recognition of 
characteristic elements in a landscape is about 500 metres (Van der Ham and Iding, 1971).
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Figure 19
Viewshed analysis from viewpoint 1 
(Temple of Flora) and corresponding 
view 
Pantheon
Gothic Cottage
Temple of Flora
Pantheon
Gothic Cottage
28°
visible area
sightline
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Figure 20
Viewshed analysis from viewpoint 5 
(Pantheon) and corresponding view
Pantheon
Temple of Flora
Palladian Bridge St Peter’s Church
Bristol High Cross
Temple of Apollo
Temple of Flora
High Bristol Cross
St Peter’s Church
Palladian Bridge
Temple of Apollo
22°
visible area
sightline
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Figure 21
Viewshed analysis from viewpoint 3; Grotto (l), and viewpoint 4; Cottage (r)
Viewpoint 1 Viewpoint 2 Viewpoint 3 Viewpoint 4 Viewpoint 5 Viewpoint 6 Viewpoint 7 Mean Std.dev.
Temple of 
Flora
St. Peters 
Pump
Grotto Cottage Pantheon Temple of 
Apollo
Bristol High
Cross
maximum angular extend 
of the view (degrees)
53 - 67 43 62 86 36 57,83 17,97
optimum angular extend 
of the view (degrees)
28 - 31 28 22 32 24 27,50 3,89
angular extend between foci 14 - 23 12 13 (30*) 60 12 22,33 18,92
maximum distance view-
point - focal point (metres)
368 1440** 318 497 494 3120** 478 431,00 82,57
minimum distance viewpoint 
- focal point (metres)
306 - 343 305 324 320 90 281,33 94,76
measurements based on calculated viewsheds, decimal fi gures converted to an integer
* incl. Temple of Apollo
** outside the valley garden
Table 2
Comparison of the views; extent of the view in angular degrees and metric length of lines of sight. The optimum angular extent is determined by 
the occluding objects in the middle ground, framing the view that contains the focal points
With regard to the allegorical nature of the pictorial sequence organised by the circuitous route 
we can simply start by counting and characterising the elements within the views. Below is an 
overview of the fi ndings:
Gothic Cottage
Grotto
Palladian Bridge
Temple of Apollo
Temple of Flora
Palladian Bridge
St Peter’s Church
Bristol High Cross
visible area
sightline
visible area
sightline
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Viewpoint 1 (Temple of Flora) 
Focal points within the view: The Gothic Cottage and The 
Pantheon (1753-54 by Henry Flitcroft: originally called the 
Temple of Hercules), a miniaturised version of the Roman 
temple
Viewpoint 2 (Saint Peter’s Pump)
Focal points within the view: Saint Peter’s Pump (erected 
1768) in Six Wells Bottom, marking the origin of the Stour
Viewpoint 3 (Grotto)
Focal points within the view: The Palladian Bridge and The 
Temple of Apollo (1765 by Henry Flitcroft)
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Viewpoint 4 (Gothic Cottage)
Focal points within the view: The Temple of Flora (1744-46 by 
Henry Flitcroft; originally called Temple of Ceres), 
The Palladian Bridge, The Bristol High Cross (derived from 
High Street of Bristol and erected near the entrance in 1765) 
and Saint Peter’s Church
Viewpoint 5 (Pantheon) 
Focal points within the view: The Temple of Flora, 
The Palladian Bridge, The Bristol High Cross, Saint Peter’s 
Church and The Temple of Apollo
Viewpoint 6 (Temple of Apollo)
Focal points within the view: The Obelisk (1839-40), 
Alfred’s Tower (1762 by Henry Flitcroft), The Rockwood 
Boathouse (near Temple of Apollo), The Grotto and The 
Pantheon. Measurements point out that Alfred’s tower was 
visible only with young, low trees on the Greensand Hills.
As the trees matured and grew taller the tower became 
hidden from view.
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The analysis show that almost every view contains juxtaposed Classical and Gothic architecture 
suggesting an allegorical dialogue between historical events, especially due to the fact that 
there is a balanced amount of artefacts within the view counting an even number of emblems. 
In other words, every Classical element is counterbalanced by a Gothic iconographic object. It 
also interesting to consider the relation of the viewpoints and the course of the path. In a hori-
zontal direction there is a certain timing, with varying intervals, between the major views. In 
vertical direction the relation is in going upward and downward e.g. descending to the Grotto, 
ascending to the Pantheon and the steep climb to the Temple of Apollo (see fi gure 22). Wheth-
er this tactile experience and the related staging of views refl ects a story with a deeper mean-
ing, or is a kind of memory system facilitating pleasure and relaxation, it is a rich site which 
promotes and provokes a wide range of emotions, ideas and stories.
5.4.4 Conclusions
Mapping the visible form by means of GIS revealed particularities of the perceived architec-
tonic space and included visual concepts as described in section 5.3. The example of Piazza 
San Marco showcases that it enables measurement of space relationships with isovists and 
isovist fi elds, such as the sequential unfolding of visual space at the entrance of the square and 
the hinge-effect of the bell-tower introducing a high degree of shifting scenery. At Stourhead 
landscape garden the analysis of the angular extent, the visual coverage of (composed) framed 
views and counting focal points by means of viewshed analysis, especially their angular extent 
in relation to the physiology of vision and the balanced amount of emblematic focal points 
within these views, gives an interesting result. It enabled the measurement of their sequential 
Viewpoint 7 (Bristol High Cross)
Focal points within the view: The Palladian Bridge, 
The Cottage and The Pantheon
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relationship in time based on slow-motion vision by walking, taking into account tactile proper-
ties such as differences in heights along the course of the path. 
5 . 5  D I S C U S S I O N
By the conversation with actual (and conceived) sites and the representations of their visible 
form researchers in landscape architecture acquire deeper understanding as a basis for knowl-
edge-based design. By mapping the physiognomy of the composition, as it is encountered by an 
individual within it, moving through it, it is possible to acquire object related and typological 
design knowledge on visual aspects. GIS turned out to be a useful vehicle for systematic and 
transparent mapping of the visible form. The examples showcase that GIS-based isovists and 
viewsheds have the potential of measuring visual phenomena which are often subject of intui-
tive and experimental design, taking into account physiological, psychological, and anthro-
pometric aspects of space. It offers the possibility to combine general scientifi c knowledge of 
visual perception and wayfi nding with the examination of site-specifi c design applications. 
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Figure 22
The stroll at Stourhead explored. The sequence of the views in relation to distance, time and height of the path
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In comparison to important landscape design research studies on visible form in the Dutch 
academic context, such as the seminal works of Steenbergen and Reh (2003), Baljon (1992), 
Warnau (1979) and Bijhouwer (1954), it seems that GIS deepens and broadens the body of 
knowledge in landscape architecture in two ways by:
(1) Following the discipline and developing specifi c aspects of it: by using GIS we can map the 
‘same types of design-knowledge’ but in a more precise, systematic/transparent, and quan-
tifi ed manner. It makes for precise delineation and alternative ways of representation of 
the visible landscape. By using GIS it is possible to reproduce and transfer methodology; it 
is a transparent and systematic approach for advanced spatial analysis. It also comprises of 
measurement (quantities), testing and verifi cation of expert knowledge, or known visual 
phenomena in landscape architecture. 
(2) Expanding the fi eld by setting in motion fundamental new developments: by using GIS we 
can map ‘new types of design-knowledge’ by advanced spatial analysis and the possibility 
of linking up/integrating other information layers, fi elds of science and data sources. GIS 
offers the possibility of integrating and exploring other fi elds of science (e.g. visual percep-
tion, wayfi nding studies) and dealing with complexity (more variables). Also the avail-
ability of other types of data such as Web 2.0, terrestrial LiDAR, LBS, and Crowd Sourcing 
is important in this respect. This offers the possibility to enrich formal reading by revealing 
tactile and sensorial potentialities of a design, which was hardly possible before, and also 
expands the analysis with data derived from psychological and phenomenological ap-
proaches addressing matters of reception of a design.
Although there is lot left to be explored in examples, this research exemplifi ed that it can offer 
clues for deeper understanding of particular spatial phenomena that constitute visible form. 
This is important for acquisition of design knowledge, but is also crucial in management and 
restoration of sites like Stourhead 10. 
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N OT E S
[1]  For an elaboration on scientifi c perspective and the infl uence it exerted on architecture see Pérez-Gómez and Pelletier (1997).
[2] The term landscape architecture (architecte-paysagiste) was coined by Jean-Marie Morel in 1803 and marked the eclipse of the 
‘new’ discipline (Disponzio, 2002). Landscape architecture as an English term appeared for the fi rst time in a book title: On 
the Landscape Architecture of the Great Painters of Italy (Scott, 1828), and was subsequently used by Frederic Law Olmstead 
and Calvert Vaux at the design competition for the Central Park in New York in 1858. The profession became offi cial, when in 
1863 the title Landscape Architect was fi rst used by the state-appointed Board of Central Park Commissioners in New York City 
(Steiner, 2001; Evert, 2010; Turner, 1990).
[3]  This corresponds with space-conceptions as described by Montello (1993), Mark (1993) and Tversky et al. (1999).
[4]  You can even consider it a science: strollology or promenadology as proposed by Burckhardt (2008). It engages in the study of 
sequences with which the observer is confronted by within the spatial environment.
[5]  Wayfi nding refers to the cognitive and behavioural abilities of humans to fi nd a way from an origin to a destination, see 
Golledge (1999).
[6]  This is not exclusively restricted to The Picturesque as a movement. In this tradition Picturesque is an aesthetic category de-
rived from the idea of designing (urban) landscapes to look like pictures and was advocated by landscape architects like Wil-
liam Kent and urban designers like Camillo Sitte and Gordon Cullen.
[7]  The invention/description of the linear perspective by Filippo Brunelleschi as written down by Leon Battista Alberti played a 
crucial role in the architectonic compositions such as Pienza (see e.g. Pieper, 2000, 2009). The notion of pictorial staging or 
scenography was introduced by Hans Vredeman de Vries in his book Sevenographia, sive perspectiveae (1560), showing décor-
like architectonic settings, using the rules of linear perspective to fi t objects logically into surrounding space (Vroom, 2006; 
Mehrtens, 1990).
[8]  See also Van der Ven (1980) and Doxiades (1972).
[9]  Memory could be developed by establishing a mental image of a place inhabited by or ‘decorated’ with views. See MacDougall 
(1985) on this matter.
[10]  The author intends to elaborate the research on Stourhead and show applications for management and conservation.
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6 . 1  I N T R O D U CT I O N
Offering people scenic beauty is one of the most frequently mentioned landscape services. In 
the Netherlands it also has become an explicit policy goal: “we want a beautiful country to live 
and work in” (LNV, 2000: 3). However, instruments to help policy makers and spatial planners 
to implement this relatively new goal are largely lacking. Where do people like the landscape 
in their living environment and where do they not? And which physical characteristics infl u-
ence this appreciation and to what extent? To provide such information in a cost-effi cient way, 
a model was developed to map, monitor, and simulate precisely this: the GIS-based Landscape 
Appreciation Model (GLAM). The model predicts the attractiveness of the landscape based 
solely on nationally available GIS-data on its physical aspects for each 250 x 250 metre cell. In 
this article, we describe the theoretical background to GLAM, the attributes in the current ver-
sion of the model, the fi nal steps in calibrating the model, as well as its validation. We conclude 
with a discussion on the usefulness of GLAM for spatial policy.
6 . 2  T H E O R E T I C A L  B A C K G R O U N D
Ever since the 1970s, the attractiveness of landscapes has been an issue in landscape and envi-
ronmental management. It was one of the driving forces behind the emergence of environmen-
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tal psychology as a discipline. In the mean time a vast amount of research has been conducted 
in explaining or describing environmental preferences of both experts and lay people (for an 
overview, see Aoki, 1999). Different theories have emerged, ranging from strongly evolution-
ary to more cultural explanations of environmental preferences. A dominant paradigm since 
the 1980’s has been the cognitive view of landscape perception. It focuses on subjective, psy-
chological categories. Most notably is the theory of Kaplan and Kaplan (1989), with its empha-
sis on mystery, complexity, legibility and prospect. Many studies have focused on the link be-
tween these psychological categories and landscape attributes, but this has proven to be rather 
diffi cult (Strumse, 1994).
Another paradigm, the psychophysical one, has been present in environmental psychology 
from the start. Within this paradigm, preferences for and attractiveness of a specifi c landscape 
are supposed to be based in its physical attributes. Although it does not deny the importance of 
exploring the psychological mechanism behind these relationships, its focus is very much on 
the physical landscape. It is therefore particularly suited for modelling landscape preferences 
using geographic data of the physical landscape (see for other examples e.g. Bishop and Hulse, 
1994; Real et al., 2000). From the psychophysical as well as from the cognitive paradigm, a 
large array of attributes has been evaluated since the 1980’s (Ulrich, 1983; Zube, 1987; Kaplan 
and Kaplan, 1989; Purcell and Lamb, 1998; Strumse, 1994; Aoki, 1999). It is from this body of 
knowledge that we derived attributes for the GLAM model to predict landscape preferences in 
the Netherlands.
The initial GLAM model consisted of three positive indicators: Naturalness, Relief, Historical 
Distinctiveness, and three negative indicators: Skyline Disturbance, Urbanity and Noise Level. 
The choice of these indicators was the result of the mentioned literature and previous research 
results of a prototype version of GLAM (Vries and Gerritsen, 2003). One of the changes result-
ing from this previous research is that ‘Variety’, an attribute that is prominently present in the 
literature (see e.g. Hunziker and Kienast, 1999), was dropped because of its high correlation 
with Naturalness in the Dutch situation. The non-visual attribute Noise Level was included in 
the attribute set of our model because studies in the Netherlands (Goossen et al., 2001) proved 
noisiness, especially from traffi c, to be a very important factor for the appreciation of the land-
scape. Moreover, noise level may also be considered as a proxy for visual fragmentation and 
disturbance of an area by (rail)roads.
6 . 3  O P E R AT I O N A L I S I N G  T H E  G L A M
The GLAM model has been built in a dedicated modelling environment, named Osiris (Verweij, 
2004) that supports the building and running of qualitative spatial models. Osiris enables the 
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user to store qualitative expert knowledge in tables with which new grid maps are generated 
from two or three existing grid maps. It also enables the user to store and run map algebra 
scripts. It uses ArcView version 3.3 for the viewing of grid data and executing the grid algebra 
scripts. 
6.3.1 Input data and computations
The most important dataset we use, is the digital topographic map 1:10,000 of the Nether-
lands, containing polygons representing e.g. forests, housing blocks, high-rise buildings (high-
er than 35 metre or 10 storeys), glass houses and water bodies, point elements such as power 
pylons and wind turbines, and lines of trees and ditches. Nevertheless, on pragmatic grounds 
we use grid maps with a resolution of 250 x 250 metre. Grid map computations are faster than 
vector-based computations, and indicator maps in grid format are easier to combine into one 
‘landscape attractiveness’ map (without causing sliver polygons or inconsistencies in results 
due to differences in polygon boundaries). The grid cell size of 250 x 250 metre is generally 
viewed as a convenient size for national studies in the Netherlands.
Since in open landscapes larger areas are visible than the grid cell itself, we used neighbour-
hood operations to take a wider environment into account and to deduce the visibility of char-
acteristics. Although specifi c algorithms exist to compute visibility in an accurate way, these 
tend to be very time consuming. We decided to use focal mean operations to compute to what 
extent urban areas were surrounded by vertical vegetation, and areas of natural vegetation 
were surrounded by buildings (see fi gure 1). For the high-rise artefacts of Skyline Disturbance 
we computed the openness of the surroundings of the observer, and not of the surroundings 
of the artefacts themselves. Such artefacts are usually higher than the surrounding trees and 
buildings, and are thus visible from a large distance if the observer has a clear view. 
In open landscapes with clear weather, visibility of buildings and glass houses can be as far as 
5 kilometres and for high artefacts like wind turbines even more than 10 kilometres. However, 
validation results (comparing maps with different neighbourhood distances with preference 
ratings by respondents) and fi eld surveys suggested both that a distance of 2 to 3 kilometres 
is appropriate for Skyline Disturbance for high artefacts, and 0.5 kilometres for urban areas. 
For the indicator Historical Distinctiveness we used neighbourhood operations to merge grid 
cells containing monuments and nearby grid cells into larger areas that we considered to be of 
a more historical nature than areas further away from historical monuments. This neighbour-
hood operation was not only based on visibility considerations, but also on the assumption that 
the area surrounding a historical feature is more likely to have historical qualities itself. 
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6.3.2 Preference levels per GIS-indicator
Given the broad defi nition of most physical characteristics, encompassing different elements, 
defi ning indicator levels was not simply a matter of counting the incidence of relevant ele-
ments. It had to be decided which (combinations of) elements were preferred or disliked to a 
similar degree and thus could be combined in one level. So, a given level of an indicator does 
not indicate mere presence, but an evaluation of this presence in terms of its expected contribu-
tion to landscape attractiveness. Originally these operational decisions were made based on a 
literature review, insights gained from previous studies (Coeterier, 1996; Goossen and Langers, 
2000; de Boer et al., 1999) and interviews conducted during the project. However, GLAM also 
has a strong empirical basis. It was developed in interaction with the results of a national sur-
vey in landscape appreciation among almost 3000 Dutch residents (de Vries and van Kralingen, 
2002), which will be described in more detail later on. 
Each of the six indicators has fi ve levels, ranging from 0 (no or very small presence of appropriate 
physical characteristics) to 4 (strong visible presence of appropriate physical characteristics). For 
the positive indicators 0 means ‘least preferred’, and 4 ‘most preferred’, for the negative indica-
tors, 4 means ‘least preferred’. The fi ve levels per indicator should be interpreted as a semi-inter-
val scale. The computation method per indicator is briefl y described below, beginning with for the 
three positive ones. In table 1 a description of the levels per indicator is given. 
The visibility of natural 
vegetation is deduced 
by calculating the 
amount of surrounding 
built-up area within 
0.5 km
The visibility of urban 
areas (low buildings) is 
deduced by calculating 
the amount of 
surrounding tall 
vegetation within 0.5km  
% of tall
vegetation
0.5 km
Urban
area 
The visibility of high artifacts within 2.5km of
the observer is deduced by calculating the
amount of tall vegetation surrounding
the grid cell of the observer
within 0.5 km 
0.5 km
% of built-up area
Natural
vegetation 
2.5 km0.5 km
high
artifact 
% of tall 
vegetation 
Figure 1
Neighbourhood operations used for the indicators Naturalness, Urbanity and Skyline Disturbance
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The score for Naturalness depends on the amount and type of vegetation, the presence of natu-
ral water and the amount of built-up area within 500 metres. The amount of natural vegeta-
tion forms the basis. However, if there is less than 5% nature (e.g. heath, dunes, swamp, for-
est) but over 50% of grassland, the grid cell scores a point extra; grid cells with less than 50% 
natural vegetation also score an extra point if they contain a shoreline of natural waters (riv-
ers, brooks, pools, lakes, sea). Big water bodies themselves are left out of the maps: the model 
is restricted to landscapes on land. On the other hand, if there is a lot of built-up area and few 
trees within 500 metres, the grid cell looses 1 point. The resulting score remains within the 
0 - 4 range.
The score for Relief depends on the presence of the most valued type of relief in the grid cell: 
the more variety in altitude, the higher the score.  For this indicator we used the Dutch geomor-
phology map, indicating different landforms, which we classifi ed from fl at areas to large hills. 
For Historical Distinctiveness, the score depends on the presence or vicinity of nationally pro-
tected historical (clusters of) buildings or sites. 
The score for Urbanity depends on the amount of built-up area within the cell, within 500 me-
tres from that cell, and the area of trees within 500 metres (because of visibility). Glass house 
areas score less (because they are semi-transparent and generally lower than solid buildings) 
and (clusters of) offi ce buildings more (these are considered to score the most negative). The 
calculation is quite complex. A grid cell scores e.g. 0 for urbanity if it contains less than 1% 
built-up area or less than 10% glass houses. But a grid cell also scores 0 if it contains 1-5% 
buildings, on the condition that the average built-up area within 500 metres is less than 1%. A 
grid cell also scores 0 if it contains 5-10% buildings but these are less visible because the aver-
age area of trees within 500 metres is more than 50%. At the other extreme, a grid cell scores 
4 for urbanity if it contains more than 20% buildings and has less than 10% of trees within 
500 metres. A grid cell also scores 4 if it contains only 1-5% buildings but the average built-up 
area within 500 metres is larger than 10% (these are densely built-up areas) and visibility is 
not reduced by trees. However, the city centres themselves are left out of the map: the model is 
restricted to the appreciation of the countryside. 
For Skyline Disturbance the score of the focal cell depends on the type of visible man-made ar-
tefacts within a 1 kilometre to 2.5 kilometre radius; from the most to the least disturbing these 
are: high-rise, power pylons, wind turbines. Their visibility depends on the amount of nearby 
vertical vegetation from the focal cell (observer’s position). We realise that these artefacts are 
not always negative: they can form important landmarks that make the landscape readable 
and help to orientate oneself, which most often receives a positive appreciation. We also realise 
that  high buildings, for example, may be appreciated because of architectural quality. But no 
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Table 1
Map legends for the six GIS indicators
Indicator Legend of indicator map
Naturalness 0 < 0.1% nature and < 50% grassland and no natural water
1 0.1-5% nature, or nature < 0.1% and > 50% grassland or natural water
2 5-10% nature and < 50% grassland, or 0.1-5% nature and > 50% grassland or water
3 10-50% nature or 5-10% nature and water
4 > 50% nature (e.g. heath, dunes, swamps, forests) or 10-50% nature and natural water
If there is a lot of built-up area visible within 500m, grid cells scoring >1 loose 1 point.
Relief 0 fl at areas, man-made relief
1 nearly fl at, old man-made mounds (for housing)
2 sloping
3 hilly (or dunes)
4 larger hills 
Historical 
Distinctiveness
0 > 1 km from grid cells with nationally protected historical (clusters of) buildings or sites
1 < 1 km from grid cells with nationally protected historical (clusters of) buildings or sites
2 next to grid cells with single historical buildings / sites or within 500 m of a cluster
3 next to grid cells with clusters of historical buildings
4 grid cell containing nationally protected historical (clusters of) buildings or sites
Urbanity
(negative)
0 1-5 % in grid cell and average <1% in surrounding 500m or <1% built-up area visible in grid cell and average 
1-5% in surrounding 500m
1 1-5% visible built-up area in grid cell and average 1-5% in surrounding 500 m or <1% visible in grid cell and 
average >5% in surrounding 500m.
2 5-10% built-up area visible in grid cell and <5% in surrounding 500m, or 1-5 % visible in grid cell and average 
>5% in surrounding 500m
3 10-20% built-up area visible within grid cell and average <5% in surrounding 500m, or 5-10% visible in grid cell 
and average >5% in surrounding 500m
4 >20% built-up area visible within grid cell and average <5% in surrounding 500m or 10-20% visible within cell 
and average >5% in surrounding 500m
Visible means here: less than 10%  trees in the surrounding 500m of the buildings
Skyline 
Disturbance
(negative)
0 no disturbing high-rise artefacts visible within 2.5 km
1 wind turbines visible within 2.5km or other artefacts not very visible
2 visible power pylons/high buildings > 1km < 2.5km, or < 1km but not very visible
3 visible power pylons < 1km or high buildings < 1km but not very visible
4 visible high buildings < 1km (higher than 35m or 10 storeys)
Visible means here: less than 10% trees within 500m of the observer
Noise Level
(negative)
0 quiet < 35 dB
1 not noisy: 35-45 dB
2 rather noisy: 45-55 dB
3 noisy: 55-65 
4 very noisy: > 65 dB
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distinction has been made in this respect; due to lack of data and the fact that these preferences 
may well differ between individuals.
Finally, for Noise Level the score depends on the amount of noise according to a model comput-
ing decibels depending on traffi c intensity and type of industry (Jabben et al., 2000).
The maps of the 6 indicators, including the topographic map we used as input, were checked in 
the fi eld, using a fi eld computer with GPS. While driving through the countryside we could see 
our movements on the maps, making it quite easy to compare the maps with the real landscape. 
Although we found some inconsistencies in the data (sometimes existing tree lines did not ap-
pear on the maps) we found the indicator maps quite accurate. The accuracy of the Skyline 
Disturbance map varied strongly with weather conditions: the visibility of the high artefacts 
change dramatically depending on the amount of moisture in the air. 
Interrelationships between the six GIS-indicators were calculated at the grid-cell level for the 
whole of the Dutch countryside (n = 545,652). All correlations (Pearson’s) are below 0.30, 
except the one between Naturalness and Relief: r = 0.34. This was considered acceptable. The 
predicted landscape attractiveness was calculated as a linear combination of these indicators, 
using regression weights. This will be explained later in more detail. More detailed information 
on GLAM can be found in Roos-Klein Lankhorst and colleagues (2005).
6 . 4  C A L I B R AT I O N  O F  G L A M 
The model generates predictions for each and every 250 x 250 metre grid-cell of countryside in 
the Netherlands (excluding built-up areas and large water surfaces). However, the primary aim 
of the model is not to predict the attractiveness of the landscape at this detailed level, but rath-
er the attractiveness at the broader level of the landscape surrounding one’s place of residence. 
This was also the question asked in the survey that was used to calibrate the model: “how 
attractive do you fi nd the landscape surrounding your place of residence?” In the study, the 
Netherlands was divided into 15 regions that were thought to be reasonably homogeneous with 
regard to dominant landscape type. Within each of these regions the sample was stratifi ed by 
level of urbanity: non-urban versus at least somewhat urban. Within each stratum the chance 
to be included in the sample was proportional to the size of the postcode area. Due to the sam-
pling design, the sample cannot be expected to be representative for the Dutch population: the 
design was focused more on sampling (ratings of) landscapes than on sampling people.  
The aim was to have about 100 fi lled-in postal questionnaires for each of the strata, with a 
grand total of 3000 respondents. This goal was reached (n = 3006), with response rates being 
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lower in the more urban strata (21%) than in the non-urban strata (28%). There were no sig-
nifi cant differences in response rates between landscape regions. In the fi nal sample males are 
overrepresented (61%), people below 30 years of age are underrepresented (7%). Typically the 
questionnaire was answered by a head of the household (90%). Of the respondents 48% char-
acterises him-/herself as being full-time employed, 10% as part-time employed, 23% as being 
on retirement, and 14% as full-time homemaker. Since no special measures were taken, ethnic 
minorities are likely to be underrepresented. For more information on this sample, see de Vries 
and van Kralingen (2002).
No specifi c delineation of the landscape was given: it was left to the respondents what they 
considered the relevant area to be rated. The model’s predictions can be scaled up by averaging 
the predicted values for a given area. At fi rst instance ‘the landscape surrounding one’s place of 
residence’ seems like a rather diffi cult spatial unit to delineate. However, research on the pro-
totype version of GLAM has shown that in practice this constitutes less of a problem (de Vries 
and van Kralingen, 2002). Averages were calculated for circles around the midpoint of one’s 
postcode, with different radii. The correlation between averaged predictions and the (average) 
rating by inhabitants proved to be remarkably consistent for radii between 2.5 and 7.5 kilome-
tres. Therefore we have chosen to use the average of the model values for the countryside cells 
within 5 kilometres as predictor for the rating by inhabitants. 
Relations between predictions and actual ratings become stronger to the degree the actual rat-
ings are averaged over more respondents judging the same environment: individual differences 
are averaged out to a larger extent. Unfortunately many postcode areas had very few respond-
ents. We decided to use only those postcodes that had at least three respondents to calibrate 
the GLAM model (n = 277). The correlations between averaged GIS indicator values for 5 kilo-
metre radius circles of the selected postcodes are given in table 2.
Correlations are especially high for Noise and Urbanity and for Relief and Historical Distinctive-
ness. But even in those cases, less than 50% of the variance in one indicator is ‘explained’ by 
the other indicator, implying there is quite a lot of unique variation left. A rule of thumb is that 
correlations above 0.80 constitute a serious multi-collinearity problem (Gujarati, 1995), which 
is not the case here. We started the calibration of the GLAM model with a calculation of the rela-
tions between GIS-indicators and the averaged attractiveness ratings. All six GIS-indicators show 
signifi cant correlations (p < 0.001) with the averaged overall attractiveness rating of the land-
scape and all in the expected direction (table 3). The correlations are strongest for Naturalness 
and Skyline Disturbance. The multivariate regression analysis shows four of the six indicators 
have a signifi cant unique predictive contribution: Relief and Noise Level do not. Together the re-
maining four indicators ‘explain’ 36% of the variance in averaged attractiveness scores (adjusted 
R2). The standardised regression weights are similar for Urbanity, Naturalness and Historical 
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Distinctiveness, but lower for Skyline Disturbance. This is a different pattern than observed for 
the bivariate correlations with attractiveness, in which Skyline Disturbance has one of the highest 
correlations. This is likely to be due to the interrelations of Skyline Disturbance with Naturalness 
(negative) and Urbanity (positive; table 2). Historical Distinctiveness shows a reversed pattern: 
its standardised regression weight is higher than its bivariate correlation. Tracing the stepwise 
build-up of the regression equation shows that it is only after Urbanity has delivered its negative 
contribution, that Historical Distinctiveness can make its positive contribution. These indicators 
have a positive interrelation: historical monuments and features are more likely to be found in 
or near urban areas. But whereas urbanity in general has a negative effect on the surrounding 
countryside, historical monuments and historical features do indeed have a positive effect on the 
environment.
Table 2
Pearson’s correlations between averaged GIS indicator values for 5 kilometre radius circles (n = 277)
Historical 
Distinctive-ness
Relief Urbanity Skyline 
Disturbance
Noise
Naturalness 0.13 * 0.53 ** -0.11 -0.41 ** -0.12 *
Historical 
Distinctiveness
0.60 ** 0.38 ** 0.06 0.19 **
Relief 0.08 -0.31 ** -0.10
Urbanity 0.48 ** 0.68 **
Skyline Disturbance 0.47 **
* : signifi cant at 0.05-level
** : signifi cant at 0.01-level
Table 3
Relations between GIS indicator values for 5 kilometre radius circles and averaged attractiveness rating of surrounding countryside 
(n = 277)
Bivariate (Pearson’s) 
correlation 
Standardized regression 
weight (Beta)
Raw regression weight (B)
Naturalness 0.45 ** 0.31 0.44
Historical Distinctiveness 0.20 ** 0.30 0.57
Relief 0.34 ** ns ns
Urbanity -0.32 ** -0.32 -0.81
Skyline Disturbance -0.42 ** -0.16 -0.21
Noise Level -0.32 ** ns ns
Constant 7.36
** : signifi cant at 0.01-level
Note: regression weights (all p < 0.01) are from multiple regression analysis 
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Predicted attractiveness
Figure 2
Predicted attractiveness, based on calibrated version of GLAM
Low (< 6.5)
Fairly low (6.5 - 7.5)
Average (7.5 - 8.5)
Fairly high (8.5 - 9.5)
High (> 9.5)
Cities, water, abroad
Predicted attractiveness
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Figure 2 shows the attractiveness of the landscape, as predicted by the calibrated version of 
GLAM, applying the raw regression weights in table 3 (B’s). Note that the map gives results at 
the grid cell level, while the calibration and validation took place at the level of averages within 
5-kilometre circles.
6 . 5  VA L I D AT I O N  O F  G L A M
Whereas the calibration shows the fi t of the model, these results could not be used to validate 
the model, because the weights are optimised for the dataset. To validate the model, indepen-
dently acquired data from another study on landscape appreciation were used (SNM, 2005). 
Although this study was not set up to validate GLAM, the questionnaire was quite similar to 
the one that was used to calibrate the model. Most of the questions were identical in formula-
tion and answering scale. The study differed on some other aspects. To start with, 52 areas 
were selected that landscape experts considered being of high quality. That is: the area was 
considered a good example of a certain type of landscape, or otherwise attractive. The size of 
the areas ranged between 500 and 9000 hectares. One or sometimes two (4-digit) postcodes 
were selected in the vicinity of each of these areas. Within the postcodes attached to each of the 
52 areas 670 unaddressed questionnaires were randomly delivered by mail to residents. The 
overall response was about 15%, with a range of 42 to 142 respondents per area. Respondents 
were asked to rate the area that was delineated on the provided map on several aspects, among 
others on its overall attractiveness.
To validate the model, average ratings were calculated for each of the 52 areas. Averages for 
overall attractiveness ranged from 7.5 to 9.2 on a 10-point scale. The overall average for the 
52 areas was 8.4. This is considerably higher than that observed in the study that was used to 
calibrate the model (M = 7.9), signifying that the intended selection of high-quality areas was 
successful to at least some degree. Also the average predicted values for the attractiveness of 
all the countryside grid-cells were calculated, for each area separately. Predicted values were 
based on the regression equation from the calibration phase. The last step was the calculation 
of the correlation between the predicted attractiveness ratings and the actual average ratings. 
The correlation coeffi cient was r = 0.69, with an ‘explained’ variance of 47%. Note that the 
level of explained variance now is higher than in the calibration phase (36%), despite the fact 
that independent data were used.
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6 . 6  CO N C L U S I O N S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
At the end of the calibration phase it appeared that only four of the six initially proposed in-
dicators make a signifi cant unique predictive contributions: Naturalness, Urbanity, Historical 
Distinctiveness and Skyline Disturbance.
A remarkable fi nding is that the explanatory power of the model (in a statistical sense) was 
higher in the validation phase than in the calibration phase. This outcome is even more surpris-
ing given the fact that in the validation study a restriction of the range may have occurred, due 
to the selection of high quality and/or attractive areas by experts. The result is likely to be due 
to the differences in the set-up of the empirical studies used in the two phases. Whereas in the 
calibrations study respondents were asked to rate the countryside surrounding their place of 
residence, in the validation study the area to be rated was delineated on a map. Consequently, 
ambiguity regarding the area being rated, and therefore individual differences in this respect, 
may have been smaller than in the calibration study. Furthermore, in the validation study the 
average rating per area was based on a much higher number of respondents than in the calibra-
tion study: at least 42 versus at least 3 (and usually not more). So, individual differences were 
averaged out to a larger degree in the validation study.
As for the desirability of averaging out individual differences, we make a distinction between 
differences in appreciation that are not related to the physical characteristics of the landscape, 
and those that are. The former (e.g. personal experiences with the landscape) are unlikely to 
be very informative with regard to landscape monitoring and spatial design. So, from an ap-
plied perspective it may not be that important to try and incorporate such differences into the 
model. That is not to say that such differences are also negligible in the social process evolving 
around spatial planning, but this is clearly beyond the scope of our model. Individual differenc-
es that are related to a different appreciation of the physical characteristics (see e.g. Dramstad 
and others, 2006) might be relevant, depending on their size. And although we do not deny the 
existence of individual differences in landscape preferences related to the landscape’s physical 
appearance (see e.g. Van den Berg, 1999), we think in general they are small compared to the 
differences in appreciation caused by the physical differences between the Dutch landscapes 
themselves. In other words: we would like to argue that there is a substantial amount of agree-
ment in landscape preferences between individuals (see also Herzog et al., 2000; Palmer and 
Hoffman, 2001), and it is precisely this agreement that allows for the predictive validity of the 
GLAM model.
At the same time we acknowledge that GLAM is not only crude in its spatial level, but also in 
the landscape (features) between which it distinguishes e.g. it mainly distinguishes between 
natural and agricultural areas, and between areas with signifi cant (recent) human interference 
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(in the form of visible artefacts) and those without. This can be seen within the Naturalness 
indicator, where no distinction is made between different types of nature area, such as forests, 
dunes, heath and wetlands. At the same time it is known from other studies that even different 
types of forest are appreciated differently. For example, in general people seem to prefer old 
mixed forests to young coniferous production forests (Ribe, 1989). To a large extent the crude-
ness of the model in this respect is due to a lack of suffi ciently detailed data on the landscape. 
It is reasonable to argue that, with further refi nement on the side of the physical appearance 
of the landscape, also refi nement on the side of individual differences in preferences becomes 
more relevant. People are more likely to agree on the crude distinctions between landscapes 
than on the fi ner ones. For example, in the Netherlands young people seem to prefer more 
rugged nature areas than elderly people, which tend to prefer more easily accessible, park-like 
landscapes (Reneman et al., 1999). Also the work by Tveit and others (2006) on landscape 
character may prove to be useful, pointing out aspects that are not explicitly included in GLAM 
yet, such as stewardship and visual scale.
A related aspect is that, besides differences in aesthetic preferences, functional aspects (fi t-
ness for use/suitability) may also play a part in rating the attractiveness of the landscape (see 
e.g. Ribe, 1989; Buijs et al., 2006). In other words, the attractiveness may depend on whatever 
function the individual has in mind when considering the landscape. GLAM primarily focuses 
on the pleasure of experiencing the landscape when travelling through or spending time in the 
area. In as far as functions are involved, this coincides with the landscape as a leisure setting, 
especially for resource-based recreation. This is probably the dominant function the country-
side has for most Dutch inhabitants. The other way around, the scenic beauty of a landscape 
may determine its suitability for certain types of development, e.g. touristic development, and 
so inform planning (Brown, 2006).
Although we have the desire to elaborate GLAM, the validation provided quite strong support 
for the model. Does this mean that the model is also suited for use in practical application? 
We think it is, although only at a regional level. For example, the model does not take the local 
composition or the design quality of the area into account. So, the model’s predictive capabili-
ties should only be applied at a higher spatial level. But even at the lower spatial level it is likely 
to be quite useful for monitoring purposes: it can give early signs that the landscape may be 
changing in a way that makes it less attractive. This might also be one way to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of landscape policies.
Moreover, the model offers a very cost-effi cient way to get a valid impression of how people (or, 
more specifi cally, inhabitants) on average appreciate the countryside surrounding their place 
of residence. Two other methods to get such an impression would be a survey among the inhab-
itants living in or near the area, or to solicit an expert judgement. The survey method would 
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generate valid results, but is costly to perform for the whole of the Netherlands. The expert 
method, on the other hand, is less costly, but is also less likely to generate valid results. What 
experts consider high-quality, valuable and therefore attractive landscapes does not always 
coincide with the views of ordinary inhabitants (Herzog et al., 2000; Daniel, 2001). Replacing 
expert judgements by predictive models such as GLAM may contribute to what in the policy 
arena is called ‘democratising landscape’ (see e.g. Fairclough, 2002). This may also be consid-
ered a reminder that GLAM represents the opinions of Dutch people only.
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7 . 1  I N T R O D U CT I O N
This contribution aims to show the spatial properties for indicating degrees of street life, safety 
and economical attractiveness in urban areas through analysing the one- and two-dimensional 
visibility analyses of the space syntax method. The space syntax method is able to calculate 
the spatial confi guration of built environments and compare it with numerical socio-economic 
data. The most known method is to calculate how spatially integrated a street is in relation to 
all others in terms of direction change and degree of angular deviation. It is able to identify the 
streets’ spatial features for vital shopping areas, crime distribution, various social classes’ spa-
tial preferences when choosing a dwelling area, and the spatial features of the location of vari-
ous institutional buildings. The space syntax method’s elements are based on visual sight lines. 
Examples from Delft and Alkmaar will be used for showing the correlations between the spatial 
analyses and socio-economic data.
7 . 2  T H E O R E T I C A L  F R A M E W O R K ,  M E T H O D S  A N D 
T E C H N I Q U E S
In the past three decades the space syntax method, developed by Bill Hillier and his col-
leagues at the University College London, have been applied to urban studies. This method 
A K K E L I E S  VA N  N E S
THE ONE- AND TWO-
DIMENSIONAL ISOVISTS 
ANALYSES IN SPACE 
SYNTAX
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consists of calculating confi gurative spatial relationships of built environments’ public 
spaces. 
In urban analyses, according to Hillier, space syntax is three things. Firstly, it is a family of 
techniques for analysing cities as the networks of space formed by the placing, grouping and 
orientation of buildings. Secondly, it is a set of techniques for observing how these networks of 
space relate to functional patterns such as movement, land use, area differentiation, migration 
patterns and even social wellbeing and malaise. Thirdly, based on the empirical results from 
the two fi rst things, space syntax has made it possible to make a set of theories about how ur-
ban space networks relate in general to the social, economic and cognitive factors which shape 
them and are affected by them. The techniques have been applied to a large number of cities in 
different parts of the world. In this way a substantial database now exists of cities, which have 
been studied at some level using space syntax (Hillier et al., 2007). 
What space syntax measures is the two primary all-to-all (all street segments to all others) rela-
tions. On the one hand it measures the to-movement, or accessibility, potential, of each street 
segment with respect to all others. With other words, it measures the location potentials for 
various urban centres. On the other hand space syntax measures the through-movement poten-
tial of each street segment with respect to all pairs of others. To say it differently, it measures 
the spatial potentials for streets with the highest potential fl ow of movement. Each of these 
two types of relational pattern can be weighted by three different defi nitions of distance. The 
metric distance measures the city’s street and road network as a system of shortest paths, while 
the topological distance calculate the city’s street and road network as a system of fewest turns 
paths. Finally, the geometrical distance gives a picture of the city’s street and road network as 
a system of least angle change paths. Each type of relation can be calculated at different radii 
from each street segment, defi ning radius again either in terms of shortest, fewest turns or least 
angle paths (Hillier and Iida, 2005: 557-558).
Hillier distinguishes between intrinsic and extrinsic properties of space. Extrinsic ones deter-
mine the way in which spatial units relate to one another. According to Hillier, spatial confi gu-
ration has its own rules (Hillier, 1996: chapter 8). If one intends to understand settlements in 
terms of these laws they are regarded as sets of spaces. In this perspective primarily topological 
issues become relevant. Volumes, textures and size are not taken into consideration. When 
regarded in purely extrinsic terms, spaces are shape-free. It is just their inter-relational aspect 
or structure that counts here. Each space has one or more functions either for occupation or 
movement. Extrinsic properties of space concern built form and function (Marcus, 2000: 40).
While extrinsic properties of space concern invisible, structural relationships, intrinsic prop-
erties concern visible ones. They rely on things we can see, such as the shape, the size, the 
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volumes, and the objects placed in space, and the texture of physical objects or built masses 
(Hillier, 1999e: 1). They consist mostly in geometrical properties. Describing and illustrating 
the intrinsic properties of a built environment does not abstract from meaning and intentions 
external to it. First and foremost, a physical object’s purpose is important at the time it was 
made. In later contexts it is mostly left out of consideration. In this respect, intrinsic properties 
of space account for the inter-relationship between built form and social meaning (Marcus, 
2000: 40). In research traditions belonging to urban morphology and place phenomenology, 
the concepts of space relate to intrinsic properties of space. Namely, they consist of descrip-
tions of building typologies, property patterns, building morphology, forms of squares, and the 
shapes of built volumes, windows, and doors.
As intrinsic properties of space are perceptible and describable rather easily, there exist several 
writings about them. A narrow street, an intimate square, a large massive building, and a star 
shaped junction – they can all illustrate how to describe these properties of space in a built 
environment. On the other hand, however, it is rather diffi cult to describe extrinsic properties 
of space. Concepts like ‘here’ and ‘there’ or ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ are used to refer to seemingly 
simple spatial relationships. But as soon as one tries to describe whole buildings or towns, our 
language seems unable to spell out complex spatial relationships. Therefore abstract models or 
maps are often used to present such complex systems of space. 
Describing extrinsic properties of space requires considering the city as a set of spaces. In terms 
of how we name things, urban space is recognised to be mostly linear. Apart from squares, one 
disposes of several names for the routes between them. Examples are alleys, streets, roads, 
avenues, boulevards, highways, paths, pavements, subways, bridges, stairs, etc. All these kinds 
of urban spaces shape a grid or network – a potential pattern of movement. The urban grid is 
defi ned to be “the pattern of public space linking the buildings of a settlement, regardless of 
its degree of geometric regularity” (Hillier, 2001: 02.1). If one looks at city maps most tourist 
offi ces distribute to visitors, the street grid is the most detailed represented part. Important 
buildings and squares may be indicated, but not in such a detailed scale as a whole street grid. 
Therefore, the urban street grid can be represented as a set of axial sightlines. 
For more than 20 years ago, most calculations of the spatial relationship between these axes 
were done manually. Later on, several software programs, such as Axman, Uba Pesh, Orange 
box, Axwoman, Mindwalk, Webmap at home, and Meanda have improved the possibilities to 
analyse the complex spatial relationships of the public spaces of whole cities. The Depthmap 
software is able to describe and visualise a built environment’s spatial inequalities, make point 
depth analyses, isovists analyses, all-lines analyses, and to simulate and trace movement routes 
of computer-generated agents. The way these agents move is based on research in a present 
urban context (Turner, 2007). 
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7 . 3   S PA C E  SY N TA X ’  E L E M E N T S
The Space Syntax method operates with the following three basic elements: convex space, 
isovist fi eld and axial line. A convex space is defi ned as a space such that “all points within that 
space can be joined to all others without passing outside the boundary of the space” (Hillier 
1988: 68). The panoptical view is essential in the defi nition of what a convex space is. It is 
mostly used for occupation of various functions and place-bound human activities such as 
standing and sitting. Convex maps are used for analysing buildings and the public spaces be-
tween a group of buildings in neighbourhoods or smaller villages. In the urban analyses, the 
point depth and the all-lines analyses have replaced the convex space analysis. An explanation 
might be the time consuming work to make the convex map. Moreover, no software improve-
ment has been done since the 1990’s for the convex space analysis.
An isovist fi eld represents the panoptical view a person has from a given point in an urban 
space. It is used for orientation or way fi nding in the urban fabric. First it was done manually. 
Now one-point as well as all-points isovist analyses can be carried out with the Depthmap soft-
ware.
An axial line represents the longest sight line one has in an urban space or street. It represents 
the way human beings moves in lines through the urban street and road network. During the 
last two decades the axial line has been the basic spatial element in the methodology and theo-
retical development of space syntax in urban studies.
The main thought behind these three basic spatial elements is that human beings move in lines, 
interacts in convex spaces and sees changeable panoptical views when moving around in the 
built environment. 
The convex space for interaction The isovist field for orientation
The axial sightline for movement
for person A and B
A
B
A
B
D
B
A C
Figure 1
Example of axial lines, convex space and isovist fi eld
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7 . 4  T H E  O N E - D I M E N S I O N A L  V I S I B I L I T Y  A N A LY S E S
The basis for the space syntax method in urban studies is the axial map. The street and road 
network in built environments is represented with the longest and fewest sight lines. Therefore, 
direction changes in terms of visibility are presented. The notion of syntactic step on an axial 
map is meant to represent a change of direction from one axial line to another. The number of 
syntactic steps from each axial line to all other axial lines measures a settlement’s topological 
depth.
A global integration analysis implies the calculation of how spatially integrated a street axis is in 
terms of the total number of direction changes to all others in a town or city. The fewer direc-
tion changes to all other streets, the higher spatial integration values. Conversely, streets with 
many direction changes to all others tend to have low global integration values. Hence, they are 
spatial segregated.
This simple one-dimensional analysis makes it possible through the Depthmap software to 
analyse whole cities and large metropolitan areas. As research has shown, streets with the few-
est direction changes to all other streets in a built environment tend to be the most vital shop-
ping streets with the highest fl ow of human movement (Hillier et al., 1993, 1998). Conversely, 
streets with a very high number of direction changes tend to be affected by crime and anti-
social behaviour or they tend to be gated communities (Hillier, 1996; López and Van Nes, 2007; 
Hillier and Shu, 2000; Hillier and Sahbaz, 2005).
Figure 2 shows a simple settlement consisting of a main street with some side streets and some 
smaller back streets. On the right side the town’s street network is represented as a set of few-
est axial sight lines. Each axis is represented as a public urban space, connected to other public 
urban spaces. One can thus calculate how each axis is inter-related to all other axes in this 
system. In other words, one calculates the topological depth of each axis in relation to all other 
axes. Each time one has to change direction one has taken a syntactic step. This basic calcula-
tion is also used in the convex space analyses as well as in the all-lines and all-points isovist 
analyses. Figure 2 shows how the degree of spatial integration of the back street (axis number 
3) is calculated. Every time one changes direction from the street, one multiplies the number 
of direction change from the street number 3 with the number of streets that can be reached. 
The total depth from street number 3 to all other streets is 50. When comparing the total depth 
from back street 3 with the main street, the total depth is 28 (below in fi gure 2). On the left in 
fi gure 2, the formula for calculating spatial integration is shown. The formula is useful when 
comparing changes in integration when cities grow, or changes due to new road or street links.
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Figure 2
How spatial integration is calculated in a simple settlement
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Figure 3 shows a global integration analysis of Delft. As can be seen in the fi gure, the modern 
shopping centre in De Hoeven area has the most integrated streets (coloured in black). It is the 
most accessible area in Delft in terms of the fewest direction changes from every street to all 
others. The second best integrated area is the newly established Zuidpoort shopping area at 
the edge of Delft centre. The most segregated streets (coloured in light grey) are in the Tanthof
area and some of the post war housing areas. 
The local integration analysis highlights the various local urban centres. It is done as follows: 
one calculates how integrated an axis is when changing the direction three times from it. The 
Depthmap software calculates this for every axis in the whole built environment. Figure 4 
shows a local integration analysis of Delft. The various local shopping streets in Delft historic 
centre are highlighted in black. The highest locally integrated shopping street is the Binnenwa-
tersloot – Nieuwe Langedijk connection. 
100m
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Figure 3
Global integration analyses of Delft
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During the last 10 years the angular relationship between the axial sight lines have been taken 
into account. This made it possible to highlight the main routes going through and between 
urban areas in cities through a pure calculation of spatial interrelationships. A city consists of a 
very small number of long streets that end up at another long street with an angle close to 180 
degrees, and a very high number of short streets, ending up with an angle close to 90 degrees 
to another street. 
This visibility property of a city’s street and road network makes it possible for people to guide 
themselves from the edges towards the city centre with a few direction changes and small an-
gular deviations. In particular in large complex cities, the angular analyses can show how the 
city’s edges can reach the centre through the network of the main routes. The long lines have 
thus long visibility properties, and at the junctions one can see how the long lines continues 
with a small angular deviation to another long line.
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Figure 4
Local integration analyses of Delft
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The axial line is still the basis for the angular analyses. When processing the angular analyses 
in Depthmap, the software breaks up the axial lines at every junction. At every junction an an-
gular weighting is made. The fewer direction changes in terms of angular deviation, the higher 
values of the street segments. 
One of the critics of the space syntax method was the lack of metrical properties in the analyses 
(Ratti, 2004). Now it is incorporated into the calculations. As the results show, the geometrical 
and topological distances correspond with the pedestrian and vehicle fl ow rates and the loca-
tion pattern of shops more than the metrical distances. However, when applying metrical radi-
uses in the angular and axial analyses, some striking results can be seen.
Figure 5 shows an angular integration of Delft with a low metrical radius. The various local 
vital shopping streets are highlighted. When increasing the metrical radius to a high value, the 
Figure 5
Local angular analyses of Delft with low metrical radius
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main routes linking the various urban areas together are highlighted. Figure 6 shows a local 
angular analysis with a high metrical radius. Here the Binnenwatersloot – Nieuwe Langedijk axis 
has the highest values, and the main streets for car traffi c are highlighted. 
When comparing the results from fi gure 5 and 6, the following can be stated. In traditional 
urban areas the main routes and the local shopping areas are located adjacent or in the same 
street, where the street network has high values in both a high and low metrical radius. Seem-
ingly, a condition for a vital shopping area is to have a dense inter-connected street network 
within a short metrical distance in order to catch the local customers. Moreover, it needs also 
to be located on or adjacent to the integrated segments of the main routes in order to catch the 
through travellers. 
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Figure 6
Local angular analyses of Delft with high metrical radius
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In post war urban areas, the most integrated areas with low metrical radiuses are not located in 
the same place as those within the high metrical radiuses. The effect is that inside the housing 
area there is only one local super market with the necessary food facilities located along street, 
with high integration values with a low metrical radius. Sometimes there are no shopping fa-
cilities at all in these areas. Car-based shopping centres tend to locate along streets with high 
integration values with a high metrical radius. 
In Delft the post war urban areas have almost no shops inside their areas. The shopping centre 
De Hoeven serves most of the surrounding post war neighbourhoods. In Delft centre, the newly 
established Zuidpoort shopping centre is located adjacent to the fi ne-grained network of local 
shopping streets, while it is located along a highly integrated road with a large metrical radius. 
While the traditional global and local integration analyses measures the to-movement potential, 
the angular analyses with metrical radiuses measures the through movement potential. Togeth-
er these spatial measurements of the street and road network can show the degree of spatial 
inequalities on various scale levels. The results from research are useful in order to predict to 
some extent the socio-economic effect of proposed design interventions for future built envi-
ronments, as well as understanding socio-economic activities based on the information of the 
physical form in excavated town or past built environments (van Nes, 2009). 
The visibility component is essential for a human being’s orientation in complex built environ-
ments. In a recent fi nished MSc thesis about the effects of the tsunami in Banda Aceh, a cor-
relation was found between the spatial confi guration from the axial analyses and the mortality 
rates. The more spatially broken up the street grid the lower integration values on the axes, the 
higher the mortality rates in the neighbourhood. The data about mortality rates was gathered 
from the local Red Cross based on neighbourhood levels. It was established from the interviews 
that people fl ed in the opposite direction of the tsunami. As claimed in the perception psychol-
ogy literature, people cannot think rationally in the case of panic. The visual orientation plays 
a role in orientation when people are fl eeing. Therefore, highly integrated neighbourhoods on 
various scale levels are indicators for way fi nding (Fakhrurrazi, 2010). 
7 . 5   T H E  T W O - D I M E N S I O N A L  V I S I B I L I T Y  A N A LY S E S
On a neighbourhood level several tools exist for taking two-dimensional spatial aspects into ac-
count. The isovists analyses are useful for analysing the degree of visibility of the location of im-
portant urban artefacts (like towers), or the panoptical view of urban spaces when arriving in a 
place at the railway station, and how new urban interventions will increase or decrease existing 
isovists’ views. Moreover, isovists analyses are useful in studies on how trees and vegetation can 
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block the degree of inter-visibility in parks. It can identify places attractive for junkies to oper-
ate, or places where there might be a risk of getting raped.
According to Benedikt, an isovist is: “the set of all points visible from a given vantage point in 
space and with respect to an environment” (Benedikt, 1979: 47). It visualises the panoptical 
view from the viewer from a particular standing point in a built environment. The panoptical 
view’s boarders are defi ned by walls and free standing objects such as trees, bushes and statues 
located inside a built environment’s spaces. When moving around in built environments, the 
shape and size of the isovist change. It is thus possible to visualise the sequences of scenes or 
panoptical view arrows from particular points along the movement routes.
The applicability of isovists fi elds is manifold. As fi gure 7 shows, one can choose for a 180- or 
a 360-degree isovist fi eld. The fi rst one is what one sees when one for example enters a park, 
while the latter one shows what one can see when turning around right on the spot where one 
is standing. 
Consider person A entering a place, as shown in fi gure 7. He or she is a visitor to this park and 
wants to have an overview over the area. Behind a building person B is standing. B is a junkie 
and needs a place where nobody can see him or her when operating. Person A and B can not 
see each other. Since person A is walking into the park, an isovist fi eld of 180 degree is made. It 
visualises A’s direct view. Person B has to know that few people can see him or her. Therefore an 
isovist fi eld of 360 degree is made from B’s position. The isovist fi eld for person A is larger than 
person B, because person A is standing at a place in the park with a large overview. Person B is 
hidden behind a building, a fence and some trees which affects his or her isovist fi eld. Drawing 
the isovist from a given point is a way of visualising the spatial possibilities on how children, 
Example on a 180° isovist Example on a 360° isovist
A
B
A
B
Figure 7
Example on a 180- and 360-degree isovist
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junkies and criminals can hide away from the social control of adults. Likewise, it visualises the 
spatial possibilities from where one can get a maximum view of an urban square.
The point depth analyses show the degree of visibility from every point of the public spaces of a 
neighbourhood. This method is useful to test out where the most visible and less visible areas 
are in urban squares and post-war housing areas with free standing buildings and the degree 
of visibility in urban parks. In particular it can describe the spatial properties in terms of inter-
visibility in the unsafe spaces of parks and squares. The method is useful for testing out how the 
placement of trees and bushes can affect a park or a square’s degree of inter-visibility.
As shown in the previous section, the isovist is a polygon, which contains the perceived visible 
area from a particular location. By using graph analyses, the software Depthmap is able to cal-
culate the degree of integration of each point or isovist’s root in relationship with the others in 
a built environment. All public spaces in a built environment are rasterised by a grid. One can 
choose how fi ne-grained the grid can be. The more fi ne-grained the grid is, the more time con-
suming the analyses is, however, the more exact the results will be.
Each point for the visibility analyses is taken from the centre of each cell’s square. How inte-
grated each point is in relationship to other points is calculated. The various integration cal-
culations presented in earlier chapters can be used. Every time one moves from one cell in the 
grid to another, one takes a topological step. What the point depth analysis does, is to calculate 
how each cell relates to all other cells in the grid. Obstacles, like walls, fences, trees etc, con-
tribute to increase the topological depth between various cells (Turner, 2007). 
Figure 8 shows a point depth analysis of the 
same park used in the previous example. As can 
be seen from the fi gure, the large open space in 
the park is the most integrated one (coloured in 
black), while spaces behind buildings and trees 
are the most segregated ones (coloured in light 
grey).
When applying the point depth analyses with iso-
vist properties on the public spaces in delft cen-
tre, the canals and the roads outside the centre 
are the most visible public spaces in Delft. Most 
of Delft’s signifi cant buildings, richly articulated 
in their architectural expressions, are located 
along these highly inter-visible spaces. 
Figure 8
Point depth analyses of the park
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While the point depth analyses shows how integrated each point is in a public space, the all lines 
analyses shows how integrated each sight line is in relationship to all other sight lines. The soft-
ware Depthmap is able to make an all-line map of all the public spaces in a settlement. When 
preparing the basis map before processing, all obstacles and urban blocks are represented as 
polygons. All the publicly accessible spaces are represented as one space (Penn et al., 1997).
As research has shown, the degree of visibility of urban spaces affect the way users behave in 
these spaces. The higher the inter-visibility, the more it generates a mix of people of different 
social classes, genders, races and ages in public spaces. When comparing the results from the 
registration of human behaviour with the all lines analyses, the results comply with the dis-
persal of the integration values. The more spatially integrated the street is, the more people 
on streets and the more mix of women and men, age groups and ethnicity can be seen in these 
highly integrated areas. Conversely, the more spatially segregated the streets are, the fewer 
people on streets and the more the streets are dominated by unemployed immigrant men or 
groups of youngsters (Rueb and Van Nes, 2009). 
Figure 9
Point depth analyses with isovist properties of Delft centre
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Figure 10 shows an all lines analyses of Delft centre. In comparison with the point depth analy-
ses, the most integrated lines are on the Binnenwatersloot – Nieuwe Langedijk axis, Brabantse 
Turfmarkt, and Wijnhaven. These streets are the most frequented streets and most individual 
shops are located along these streets. Modern urban housing areas are located along the most 
segregated spaces. While the point depth analysis shows visibility properties, all lines analysis 
shows accessibility properties. The fi rst one infl uences the architecture of adjacent buildings, 
while the latter one affects the location of shops.
The recent developed agent based modelling in the Depthmap software is based on how people 
in fact orientate themselves through urban areas. Through empirical testing of how people ori-
entate themselves through virtual environments with strange angles, correlations between the 
results from the all lines analyses and point depth analyses are found. The least angular devia-
tion from one’s direction plays a role in how people orientate themselves through built environ-
ments (Conroy, 2001). Therefore, this research’s result can be useful in estimating how urban 
spaces will be frequented in the future as well as how they were frequented in the past. 
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Figure 10
All lines analyses of Delft centre
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Figure 11 shows the traces of 5000 people moving inside Delft centre’s public spaces from the 
agent based modelling in Depthmap. When comparing the results with the various spatial anal-
yses, the highest locally integrated main streets comply with the results from the agent based 
modelling.   
The recently developed micro scale urban analyses tools are about the relationship of buildings 
or private spaces and their inter-relationship with street segments. More precisely it is about 
demonstrating how dwelling openings relate to the street network, the way building entrances 
constitute streets, the degree of topological depth from private space to public space, and inter-
visibility of doors and windows between buildings. 
Since no software development is current available for analysing micro scale spatial relation-
ships, Microsoft excel and Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software are use-
ful. In a study on space and crime in Gouda and Alkmaar, 1,168 street segments were registered 
100m
Figure 11
Agent based modelling of Delft centre
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manually for the micro scale analyses part. All data were put into SPSS for comparison in order 
to run multi variable statistical comparisons between the various spatial parameters. As the 
results from the spatial analyses in Gouda and Alkmaar show, both micro and macro spatial 
variables are highly inter-dependent (López and Van Nes, 2007). The more segregated a street 
segment is, the lower the inter-visibility between doors, windows and streets is. In other words, 
the higher the spatial segregation of a street, the more the entrances are turned away from the 
street. Streets with low inter-visibility from windows and doors to streets tend to have high bur-
glary rates (van Nes and Lopes, 2007).
Access through the front side
Access through the back side
Access through the side
Access into appartments
100 % intervisibility
80 % intervisibility
60 % intervisibility
40 % intervisibility
20 % intervisibility
0 % intervisibility
Figure 12
Degree of inter-visibility between buildings and streets in Alkmaar compared with the dispersal of burglaries
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Figure 12 shows the degree of inter-visibility between buildings and streets in Gouda’s local 
area. The black coloured lines illustrate 100% visibility, the dark grey lines illustrate 80% vis-
ibility, the grey lines illustrate 60% visibility etc. The very light grey lines show 0% inter-visibili-
ty. Most intruded homes are entered from the streets or back paths with 0-20% inter-visibility.
The two-dimensional spatial measurements depend on the results from the one-dimensional 
analyses. Together they offer at least knowledge about the spatial conditions for different is-
sues, such as vital street life, urban safety, vital shopping areas, social interactions and their 
interdependence. All seems to depend on various degrees of adjacency, permeability and inter-
visibility taken into account on different scale levels. In particular results from research contrib-
utes to understandings on the socio-economic effects of one’s design proposals when applying 
these tools in urban design. 
7 . 6  T H E  T H R E E - D I M E N S I O N A L  V I S I B I L I T Y  A N A LY S E S
So far, two-dimensional isovist analyses have been applied in urban research and even in stra-
tegic planning and design. At present, software capable of analysing three-dimensional isovists 
have been developed by Van Bilsen and Stolk (2007). In the development of three dimensional 
measures, the fi rst steps have been taken: spatial openness by Fisher-Gewirtzmann and Wag-
ner (2003), sky opening by Teller (2003), real world measurements of the latter by Sarradin 
(2004) and more recently various measures in digital landscape models (DLMs) by Morello 
and Ratti (2009). However none of these can be considered a general three-dimensional ap-
proach. For example, DLMs cannot adequately represent cities when it comes to observer ex-
perience of inside spaces (roofed) and outside spaces (arches, bridges, etc.). Technology used 
for entertainment games is improving at an exponential rate. This technology is used to obtain 
large amounts of visibility information on acceptable timescales: full three-dimensional analy-
ses have become feasible (van Bilsen, 2009, 2008).
The added value of three-dimensional analysis, compared to two-dimensional analysis, is sum-
marised in the following (non exhaustive) list of points (van Bilsen, 2009):
• The vertical dimension (e.g. building height) is ignored in two-dimensional analyses;
• Walkable surfaces of cities differ in height, such as on hills and bridges;
• Incomplete landmark analysis in two-dimensional analyses, if any;
• Facade analysis, the inter-visibility between facades with regard to privacy, is possible in 
three-dimensional analyses;
• The possibility to relate to concepts relevant to urban design and planning like building 
density and incidence of sunlight, which are based on three dimensional measures;
• Comparison of perspectives with regard to safety (e.g. adult and child);
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• A typology of space based on the full three-dimensional environment;
• A connection to cognitive pattern recognition, which occurs in three-dimensional analyses;
• Discrimination of lighting and cover conditions during night and day, bad and good weath-
er, for navigation and safety.
However, due to a lack of research funding, it has never been applied systematically on various 
types of urban areas and correlated with socio-economic data. Seemingly, a three-dimensional 
isovist analyses can shed some light on to what extent building heights and building topogra-
phy affect human perception and the social life between buildings.
7 . 7  CO N C L U S I O N S
The space syntax method can be applied on a wide scale level in research on built environments – 
from the organisation of furniture in a room up to the metropolis, making possible, in the fi rst in-
stance comparison of built environments with one another from a spatial point of view. Similarly, 
the method is a useful tool for comparison of the spatial changes in a before and after situation of 
structural urban changes in an area. However, while the method is a tool for explaining the physi-
cal spatial set up of buildings and cities, the interpretation of the results from the spatial analyses 
must be done in correlation with understanding of the societal processes and human behaviour. 
Space syntax develops constantly. Its contribution to theories on built environments and meth-
odology develop at the intersection of natural, social and technical sciences. So far, research 
projects range from anthropology or cognitive sciences to applied mathematics and informatics 
and touch upon philosophical issues. The evolution of space syntax asks for communication not 
just between various cultural contexts, but also likewise between different scientifi c domains.
As regards the development of scientifi c theories on the built environment, several credits have 
to be given to Space Syntax theory for applying it to research on the space and society relation-
ship in built environments:
Firstly, the method has a high degree of testability. For it can be used in order to investigate 
various kinds of settlements belonging to different cultures. The choice of spaces as basic ele-
ments for explaining and comparing settlements allows for a rigorous comparison of settle-
ments, independent of their cultural context (Hillier, 2001: 02.4). The space syntax method’s 
context independence makes it applicable on all types of built environments, independent of 
types of societies, political structures and cultures. Therefore it is recognised to be a sustain-
able solid analyses and research method on built environments on various scale levels of a wide 
range of different cultures. 
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Secondly, the explanatory power of Space Syntax theory lies in the possibility to derive various 
effects from urban spatial changes. Configurative changes in the street grid are for example 
a suffi cient condition for a change in according integration values. Likewise, a change in the 
integration values is a suffi cient condition for a number of socio-economic changes. These func-
tions are recognised to decide upon the locations of shops and the fl ow of pedestrian and ve-
hicle movement. The theory thus allows for a high degree of predictability for future economi-
cally driven functional changes. 
Thirdly, the theory’s degree of falsifi ability is of great interests. Taken in isolation the usage of 
laws of spatial combinatorics as meta-structures for the built environment is an application of 
an axiomatic method. In this respect Space Syntax theory is nothing but an application of math-
ematics to the built environment. In this way, this empirical theory is stated clearly, developed 
through 30 years of trial and error, conjectures and refutations. General statements gained 
through the application of the space syntax method on one type of built environment can be 
found in other types of built environments. 
Fourthly, the method’s whole key lies in a concise defi nition of space. It has contributed to 
operational and uniform research methods, which again has contributed to solid theories and 
generalisations on the relationship of society and space in urban studies.
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8 . 1  I N T R O D U CT I O N
Landscapes are changing continuously due to human interaction with the natural environment. 
Historical maps, landscape paintings and drawings enable us to get a visual impression of how 
a particular landscape looked like in the past. However, our present digital culture would wel-
come more interactive and richer representations than the fl at historical documents on which 
that we have had to rely so far. Using geographical information systems (GIS) and computer 
graphics technology, we are able to create 3D virtual reconstructions of historical landscapes, 
also referred to as virtual historical landscapes. These virtual historical landscapes let users 
experience the historical landscape from different viewpoints by browsing and navigating 
through 3D virtual environments. Such products would be interesting for edutainment projects 
in cultural heritage and for historical games; they could provide a global, visual context for a 
more detailed presentation of historical and archaeological research data. They would allow 
us, so to speak, “to step through a landscape painting” into the world of the past, as Alice in 
Wonderland did through the looking glass.
The historical sources and traces left in the landscape itself do not provide enough ready to 
use data for input into 3D modelling software. The type of 3D model discussed in this chapter 
differs fundamentally from more accurate and small-scale 3D models as produced by archae-
ologists and other geo-historical disciplines.  The objective of our project is to design computer-
A R N O U D  D E  B O E R ,  L E E N  B R E U R E ,  S A N D O R  S P R U I T ,  H A N S  V O O R B I J
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based methods for the creation of a realistic virtual historical landscape. This landscape will 
contain the characteristic features of the landscape in question, as we perceive them in the 
mainly visual historical sources left, like old maps, paintings and drawings. This implies, that 
the 3D model may not be accurate and complete in detail, but that the overall landscape struc-
ture and furnishing are based on sound arguments and have been constructed in a semi-auto-
matic way. The construction process should be made affordable for the purposes mentioned 
above. It is expected that such virtual historical landscapes are an effective context to present 
landscape history and cultural heritage to the wider public. In addition, they may also support 
the presentation of historical and archaeological research. For that reason, both expert and lay 
users from the fi elds of historical geography, landscape archaeology, museums, education and 
so forth should experience virtual historical landscapes as realistic and plausible. However, up 
to now there is little knowledge of what users perceive as realistic. Therefore, we need to fi nd 
decisive variables that infl uence the user experience in order to defi ne appropriate visualisation 
requirements for virtual historical landscapes. However, before this kind of usability testing can 
be conducted, the methodological problem of creating a virtual historical landscape model in a 
semi-automatic way has to be solved, which will be discussed in this paper.
The 3D virtual reconstruction of the 17th century rural estate of Palace Honselaarsdijck and its 
surrounding landscape (near Naaldwijk, the Netherlands) served as a case study. The Palace 
Honselaarsdijck has completely disappeared and only few traces are left in the current land-
scape. Using modern technologies of 2D/3D GIS, CAD and computer graphics, information 
from remaining historical documents are processed and combined with contemporary geo-
graphical data to construct a reliable digital representation of the rural estate and its surround-
ing landscape.
This chapter is organised as follows. First, we provide an overview of related work to virtual 
landscape and city reconstruction in section 2. Next, we describe methods and techniques that 
we used to process a collection of historical documents to derive required input data for our 3D 
modelling software in section 3. Section 4 describes the case study of Honselaarsdijck and deals 
with the historical and geographical data used to model the terrain and 3D objects of the virtual 
historical landscape and then render the virtual historical landscape in 3D visualisation software 
to make it available through a user interface. Finally, we conclude with an outlook in section 5.
8 . 2  H I S TO R I C A L  V I R T U A L  L A N D S C A P E S :  “ H O W  G O O D  I S 
G O O D  E N O U G H ? ”
Virtual landscapes represent a distinct genre in computer graphics (Ervin and Hasbrouck, 
2001).  The fi rst attempts to create virtual representations of past, present and future land-
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scapes go back to the early 80s of last century (Bishop and Lange, 2005). In the 90s, the tech-
nology of 3D GIS, CAD and computer graphics matured, and real-world and photo-realistic vir-
tual models of cities and landscapes were developed. Applications of virtual landscapes range 
from visualisation and communication of spatial planning projects (Appleton and Lovett, 2005; 
Paar, 2006) to initiatives aimed at the study or experience of a historical city or landscape, e.g. 
Walking with Vermeer (De Boo, 2001) or the reconstruction of city Leusden (Alkhoven, 1993). 
Today, it is impossible to imagine the presentation of historical or archaeological research with-
out 3D GIS and computer animation technology. 
8.2.1  Virtual landscapes in the urban and rural
Virtual historical landscapes enable new approaches for exhibiting historical fi ndings in mu-
seums and classrooms, and on the Internet. A well-known example is the Rome Reborn project 
of the University of Virginia. The project goal is to build 3D digital models showing the urban 
development of ancient Rome from the fi rst settlement in the late Bronze Age (ca. 1000 B.C.) to 
the depopulation of the city in the early Middle Ages (ca. 550 A.D.). A Google Earth layer con-
taining a 3D model of Rome in 320 A.D. shows more than 7,000 buildings. See fi gure 1.
Predominantly, these virtual reconstructions concern very highly detailed photo-realistic re-
constructions of archaeological site excavations or heritage preservations using 3D capturing 
devices. However, Drettakis et al. (2007) observe that representations of historical situations 
that are too realistic are experienced by users as unbelievable or unconvincing, because (photo)
realistic images pretend to be the actual truth even though the actual historical situations are 
uncertain or unknown. Moreover, photo-realistic and highly detailed modelling is a very labori-
ous and skilful work, made more diffi cult by lack of suffi cient historical data. Because of the 
resulting uncertainties about the precise situation in the past, the designer needs to be content 
with a good approximation of the historical situation. The virtual historical landscape resulting 
from this approximation may not lend itself to a true photorealistic representation. However, it 
enables more effi cient realisation of virtual reconstructions of cities and landscapes, if the ob-
jective of presenting actual historical truth is somewhat loosened.
For the Rome Reborn project, a combination of detailed reconstructions of primary build-
ings from archaeological excavations and research, together with the procedural modelling of 
secondary buildings is applied (Dylla et al., 2010). Using sophisticated computer algorithms, 
procedural modelling creates complex city structures in an automatic way through matching 
objects (such as roofs, windows, and walls) from a dedicated object library along fi xed (road) 
networks (Laycock and Drinkwater, 2008).
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However, Ervin (2001) observes that rural landscapes are larger, continuous, more varied, and 
not easily bound in comparison to urban areas. In addition, there is limited availability of his-
torical maps and other documents related to historical landscapes due to historical administra-
tive or commercial reasons. In general, the creation of realistic vast virtual historical landscapes 
is experienced to be more diffi cult then virtual reconstructions of historical cities and villages. 
However, despite this larger complexity and uniqueness of landscapes, extended virtual his-
torical landscapes may be created at reasonable efforts under certain circumstances. 3D GIS 
already offer the possibility to integrate, process and visualise large datasets of geographical 
areas in three dimensions. It enables the combination of datasets with different scales and 
accuracies as layered content, which is also relevant for creating vast virtual historical land-
scapes. For example, it could be the case that a detailed 3D building model is embedded within 
a low-detailed virtual environment resulting in some sort of multi-resolution / -scale visualisa-
tion of a historical landscape. This demands guidelines to visualise different accuracies and un-
certainty levels, which is a well-studied topic in 2D/3D GIS research. Therefore, it is interesting 
to evaluate the potentials of 3D GIS methods and techniques to effi ciently prepare input data 
for our 3D modelling software from historical documents. The integration of CAD and GIS soft-
ware holds potentials to decorate a virtual historical landscape with virtual historical objects, 
which comprise its essential characteristics. 
Figure 1
A download of the cityscape model of ancient Rome is available in Google Earth. This fi gure shows a highly detailed (offl ine) render of 
the Rome Reborn project (source: University of Virginia, 2010)
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8.2.2  Levels of realism: ‘real’ vs. ‘realistic’
The objective is to create virtual historical landscapes that are perceived as realistic by their view-
ers. Facing uncertainty and feasibility issues, one needs to consider whether the aim is to create a 
‘real’ or a ‘realistic’ virtual reconstruction of historical landscapes (Ervin, 2001). Real(-world) land-
scapes are highly complex structures often covering very large areas. For visualisation, even in the 
case of a modern landscape, this is an extremely challenging task (Bishop and Lange, 2005). Ervin 
(2001) endorses the confl icts between resolutions, level-of-detail and object-fi eld approaches in 
virtual landscape modelling with respect to a realistic experience. This modelling demands dedi-
cated knowledge on what the image quality for perceived realism should be, or in other words 
“How good is good enough?” (after Perkins, 1992). The high image quality of photorealistic repre-
sentations does not necessarily go together with realistic experiences (De Boer et al., 2009). 
More abstract and simplifi ed rendering of representations is also referred to as non-photore-
alism. Non-photorealism (NPR), considered as the counterpart of photorealism, uses artistic 
styles and rendering such as with digital paintings, drawings, and cartoons. Although the 
image is not photo-realistic, the experience can be realistic if the image holds identifying and 
recognisable characteristics for the viewer. For example, Disney’s cartoon characters are not 
real-world characters; however, by following the principles of animation (Lasseter, 1987) the 
characters walk, move and talk as real-world people making us recognise and believe it. The 
17th century Dutch painter Van Goyen, who adjusted the orientation of buildings to make them 
face forward so that viewers were able to recognise a certain city or landscape (Buijssen, 1993), 
already applied this ‘recognition’ principle. 
Previous research described the potentials of NPR above photorealistic Virtual Environments 
(VEs) for applications in virtual heritage (Roussou and Drettakis, 2003) and landscape plan-
ning (Paar, 2005). The results of other studies also encourage exploring the potentials of non-
photorealism to visualise historical landscapes, notably when applied to simplifi ed and effi cient 
modelling and visualising uncertainties. For example, Zuk et al. (2005) describe the use of 
non-photorealistic visual cues to communicate the existence of historical structures in the land-
scape. Bishop (1994) observes users’ creative thinking (and increasing user engagement) when 
mixing abstract and realistic data, which stimulates both right brain-mode and left-brain mode 
in the thought process. Viewing these results, NPR promises to be a viable approach to create 
realistic virtual historical landscapes.
8.2.3  Dealing with uncertainty
If a landscape changed signifi cantly and only a few original landscape elements are left trace-
able, historical documents are our only starting point for creating these virtual historical land-
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scapes. Even if there are a lot of historical documents available, the derivable information will of-
ten be limited, lacunose and inconsistent. For example, with regard to historical maps Blakemore 
and Harley (1980) identifi ed three types of inaccuracies, i.e. in space (geometric), time (chrono-
metric) and theme (topographic). These data imperfections leave us with uncertainty about the 
historical situation. Because computerisation tools fail to identify landscape features (and their 
accuracy) from these historical documents in an automatic way, we are not able to derive input 
data for our 3D modelling software easily and effi ciently. A detailed, reliable reconstruction 
would require, of course, a profound landscape study to complement the surviving cartographic 
material. Altogether, this is such a laborious task that it would make highly detailed virtual his-
torical landscape construction, for the purposes mentioned, almost unfeasible. 
The question is how to deal with the types of uncertainty when selecting historical documents 
for the 3D terrain and object modelling of virtual historical landscapes? Consider a historical 
document as an observation in time. If only one document is available or selected, information 
can be derived from that particular source only and added to the 3D model. The deduced infor-
mation is very ‘precise’ as no other documents reveal inconsistencies. However, the reliability is 
Figure 2
Jan van Goyen’s “View on Leiden from the Northeast”, dated 1650, in which the painting’s composition deviates from the actual 
topography (source: Buijssen, 1993)
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very low as no other documents are available to corroborate the information from that single 
source. In modelling virtual historical landscapes from historical documents, there is always 
this problem of availability and selection of documents. On the one hand, a suffi cient amount 
of historical documents would lead to an acceptable level of reliability; on the other hand, a 
large availability of historical documents may lead to inconsistent information and increased 
uncertainty about the historical situation. In that case, it is required to average, interpolate or 
approximate, to transform the information into appropriate input data for the 3D modelling 
phase. For example, for geometric information one needs to fi nd the landscape features that 
still exist and derive the information by holding the unchanged and adjusting the changed. 
Although the landscape seems to be signifi cantly changed, there are always some traces (e.g. 
church tower, canals, bridges) left serving as starting point for the 3D modelling. 
These uncertainty issues demand visualisation guidelines. Zuk et al. (2005) describe the use 
of visual cues for visualising temporal uncertainties of historical buildings and objects, and De 
Boer and Voorbij (2010) elaborate on that by mapping visual cues as transparencies, saturation 
and fuzziness on the three types of inaccuracies.
8 . 3   M O D E L L I N G  V I R T U A L  H I S TO R I C A L  L A N D S C A P E S
Building and modelling virtual historical landscapes require an interdisciplinary approach, as 
it combines knowledge and methods from the science fi elds of historical geography, landscape 
archaeology, landscape painting, geographical information systems and computer vision tech-
nology. Specifi cally from a technical point-of-view, it requires effi cient application and integra-
tion of methods and techniques from GIS, CAD and computer graphics. 
8.3.1  An interdisciplinary approach
The aim is to build virtual historical landscapes by processing a selection of data from historical 
sources using sophisticated computer technology. More specifi cally, this process is evaluated 
for the feasibility of applying GIS and image processing software on historical maps and draw-
ings, to derive appropriate input data for 3D modelling and visualisation software, i.e. CAD 
and computer graphics technology respectively. It is expected that a reliable and convincing 
virtual historical landscape can be obtained if, and only if, we consider an interdisciplinary and 
multi-faceted approach that integrates the fundamentals in terms of knowledge, methods and 
techniques from engineering and the humanities.
The fundamentals of the humanities related to our research include methods and techniques 
from particularly research fi elds of (landscape) archaeology, history of architecture and ge-
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ography, landscape painting and cartographic heritage. Archaeology recovers and analyses 
relics from the past, environmental data using archaeological site excavations and – increas-
ingly – virtual reconstructions of historical buildings and cities. Although we deviate from the 
traditional approach of minute archaeological site reconstruction, these related projects foster 
our 3D reconstruction methodology regarding an acceptable measure of accuracy (in terms of 
precision and reliability), and the application of multiple levels-of-detail in our virtual histori-
cal landscapes. Particularly, merging highly detailed archaeological virtual reconstruction with 
low-detailed virtual landscape environments enables the placing of (virtual) historical objects 
in their original landscape context. 
This requires the acquisition of basic and specifi c information about the landscape context. Our 
basic principle is that we base our landscape reconstruction on historical maps and documents 
without doing extensive research on historical and archaeological reality. Therefore, we need 
to rely on research and deduced knowledge from history of architecture and geography. For 
example, we capture information about houses and buildings from architectural historical re-
search (Blijdenstijn and Stenvert, 2000; Huijts, 1984; Meischke, 1993) and information about 
the landscape and its vegetation from research dedicated to historical geography and cultural-
historical botany (Renes, 2010; Maes, 2006). 
Furthermore, we extract information about the landscape decoration from landscape paintings 
and drawings.  From the 17th century on, there is an increasing availability of topographical 
images of cities and landscapes. Bakker (2004) states that the objectives of cartographers and 
landscape painters are similar: capture the landscape as good as possible. However, many of 
these paintings and maps were custom-made, produced for a specifi c purpose. This implies that 
these documents include a measure of subjectivity. Cartographers created their maps accord-
ing to purposive abstractions of the real world, leading to inaccuracies (Blakemore and Harley, 
1993). Similarly, landscape painters diverted their composition from the actual topography, as 
long as the location remained identifi able to the audience (Buijsen, 1993). Therefore, a quality 
assessment on the use of landscape paintings to identify the essential characteristics of a his-
torical landscape is required. Our future work elaborates on that in order to evaluate whether 
or not these historical documents are appropriate input data for creating virtual historical 
landscapes. Thus, historical maps and landscape paintings are processed and analyzed to seek 
mutual relationships regarding identifi able landscape elements, as will be shown in section 4. 
Cartographic heritage concerns specifi cally all the valuables that are or may be inherited from 
historical cartography and maps. In cartographic heritage research, digital technologies are in-
creasingly adopted to transform old maps, globes and cartographic documents into digital for-
mat, for example, and evaluate the map accuracy and spatial reference systems (Jenny, 2010). 
Similar to cartographic studies on the map content, GIS software is used to survey the available 
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landscape features in historical maps and compare these features with a collection of spatially 
related landscape paintings.
8.3.2  Integrating GIS, CAD, and computer graphics
The challenge is to transform the interdisciplinary knowledge and methods of the previous 
section into a technical realisation of a virtual historical landscape. For the case study on re-
constructing Palace Honselaarsdijck and its landscape environment, a combination of GIS, 
CAD and computer graphics technology is applied. More specifi cally, GIS software is used to 
generate a digital historical terrain model, CAD software to build up a historical object library 
and computer graphics software for the fi nal rendering of the virtual historical landscape. The 
advantage of GIS is its capability to process and visualise different layers of geographical data. 
This enables the combination of (georeferenced) historical maps with a current elevation map 
in order to derive a digital representation of the historical terrain. The derived historical eleva-
tion map serves as a height raster for the computer graphics software to construct the three-
dimensional terrain. 
Using CAD software, the distinct historical buildings and objects are modelled with the use of 
paintings and drawings, so as to convert the essential characteristics of historical buildings and 
landscape features to their virtual counterpart. Both 3D GIS and computer graphics software 
allow placing these virtual historical objects into the virtual environment on specifi c point 
locations. Generally, they differ in that 3D GIS software supports the visualisation of large geo-
graphic areas in a real-time rendering, though at the expense of a lower image quality, where 
as computer graphics’ virtual environments are limited and bounded, but, using sophisticated 
rendering techniques, photorealistic representations are achieved. However, the tendency is 
that next-generation 3D GIS software packages offer more potentials to create more realistic 
3D geo-visualisation, merging the principles of GIS, CAD and computer graphics technology.
8 . 4   PA L A C E  H O N S E L A A R S D I J C K  A S  A  C A S E  S T U D Y
As a case study, a 3D virtual reconstruction of the 17th century rural estate of Palace Honse-
laarsdijck and its surrounding landscape (near Naaldwijk, the Netherlands) is created. Palace 
Honselaarsdijck was a fortifi ed building acquired by the Dutch governor (aka stadtholder) 
Frederick Henry in the early 17th century. He re-built and extended the country estate numer-
ous times between 1621 and 1647 (see fi gure 3 top). At the end of the French Revolution, this 
estate was nothing more than a ruin. In 1815, King William I decided to demolish it. Today, the 
business estate De Honsel stands on the former location of Palace Honselaarsdijck (see fi gure 
3 bottom). The only remainder is the small outbuilding De Nederhof.  This case study perfectly 
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demonstrates how much data from historical sources needs to be gathered, evaluated and pro-
cessed, before being used as input for a virtual reconstruction. This requires data gathering and 
processing from historical sources as input for modelling the historical landscape terrain and 
landscape features using methods and techniques from 2D/3D GIS, CAD and computer graph-
ics (De Boer, 2010).
8.4.1  Collecting and processing historical documents
The case study started with gathering digital copies of historical maps and drawings at national 
and local record offi ces. Digital copies of historical documents are increasingly available at (on-
line) archive repositories due to increasing heritage digitisation projects. For example, some 
colour-prints of the Palace Honselaarsdijck estate were valuable for their rich topographic in-
formation, building plans and garden designs, and for detailed information about the building 
geometry and garden dimensions, along with an outline map of the landscape region around the 
rural estate, i.e. the Cruquius’ map of Delfl and (1712). The Cruquius’ map of Delfl and is an out-
line map covering the area of the district water control board Delfl and, and several accompanying 
map sheets on a 1:10,000 scale. It was made by the Dutch land-surveyor and cartographer Nico-
laus Samuel Cruquius (1678-1754) and despite the obsolete measurements techniques to capture 
the landscape geometry, the map is considered as highly accurate for that time (Postma, 1977). 
After importing the 1:10,000 scale map sheets into the GIS software (ESRI ArcGIS 9.3), a modern 
1:10,000 scale vector map of the Netherlands (TOP10NL) is used for georeferencing the historical 
map sheets. Georeferencing enables the combination of historical maps with contemporary maps 
using one spatial reference system. Therefore, one needs to select connecting points of landscape 
features that are visible in both maps. Because parts of the parcellation in the Cruquius’ map are 
still present on the modern vector map, it is possible to select approx. 50 points per map sheet to 
reference spatially the historical maps to the modern map. 
Next, an affi ne transformation (aka 2nd order polynomial transformation) on each map sheet is 
applied using the connecting points (aka control points) to adjust the map sheets to the Dutch 
spatial reference system (Rijksdriehoekstelsel) by rotating, scaling and translating it. This affi ne 
transformation corrects for the possible non-orthogonal axis due to the digitisation process, 
however without signifi cantly changing the mutual position and angles between map elements. 
After merging (aka mosaicking) the map sheets, a rubber-sheeting transformation is used to 
georeference the small-scale outline map of Delfl and to the map sheets. Although a rubber-
sheeting transformation signifi cantly distorts the outline map if the control points are not ho-
mogeneous distributed, it enables the seamless joining of the outline map with the map sheets. 
Next, the building plans and garden designs are georeferenced using the Cruquius’ map and 
the large-scale base map of the Netherlands (GBKN). It starts with documents including the 
only remaining building De Nederhof (right of the main building) and depending on the al-
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ready georeferenced map elements, it continues with the other plans and designs subsequently.
From digital colour-prints of historical drawings and paintings, some relevant topographic 
information about the outward building and garden appearance of the Palace Honselaarsdijck 
estate is extracted. The colour and shape of the walls, roofs, windows, ornaments, fountains, 
fl owerbeds and tree colonnades are identifi ed. Next, we tried to fi nd some evidence, as good 
as possible, for this deduced outward appearance from dedicated (historical) research on 
Palace Honselaarsdijck. For example, Morren (1909) confi rms the redbrick walls and the grey-
coloured Maas-slate roofs, which we also fi nd on the colour print of fi gure 3, and Beekhuizen 
(2008) confi rms that the colonnades of the leaf-holding beech trees exist. After the fi nal prepa-
ration of the historical and geographic data, we continued with the digital terrain and building 
modelling.
Figure 3
Palace Honselaarsdijck around 
1683 (top) and the business 
estate De Honsel in 2009 (bottom) 
(sources: Erfgoedhuis ZH, 2011 
(top image) and Beekhuizen, 2008 
(bottom image))
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8.4.2  Terrain and 3D object modelling (constructing the virtual historical landscape)
After the data preparation, the second objective is to extrude the particularly two-dimensional 
historical and geographic data to a third dimension. A spatial reference is added to the histori-
cal maps and an immediate next step is to combine the old Cruquius’ map of Delfl and with 
the modern Dutch height map, i.e. Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (AHN). This height map 
(or elevation raster) fully covers the area of the Netherlands having a ground resolution of 5 
metres and each pixel value corresponds to the height above average sea-level (datum: NAP) 
on a centimetre-level. However, because the landscape has changed signifi cantly since the 17th 
century, present landscape features distort the 3D visualisation. See fi gure 4.
Therefore, an approximated elevation map consistent with the historical situation is generated. 
In both the Cruquius’ map and the modern vector map, similar existing meadows and pastures 
can be identifi ed and it is assumed that ground levels have not changed considerably since 
the 17th century. Selecting the underlying height values from the modern elevation map us-
ing a spatial extraction, next, missing height values are inserted for a complete coverage of the 
Cruquius’ map using a spatial interpolation delineated by existing polders and dykes. 
Figure 4
Palace Honselaarsdijck and its surrounding landscape visualised in ESRI ArcScene©. The historical map of Cruquius (1712) is combined 
with a current elevation map; however, the view is distorted (bulge in front) by the fl ower auction hall (top right inset)
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Using a combination of image processing and GIS spatial analysis, the large-scale landscape 
features are added to the generic historical elevation map, such as ditches, channels, villages 
and country estates. For example, the ditches and channels are modelled by cleaning the 
Cruquius’ map for text and other cartographic symbols using Adobe Photoshop©, then the 
cleaned map is added to the generic elevation map using a simple raster calculation. Similar to 
the manual mapping of the parcellation and waterways, the text-cleaning process is a laborious 
task. However, is the experience has been that it is relatively easy to do, and it maintains the 
size and shape of the topographic features very well.
Green-coloured regions on the Cruquius’ map depict farmhouses, country estates and villages, 
which we identify as ‘areas-of-interest’. We add these areas to the historical elevation map by 
selecting pixel values using the magic selection tool in Adobe Photoshop©. Next, the derived 
raster is imported into ESRI ArcMap©, the pixels are converted to point features and the point 
features are related to one specifi c area-of-interest using a constraint Delaunay triangulation. 
After converting the Delaunay triangles to polygons, adjacent polygons are merged into single 
connected areas, and – in some cases – the derived polygons are generalised or smoothed. The 
result is an approximated delineation of the areas-of-interest, which is used in the virtual land-
scape decoration phase to fi ll with three-dimensional trees for example. See fi gure 5.
Figure 5
After converting the pixel colour values of the original Cruquius map into polygon features using a Delaunay triangulation to delineate 
the areas of interest, the virtual historical landscape is decorated with low-poly 3D tree objects; visualised in ESRI ArcScene©
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Figure 6
The user interface is based upon a collection of 17th century pictures (top left). If a user clicks on one of the small pictures, the virtual 
reconstruction is loaded in the middle frame (top right). Next, the user starts to fl y over the virtual reconstruction (bottom left) to the 
corresponding location where he/she receives some additional information (bottom right)
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For modelling the historical buildings and structures, we use old drawings and information 
from architectural-historical research to select the specifi c characteristics and identifying fea-
tures to be added to the virtual counterpart of these objects. Google Sketchup© is used to con-
struct the 3D geometry of the virtual historical objects. In the landscape decoration phase, the 
historical object library is (semi)automatically used to add 3D virtual objects to point feature 
locations from a 2D point feature layer in the virtual historical landscape. 
8.4.3  Rendering and interface
A virtual landscape comprises of fi ve elements: water, atmosphere, vegetation, terrain and 
structures (Ervin and Hasbrouck, 2001). The previous section described how the terrain and 
3D objects of the historical landscape have been modelled. Next, we need to complete the virtu-
al historical landscape of Honselaarsdijck with the other three landscape elements. Numerous 
landscape visualisation software packages are available, e.g. Visual Nature©, Terragen© and 
Vue Infi nite©. The latter is chosen for the case study because – despite its relatively low price – 
it offers high image quality rendering and large libraries for landscaping textures, atmospheres, 
plants and other 3D objects.  Vue Infi nite allows the use of a raster as height map for modelling 
the terrain and to import 3D objects to decorate the landscape. Finally, the virtual landscape is 
completed with atmosphere, water and vegetation (eco-systems). 
The resulting virtual historical landscape of Honselaarsdijck was presented at the Royal 
Gardening exhibition of the Teylers Museum (Haarlem) in spring 2010. To make the virtual 
historical landscape available to the wider public, the digital landscape model is rendered 
and animated to derive animations and still images. Inspired by the 17th century pictures (see 
fi gure 6), a user interface is developed to show people the relationship between the rural estate 
and the distinct snapshots on the sides. Therefore, the choice was made to let users fl y to the 
distinct snapshots in the main view and provide them some dedicated information about the 
place. 
The entire user interface is implemented in Flash because of its ability to handle video. It shows 
a slideshow of cross fading historical images, surrounded by small clickable thumbnails. A 
mouse click starts one of the 16 short animations that form the heart of the presentation. In 
each animation, the camera wanders through the model to arrive at the very location depicted 
in the historical image, providing each image with some basic spatial context. The user is 
invited to compare the digital 3D-reconstruction with the original picture. A descriptive text 
containing basic facts and historical context information completes the user interface. The ani-
mations are created from a series of still images, created at regular intervals along a predefi ned 
path through the digital landscape model. The series of stills are combined into a movie, and 
subsequently converted to a Flash-supported video format. All the relevant fi les are merged 
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into a single Flash fi le from which both online and offl ine versions of the presentation are 
generated, circumventing the subtle differences between browsers. The demo is available for 
download at http://honselaarsdijck.geomultimedia.nl/.
8 . 5  D I S C U S S I O N  A N D  F U T U R E  O U T LO O K
The previous sections described the methods and techniques used to derive a 3D virtual recon-
struction of Palace Honselaarsdijck and its surrounding landscape.  One of the biggest diffi cul-
ties experienced so far is to achieve a fully decorated landscape, as this requires the extraction 
of a suffi cient amount of reliable information from historical documents to model the terrain 
and virtual objects. Information is needed about which terrain and landscape features have 
been present in the historical landscape, where they were located and in which frequency or 
density they appeared, in order to obtain a convincing and reliable virtual historical landscape. 
Whoever starts building virtual historical landscapes aims to create an as realistic as possible 
digital representation of a historical landscape. However, information about the actual histori-
cal situation is limited and information about what viewers actually experience as realistic is 
lacking. This requires further research to both affective and effective visual cues, i.e. user expe-
rience and uncertainty visualisation respectively.
During the case study, small experiments were performed to evaluate what viewers found more 
important in virtual historical landscapes: the actual objects (content) or the quality of image/ 
rendering (layout). Various images of virtual historical landscapes with different content and 
rendering were shown to users, who next were asked to assess the images. As most comments 
concerned remarks on the size, shape or lack of landscape features, it is concluded that the user 
experience is more infl uenced by the actual content of the virtual historical landscape than by 
the image quality and rendering. More experiments about this hypothesis are needed for fur-
ther conclusions to develop some guidelines for creating realistic virtual historical landscapes. 
For example, the visual cues that infl uence user experience can be tested by evaluating the 
‘measure of realism’ of renders containing highly detailed objects in low-detailed environments 
(and vice versa), or renders from which certain landscape features will be erased in a specifi c 
sequence.
If there is insuffi cient information about the actual historical situation, a high-detailed photore-
alistic representation cannot be achieved. This creates a demand for guidelines on how to visu-
alise uncertainties using non-photorealism. Future research is recommended on which visual 
cues are to be applied for an effective communication of uncertainties in virtual historical land-
scapes, to prevent misinterpretation or misleading experiences for its viewers. 
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It is expected that the number of virtual historical landscapes will strongly increase, as the tech-
nology of 3D GIS, CAD and computer graphics becomes more and more available for historical 
and archaeological research. These virtual historical landscapes hold strong potentials for pre-
senting cultural heritage and landscape information to the wider public. Using interactive vir-
tual historical landscapes, it enables the access of landscape-oriented archive records through a 
3D visualisation interface. Therefore, it is recommended to explore methods and techniques to 
integrate, share, and access virtual historical landscapes and archive records, in order to make 
history interactively available.
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9 . 1  I N T R O D U CT I O N
Today’s fast changing society and environment resulted in the creation of new cultural and 
natural landscapes and in the deterioration of traditional landscapes (Antrop, 2005). New de-
velopments such as urban and infrastructure projects and the industrialisation and expansion 
of large-scale agriculture are resulting in new landscapes which are superimposed on tradi-
tional landscapes. The main difference between new landscapes and traditional landscapes is 
expressed by dynamics in speed and scale, as well as the changing perceptions, values and be-
haviour of their users (Antrop, 2005). As a result, the visual appearance and peoples perceived 
quality of landscapes are changing (Nohl, 2001; Antrop, 2004). As a consequence the extent 
to which people identify with the landscape may decrease and therefore people’s well-being 
is at stake. This is not limited to landscapes with outstanding beauty, but in particular applies 
to everyday landscapes where people live and work (Council of Europe, 2000). Without inter-
ference of policy makers or planners, the visual quality of everyday landscapes will decrease 
because landscape changes are mainly economy-driven (Bell, 1999). The need to protect and 
enhance landscape quality is now widely recognised and has been put on European and na-
tional political agendas (Council of Europe, 2000; Wascher, 2000; Piorr, 2003; Antrop, 2004; 
Dramstad, Tveit et al., 2006). There is an increasing demand for decision support systems that 
offer information on the visual quality of landscapes in order to monitor and evaluate the im-
pacts of ongoing developments (Tress, Tress et al., 2001; Scott, 2003).
G E R D  W E I T K A M P
MAPPING LANDSCAPE 
OPENNESS WITH ISOVISTS
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Although a signifi cant amount of scientifi c research has been done on visual landscape issues, 
policy makers are still calling for information that is more useful and relevant to policy-making 
processes and that can make these processes more effective (McNie, 2007). As McNie (2007) 
has indicated, there is often a mismatch between the information that is produced by scientists 
and the information that is required by policy makers. In particular, policy makers may need 
information that is not available or not useful, or they may not be aware of existing information 
that is of use to them. 
So what do policy makers require from decision support models for monitoring and evaluat-
ing visual landscape quality? Two recent developments are of particular interest. The fi rst is 
that policy makers have come to realise the need to include the perception of people in the 
decision-making process. This aspect of visual landscape assessment is included in the defi ni-
tion of landscape in the European Landscape Convention: “Landscape means an area, as per-
ceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or 
human factors” (Council of Europe, 2000). This defi nition implies that people’s perception of 
the landscape should be included in policy making. The second is the increasing dependency of 
environmental policy making on a third wave of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (Roche 
and Caron, 2009), which can combine and analyse many datasets in a transparent way. These 
developments have created a demand for a new generation of decision support tools that are 
both realistic and technologically advanced.
In recent decades, signifi cant advances in computers and increasing access to high-resolution 
geodata have led to an increasing deployment of GIS in assessing visual landscape variables, 
using reproducible methods, over wide areas. Some of the fi rst examples of mapping visual 
qualities using GIS are presented by Steinitz (1990) and Bishop and Hulse (1994). Mapping 
the environment based on people’s perception poses interesting challenges for geographical 
information science because it requires expertise in both GIS analyzing techniques and the psy-
chology of how people experience landscapes (Brabyn, 2008). The ability of GIS to represent 
individual views of landscape introduces the opportunity to explore subjective and personal 
views within a spatial environment, potentially coupling the quantitative processing capabili-
ties of GIS with a wide range of social and psychological methods (Aspinall, 2005). Geographic 
information systems (GIS) provide a way of representing large amounts of data on landscape in 
a comprehensible format. As such, GIS enables the assessment and analysis of landscape qual-
ity in a scientifi cally sound, and practically useful manner (O’Shea, 2006). In particular, GIS 
provides the possibility of making the decision-making process more transparent, standardised, 
and replicable (O’Looney, 2000). In order to be useful for decision makers, GIS tools need to 
be fl exible, easy to use, and adaptable (Geertman, 2002). Because of the tremendous growth 
in accessible and affordable geo-data, the role of GIS has increased within the decision-making 
process.
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The present research is aimed at developing a procedure to describe the visual landscape, 
which takes advantage of improvements in measurement techniques, developments in GIS and 
availability of high-resolution topographic data. The procedure is developed for policy making 
and spatial planning purposes, and provides information about one specifi c aspect of the visual 
landscape, landscape openness. In the remainder of the chapter, fi rst the concept of landscape 
openness is explained, then a method to model landscape openness is proposed. Subsequently, 
a procedure to use this model for policy making purposes is demonstrated. Finally the results of 
an evaluation of the procedure with policy makers are discussed.   
9 . 2  L A N D S C A P E  O P E N N E S S
Openness is an aspect of the visual landscape that is strongly emphasised in theories relating to 
perceived visual quality and landscape preference (Herzog, 1987; Coeterier, 1996; Tveit, Ode et 
al., 2006). The quality of openness depends on biological, as well as cultural and personal fac-
tors. Theories emphasising the biological aspect are evolutionary theories such as the prospect-
refuge theory (Appleton, 1975), in which prospect is the degree to which the environment 
provides an overview, which is directly related to landscape openness. According to this theory, 
people display a preference for certain confi gurations that combine enclosure and openness. 
Due to their evolution in the savannah, humans tend to prefer environments that offer various 
options for cover while at the same time allowing an overview of large spaces. Thus, a balance 
between open and enclosed landscapes appears to be preferred to either confi ned or exposed 
spaces (Strumse, 1994; Buijs, Jacobs et al., 1999; Hagerhall, 2001).  Another evolutionary-
based theory is the preference model developed by Kaplan et al. (1989). The model assumes 
people will be attracted to the landscape if human abilities to process information are stimu-
lated. The model consists of four components: coherence, complexity, legibility, and mystery. 
Openness is a key aspect of the components (Herzog and Kropscott, 2004) and was found to be 
a predictor of landscape preferences. Kaplan et al. (1989) compared four domains of predictors 
of landscape preferences. They found that openness, which was rated by respondents based 
on photographs, was one of the most powerful predictors. Notably, in the study by Kaplan et 
al. (1989) openness was found to be negatively related to landscape preference, whereas other 
studies have revealed positive relations between openness and landscape preference (e.g. Rog-
ge, Nevens et al., 2007) The quality of openness not only depends on biological factors, but also 
on other factors such as shared cultural values and personal learning experiences, which guide 
and fi lter people’s perceptions (Gifford, 1987; Bourassa, 1990).
The preferred degree of openness may differ across various dimensions. For example, from a 
general user perspective, half-open landscapes tend to be most preferred because these pro-
vide opportunities for understanding as well as exploration (Appleton, 1975). From a cultural 
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perspective, however, extreme degrees of openness or enclosure can be highly valued because 
these are markers of cultural values such as uniqueness and historical importance. Policy mak-
ers often take cultural values as a starting point for planning and decision making. They take 
a point of reference in the past to determine the current cultural value of landscapes. In The 
Netherlands for instance, 1900 has often been taken as reference year because it pre-dates the 
large-scale landscape developments of the twentieth century, such as urban sprawl, heath land 
reclamation, and land consolidation (Koomen, Maas et al., 2007). Based on such a reference 
year, a high degree of openness is preferred for one landscape type and a low degree of open-
ness for another. An example of varying preference is the landscape of the Netherlands, where 
one of the core qualities is a certain degree of openness.
9 . 3  M O D E L L I N G  L A N D S C A P E  O P E N N E S S
By making use of advances in GIS and high-resolution geodata, physical objects can be mod-
elled in detail. Models of openness have been developed based on physical objects, but here a 
perception-based approach is presented. The meaning of ‘perception-based’ in this chapter is 
that in contrast to a model constructed with objects alone, a subject or perceiver is added, on 
which the output of the model for openness is based. More precisely, the model is based on 
visual perception. To model landscape openness, the visual landscape – in particular the visual 
space – is simulated with the visible space. One way to model openness, which links perceptual 
factors with spatial information, is provided by the concept of the isovist, which has had a long 
history in architecture and geography, as well as mathematics. Tandy (1967) is generally ac-
knowledged to be the originator of the term isovist. An isovist is the space visible from a given 
viewpoint with respect to an environment. Benedikt (1979) has further developed the concept 
of isovists and introduced a set of analytical measurements of isovist properties. The appeal of 
the concept of an isovist is that it provides an intuitively attractive way of thinking about a spa-
tial environment, because it describes the space ‘from inside’, from the point of view of individ-
uals, as they perceive, interact with, and move through the space (Turner, Doxa et al., 2001). A 
similar concept has been developed in the fi eld of landscape architecture and planning, using 
the term viewshed. Although there are various methods to calculate both the isovist and views-
hed, a typical difference between the two concepts is that the isovist represents the space that 
can be ‘overviewed’, while the viewshed represents (parts of) objects that are visible. Other 
differences, such as taking into account the vertical viewing angle and terrain height, which are 
typically only included in the viewshed, are no limitations for isovists per se.  The possibilities 
of isovists and viewsheds have been investigated by many scientifi c studies for various purposes 
(Fisher, 1991, 1996; Batty, 2001; Llobera, 2003; Franz and Wiener, 2005; Stamps, 2005). 
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In this research ArcGIS and Isovist Analyst are used to measure the visible space by calculating 
isovists (Rana, 2002). The software calculates isovist polygons from two input datasets: a point 
layer, which represents locations of observer points, and an obstacles layer, which represents 
the physical environment (fi gure 1A and B). Visual limitations are simulated by parameter 
values, which limit the size of the isovists. Figure 1C shows the possible visible space from 
one viewpoint, based on the terrain height, the landscape elements and the observer height. 
Besides the location and the eye level of the observer, other characteristics like the angle of 
view also determine the visible space. This probable visible space (fi gure 1D) is related to the 
context and viewing characteristics of people during various activities. The limitations on the 
fi eld of view may be different for each activity. The isovist polygons for each observer point are 
constructed by fi rst calculating a number of radials, which are straight lines from the observer 
point to the fi rst obstacle and therefore represents lines of sight. The radials are calculated 
every n degrees. A disadvantage of this calculation method is that only the horizontal viewing 
angle is taken into account, and therefore does not detect a difference between for example a 
house of 7 metres high and a tower of 50 metres, while this difference is expected to affect the 
degree of openness. A solution for this limitation would be the calculation of three dimensional 
isovists, such as proposed by Culagovski (2007). 
9.3.1 Validation
The isovist and related concepts are applied in many situations, for example for landscape 
planning and policy making (Weitkamp, Bregt et al., 2007). In general, there is a lack of actual 
validations of such numerical and spatially explicit information to assess openness. Although 
the use of the isovist to estimate perceived openness is an intuitively attractive representation, 
the many assumptions and simplifi cations when modelling the perceived landscape openness 
require a validation. 
Figure 1
Aspects of landscape and space: terrain (A); landscape elements (B); possibly visible space (C); probably visible space (D)
A - Terrain
The height of the terrain is the 
fi rst input which shapes space.
B - Landscape elements
Vertical landscape elements 
such as trees and houses are 
the second input layer which 
creates space; they are draped 
upon terrain layer.
C - Possible visible space
The possibly visible space is 
based on previous layers and 
characteristics of an observer, 
like location and height.
D - Probably visible space
Information about the context of 
observing is used to calculate 
the probable visible space, like 
the view in a specifi c direction.
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Three isovist variables were selected to compare with perceived openness, based on the litera-
ture (Van der Ham and Iding, 1971; De Veer and Burrough, 1978; Stamps, 2005; Tveit, 2009) 
and based on the ease of detecting their equivalents in the fi eld. The fi rst is the minimum line 
of sight. The second is the maximum line of sight which emphasises the importance of distance 
for the perception of openness. The third is the average line of sight, which is strongly related 
to the size of the fi eld of view. In short, these three isovist variables and their perceived equiva-
lents in the real world can be summed up as: minimum radial and shortest line of sight; maxi-
mum radial and longest line of sight; and average radial and average line of sight.
A fi eld experiment was carried out to test the correspondence between the three isovist vari-
ables and perceived openness in the fi eld. Thirty-two Dutch students were asked to rate the 
openness of the landscape for thirteen fi eld locations, which cover the full range of openness in 
the Netherlands. A questionnaire was created in which the participants were asked to rate the 
openness of the landscape on a scale from 1 (low) to 10 (high). They were also asked to esti-
mate the average line of sight, maximum line of sight, and minimum line of sight (in metres). 
One way to examine how the isovist variables are related to perceived landscape openness is 
to calculate how much of the variation of openness can be explained by a combination of the 
variables. With openness as the dependent variable and the average radial, maximum radial, 
and minimum radial as predictors, multiple regression analysis was performed. This resulted in 
two models. The fi rst, with the average radial as the predictor, with an R2 of 0.84. The second 
with the average radial and the maximum radial as predictors, with an R2 of 0.91. In general, 
the minimum radial did not contribute much to the model (the average radial was dominant), 
but for individual locations, the perception of openness could change with a landscape element 
close to the observer while retaining similar values for maximum radial and average radial.
The relationship between perceived space and measured space is most often described by a 
power function (Wagner, 1985, 2006). The maximum radial and the average radial showed 
very high correlations with perceived openness, whereas the correlation of the minimum radial 
was lower. When values of the isovist variables reached above a certain value, further increase 
did not affect the openness rating. For example, if the maximum radial was higher than 3500 
metres or the average radial was higher than 1000 metres, the perceived openness remained 
fairly constant (on a scale from 1 to 10, between 9.2 and 9.8). Again, the minimum radial did 
not contribute much to the model, but for individual locations, the perception of openness 
could change with a landscape element close to the observer but with similar values for maxi-
mum radial and average radial. 
The most important difference between measured and perceived distances is that the measured 
distance only yields one result, whereas perception of distance varies within a group of people. 
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Because openness ratings are actually made by individuals, the reliability of individual ratings 
is an important aspect of the data analysis (Palmer and Hoffman, 2001). To obtain more infor-
mation about the variation within the group of participants, the Intraclass Correlation coef-
fi cient is calculated. This measured the extent to which participants agreed when rating the 
openness of the 13 locations. The average of the scores of the 32 participants were highly reli-
able (the Average Measure Intraclass Correlation value was 0.99), suggesting that despite the 
participants’ individual differences, the scoring process was successful in identifying different 
levels of openness. The Single Measure Intraclass Correlation is the reliability one would get if 
using just one participant. In this case, this value was 0.76. Landscape openness is a descriptive 
characteristic that can be rated in a fairly objective way and therefore there is high consistency 
between those rating.  
The range of openness ratings of the 32 participants is illustrated with a box plot in fi gure 2. 
The locations with average openness values (between 4 and 7) tended to show more varia-
tion than very high or very low rated openness. The three locations with the highest average 
openness ratings (11, 12, and 13) showed the lowest variation. Location 12 had a very uniform 
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Figure 2
Box plots of rating of fi eld openness by 32 participants for 13 locations. An increasing location number (x-axis) corresponds with and 
increasing isovist value
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rating except for two outliers. The locations were predicted to have an increasing value of open-
ness based on the isovist calculations. However, locations 4 and 6 had higher values than loca-
tion 5, and locations 7 to10.
In summary, most of the variation in perceived fi eld openness is explained by the average radial 
and the maximum radial of the isovist. There are however individual rating differences, but 
in particular, on group level, there are high correlations between isovist values and perceived 
openness ratings. When taking into account that differences between landscapes were relative-
ly small (all Dutch landscapes), for European landscapes it will be easier to detect differences, 
and therefore even better correlations are expected. In short, the isovist appears to be a good 
indicator of perceived landscape openness.
9 . 4  P R O C E D U R E
With the use of isovist measurements, a step-by-step procedure was developed for policy mak-
ers to simulate landscape openness based on perception and expert knowledge. The design of 
the procedure is based on a literature study about landscape perception, and conversations 
with landscape researchers, policy makers and planners. 
9.4.1 Create the observer layer
The fi rst step is to create an observer layer. The observer layer represents the locations from 
which people may perceive the landscape. Since the majority of people perceive the landscape 
from a road, a road network should be selected. In order to decide where on the road the 
viewpoints are located, a mode of perception has to be defi ned. This can be either a static or 
dynamic mode of perception (Weitkamp, Bregt et al., 2007). The mode of perception refl ects 
what people can see related to a certain activity. Accordingly it includes information about 
the observer as a subject, rather than as a physical object. Three main sampling strategies are 
distinguished to locate the viewpoints: individual point sampling, sequence points sampling 
and network point sampling. The fi rst sampling strategy refl ects perception of openness from 
individual locations, for example from a lookout (fi gure 3, step 1B). This is a static mode of per-
ception. These individual points can be predefi ned by policy makers and planners or randomly 
selected on the road network. The second sampling method refl ects perception from a sequence 
of locations (fi gure 3, step 1C). This is a dynamic mode of perception in which people perceive 
transitions and variations in landscape openness. The chosen distance between the points may 
depend on the expected perceived intensity of changes of openness: the more complex the 
spatial confi guration, the shorter the distance between points should be. The distance may also 
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A
Road network
B
Individual point
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Sequence
D
network
A
Terrain
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Topgraphic
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Contour lines
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Viewing angle
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compute isovist
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Figure 3
Step-by-step procedure for measuring visibility
The numbers and letters are explained in the main text. A black letter means that the sub-step is required; a grey letter means that the sub-step is 
optional. A connected box means that the previous step is necessary to execute it; a non-connected box does not need a previous step to be executed.
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depend on people’s activity in the landscape. For a walking tourist the distance should be short-
er than for a person driving to work by car. The third sampling method refl ects perception from 
a network of roads (fi gure 3, step 1D). These points may be either a collection of individual 
points (fi rst sampling method) or a collection of sequences of points (second sampling meth-
od). The total collection of points does not refl ect the locations visited during one activity, but 
is a summary of multiple activities. This is in contrast to point sampling and sequence sampling, 
where there is a direct relationship between perception and locations of points. This sampling 
method may refl ect a static perception of openness, using predefi ned or random sampling, or a 
dynamic perception of openness, using regular or irregular sequencing points.
9.4.2  Define the physical space
The second step in calculating the visible space is to defi ne the physical space by merging a ter-
rain dataset (fi gure 3, step 2A) with a topographic dataset (fi gure 3, step 2B). For each observ-
er point defi ned in step 1, a contour line layer was created (fi gure 3, step 1C). This contour line 
layer is the obstacle layer input for calculating the isovists (fi gure 3, step 4). The height value 
of the contour lines is the sum of the value of the height model at the location of the observer 
point and the eye level value. 
9.4.3 Identify visual limitations
A person’s fi eld of view depends on their mode of perception and activity. For example, the 
fi eld of view of car drivers is much smaller than the fi eld of view of pedestrians. This limited 
fi eld of view has been termed the ‘useful visual fi eld’ and has been shown to be smaller than 
the peripheral visual fi eld (Ball, Owsley et al., 1993; Caduff and Timpf, 2008). Visual limita-
tions, like viewing angle and maximum line of sight, are inherent to human vision and have an 
effect on perceived landscape openness (Coeterier, 1994). For example, the maximum angle of 
view in the horizontal plane is about 210 degrees, with 120 degrees binocular overlap without 
movement of the head or eyes (Atchison and Smith, 2001). The useful visual fi eld can have 
smaller values for the viewing angle, depending on the mode of perception. Another example 
is the maximum visual line of sight. Many studies relate threshold distances of the line of sight 
to the foreground, middle ground and background, but with varying Euclidean distances (Van 
der Ham and Iding, 1971; US Forest Service, 1974; Smardon, Palmer et al., 1986; Bishop and 
Hulse, 1994; Baldwin, Fisher et al. , 1996). The viewing angle and the maximum line of sight 
vary with activity, motion speed, and perhaps complexity of the landscape. These parameters 
are added to the model to increase the accuracy of the visibility measurements for describing 
landscape openness (fi gure 3, step 3). 
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9.4.4 Compute the Visible Space
The visible space is calculated with isovists, using ArcGIS and Isovist Analyst (Rana, 2002). The 
software calculates isovist polygons from two input datasets: a point layer which represents 
locations of observer points (fi gure 3, step 1) and an obstacles layer which represents the verti-
cal landscape elements (fi gure 3, step 2). Visual limitations are simulated by parameter values 
that limit the size of the isovists (fi gure 3, step 3).
The isovist polygons for each observer point are constructed by fi rst calculating a number of ra-
dials, which are straight lines from the observer point to the fi rst obstacle and therefore repre-
sent lines of sight. The radials are calculated every n degrees. The most appropriate increment 
value for the radials (fi gure 3, step 4A) depends on the desired precision of the calculation and 
is also strongly correlated to computation time.
9.4.5 Select and Calculate Variables
The last step of the procedure is to derive variables from the isovist (fi gure 3, step 5). This is an 
important step. It adapts the output data better to the phenomenon of landscape openness and 
turns the output data into a format suitable for landscape policy making and planning.
The variables can be derived from three unit types. The smallest unit is a point; the variables 
are derived from one isovist. The next unit is a line; the variables are derived from sequencing 
isovists. The last unit is a network; the variables are derived from multiple isovists. Three types 
of (statistical) analysis are proposed to derive the variables from the output data: average, 
variation and prominence. The average analysis produces one general description of landscape 
openness for a unit. The variation analysis produces a description that refl ects the variation in 
openness within a unit. The prominence analysis selects a specifi c line of sight, isovist or se-
quence of isovists within a unit, which represents the character of landscape openness for that 
unit. 
9 . 5  E VA L U AT I O N
The procedure is designed to assess landscape openness in a way that meets the requirements 
for a good description of landscape openness as well as a generic procedure for landscape 
policy making and planning. A workshop was organised in which scientists and Dutch policy 
makers were brought together to evaluate the usefulness of the procedure. Six actual landscape 
openness cases, which were provided by the policy makers themselves, were used to present 
and illustrate the procedure. Three of the cases are shown in fi gure 4: Ronde Venen in the prov-
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ince of Utrecht, fi gure 5: near Winschoten, Groningen, and fi gure 6: Friese Meren, Friesland. 
There are well-established criteria available for evaluating the usefulness of decision support 
models at the interface between science and policy making. Four criteria are selected: rel-
evance to policy (Cash, Clark et al., 2003; Cash and Buizer, 2005; Jacobs, Garfi n et al., 2005; 
Keller, 2009), scientifi c credibility (OECD, 1999; Cash and Buizer, 2005; Jacobs, Garfi n et al., 
2005; Doody, Kearney et al., 2009), usability for policy makers (OECD, 1999; Park, Stabler et 
Figure 4
The case study area of Ronde Venen, Utrecht, is characterised by its polders, which have a high degree of openness. The development of 
natural habitats will require the construction of dikes to regulate the water table. Various scenarios for the location of dikes have been 
developed, one of which is shown in fi gure 4A. The background shows the height model of the landscape, the whiter areas representing 
higher height values and the darker areas representing lower height values. The policy question is how the dikes affect the openness of 
the landscape. The visible space from one viewpoint on the road, in the centre of the polder, is shown for the current situation in fi gure 
4B. The viewing angle is 360 degrees and the maximum line of sight is 3000 metres at an eye level of 1.6 metres. In the possible new 
situation the same viewpoint is located on the planned dike and the visible space is therefore larger than in the current situation (fi gure 
4D). However, the visible space decreases dramatically when located on a road next to the dike (fi gure 4C). This example illustrates that 
the exact location of the viewpoint is important when drawing conclusions about the effect on openness
A B
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al., 2004; Singh, Murty et al., 2009), and feasibility for implementation (OECD, 1999; Doody, 
Kearney et al., 2009). The policy makers who participated the workshop were asked to com-
ment on these four criteria for the procedure.  
Figure 5
The case study area of Winschoten, Groningen, is characterised by a contrast between large-scale open landscapes and enclosed 
landscapes. The open character is under threat, one of the reasons for this being the relocation of farm buildings from small 
settlements to the open agricultural areas. Figure 5.4A shows an example of recently built farmhouses. The provincial policy makers 
want to know the effect these buildings have on landscape openness. The calculation of the visible space is based on views from 
the road along which the buildings are located. To simulate the perception of openness during movement, viewpoints were fi xed at 
100 metre intervals along the road in the old situation (4C) and the new situation (4D), with the viewing angle set at 120 degrees in a 
southeasterly direction. The difference in visible space between the old and the current situation is shown in fi gure 5B. The difference 
is not big, partly because there were already some buildings and a patch of forest located along the road. The differences in openness at 
other locations on the road are even smaller because the road starts and ends in an enclosed area. The contrast between the enclosed 
areas and the open area along the road decreased slightly, but would still be perceived
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9.5.1 Relevance
All the participants, including three who mentioned that they already used other methods, felt 
the need to assess openness. Openness is defi ned as one of the core qualities of Dutch national 
landscapes, and many other European countries also consider it relevant to measure open-
ness. It was found relevant that people’s perceptions are explicitly taken into account, and that 
landscape functions or activities could be linked to perception. The procedure makes it possible 
to identify perceived openness for activities such as driving a car and enjoying the view from a 
viewpoint, which is useful for policy making. The functions of modes of perception and visual 
limitations were generally appreciated by the participants because they make the procedure 
fl exible enough to be applied to local situations. They also agreed that guidelines based on sci-
entifi c research were indispensable for its proper use. 
Figure 6
The case study area of the Friese Meren in the province of Friesland is characterised by its open landscapes. However, the spontaneous 
growth of vegetation around the lakes is reducing the openness of the landscape. The effect of the vegetation growth has to be 
assessed. The exact locations of the vegetation growth were not known, and the Top10vector may not show all this vegetation. We 
selected the vegetation within 50 metres of the shores of the lakes and designated it as spontaneous vegetation (fi gure 6A). We 
calculated the visible space for every location in the area based on a 100-metre grid. The viewing angle was set to 360 degrees and the 
eye level was set to 1.6 metres on the land and 1 metre on the water (fi gure 6B). A change in eye level can have a large effect on the 
openness. For example, the values for openness change dramatically when the eye level on the water is raised to 2 metres (fi gure 6C). 
The effect of the vegetation on openness can be seen by comparing fi gure 6C with 6D, in which the vegetation has been removed. The 
difference between the openness with vegetation (6C) and without vegetation (6D) is shown in fi gure 6E
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Furthermore the procedure was thought to be relevant because it can be used to develop valua-
tion standards for openness. Although the procedure does not provide predefi ned standards for 
determining whether there is ‘enough’ or ‘too little’ openness, the participants agreed that the 
procedure would be helpful in developing these. There was a discussion on whether valuations 
should be included as a standard element in a procedure. This could increase the relevance of 
such a procedure, but may also decrease its credibility.
The procedure supports the communication of information about openness to stakeholders, 
such as other governmental organisations at different levels. The procedure was also consid-
ered to be useful for participatory planning because it is easy to generate visual impressions of 
openness and the effects of certain landscape changes on openness. 
9.5.2 Credibility
The procedure was considered to be credible because it was clear and transparent. Participants 
considered the procedure much more credible than multi-criteria analysis, for example, which 
was compared with a ‘black box’. The isovist technique that is used to calculate the visible space 
was considered to be an intuitively good representation of landscape openness. The input data, 
the AHN and Top10vector, were the best data currently available, but are not yet detailed enough 
to accurately represent some elements. Although some improvement is possible, the participants 
agreed that the procedure could never entirely replace other methods of collecting information, 
such as fi eld visits, no matter how accurate and precise the input data. However, because policy 
makers are likely to differ in their landscape preferences and interpretations from the general pub-
lic (e.g. Vouligny, Domon et al., 2009), the use of more representative tools, that can make policy 
makers aware of their biases, was considered to be very important. Some participants indicated 
that the credibility of the procedure could be improved by including parameters related to peo-
ple’s cultural background or living environments. These parameters would primarily affect their 
preference for a certain degree of openness. Among the participants of the workshop there was 
general agreement on the complexity of developing a procedure for assessing preferred openness. 
9.5.3 Usability
The procedure is a usable instrument because of its transparency, which makes it possible to 
interpret the outcomes in an unambiguous way. The measured visible space is a usable basis 
for communicating landscape openness with other stakeholders because it is based on a simple 
and clear concept. The fl exibility of the procedure, which allows for the selection of various 
modes of perception and other parameters for the visual limitations related to various activi-
ties, also contributed much to its usability. However, a guideline on how to make use of these 
options was considered to be necessary for proper use. 
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9.5.4 Feasibility
The procedure employs widely used software and data and fairly simple techniques within GIS 
to make the measurements; this was appreciated by the participants. However, the whole pro-
cess was not yet automated and ready to be implemented in ArcGIS, the GIS software in use at 
the organisations where the participants were employed. The participants indicated that there 
is suffi cient knowledge of GIS in their organisations to use the procedure if it could be imple-
mented in ArcGIS. As their organisations do not have the necessary knowledge about landscape 
perception, and therefore about parameter values such as the viewing angle and the maximum 
line of sight, a guideline for the proper use of all the options related to different types of percep-
tion is required. 
The data that was used for the procedure, the AHN and Top10vector databases, was available 
to the participants. If such a procedure were to be used at the European level, data availability 
would be a major issue, because at this level such high-resolution topographic datasets and 
elevation models are not available. 
Having enough time and money is also a precondition for the feasibility of the procedure. The 
participants indicated that this would not be a problem, given that information about openness 
can be generated relatively quickly and at low cost. This is especially true in comparison with 
other procedures for including perception in policy making, such as surveys.
9 . 6  CO N C L U D I N G  R E M A R K S
A systematic GIS-based procedure for measuring landscape openness was developed which 
is explicitly modelled from the perspective of humans. The model provides exact estimates of 
possible visible space based on biological features of human vision, and physical features of the 
environment. In addition it estimates probable visible space by specifying modes of perception 
with corresponding visual limitations. From the perspective of human perception, an important 
limitation of the procedure is that it is restricted to calculating visible space, and does not in-
clude space as it is seen by people. What is seen not only depends on human vision and modes 
of perception, but also on other dimensions such as cultural values and personal learning ex-
periences. The procedure was found useful by policy makers, in particular its transparency and 
fl exibility were appreciated. 
Openness manifests itself differently in different cultural landscapes, and the development of 
prototypical openness values for each landscape type could be used as a guide for plans and 
policies. At the European level landscapes are typically classifi ed by experts using a top-down 
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approach. A need has been expressed to link these European top-down approaches with more 
perception-based bottom-up approaches. Present research provides a fi rst step in establish-
ing this link by developing a perception-based approach that produces measurable data. This 
study provides the basis for research and identifi es a number of areas where further research 
is required. The representation of openness may be improved by 3d isovists. However, valida-
tion is needed for indicating the benefi ts of 3d isovists. The three modes of perception also 
need validation to test how well the sampling strategies refl ect how people perceive openness. 
Another area that needs further research is the implementation in planning and policy mak-
ing. Guidelines need to be developed for the use of variable values. Finally, the development of 
prototypical descriptions of characteristic degrees of perceived openness for cultural landscape 
types, combined with bio-physical landscape types such as those of LANMAP (Mucher, Klijn et 
al., 2010), is another direction for further research.
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1 0 . 1   I N T R O D U CT I O N
“One of the biggest challenges of the 21st century will be to maintain or strengthen landscapes 
as expressions of regional identity and sustainability while accommodating regional economic 
developments.” This observation by the Council of Europe is echoed by initiatives such as the 
European Landscape Convention (Council of Europe, 2000). This convention strives for the 
protection, management and planning of all landscapes and for raising awareness of the value 
of a living landscape 1. From this perspective the individual undoubtedly has a part to play in 
the preservation of landscape quality, but laying down the general framework for protecting 
landscape quality is the responsibility of the public authorities. The convention is therefore try-
ing to establish the general legal principles to guide regional and national policies on landscape 
and international cooperation in this fi eld. Concepts related to landscape quality such as coher-
ence, diversity and cultural identity can be effectuated by means of new policy instruments and 
state-of-the-art landscape assessment and monitoring. Targeted economic incentives and mod-
ern spatial planning techniques have put these landscape issues within reach, so that they can 
be incorporated in local, regional, national and international policies (Wascher, 2000). 
10.1.1 Visual character assessment and the Province of Noord-Holland
Landscape character assessment is a key element in landscape management, planning and 
monitoring and serves as an important basis for landscape policy. Landscape characterisation 
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can be broken down into four main categories of landscape value types: (1) biophysical (form 
and functioning of the landscape), (2) socio-economic-technical (human infl uence on the land-
scape form), (3) human-aesthetic (human experience of the landscape), (4) political (opinions 
and rights of stakeholders) (Groom, 2005; Wascher, 2000). It has been argued that identifying 
character is, to a large extent, built upon human perception and therefore landscape character 
assessment can be questioned with regards to its scientifi c rigour and hence its role as an ana-
lytical tool for landscape planning (Wascher, 2005). So, capturing aspects of visual landscape 
character is crucial in this respect. 
This chapter aims to describe a landscape planning and design-oriented approach to visual 
landscape indicators, involving state-of-the-art GISc-based methods. It focuses on landscape 
character assessment addressing visual attributes such as spaciousness, degree of openness, 
landscape enclosure and visibility. The Province of Noord-Holland (the Netherlands) serves as 
a case study of how regional authorities can include visual landscape character (assessment) in 
landscape policy. The combination of expert knowledge and GISc-based research methods and 
techniques resulted in a physiognomic landscape framework for landscape policy, planning and 
design. This framework was recently adopted by the provincial authority and has been trans-
lated into the Structural Concept of Noord-Holland 2040 (Structuurvisie Noord-Holland 2040) 
(Province of Noord-Holland, 2010a) and the Policy Framework for Landscape and Cultural His-
tory (Leidraad Landschap en Cultuurhistorie) (Province of Noord-Holland, 2010b).
10.1.2  Structure of the chapter
This chapter provides some background on the current landscape policy in the Province of 
Noord-Holland and its context (section 2), introduces the recently implemented physiognomic 
landscape framework and describes the methodology and approach (section 3). Subsequently 
the methods and techniques to determine the form of the landscape (physical space) are elabo-
rated (sections 4, 5, 6), followed by a description of the methods and techniques used to de-
scribe and monitor the appearance of the landscape (visible space) (sections 7, 8). Finally, the 
chapter ends with discussion and conclusions. 
1 0 . 2   L A N D S C A P E  P O L I C Y  I N  T H E  P R O V I N C E  O F  N O O R D -
H O L L A N D
The polder landscapes of Noord-Holland, as part of the Dutch lowlands, are typical Western-
European landscapes that consist of fl at, open lowland areas with an artifi cial water level, 
most often partly or fully surrounded by dikes. Polders are considered to be one of the most 
man-made landscapes and are characterised by a very high percentage of pasture and arable 
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land (Steenbergen et al., 2009; Meeus, 1995). The agricultural sector, formerly the icon of this 
landscape, is now often seen as a threat precisely because agriculture is becoming increasingly 
industrialised and is increasing in scale. Many see this as a degradation of the landscape. Ur-
banisation (incl. industrialisation), large infrastructures, large-scale wind energy projects, etc. 
are however increasingly changing the open character of the landscape. The attendant frag-
mentation and cluttering of the landscape has been the subject of public debate for a number 
of years and is specifi cally aimed at encroachments on openness (Hoogbergen, 2008; Boersma 
and Kuiper, 2006). The concept of spatial quality plays an important role in this debate. 
10.2.1  National Landscape policy
In terms of spatial quality in Europe, the Netherlands has a widespread and well-regulated 
set of building appearance standards and codes for listed buildings, although this is primarily 
aimed at architectural quality and is linked to the building permit procedure (Nelissen and Ten 
Cate, 2009). This happens at the end of planning development, however, when urbanisation it-
self is no longer part of the discussion on quality. In response to this the Dutch Government pre-
sented the Landscape Agenda recently (LNV and VROM, 2009). The Landscape Agenda pushes 
forward the policy and administrative relationships as set out in the National Memorandum 
on Spatial Planning (Nota Ruimte) (VROM, 2004) and Agenda for a Vital Countryside (Agenda 
vitaal platteland) (LNV, 2004). It also highlights the importance of integral spatial planning in 
order to combat landscape cluttering and the decline of heritage landscapes. Alongside this, 
the new Town and Country Planning Act (WRO) came into force in the Netherlands on 1 July 
2008. Under the new Act, the Government and provinces are responsible for protecting the 
core qualities and reinforcing the spatial quality for landscapes indicated as National Land-
scapes, and also includes World Heritage Sites, National Motorway Panoramas and National 
Buffer Zones 2. 
The Province of Noord-Holland includes several National Landscapes that cover a large portion 
of the provincial landscape: Low Holland (Laag Holland), the Defence Line of Amsterdam (Stel-
ling van Amsterdam) and the Green Heart (Groene hart). Parts of these landscapes and other 
designated areas have the exceptional status of World Heritage Site: the Wadden Sea, the De-
fence Line of Amsterdam and the Beemster polder. There are very strict requirements in these 
areas for preserving the current appearance of the landscape. The policy is conservation-orient-
ed and aimed at preserving a number of characteristics of the current landscape appearance. 
The governmental policy documents underline the responsibility of the province and munici-
palities to explore how core qualities of landscapes can inspire and give direction to spatial 
developments in the landscape. The tools to enforce the policy are however still under develop-
ment.
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10.2.2  Spatial quality as an objective
The Province of Noord-Holland recently adopted the Structural Concept of Noord-Holland 
2040 and the associated Policy Framework for Landscape and Cultural History in order to en-
force the governmental policy on spatial development. The documents identify spatial quality 
as a main policy objective. This means that the provincial authority is obliged to ensure and 
extend spatial quality. But what is spatial quality exactly? A general view (in the Netherlands) 
is that spatial quality is composed of three Vitruvian values: functionality (utilitas), beauty (ve-
Wadden Sea
Lakebed Polder De Beemster
Low Holland
Defence Line of Amsterdam
City Centre of Amsterdam
Green Heart
Noord-Holland
National Landscapes
World Heritage Sites (UNESCO)
Figure 1
The province of Noord-Holland with the National Landscapes and the World Heritage Sites
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nustas) and durability (fi rmitas). These can be augmented by other aspects of spatial quality: 
economic effi ciency, social justice, ecological sustainability and cultural identity (Hooijmeijer 
et al., 2000). The Province of Noord-Holland uses the following defi nition: quality = identity = 
landscape + cultural history (De Vreeze, 2007). Although usually landscape itself is regarded 
as an expression of culture, this defi nition demonstrates that landscape and its history are es-
sential from the province’s perspective for defi ning the qualities (characteristics) of specifi c 
areas and serve as the backbone for their further development. 
The policy of the Province of Noord-Holland is aimed at preserving the identity of the landscape 
by focusing on the current cultural and historical values of the landscape. The province intends 
to achieve this by encouraging densifi cation in urban areas and by discouraging expansion into 
rural areas. In the case of new developments in the countryside, the initiators (e.g. project de-
velopers, municipalities etc.) will fi rst be required to demonstrate the value and necessity of the 
proposed expansion and include a Visual Quality Plan (Beeldkwaliteitplan). If this is convinc-
ingly demonstrated, then the plans will be submitted to an independent advisory committee 
for spatial quality, the Advisory Committee for Spatial Planning (Adviescommissie Ruimtelijke 
Ordening (ARO)), which then reports its fi ndings to the Provincial Executive. The ARO uses the 
Policy Framework for Landscape and Cultural History as its assessment framework.
10.2.3 Landscape classification as a basis
Landscape classifi cation is the linchpin of provincial landscape policy and central to the assess-
ment framework for spatial quality. According to Zonneveld (1995) landscape classifi cation is a 
systematic typology that describes landscapes according to their form (morphology). Form and ty-
pology help in describing changes in time (chronology). Classifi cation is abstraction. This implies 
that from the concrete tangible reality only a few of the many attributes are selected and are used 
to describe abstract units that are supposed to represent reality. The landscape attributes selected 
as diagnostic characteristics are chosen because of their ability to be recognised and measured 
(Zonneveld, 1995). So depending on the type of classifi cation and its aim, each defi ned landscape 
unit (type) can be taken to mean a set of attributes that together explain the character of it. 
In geography and related disciplines there is a strong orientation towards space and spatial 
form with regard to landscapes. From this perspective classifi cation is basically an analysis of 
the landscape’s composition (landscape attributes and their spatial pattern) in which the form 
of the landscape can be seen as the intermediary between the perception and the spatial or-
ganisation of the landscape attributes (Wassink, 1999). 
In a landscape classifi cation, a given landscape can be described in terms of (Berendsen, 2000):
1) a specifi c appearance (physiognomy): the visual landscape;
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2) a specifi c structure and development: the spatial sequence and genetic succession (physical 
geography, historical geography, soil science, etc.);
3) an internal coherence between the landscape factors (biology, physical geography, land-
scape ecology, etc.).
The landscape classifi cation used in the policy framework characterises landscapes with an 
emphasis on structure and evolution. It is therefore a historical-geographical and physical-
geographical oriented description of the landscape that implicitly includes visual indicators. In 
this regard there was a need to develop a method to address aspects of the visual landscape and 
to make it a more explicit element of the landscape classifi cation involved.
10.2.4 Landscape openness and spatial developments
Openness is a diagnostic characteristic for the landscape of Noord-Holland, but not uniformly 
throughout the province. The Province of Noord-Holland considers openness also to be an 
important indicator of spatial quality. At the same time, this very openness makes landscapes 
vulnerable to the impact of new developments. Preserving the same landscapes means fi nding 
new, vigorous economic pillars, such as a modernised agricultural sector or ‘red for green’ pro-
jects (i.e. where building in open space is allowed in exchange for an investment in the land-
scape) such as the Bloemendaler polder or the Wieringerrandmeer lake. In the latter case, new 
landscapes are being created. The growth of urban peripheries and high-rise buildings in cities 
infl uence people’s perception of openness. In addition, Noord-Holland has ambitions for large-
scale wind energy projects. These enormous wind turbines are visible from afar. 
If we want to assess the effect of these goals, some of which may be contradictory, on the open-
ness of the landscape, then we need a more inter subjective, verifi able and reliable framework 
to study the effect. The output should be descriptive rather then normative, and as a conse-
quence it is about landscape’s visual character rather than visual quality (Ode et al., 2008). The 
insights gleaned will constitute an important contribution to the public debate on the desirabil-
ity of developments in the open countryside. 
The present chapter is a report on the quest for fi nding a physiognomic landscape approach in 
order to describe, protect and develop the visual landscape and serve as an instrument for land-
scape policy, planning and design 3.
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Visual attributes of the landscape such as spaciousness and related indicators such as degree 
of openness, building density and the nature of spatial boundaries are important elements in 
the perception and preference of a given landscape (Nasar, 1998; Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989; 
Appleton, 1975). According to Coeterier (2000), visual aspects are themselves qualities of the 
landscape, including:
• Unity: the landscape as a whole, its individuality and clarity of character and boundaries;
• Spaciousness: the spatial pattern or spatial organisation, the spatial layout;
• Appearance: the comprehensive set of sensory impressions, especially ‘seeing’.
Visual perception is therefore the basis for the experience and appreciation of landscapes (pref-
erence). So visual perception is an important theme in defi ning and assessing spatial character-
istics. Although this is widely accepted, in practice we see that this theme is often only implic-
itly touched upon in policy documents. The assumption is that the visual landscape in itself is 
seen as an aspect that is diffi cult to deal with in a systematic and transparent way (i.e. it is not 
measurable), and that it is perceived differently by different people. It therefore can hardly be 
made explicit, if at all. 
10.3.1 Methodology and approach
The present study is an attempt to make aspects of the visual landscape explicit as a major 
theme in the Province of Noord-Holland’s set of policy instruments for spatial quality, and to 
develop the theme further. To do so, a practical expert approach was introduced (Zube et al., 
1982; Dijkstra, 1991) in which the characteristics of the visual spaces (spatio-visual character-
istics) of the Noord-Holland landscape were qualifi ed and quantifi ed using a number of GISc-
based methods and techniques for physiognomic landscape mapping (De Veer et al., 1977; De 
Veer and Burrough, 1978; Palmer and Roos-Klein Lankhorst, 1998). The methods and tech-
niques that were chosen are scale-dependent and complementary. None of them are new and 
they are already used in many areas. By cross-linking them, however, a dedicated approach to 
landscape policy is achieved that is practical applicable.
The approach is characterised by a description of the visual attributes and their pattern. Es-
sentially the aim is to describe, analyse and map (physical) forms made by spatial patterns 
composed of open spaces, surfaces, screens and volumes in the landscape (Thiel, 1961). It ad-
dresses the morphology of space with landscape visibility and appearance as key elements. The 
potential of ‘being able to see’ is mapped out; this has to do with the plausible and/or probable 
visible space (Fisher, 1995, 1996; Weitkamp, 2010). The product is a morphologic description 
of elements and their position in their surroundings (the objective-intrinsic landscape attrib-
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utes), removed to the greatest degree possible from symbolic, cultural and personal elements 
(the subjective-attributed landscape attributes). 
This suggests two types of aesthetic variables that can describe a landscape: variables concern-
ing the form (shape) of the landscape or variables concerning the content of the landscape. 
These are not black and white categories but rather a continuum. The study of the form of the 
landscape is often referred to as formal aesthetics or the objectivist approach, while the study of 
human response to the content is referred to as symbolic aesthetics or the subjectivist approach
( Lang, 1988; Nasar, 1994; Lothian, 1999). Attributes of formal aesthetics are: shape, propor-
tion, rhythm, scale, complexity, colour, order, hierarchy, spatial relationships, etc. and are 
considered to be intrinsic qualities of the landscape. Attributes of symbolic aesthetics refer to 
ascribing meaning and value (Nasar, 1994; Bell, 1999). In this case the quality of the landscape 
is determined by the viewer (it is ‘in the eye of the beholder’). 
The expert approach used here focuses primarily on the form of the landscape and can there-
fore be seen as a formal aesthetic approach 4. The psychological, psychophysical and phenom-
enological approaches are complementary to this, but have been excluded to promote work-
ability in this study (Ervin and Steinitz, 2003).
10.3.2 Scale-dependent description
Physiognomic landscape mapping is scale dependent (Vroom, 1986; Litton et al., 1974; Granö, 
1929). It is important for the defi nition of the scope, grain-size and level of abstraction of the anal-
ysis. This aspect of scale refers to the size of the object under investigation. Scale is also important 
to the psychology of space (space conceptions). It has an important infl uence on how humans treat 
spatial information, and as a consequence several scale classes of space exist relative to the human 
body: e.g. small-scale, middle-scale and large-scale spaces. (Montello, 1993; Mark, 1993). So de-
pending on their scale, certain systems of elements and spatial relations – relative size, shape and 
diversity – are explained and classifi ed (Tversky, 2007). This aspect refers to the scale of analysis.
A unit as described in this study, contains three interrelated levels of space and involves three 
levels of perception: the provincial unit, the landscape unit and the spatio-visual unit, each with 
its own scope. The spatio-visual unit is apprehended from a single perspective (e.g. viewable 
area). The landscape unit is apprehended by locomotion, but spatial relationships can still be 
apprehended (e.g. line-of-sight). Spatial relationships within the provincial unit cannot be di-
rectly observed but must be constructed over time from movement through the region. These 
units share a hierarchical relationship with one another, and each has its own associated meth-
od of physiognomic landscape mapping. The connection between landscape, mapping method 
and the scale is summarised in the chart below. See fi gure 2. 
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In order to address the morphology of the visual landscape a distinction is made between the 
description of the form of the landscape (physical space) and the description of the appearance 
of the landscape (visible space). This is necessary because the physical space is not the same as 
the visible space. In other words, the landscape is different on the map from what it is in real 
life (Psarra, 2009; Rowe, 1976). The appearance is the way the landscape appears to the ob-
server. In addition to form, other conditions related to visual observation also play a role in this 
regard, such as: position of the observer (altitude, proximity and angular size of the objects), 
viewing direction and atmospheric conditions (e.g. contrast threshold) (Duntley, 1948; Nicolai, 
1971; Antrop, 2007). These aspects determine which forms can ultimately be observed. In ad-
dition, there are GISc-based principles available that are very suitable for analysing these two 
types of space: the physical space (form) and visible space (appearance).
landscape unit
spatio-visual unit
provincial unit
I Form (shape) of the landscape (physical space: grid based methods):
1 degree of openness (provincial unit)
2 proportion and size of open space (landscape unit)
3 classification of spatial form (spatio-visual unit)
II Appearance of the landscape (visible space: viewshed based methods):
4 visible space (spatio-visual unit)
5 visual urbanisation amd cluttering (all units)
Figure 2
The connection between landscape, mapping method and the scale
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The physiognomic landscape approach as described is elucidated further based on the follow-
ing fi ve themes:
• Degree of openness;
• Proportion and size of open space;
• Classifi cation of spatial form; 
• Visible space;
• Visual urbanisation and cluttering.
1 0 . 4   D E G R E E  O F  O P E N N E S S
The visual landscape consists of many visible expressions that together constitute the image 
of the landscape (landschapsbeeld). This turns the job of bringing order to them into a seem-
ingly impossible task. Nevertheless, there are certain visual concepts that make it possible to 
systematically name and sort the landscape images using indicators. In Ode et al. (2008) nine 
visual concepts were identifi ed which together characterise the visual landscape. These were: 
complexity, coherence, disturbance, stewardship, imageability, visual scale, naturalness, his-
toricity, and ephemera (Tveit et al., 2006). Because of the aims of this study and the available 
GISc-based analysis techniques, indicators of visual scale were used. Indicators of visual scale 
describe landscape rooms (perceptual units) in relation to their size, shape and diversity, and 
the degree of openness in the landscape (Ode et al., 2008; Piket et al., 1987). 
The degree of openness is directly related to landscape preferences and is therefore an impor-
tant indicator (Hanyu, 2000; Nasar et al., 1983). Explanations for that can be found in Apple-
ton’s prospect-refuge theory (Appleton, 1975) where prospect (openness) is used to describe 
the degree to which the environment provides an overview. This is related to the habitat theory 
which links aesthetic pleasure to fulfi lment of biological need (Ode et al., 2008). Mystery, as put 
forward by Kaplan and Kaplan (1989), “describes the degree to which a viewer is drawn into a 
landscape by the intrigue of what lies ahead, which in turn is related to the ability of the viewer 
to see the landscape and hence a function of openness” (Tveit et al., 2006). However, landscape 
openness has a very low correlation with scenic beauty. So protection of open space through 
monitoring and management are largely unrelated to scenic beauty per se (Palmer, 1996).
The degree of openness can be understood as a derivative of patterns of screens and volumes 
in the landscape. In this regard, openness is an integrated concept. Each landscape room has 
its own characteristic open/closed ratio. This makes it possible to characterise landscapes ac-
cording to their degree of openness (Buitenhuis et al., 1986; Dijkstra and Lith-Kranendonk, 
2000). From the perspective of landscape physiognomy, open space is present where elements 
such as trees, houses, dikes etc. (visual limits) that rise above the observer’s eye level are absent 
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throughout a specifi c surface area. In other words, openness is present where the landscape is 
‘empty’ or ‘open’ (De Veer, 1977). One method for measuring openness is the grid landscape 
survey 5. This method has been applied to the landscape of Noord-Holland on the scale of the 
province (provincial unit). 
10.4.1  Grid landscape survey: measuring openness 
The goal of the analysis is to visualise and quantify physiognomic landscape space, mapping 
the degree of openness using a grid landscape survey (Buitenhuis et al., 1986; Palmer and 
Roos-Klein Lankhorst, 1998;  Dijkstra and Lith-Kranendonk, 2000). In doing so, GIS was used 
to quantify and visualise the open/closed ratio by using a horizontal grid of 500 x 500 metres 
squares over the landscape. This is based on the notion that characteristic elements of a land-
scape can be recognised within a distance of 500 metres  (Van der Ham and Iding, 1971; Van 
der Ham et al., 1970). A recently prepared digital topographic map at a scale of 1:10,000 (TO-
P10NL, 2009) was employed to achieve accurate results. For the calculations, all items selected 
for the legend were those that were higher than eye-level (including ascending elements, 
buildings, trees and/or shrubbery) based on the defi nitions of the Topographical Service of the 
Land Registry (Topografi sche Dienst Kadaster). This selection was corrected where necessary 
based on recent aerial photography and fi eld visits. GIS was then used to automatically cal-
culate the contents of each grid cell to determine how many, and which, ascending elements 
are present. The results were classifi ed by degree of openness using a classifi cation method 
developed and tested by Palmer (1996) and Dijkstra and Lith-Kranendonk (2000). The result-
ing maps show the degree of openness and the character of the space defi ning elements. See 
fi gures 3 and 4.
10.4.2 Extremes in size of open spaces in the landscape
The landscape of the Province of Noord-Holland is characterised by degree of openness (size 
and proportion of open space). See fi gures 3 and 4. From large, open areas in the Wieringer-
meer and Schermer areas to small-size closed areas with lots of green, space defi ning elements, 
including Het Gooi and areas with an urban character. The landscape policy of the Province of 
Noord-Holland is aimed at preserving the characteristics of the landscape. The degree of open-
ness and the associated extremes are important policy issues in this respect. Research into the 
degree of openness shows that the diversity in size is decreasing. There is currently a general 
trend towards the creation of mid-size spaces (Piket et al., 1987; Dijkstra and Lith-Kranendonk, 
2000). The province’s large-size, characteristic open spaces are under threat from encroaching 
densifi cation. This has a levelling effect on the characteristic differences in open spaces that 
contribute to the identity of the various landscape units. It follows that areas with a very open 
character need special protection from advancing visual densifi cation. Based on this under-
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Figure 3
Degree of openness
Very open
Open
Moderately open
Enclosed
Very enclosed
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Figure 4
Character of the space defi ning elements
No space defi ning elements
Very low level of built-up area and/or vegetation
Low level of built-up area and/or vegetation
Moderate level built-up area and/or vegetation
High level of vegetation, moderate level of built-up area
High level of built-up area and vegetation
High level of built-up area
Very high level of built-up area and vegetation
Very high level of built-up area
Mass: very high level of built-up area and vegetation
Mass: very high level of built-up area
Mass: very high level of vegetation (wood)
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standing, provincial planning policy offers protection from this densifi cation in the largest and 
most substantial of the open spaces in the province. These particular open spaces were desig-
nated as a result of a political process based on this analysis. See fi gure 5.
1 0 . 5  P R O P O R T I O N  A N D  S I Z E  O F  O P E N  S PA C E 
As mentioned before, landscape classifi cation is an important element in the present spatial 
quality assessment framework of the province. In addition, there is a wide variety of landscape 
units in the province, each with its own characteristics in degree of openness. The size and pro-
portion of open spaces within the landscape units is an important variable in describing land-
scape identity (Farjon et al., 1999; Dijkstra et al., 1997). Based on this notion, it makes sense to 
analyse and describe the characteristic open/closed ratio for each landscape unit. This direct 
link with the existing landscape classifi cation makes a qualitative interpretation of the concept 
of openness possible on the level of the landscape unit. The form of the landscape is thus not 
only described in terms of spatial structure or development, but also in terms of characteristic 
degree of openness. Different landscape classifi cations can be used, but the types described 
in the Policy Framework for Landscape and Cultural History have been chosen in order to link 
directly to provincial policy. See fi gure 6.
10.5.1 Quantification of openness by landscape units
The goal is to visualise and quantify the degree of openness at the level of the landscape unit. 
The grid analysis of the entire province as described above served as the basis for this work. Us-
ing GISc-based overlay techniques, the results of the individual landscapes were assigned and ag-
gregated. The resulting degree of openness and change could then be determined for each type 
of landscape (Dijkstra et al., 1997). As a derivative of the openness analysis that covers the entire 
province, this method allows the characteristic openness for each landscape to be identifi ed. It 
provides a valuable tool for describing landscape units more precisely and for future monitoring 
purposes. By determining the increase or decrease in differences in openness, it is possible to 
see whether landscapes are becoming more homogeneous or heterogeneous. The result of this 
analysis is a diagram that shows the openness classes for each landscape unit. See fi gure 7.
10.5.2 Landscapes with the largest degree of openness
In the quantitative description it is striking that reclaimed land (aandijkingenlandschap) can 
be classifi ed as a landscape unit with the largest degree of openness and that ice-pushed ridges 
(stuwwallenlandschap) are the landscapes with the lowest degree of openness. Also other 
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Reclaimed landscape
Lake-bed polder landscape
Young dune landscape
Boulder clay deposit landscape
Old sea clay landscape
Beach barrier landscape
Ice-pushed ridge landscape
Peat polder landscape
Peat river landscape
Very open
Open
1. Wieringermeer-district
2. Low Holland
3. Green Heart
3
2
1
Figure 5
Policy protected open areas 
Figure 6
Landscape classifi cation of Noord-Holland (source: Province of Noord-Holland)
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landscape units have a high degree of openness, such as peat polder landscapes (veenpol-
derlandschap), lake-bed polder landscapes (droogmakerijenlandschap), boulder clay deposit 
landscapes (keileemlandschap) and young dune landscapes (jonge duinlandschap). So, there 
are relatively many open landscapes, but they vary widely in terms of composition and appear-
ance. Although it is generally possible to characterise landscape units in terms of openness, 
the difference in form and appearance of the space within the chosen landscape unit makes it 
diffi cult to use openness alone in a qualitative sense. This may be problematic, especially at a 
lower level of scale because this description covers aspects of space having to do with patterns, 
whereas structural aspects of the area are the ultimate determiners. A lower level of scale, the 
level of the spatio-visual unit, provides better opportunities for analysing and describing struc-
tural, three-dimensional aspects of the landscape (Wassink, 1999; Vroom, 1986). Taking these 
limits into consideration, policy that is geared toward ensuring the characteristic openness for 
open landscape units should be based on qualitative requirements with regard to densifi cation 
(buildings and afforestation). Further study into the relationship between the degree of open-
ness and the form and appearance of the space will be essential: classifi cation of the spatial 
form is an important theme.
Peat polder landscape
Peat river landscape
Ice-pushed ridge landscape
Beach barrier landscape
Old sea clay landscape
Boulder clay deposit landscape
Lake-bed polder landscape
Young dune landscape
Reclaimed landscape
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very enclosed
Enclosed
Moderately open
Open
Very open
Figure 7
Differences and stratifi cation of openness within the landscape units
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As mentioned previously, openness may be considered to be a derivative of landscape elements, 
which function as surfaces, screens and volumes. In this regard it is important to ascertain 
whether these landscape elements also act as space-defi ning elements (spatial boundaries). 
Spatial boundaries include all linear and two-dimensional landscape elements that reach above 
eye level. These may be hedgerows or woods, wooded banks, ribbon developments, villages, 
towns, cities and dikes. The natural terrain also plays a role in giving form to space: areas that 
are relatively higher than the surroundings afford views. The location, orientation and density 
of the elements that function as spatial boundaries determine the openness of the landscape. 
This is why openness must also be described in terms of the composition of the spatial elements 
as well. The key to doing so is to classify the spatio-visual units according to the spatial form in 
each individual landscape (Wassink, 1999; Curdes, 1993; Thiel, 1961). The spatial form is then 
described based on the spaces (size and form) as they are determined by the spatial bounda-
ries.
10.6.1 Determining the form of space
There is no reliable and workable GISc-based method for analysing categories of spatial form. 
Clues can be found in e.g. Patch-analyst (McGarigal and Marks, 1994), but this needs further 
research. Expert judgment has therefore been used. This is based on cartographic research, 
interpretation of aerial photography, fi eld visits and Street View imagery (Google Earth, 2009). 
Space can thus be designated at the level of the spatio-visual unit. The primary resource was 
the digital topographic map at a scale of 1:10,000 (TOP10NL, 2009), which also served as the 
basis for a map of the entire province showing spatial categories. See fi gure 8.
It is possible to classify spatial form according to a number of different classifi cations. The clas-
sifi cation and description of Wassink (1999) is used here by analogy. This is based on the work 
of Thiel (1961), McCluskey (1979) and Curdes (1993). Wassink arrives at fi ve spatial types, see 
fi gure 9:
• Fully confi ned spaces;
• Bilaterally confi ned spaces (on two sides);
• Divided spaces;
• Continuous spaces;
• No space, mass.
Fully confi ned spaces have boundaries on all sides. This means that they are turned inward; they 
encourage restfulness. The essence of fully confi ned spaces is that there is an ‘inside’ and an 
‘outside’, and that the boundary between inside and outside is unambiguous. Fully confi ned 
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fully confined spaces
bilaterally confined spaces (on two sides)
divides spaces
continuous spaces
no space, mass
Figure 8
The form (shape) of space in the landscape of Noord-Holland
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spaces are also called Static Spaces or Space-contained (Thiel, 1961; McClusky, 1979). An exam-
ple of this is the reclaimed land in the Beemster polder.
Bilaterally confi ned spaces are characterised by being elongated. The beginning and end of the 
space can often not be seen from a single position. These spaces encourage movement and 
therefore an outward orientation. The boundary between inside and outside is fi xed in its 
width but not in its length. Bilaterally confi ned spaces are also known as Dynamic Spaces (Thiel, 
1961). An example of this is the reclaimed land in the Wijde Wormer polder. 
Divided spaces are characterised by the space being divided into two sections. There is no inside 
or outside: space exists on either side of the spatial elements. This space is bordered on just one 
side. Divided spaces are also known as einseitig gefaßte Räume (Curdes, 1993). An example is the 
landscape around the Schermerhorn peat polder.
The hallmark of continuous space is that spatial elements do not confi ne the space. Any land-
scape elements present exist as separate elements in a continuous space. Continuous space is 
also known as Vagues or diffuser Raum (Thiel, 1961; Curdes, 1993). Polarised spaces known as 
Space attracted can develop around the individual volumes. An example of this is the area west 
of Alkmaar in the polder landscape / barrier dune and plains landscape.
Finally, certain situations may be distinguished where there is no space, but mass. An example 
of this is a landscape that is covered with forest. This is of course also dependent on the organi-
fully confined spaces bilaterally confined spaces (on two sides)divides spaces
continuous spaces no space, mass
Figure 9
The classifi cation of spatial form
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sational level at which the landscape is considered. Looking at the forest in detail may reveal 
paths and open spaces. Examples can be found in the woodlands of Het Gooi; the lateral mo-
raine landscape. 
10.6.2 Spatial form as structural carrier
This detailed classifi cation of spaces within a landscape unit is a useful way of identifying open-
ness more precisely and arriving at a qualitative description of openness. In this respect spatial 
form is a vehicle to describe, analyse and map the landscape formed by the composition of sur-
faces, screens and volumes and the resulting spaces. We consider the spatial form as the struc-
tural carrier of openness: the spatio-visual structure. The character of an open space could then 
be described in terms of the shape, size and extent of the visual space. This would make it pos-
sible to explain and describe the relationship between the degree of openness and the form of 
the space. These spatial units could then be used as a basis for continued spatial development. 
The spatio-visual structure of the landscape can thus be safeguarded (or expressly ignored) 
when designing new housing tracts, ecological developments etc. In the province of Noord-
Holland the way landscape space is managed has certainly become an important guiding prin-
ciple when it comes to discussing and assessing plans for spatial development.
1 0 . 7   V I S U A L  S PA C E 
Visual space is the way the landscape appears to the observer. As previously discussed, visual 
space is something quite different from physical space. Not only the three-dimensional aspects 
of space play a role in visual space; other conditions related to visual observation are also 
involved, such as: the position of the observer (altitude, proximity and angular size of the ob-
jects), the viewing direction and the atmospheric conditions (e.g. contrast threshold) (Duntley, 
1947; Nicolai, 1971; Antrop, 2007). These aspects determine which shapes are actually ob-
served.  The observer’s position is an important factor in methods for analysing the appearance 
of the landscape. Space appears to the observer in various ways. Dijkstra (1991) distinguishes 
three ways of analysing the appearance of space to the observer:
• Analysis from observation points;
• Analysis from routes;
• Analysis from areas.
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Viewsheds are a valuable method for analysing the appearance of a space in its current or in a 
future appearance. Viewsheds make it possible to portray a landscape objectively from the per-
spective of the viewer (Tandy, 1967; Lynch, 1976; Smardon, et al., 1986).
10.7.1 Viewsheds: measuring visibility
The goal is to analyse and portray the appearance and visibility of physiognomic landscape 
space. A GISc-based viewshed method may be used for this purpose, in which the observer’s 
fi eld of vision can be analysed from many different angles (Llobera, 1996 and 2003; Fischer, 
1995 and 1996). The visual landscape can be analysed from observation points covering the 
entire 360 degrees of the viewing circle or any part thereof. The visible portion of the view-
ing circle is therefore calculated. The part that is immediately visible to an observer is called 
the breadth of view, or viewshed. See fi gure 10. Viewing angle, viewing distance and eye level 
(viewing height) may all be set as variables in the analysis. The following assumptions were 
used: a viewing height of 1.60 metres above ground level and a viewing angle of 360 degrees 
(the entire viewing circle). The stereographic viewing limit is 1,200 metres; this means that 
an observer can perceive depth up to 1,200 metres. Beyond this distance everything merges 
together (Van der Ham and Iding, 1971; Nicolai, 1971; Antrop, 2007). The maximum visual 
range depends on atmospheric circumstances and is referred to as the meteorological optical 
range 6. To put it more precisely, the visual range of objects in the landscape depends on: the 
apparent contrast between the object and its background, the angular size of the object, its 
shape and vertical area, the contrast threshold at the level of luminance (type of day), the con-
ditions and techniques of observing and, the eyelevel and related curvature of the earth (Dunt-
1. Acquisition of accurate topographic 
data includes heights and terrain heights
(DEM)
2. Construction of a Digital Landscape
Model by combining 3D topographic data 
and DEM
3. GIS-based Viewshed analysis 
(360° at eye level)
Figure 10
Principle of the viewshed analysis
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ley, 1948; Middleton, 1952). It is possible to carry out the analysis from individual positions 
(viewsheds), from routes (incremental viewsheds) and/or areas (cumulative viewsheds). See 
boxes 1, 2 and 3 for examples of application.
To achieve reliable results, an accurate digital barrier model was constructed consisting of 
a digital elevation model (DEM) combined with topographic data. This is based on a high-
resolution elevation model, the Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (AHN-1, 1997-2003), which 
is precise to about 15 centimetres per square metre. The DEM’s density, distribution and 
planimetric accuracy is such that topographic objects with a size of two by two metres can be 
identifi ed clearly and with a maximum deviation of 50 centimetres (AHN, 2010). The model 
has been supplemented with recent topographic data: the digital topographic map at a scale 
of 1:10,000 (TOP10NL, 2009). All legend items were selected that were higher than eye-level 
(including ascending elements, buildings and trees and/or shrubbery) based on the defi nitions 
of the Topographical Service of the Land Registry. The resulting digital landscape model (DLM) 
or barrier model was corrected using recent aerial photographs, fi eld visits and Street View 
imagery (Google Earth, 2009). The viewshed analysis results were tested for reliability through 
fi eld visits and photos.
10.7.2 Visual effects on the landscape image (landschapsbeeld)
The viewshed method can be used to simulate the physiognomic space visible to the observer. 
The observer’s position plays a crucial role and fi eld of vision or visibility can be analysed from 
specifi c points, routes and areas. This makes it possible to analyse and describe the way in 
which the landscape appears to the observer on the scale of the spatio-visual unit. Also, future 
interventions can be assessed based on their visual impact as part of a visual impact assess-
ment. The policy of the province of Noord-Holland now requires that explicit attention must 
be paid to the visual impact of the intervention in addition to the requisite Visual Quality Plan 
(Province of Noord-Holland, 2010a). An example of such a Visual Impact Report with regard to 
the physiognomic landscape approach is the Quickscan on the visual impact of the landscape 
plan Bergen (Quickscan visuele effecten landschapsplan binnenduingebied Bergen) (Nijhuis, 
2010a), see also box 1. 
1 0 . 8   V I S U A L  U R B A N I S AT I O N  A N D  C L U T T E R I N G
The term ‘visual urbanisation’ is used when the city, and related objects like wind turbines and 
communication towers are visible from non-urban areas. Strictly speaking, visual urbanisation 
is the process that creates this visibility, but the term is often used to signify the result of this 
process (De Veer, 1978). Cluttering is a concept that is closely related to visual urbanisation. 
Box 1 Quikscan on the visual impact of the landscape plan Bergen
Spatial interventions in the landscape 
usually have a signifi cant infl uence on the 
landscape image (landschapsbeeld). By 
portraying these effects systematically 
and transparently, it is possible to make 
informed choices that promote spatial 
quality. A visual impact assessment is 
a tool that can be used to reliably map 
the visual impact of planned spatial 
interventions.  This has also been done 
for the landscape interventions proposed 
in the Visual Quality Plan for Bergen and 
the associated development plan as an 
application of the policy described in the 
Structural Concept of Noord-Holland 2040 
and the Policy Framework for Landscape 
and Cultural History. The Quickscan on the 
visual impact of the landscape plan Bergen 
(Quickscan visuele effecten landschapsplan 
binnenduingebied Bergen) (Nijhuis, 2010a) 
follows the methodology as described in 
this chapter and addresses the following 
themes: scale extremes in the landscape, 
the characteristic open/closed ratio, the 
space and the visibility/perception of the 
space. Cumulative and individual viewsheds 
were applied in order to measure the 
visual impact of the proposed development 
respectively, shown in the map and chart. 
See fi gure 11.
Summary of the results
The visual impact assessment shows a 
densifi cation of 3.5% (total of approx. 54 ha). 
The majority of the densifi cation (approx. 49 
ha) is due to foliage: bushes and trees. In 
this sense there is hardly any petrifaction 
because most new construction is covered 
or shielded by greenery and the number 
of red elements is relatively small (approx. 
5 ha). The character of the open area also 
changes: agrarian pasture largely makes 
way for natural grassland, which has a 
signifi cant infl uence on the perception of 
the landscape. The new arrangement of the 
landscape means that the characteristic 
continuous space is transformed into 
a number of fully confi ned spaces. 
Correspondingly, the proposed density 
serves to decrease the relative openness 
by 108 ha (approx. 4%), which means that 
the spatio-visual characteristics of the area 
are signifi cantly impacted as shown on the 
map and diagram. The characterisation of 
the open space changes from a ‘varied open 
space with distant vistas’ into a ‘uniform 
open space without views’.
Figure 11
Visual impact analysis using cumulative viewsheds (maps) and individual viewsheds (charts)
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It has to do with the deterioration of the landscape (Hoogbergen, 2008; Boersma and Kuiper, 
2006). Cluttering occurs when elements in the landscape such as housing (high-rise and low-
rise), greenhouses, industrial estates, wind turbines, etc. are perceived to be disturbing (Van 
der Wulp, 2009; Boersma and Kuiper, 2006; Roos-Klein Lankhorst, et al. 2002). Nevertheless 
it must also be stated that buildings, urban boundaries, high-rises and elements such as wind 
turbines can contribute positively to the identity of the landscape and its orientation in space 
and time (as long as they are thoughtfully designed and positioned). Visual urbanisation of the 
landscape can therefore be perceived positively and negatively. The cluttering of urban bound-
aries (Burrough et al, 1982; Nicolai, 1971), the allocation of high-rise buildings ( Rød and Van 
der Meer, 2009) and the positioning of wind turbines (State Advisor for Landscape, 2007) are 
therefore important issues that require extra diligence. Mapping the visual impact using sound 
simulation techniques is a notable principle in this regard (see e.g. Smardon, et al., 1986; The 
Landscape Institute, 2003).
10.8.1 Appearance of visual urbanisation 
Areas exhibiting visual urbanisation generally have an open character and are located near 
cities or in metropolitan areas. These are often agricultural areas, open water or other natural 
expanses. The amount of visual urbanisation in the province of Noord-Holland is increasing. 
Reasons for this include increasing physical urbanisation (intrusion, i.e. lengthening of urban 
boundaries), and especially, changes to the structure of the city and its boundaries. Growing 
numbers of wind turbines are also being installed. The visual urbanisation of the landscape is 
generally regarded as undesirable, although there are signifi cant differences of opinion on this 
topic, depending on the nature and extent of the elements involved and contextual considera-
tions of the landscape (Van der Wulp, 2009; Thayer, 1994). Results from environment-reliant 
research emphasise the resistance to ‘seeing the city in the landscape’ (Roos-Klein Lankhorst et 
al. 2002; Coeterier, 2000). Other studies show that high-rise buildings and urban boundaries 
can play a role in defi ning the identity of areas (e.g. urban parks), or that they can function as 
landmarks. Think of the acclaimed ribbon villages that are such an integrated element in the 
polders, or of historic townscapes. They can make a positive contribution to the landscape in 
terms of identity and its orientation in space and time as long as they are thoughtfully designed 
and positioned. When visual urbanisation has a negative effect on the appreciation of the land-
scape, various forms of shielding can be considered (such as greenery), but again this must be 
diligently designed. 
There are several methods available for analysing visual urbanisation or the city’s sphere of 
visual infl uence (see e.g. The Landscape Institute, 2003; Burrough et al., 1982; Nicolai, 1971). 
See also chapter twelve for an example. Criteria applied include type, height, (vertical) size 
and location of buildings, the degree of openness of the surrounding landscape, the terrain and 
Box 2 High-rise buildings in the province of Noord-Holland
High-rise buildings have a signifi cant visual 
impact in the province of Noord-Holland 
due to the open character of the landscape 
(Nijhuis, 2009, 2010b). The taller and larger 
the buildings, the greater the impact. This 
does not mean that high-rise developments 
are undesirable or impossible. High-rise 
buildings can function as markers for 
certain areas, thus serving as landmarks 
similar to prominent church towers, 
smokestacks etc. High-rise buildings can 
play an important role in the landscape as 
a point of orientation in time and space. 
They can also bolster the identity of a 
landscape. They especially reinforce the 
character of urban parks when located 
at their edges; these parks function as 
regional landscape parks with an emphasis 
on recreational use. Examples of areas 
where this is the case include Amstelscheg 
in the Arena area, Omval, the Zuidas 
business district, parts of Waterland, the 
southern part of Laag Holland, etc. Coastal 
high-rise development can also serve as 
a landmark, as is the case in Zandvoort. 
See fi gure 12. High-rise buildings can 
therefore make a positive contribution to 
the character of the landscape as long as 
suffi cient consideration has been given to 
the location and design of the development. 
High-rise buildings do not always positively 
impact their surroundings, after all. High-
rise buildings are likely to have a negative 
effect on the appreciation of landscapes 
in areas lacking a metropolitan character, 
such as in the northern part of Noord-
Holland and in the Schermer, Beemster 
and Zeevang areas. The study on Hoogbouw 
in Noord-Holland (high-rise in Noord-
Holland) was used for locations and height 
(Zandbelt&Vandenberg, 2008). See also 
chapter twelve.
1
1-3
3-6 High Building Clusters
Figure 12
Visibility of high-rise in Noord-Holland (now and in the future)
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Box 3 Visibility of wind turbines
The number of wind turbines in the 
Netherlands is increasing rapidly and the 
turbines themselves keep getting larger. 
There is a great deal of enthusiasm for this 
method of generating power, but criticism 
is also on the rise. One sees windmills 
looming in the landscape seemingly 
willy-nilly. It requires us to pause and 
ask ourselves what this means for our 
landscape. The cluttering and degradation 
of openness are important themes. The 
latest wind turbines have totally different 
dimensions than we are accustomed to. 
They are much taller and they generate 
more power. This not only presents 
opportunities but also threats. This jump 
in scale requires us to refl ect on the 
consequences that these new wind turbines 
will have on the visual landscape, the 
spatial framework and the wind turbines 
that are currently in use (a large part of 
which are due to be replaced in the years 
to come). It is therefore crucial to develop 
policies for wind turbines that take the 
landscape into account. Design research 
and research-by-design will be invaluable 
for determining the best locations for 
wind turbines and for establishing zones 
that are apparently turbine-free. As the 
example illustrates, research methodology 
into visual effects can play a vital role. 
The image shows the current situation. 
The visibility of the 68 wind turbines in 
the extract has been mapped according to 
mast height and power generating capacity. 
This results in turbine visibility of 98,564 
ha (47.3% of the extract, excluding large 
bodies of water). Design exercises show 
that this fi gure can be greatly reduced by 
careful placement of new wind turbines 
in conjunction with the replacement or 
removal of the current generation of wind 
turbines (Uum et al., 2010). See Figure 13.
Figure 13
Visibility of wind turbines
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the maximum distance (threshold) where the buildings can still be clearly perceived. As part of 
this study, a GISc-based viewshed analysis was applied to two examples (Nijhuis, 2009, 2010b; 
Uum et al., 2010); see also Box 2 and 3. 
10.8.2 Visual urbanisation as a design brief
Urban boundaries and high-rises can contribute to the identity of the landscape and to its 
orientation in space and time (as long as they are thoughtfully designed and located). The 
cluttering of urban boundaries is an important issue that needs special attention. High-rise 
development is a hot topic and the subject of on-going research. In this regard it is important 
that any proposals for high-rise buildings are analysed using scientifi cally sound simulations to 
determine their visual impact. The examples demonstrate that the viewshed method can be a 
useful analytical tool, making it especially valuable when it comes to preserving highly sensi-
tive open landscapes from visual urbanisation and cluttering. At the same time, and especially 
in urban areas, high-rise buildings can bolster the character of a given area and its orientation 
in space and time. When these kinds of interventions are mapped out, real-world options can 
be discussed and visual urbanisation becomes a true design brief. 
1 0 . 9  I N  CO N C L U S I O N 
The Province of Noord-Holland can serve as an interesting case study of how regional authori-
ties deal with matters of spatial quality in landscape policy. Besides the use of other landscape 
value types (e.g. biophysical, socio-economic-technical, and political) in landscape charac-
terisation and monitoring, the implementation of the physiognomic landscape framework de-
scribed here offered the Province of Noord-Holland a hands-on approach to elaborate aspects 
of spatial quality, such as openness. It illustrates that the application of GISc-based methods 
and techniques in combination with expert knowledge offers governmental authorities new 
policy instruments and practical landscape assessment and monitoring tools. 
As we have seen, the Province of Noord-Holland attaches great importance to spatial quality. 
The parameters for the Policy Framework for Landscape and Cultural History are formed by the 
current landscape when it comes to new developments, preservation and modernisation. The 
province is using this principle to create a new set of tools to ensure landscape quality. Research 
into the visual effects (e.g. openness) of the changing use of the landscape can have a major 
impact on the way judgments are formed on this topic, both by government authorities and by 
members of the public who are involved in the process in one way or another. The use of GISc-
based methods and techniques provides added value because, on the one hand, it promotes an 
transparent and systematic approach to problems, facilitates analysis of large amounts of data 
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and paves the way for a smooth exchange of knowledge (resource for design, planning and 
policy). On the other hand, it makes it possible to visualise research results in a variety of ways 
(presentation tool). This latter factor is exceptionally valuable as a tool in the public debate on 
spatial quality especially because of its descriptive, rather then normative, nature.
The scale-dependent description of the visual landscape proved to be useful because it organ-
ises the scientifi c knowledge available in relation to the GISc-based methods and techniques. 
Although the physiognomic landscape framework as applied is composed of methods and 
techniques rooted in a wide variety of (international) scientifi c research, there are of course 
some considerations for the further development of the methodology. Due to its applicability, 
the methodology as presented is primarily a formal, aesthetic approach and it could be easily 
complemented by psychological, psychophysical and phenomenological approaches. Most of 
the research used to compose the methodology, however, is founded in empirical research (e.g. 
the openness map legend). The accuracy of the datasets used can be tested more accurately by 
making use of questionnaires completed by laypeople, rather than depending solely on the as-
sessment of experts. 
The provincial policy (and especially the assessment of new plans in rural areas) is unprec-
edented in the area of the administrative preservation of spatial quality and the encouragement 
of the same. The province is a true pioneer in the way it has envisaged its self-imposed respon-
sibility for spatial quality. Until today, assessments like these were reserved for municipalities 
when they were assessing building permit applications under the auspices of the Housing Act. 
In the current period of deregulation, this provincial assessment can be considered to be a 
counter-movement. Time will tell if these kinds of assessments will truly lead to widespread 
support for spatial quality, which is why this is so very important from a nationwide perspective 
but also in a European context. By adequately visualising landscape interventions, the debate is 
opened up to a wide audience, which is a prerequisite for societal involvement.
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N OT E S
[1]  The text of the European Landscape Convention was adopted by the Committee of Ministers in July 2000 and came into force 1 
March 2004. For an overview of European landscape policies see Wascher, 2000 and Antrop, 2007.
[2] This is also the purpose of the Cooperation Agenda for an Attractive Netherlands (Samenwerkingsagenda Mooi Nederland) 
(VROM, et al., 2007) and the Structural Concept for the Motorway Environment ‘A good view of the Netherlands’ (Structuur-
visie voor de Snelwegomgeving ‘Zicht op mooi Nederland’) (VROM, 2008) which are integral parts of the Governmental policy on 
landscape.
[3] The chapter is partly based on: Nijhuis, 2008, 2009; Province of Noord-Holland, 2010a, 2010b.
[4] Although this is an expert-approach intrinsic variables that were used for a landscape perception validation are used.
[5] An overview of methods and techniques is provided in the introductory chapter of this book.
[6] Research from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KMNI) shows that the meteorological optical range varies from 
nearly zero up to several tens of kilometres. However, the ranges of 12 kilometres (50%), 20 kilometres (25%) and 28 kilome-
tres (10%) are typical for Dutch circumstances. See also chapter twelve on this matter.
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1 1 . 1  I N T R O D U CT I O N
Motorway design is not merely a matter of pure functionalism. Naturally, its main purpose is to 
accommodate effi cient transportation to and from a large number of places. However, aesthetic 
aspects and landscaping are historically also connected to infrastructure design.
Especially in the early days of motorway construction, much attention was paid to how it could 
fi t in with the existing landscape. From time immemorial, people have enjoyed travelling, not 
in the least because of panoramic views from the road. It can hardly be a coincidence that the 
relationship between road design and landscaping goes back such a long time (for some in-
ternational references, see: Appleyard, Lynch, and Myer, 1964; CPRE, 1971; Enis et al., 1973; 
FHWA, 1990; Jellicoe, 1958; and for the Netherlands, see Anoniem, 1971; Het Nederlandse 
Wegencongres, 1964; Landinrichtingsdienst, 1991; Overdijkink, 1941).
US and German motorways are often referred to as examples of design combined with land-
scaping, and can be traced back to the visual language of English landscape gardening of the 
18th century (Jellicoe, 1958). These types of motorway networks often offer the combined 
experience of a fast route to certain destinations and beautiful scenery along the way. In the 
United States, examples are the motorways in the North American landscape that run to and 
from National Parks. Jellicoe (1958) even classifi ed the design of these motorways as one of the 
M A A R T E N  P I E K ,  N I E L S  S O R E L ,  M A N O N  VA N  M I D D E L K O O P
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three great North American contributions to modern landscapes (the other two being National 
Parks and the comprehensive landscape). Today, US motorways are still considered as gate-
ways to the North American landscape experience. The US National Scenic Byways Program 
expresses this promotional role most vividly 1. 
In Germany, much planning effort has gone into providing travellers with a good sense of the 
landscape that surrounds them (Jellicoe, 1958). Instead of providing the shortest connection 
between two points, German motorways were designed to form the most elegant connection 
possible. The country’s main economic centres were connected directly to nearby cities, while 
motorways connecting to other main centres passed through open landscapes (Rekitte, 2003).
In the Netherlands, attention was also paid to integrating motorways into the landscape. In 1915, 
the then Minister of Water Management, Cornelis Lely, appointed the Department for Dutch Na-
ture Reserve Management (Staatsbosbeheer) as an advisory body for motorway design. Its main 
tasks were to ensure unity in design, and to integrate aesthetic values into the design process. At 
this time, Dutch architect A.H. Wegerif also pointed out the aesthetic and idealistic values of mo-
torways. Wegerif wanted an advisory committee to be set up, consisting of aestheticians, compa-
rable to today’s Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment, which advises on build-
ing aesthetics.  In 1933, such an advisory committee, named Roads in the Landscape (De Weg in 
het Landschap (WIL)) was set up by a private organisation called De Bond Heemschut, to preserve 
Dutch cultural heritage. Its task was to promote good landscape design around the Dutch road 
network, and to improve the already spoiled road landscapes (Meurs, 2003). 
Infl uenced by the Department of Roads of Staatsbosbeheer and the WIL committee, the arche-
typical Dutch motorway was created: a straight line that runs through man-made landscapes, 
lined with regional vegetation, spatially grafted onto the environment by means of landscape 
design (Meurs 2003: 423).
The advice of Staatsbosbeheer to the Dutch Directorate-General for Public Works and Water 
Management was not free of obligations. In the years that followed, it became more and more 
diffi cult to maintain a certain measure of unity in the design of the Dutch motorways. Due to 
reorganisations at Staatsbosbeheer, the centrally organised Department of Roads was disman-
tled and its tasks redistributed to regionally organised offi ces of the Directorate-General for 
Public Works and Water Management. To bring motorway design back on track, the then Min-
ister of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, Tineke Netelenbos, set up a special 
professorship in the ‘The aesthetics of mobility’ and awarded this chair to architect Francine 
Houben. Francine Houben tried to rigorously change the functional approach to motorways 
that had been causing a rapid decay of the attractive Dutch motorway views (Nijenhuis and 
Van Winden, 2007). She coined the concept of aesthetics of mobility, advocating the notion that 
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the infrastructure system had, in fact, become the largest public space within the Netherlands, 
and that this deserved the same effort in planning and design as was being awarded to city 
squares, parks and the famous Dutch polder landscape (Houben, 2003). From the 1990s, large-
scale urbanisation of motorway zones set in, with employment and business-related land use 
in those areas doubling or even tripling, compared to national averages (Hamers and Nabielek, 
2006). In addition, new housing development sprang up close to motorways, often protected 
from a motorway’s negative aura by noise barriers.
Motorways were initially built outside cities, and intended to connect them. Nowadays they are 
an integrated part of the urban landscape. In the Dutch context of high-density land use with 
a scarcity of open spaces, the challenge of motorway design is shifting from attempts to fi t the 
infrastructure into the landscape towards moulding spatial developments to fi t the motorway. 
This is presenting policymakers with a challenge, as new motorways are rarely being construct-
ed, while urbanisation is an ongoing process. As early as 1928, Professor J.H. Valckenier (Delft 
University of Technology) wrote about infrastructure’s magnetic effect on urbanisation; the fact 
that traffi c attracts buildings seems to be a law of nature (Meurs, 2003). The question is how to 
preserve the once so carefully designed and highly valued panoramic views from the motorway.
The second section of this chapter sketches the background of this Dutch policy dilemma. Ur-
banisations along motorways have led to a cluttered landscape. Policymakers, therefore, are 
attempting to get a grip on urban developments along motorways, to protect the open land-
scape. The chapter’s third section gives a defi nition of panorama, to provide policymakers with 
a basis to handle the concept of a motorway panorama. In the subsequent section this defi ni-
tion is elaborated, and a practical method is presented for identifying motorway panoramas, 
using GIS techniques. The fi fth section discusses the results of the identifi cation of motorways 
panoramas in the Netherlands. The sixth section describes how motorway panoramas are in-
corporated in Dutch spatial planning. This is followed by concluding remarks. 
Despite the fact that this chapter focuses on the Netherlands, the presented method can also be 
applied in an international context. And although the Dutch policy agenda of wanting to pre-
vent spatial clutter across the landscape carries a strong national connotation, the preservation 
of open landscapes deserves wider attention.
1 1 . 2   C L U T T E R E D  L A N D S C A P E S  A LO N G  M OTO R W AY S : 
A  P O L I C Y  P R O B L E M
The exact moment is diffi cult to pinpoint, but sometime around 2006 a societal debate was 
started, in which, next to a general dissatisfaction with Dutch spatial design, the clutter along 
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motorways was also identifi ed as one of the more urgent problems (see e.g., Toorn, 2007). The 
Dutch newspaper De Volkskrant, for example, initiated an Internet discussion on the Dutch 
spatial agenda 2. In an interview, Chief Government Architect Mels Crouwel (Hulsman, 2007) 
explicitly named cluttering of the landscape along motorways as one of the problems. The 
monotonous succession of business parks along these motorways had caused Dutch cities to 
slowly grow into one (corridor formation). Although there are undeniable advantages to build-
ing alongside the infrastructure, it seemed as though the balance between economic dynamics 
and human experience had been lost. The magnetic pull of infrastructure had created a ribbon 
of urbanisation, causing the contrast between ‘city’ and ‘countryside’ to disappear. The time 
had come for a government vision on urbanisation along motorways and preservation of scenic 
panoramas. The past defensive tradition of wishing to keep cities compact seems to have had 
a contrary effect. Development along motorways had continued without being based on clear 
choices. The planning device that reads “decide where development is to take place and where 
it is not – and do a proper job” (Hamers and Nabielek, 2006) would benefi t many rural-urban 
(‘rurban’) areas that are struggling with expanding commercial areas and new housing estates. 
In line with this device, a planning strategy was developed to protect Dutch motorway pano-
ramas (Hamers and Nabielek, 2006; Houben et al., 2002; VROM, 2006; Zelm van Eldik and 
Heerema, 2003). In taking on the integral task related to motorway environment, the Minister 
for the Environment decided in 2006 to develop a structural concept for the motorway environ-
ment. This structural concept explicated the generic policy on panoramas and motorway zones 
in the National Spatial Planning Act  (Dutch Lower House (Tweede Kamer) 2006/2007, 29 435, 
no. 187). With the arrival of a new Environment Minister, the plans for motorway panoramas 
were incorporated in the policy programme Cooperation Agenda for an Attractive Netherlands 
(Samenwerkingsagenda Mooi Nederland) (VROM, et al., 2007). Apart from the development 
of this structural concept, its support base, the project on Route Design of Motorways (Route-
ontwerp van Snelwegen) was also extended 3. This project worked on construction proposals for 
a number of Dutch motorways, on the one hand, and on a coherent (design) approach for the 
motorway environment, on the other. Although different organisations have adopted the pano-
rama concept, there is no common understanding of what a motorway panorama is exactly, 
nor of how it could be protected or even developed. In order to defi ne a commonly accepted, 
objective, verifi able and reproducible defi nition of the motorway panorama concept, an inte-
grated project on research and design had to be set up (Piek et al., 2007). An important part of 
the project consisted of the development of a methodology for helping the Dutch Ministry of 
Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment (VROM) to create a vision on motorway envi-
ronment structure. In order to do so, regular meetings were held during the run of this project, 
between the Ministry of VROM, Route Design of Motorways, and the PBL Netherlands Environ-
mental Assessment Agency.
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1 1 . 3  D E F I N I T I O N 
Policymakers were in need of a defi nition of ‘motorway panorama’ for practical applications. 
A panorama should be recognisable, valued and identifi able on a map. Over the years, several 
research efforts have been made to explore motorway views. The majority of these studies have 
assessed the scenery preferences of motorway users, local residents and experts on motorway 
scenery (Evans and Wood, 1980; Wolf, 2003; Hartig et al., 2003; Parsons et al., 1998; Eby and 
Molnar, 2002; Ulrich, 1974). Although the results from these studies indicate that, generally 
speaking, vehicle occupants probably enjoy motorway panoramas, the panoramas themselves 
have never been the focus of these studies, nor do these studies defi ne panorama dimensions 
(length, depth, time).
A totally different approach was taken by the aforementioned Francine Houben. She developed 
a method for analysing the daily visual experience of motorists, by using four cameras to record 
the views as seen from an individual car, travelling along motorways leading into the main 
cities of the Randstad. This covered a distance of 153 kilometres, from Delft, to The Hague, 
Leiden, Amsterdam, Utrecht, Gouda, and Rotterdam, and ending back in Delft (Houben et al., 
2002; Houben, 2003). Such data collection and processing is very time consuming. Therefore, 
it is unsuitable for identifying motorway panoramas along all the Dutch motorways. 
An operational defi nition of a (motorway) panorama starts with the neologism ‘panorama’ 
(taken from the Greek, meaning ‘all seeing’). Panorama refers both to the realistic and the im-
pressive, spectacular effect of immersion – in other words, to the visual experience offered by 
various media. The main reason why the word ‘panorama’ is used for describing different phe-
nomena is that the term, in fact, denotes a form of abstraction. According to Verhoeff: “…the 
term panorama is primarily used to refer to specifi c characteristics related to vision: the experience 
of limitless visual perception, wherein the spectator has a wide choice of directions to look in” (Ver-
hoeff, 2007: 9).  The car window acts as a screen, giving the viewer a ‘cinematic experience’ 
(Neutelings, 1988). In order to apply the panorama concept to motorways, two conditions must 
be met. Firstly, there should be an unblocked view of certain dimensions. Secondly, the view 
should contain something worth looking at.  
Motorway users will not be able to experience wide panoramic views if geological structures, 
buildings, trees or other physical barriers are located too close to the road. In order for travel-
lers to experience a motorway panorama, the unrestricted view should have certain dimen-
sions. 
In their research on workable methods for analysing, classifying and evaluating landscapes, 
Van der Ham, Iding and Van der Veer determined different perception criteria for distinguish-
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ing landscape elements (e.g. Van der Ham and Iding, 1971; Van der Ham, 1972; De Veer, 
Buitenhuis and Van het Loo, 1977). A measure used by these researchers for determining the 
necessary depth of fi eld was derived from research by Jacobs and Way (1968). This research 
showed that the average maximum distance for determining a certain landscape type was 1000 
metres. To be able to determine specifi c landscape components, 500 metres was the average 
maximum distance.
These criteria apply to a static view of the landscape; their value is limited to the dynamic view 
of a motorway traveller. Not only the depth of fi eld should be taken into account, but also the 
distance along which the view exists. Based on fi eldwork with the use of photographs, taken 
at 1.30 metres above the road surface (the average eye level of motorway travellers), we were 
able to confi rm the fi ndings by Jacobs and Way, which state that the minimum visual depth is 
500 metres perpendicular to the road. For the Netherlands, with its mostly fl at land surfaces, 
this covers approximately 80% of the projected landscape. The stretches of motorway along 
which a visual depth of at least 500 metres is unobstructed, is limited – also due to vehicle 
speed. Assuming safe driving speeds and based on fi eld experience, the minimum ‘visibility 
time’ for motorway surroundings was set at fi ve seconds. Given a maximum driving speed of 
120 kilometres per hour, this would equal approximately 175 metres.
Not every motorway view qualifi es as a panorama; in addition to the minimum dimensions of a 
view, the scenery should also be impressive. This implies that motorway panoramas can only be 
identifi ed at local or regional levels. Since the landscape determines the panorama, it should be 
staged at full scale. In addition to features that are ‘indigenous’ to certain landscape types, pano-
ramas may also contain aspects that are foreign to it. Examples include wind turbines, works of 
art, structural works and other eye-catching landmarks. Minimum view dimensions vary per land-
scape type and depend on features unique to that area. Large-scale landscapes, such as the Dutch 
polders, require larger ‘stages’ than smaller scale agricultural landscapes that are richly decorated 
with hedges and clumps of trees. Similarly, when the scenery contains a changeover from one 
type of landscape to another, the dimensions should be large enough to convey this occurrence to 
the motorway traveller. To offer road users a panoramic view, it is important that both indigenous 
and foreign landscape features are not only of the right size and composition, but also in the right 
sequence, relative to a vehicle’s viewing distance and travelling speed, and to each other.
In view of all of the above, we defi ned a motorway panorama as an unobstructed view of a 
discernable landscape of at least 175 metres wide by 500 metres deep, which includes all the 
features unique to that area. Or, put as a conditional proposition: if landscape types and their 
unique features could be identifi ed within a delimited view, this view is panoramic. In a subse-
quent step we developed a reproducible method for determining motorway panoramas, based 
on this defi nition. 
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1 1 . 4  M E T H O D
The most diffi cult part of applying this defi nition is that it requires a further delimiting of the 
exact dimensions of a view. Apart from academic research, useful insights about how to delimit 
a view also can be gained from handbooks and instruction manuals for motorway design. A re-
port that is often cited from the literature on roads and landscaping is Visual Impact Assessment 
for Highway Projects, published by the Federal Highway Administration (1990) of the U.S. De-
partment of Transportation. It details the viewshed or ‘visible area’ that is affected by the con-
struction of a motorway. According to that report, the viewshed is defi ned as the surface area 
visible from a given viewpoint and/or all the surface area from which the view could be seen. 
The composite viewshed from a motorway can be mapped by identifying the unobstructed view 
from successive motorway viewpoints using height information on landform, land cover and 
man-made development relative to the height of motorway viewpoints.
Our method has been elaborated on the viewshed analysis as it is specifi ed in the Federal High-
way Administration (FHWA) guide. Although the 1990 FHWA guide mainly proposes to use the 
(composite) viewshed analysis to identify the area that is affected by motorway construction, it 
could also be used to map motorway travellers’ views and panoramas. Early viewshed analyses 
were carried out using paper and pencils. Our research, however, turned to GIS-based (Geo-
graphical Information System) viewshed mapping to analyse motorway views and the visible 
time of areas within these views. Our approach is more similar to that of the cumulative views-
hed (Wheatley, 1995). This is like a so-called ‘visualscape’ (Llobera, 2003) that results when 
the viewsheds from multiple cells in a digital elevation model (DEM) are calculated and added 
together (the ultimate cumulative viewshed, where viewsheds from each cell within the DEM 
are added together, is known as the inherent or total viewshed (Llobera et al., 2004; Lee and 
Stucky, 1998)). In the case of motorway views, viewsheds are calculated at regular intervals 
along a motorway and subsequently added together to obtain a cumulative viewshed.
The delimited view is an important aspect of motorway panoramas. This view is delimited 
not only in space but also in time, as motorway travellers pass the view at a particular speed. 
From the results of cumulated viewsheds calculated at regular intervals along a motorway, we 
were able to calculate what we call the visibilitime of a view (the view as delimited by space 
and time). To calculate this visibilitime, three parameters need to be taken into account. The 
fi rst parameter is the physical barriers in the environment, the second is the traveller’s viewing 
constraints, and the third is the speed at which the view is passed, the time-related viewing con-
straints. 
Physical barriers in the environment are a combination of buildings, vegetation, noise protec-
tion barriers and other objects. Together, these make up a 3D landscape of the Dutch motorway 
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zone. To create a digital landscape model (DLM) representing this 3D landscape, several data 
sources have to be combined. Ground level data is obtained from the Actueel Hoogtebestand 
Nederland (AHN) a digital elevation model of the Netherlands 4. Data on the buildings and veg-
etation, which might block the view from the motorway, were taken from topographical maps 
1:10,000, available from the Dutch Topographical Service of the Land Registry (Topografi sche 
Dienst Kadaster, 2005). Information on noise-protection barriers was obtained from the AVV, 
the Dutch advisory service for traffi c and transport. Each type of barrier was assigned a certain 
height above ground level according to the AHN.  
In addition, there are human limitations to the motorway traveller’s view. We assumed that 
motorists would only look straight ahead and to the right when driving, and that the fi rst 20° 
of their fi eld of vision would be obstructed by other traffi c. The natural fi eld of clear vision of a 
fi xed eye is 60° (Haak and Leever-van der Burgh, 1980), and as people can turn their heads by 
no more than 90° in either direction, we assumed a viewing angle of 20° to 120° (90 + 60/2) 
in relation to the direction of travel. The viewing height from the car was set at 1.30 m, and 
the line of sight was limited to 7 kilometres (to save on calculation time). In our calculations, 
atmospheric attenuations have not been taken into account. The distance between two viewing 
points was set at 5 metres.
Furthermore, a motorist’s impression of a view is limited by vehicle speed. In the cumulative 
viewshed, each visible grid cell was ascribed a value, equal to the number of viewing points 
from which the grid cell would be visible. Because even distances were used, we were able to 
draw conclusions on the length of time that each grid cell would be visible, in relation to vehi-
cle speed. By coupling time to grid-cell visibility, the ‘visibility time’ of a view could be deter-
mined. In the GIS system, we calculated the spatially constrained view for every 5 metres along 
a motorway, in the direction of travel. As motorists experience views while driving at certain 
speeds, this distance of 5 metres could also be expressed in time. The minimum value that can 
be scored is 1, being given to each grid cell as it is visible from a single point along a particular 
motorway. At 120 kilometres per hour a motorist covers a distance of approximately 35 metres 
per second (equal to seven analysed viewshed points). A grid cell with a score of 1, therefore, 
is within a motorist’s view for one-seventh of a second, but cannot consciously be observed 
within this time frame. When we verifi ed this method in actual practice we found that an area 
would need to be in view for at least fi ve seconds in order for the view to be registered. The 
visible area was calculated and checked from the position of the motorway, as well as from the 
position of the landscape. In this way, we dissected the fi rst part of the relationship in an objec-
tive, controlled and reproducible manner: the delimited part of open space. This allowed us to 
depict where views, and thus potential panoramas, were located along the entire motorway 
network. See Figure 1, for an example of a visibility map. 
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And then there is the matter of subject; what is seen. In order for a view to be regarded a 
panorama, it must offer something worth looking at. The landscape determines the nature of 
a view. It consists of generic components and features that are unique to a certain location. 
Generic components are associated with the type of landscape. For instance, peat reclamations 
are distinctive because of their long, narrow plots of land, the canals and waterways built for 
drainage, and the rows of trees lining some of the roads. If these components are still in place 
and visible from the motorway we speak of a recognisable landscape. In our defi nition, the im-
portance awarded to landscape recognition fl ows from the National Memorandum on Spatial 
Planning (Nota Ruimte) (VROM, 2004) and the Agenda for a Vital Countryside (Agenda vitaal 
platteland) (LNV, 2004). Both these policy documents consider the cultural landscape an im-
portant starting point for the (re)design of the Dutch landscape (LNV and VROM, 2006).
The valuing of what is seen is more arbitrary then the results from GIS analyses that deter-
mine which part of the landscape is seen and for how long. People consider a landscape worth 
Figure 1
Visibilitime of the motorway view between Bodegraven and Woerden
1 - 5 sec
5 - 10 sec
10 - 15 sec
15 - 20 sec
20 - 30 sec
30 - 40 sec
50 - 60 sec
> 60 sec
‘Visibilitime’
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looking at for several reasons. Therefore, to indicate what makes a view interesting, we distin-
guished fi ve categories. The combination of GIS analysis and whether or not a landscape fi ts 
into one of the fi ve categories would determine if a certain view could be labelled as a pano-
rama.
The fi rst category describes a landscape’s uniqueness. An example of this type of landscape is 
the view from the Afsluitdijk, (a dam carrying the A7 motorway), which separates the IJssel-
meer from the Wadden Sea.
The second category describes landscape views that are spectacular because of great variation. 
For example, the hills of Limburg and the view from the A348 motorway along the meandering 
river IJssel.
The third category describes landscapes with views that are regarded as highly valuable be-
cause they show the transition from one type of landscape into another. An example of this is 
the view along the A12 motorway, coming from Germany, just past the town of Zevenaar. On 
the right-hand side of the road, the view stretches across river bends and riverbanks towards a 
lateral moraine landscape.
The fourth category describes landscape views that can be labelled as ‘special’ because of their 
context. For example, in strongly urbanised areas, views containing the last remaining open 
spaces can be awarded a special value. 
The fi fth and last category describes landscapes that contain specifi c elements, but are not rare. 
In this type of landscape location-specifi c features can turn views into panoramas. These ele-
ments could be indigenous to a certain landscape – such as the row of four (historic) windmills 
(de molenviergang) that were used to drain the Tweemanspolder, south of Zevenhuizen. Fea-
tures could also be less historic, such as the large infl atable cows scattered hither and thither 
across the landscape; a creation by landscape architect Adriaan Geuze.      
Figure 2 shows the discernable landscape in the motorway view between Bodegraven and Wo-
erden. The view could be categorised as a panorama in the fi fth category because of the visible 
characteristics of peat reclamation (with its ditches). Furthermore, the view also belongs to the 
fourth category, as its context is special because of the open connection between the northern 
and southern parts of the Green Heart.
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1 1 . 5  R E S U LT S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N S
We started our study by determining the number of views of at least 175 metres long that could 
be found along the Dutch motorways. In total, we found 1,753 views of varying dimensions. To 
determine which of these views could be considered panoramic, we would have had to scale 
down to each individual view level in order to recognise its particular landscape components. 
However, because of the large number of views this was unfeasible. Instead, we determined 
which of the views had quality potential, based on the map ‘Cultural and natural key landscape 
qualities’ (Snellen et al., 2006). This map provides an indication of whether a certain view is 
likely to contain a recognisable landscape and its components. According to this map, the Neth-
erlands holds 231 of such views, together totalling nearly 440 kilometres in length, which have 
either highly visible, cultural and natural key landscape qualities, or potentially recognisable 
landscape components. These views, therefore, are the ones most likely to meet the panorama 
criteria. Most of these cultural and natural key landscape qualities can be found in views along 
motorways that run through the Green Heart, South Limburg, Flevoland and Friesland, and 
along the A7 and A9 motorways in the province of North Holland.
Figure 2
The discernable landscape in the motorway view between Bodegraven and Woerden
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Apart from matching views and landscape qualities, we also looked at planned building devel-
opments within the resulting viewsheds. After all, important in the discussion on landscape 
cluttering were the corridor formations along motorways, which cause open views to disap-
pear. Of the 1,753 views counted in the Netherlands in 2003, 880 appeared to be threatened 
by planned building developments. Of these 880, perhaps a third of the development plans 
could possibly be adjusted as these had not been legally fi nalised yet, and the panorama no-
tion could still be taken into consideration. This became clear after we compared the devel-
opment plans – both housing and commercial – in the New Map of the Netherlands (Nieuwe 
Kaart van Nederland, version of November 2006), to the map of national views (Piek et al., 
2006: 28).
To determine the degree to which potential views would fi t in with government policy, we 
looked at view locations bearing in mind the existing, so-called national policy categories. 
Dutch Government spatial policy has been established in the National Memorandum on Spa-
tial Planning (VROM, LNV, VenW and EZ, 2006; fi nal, approved version). In this Document 
a number of area categories have been distinguished for nature areas and landscapes of na-
tional interest. The number of threatened high quality views that lie within this ‘green’ spatial 
network, equals that outside of this network. Therefore, the national policy that is aimed to 
protect landscapes, does not seem to cover threatened views. However, if it is the govern-
ment’s aim to also protect motorway panoramas, the above analysis could lead to a focus on 
the protection of views with high cultural and natural key qualities outside of this green spa-
tial network.      
1 1 . 6  M OTO R W AY  PA N O R A M A S  A D O P T E D  I N  P O L I C Y
The method for identifying (potential) motorway panoramas was used for creating the Struc-
tural Concept for the Motorway Environment ‘A good view of the Netherlands’ (Structuurvisie 
voor de Snelwegomgeving ‘Zicht op mooi Nederland’) (VROM, 2008). This structural concept has 
a basic, generic function, relating to all motorways; it has to make local and provincial admin-
istrators aware of the importance of motorway panoramas. In the fi rst instance, this vision is 
aimed at the prevention of landscape cluttering along motorways. In addition, ideas from the 
route design programme are being applied to large-scale motorway maintenance.
Secondly, the structural concept has appointed nine National Motorway Panoramas. The Min-
istry of VROM indicated that these nine panoramas had to be located within the different Na-
tional Landscapes named in the National Memorandum on Spatial Planning. In addition to this 
criterion, community consultation also played an important role in the fi nal selection of the 
nine national motorway panoramas. In this consultation, citizens were asked to indicate (on-
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line) the locations of what they considered were the most appreciated views from motorways 
(Bureau KLB, 2007). In support of the spatial demarcation and descriptions of the qualities of 
the National Motorway Panoramas, and at the request of the Ministry of VROM, the PBL Neth-
erlands Environmental Assessment Agency carried out a detailed viewshed analysis to deter-
mine the visibilitime for twelve of these panoramas, as selected by citizens.
It is not the intention to disallow all spatial development within the national panoramas, but 
rather that, just as for the other national landscapes, a ‘yes, provided that’ regime is followed. 
‘Provided that’ refers to the requirement that key landscape qualities are to be maintained or 
fortifi ed. Provincial administrations are to apply and implement these stipulations. Beside the 
qualities indicated by government for all the national landscapes, motorway panoramas need 
to meet some additional quality criteria. One obvious example of such an additional quality 
would be an open view of the landscape from motorways. 
As the nine appointed motorway panoramas are part of national policy, the Inspectorate of the 
Ministry of VROM monitors whether spatial developments would go against the ideas of the 
structural concept. In April 2009, the Inspectorate published an overview of plans for develop-
ments within the areas of the nine national panoramas (VROM Inspectorate, 2009). The maps 
on visibilitime are the basis for an analysis of whether there are development plans that pos-
sibly could damage motorway panoramas. At this time, apart from one exception, none of the 
plans appear to be damaging, and some spatial initiatives even have been qualifi ed as having a 
positive effect on their particular landscapes. In addition, a number of small activities still have 
to be assessed. Municipalities also consider these landscapes to be valuable and are in favour of 
protecting and reinforcing landscape qualities. Nevertheless, plans are being made for housing 
developments, business parks and infrastructural works that could have a negative effect on 
these national panoramas. Central government may need to formulate actions, in cooperation 
with provinces and municipalities, on how to manage these situations. Finally, the Inspectorate 
of VROM has pointed out that developments that take place just outside of the panorama areas 
as indicated in the policy map, could also have their infl uence on these panoramas.  
1 1 . 7   CO N C L U D I N G  R E M A R K S
In our study we have defi ned motorway panoramas, and developed an objective and reproduc-
ible method for operationalising them. This fi tted in well with policy discussions, and the re-
search, to some degree, was used to formulate policy on motorway environments.  
In the actual practice of spatial developments, however, it has proven diffi cult to manage the 
landscape quality of ‘openness’. Especially close to motorways, where spatial pressures of 
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urbanisation are great. The approach to motorway panoramas is based on the view from the 
road; it must be noted that this approach is only one of many. There are other interests, such as 
in commerce, housing, or ecology that affect motorways and their surrounding areas.
N OT E S
[1] See: http://www.byways.org/learn/
[2] See: http://www.ruimtelijkeagenda.nl/
[3] The project Route Design of Motorways was one of the ‘major projects’ in the Architectural Document ‘Ontwerpen aan Neder-
land’ (Designing the Netherlands) (Ministries of OCenW, VROM, VenW and LNV, 2000), and initially focused only on the A12 
motorway. See: http://www.routeontwerp.nl/ 
[4] See: http://www.ahn.nl/english.php
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1 2 . 1  I N T R O D U CT I O N
Western European cities like London, Paris, Rotterdam and Frankfurt am Main have seen im-
pressive high building developments over the past two decades. This has led them to develop 
policies for regulating the planning and construction of tall buildings, high-rise buildings and 
skyscrapers within their territory. So far, these high building developments and policies have 
received little attention from the academic community. This chapter elaborates a framework for 
analysing high building development and the visual impact of high buildings on the surround-
ing landscape with the city of Rotterdam as a Western European showcase. It presents a system-
atic approach for analysing high building development in terms of architectural height, year of 
completion, location and functional use, for use in the comparison of existing buildings with the 
urban policies that are in place. Comprehensive GISc-based viewsheds were used to analyse the 
visibility of the high buildings, factoring in both meteorological circumstances and the vertical 
area of the buildings. The showcase city of Rotterdam demonstrates that a considerable distance 
exists between the vision and reality. The city struggles to deliver a consistent and integrated 
policy for high-building urban areas, while the high building developments themselves seem to 
be ruled by a remarkable internal logic that is not fully recognised in policymaking.
The impact of tall buildings, high-rises and skyscrapers on neighbourhoods, urban districts 
and cities is widely acknowledged by architects, urban planners, politicians and developers all 
F R A N K  VA N  D E R  H O E V E N ,  S T E F F E N  N I J H U I S
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over the world. The planning and construction of high buildings is not without controversy. Tall 
buildings, high-rises and skyscrapers have the ability, like no other building typology, to polar-
ise the public debate on architecture and the built environment, to evoke a sense of urban iden-
tity or alienation, to represent the economic growth or decline of a city, and even to become the 
symbolic target in armed confl icts or acts of terrorism.
Concerns about the appropriateness of high buildings in the (urban) environment, the (iconic) 
quality of their architecture, and their impact on local real estate markets is increasingly refl ect-
ed in municipal and metropolitan policymaking. Prominent cities with a longstanding tradition 
of urban management, building regulations and zoning plans seem to feel the need for addi-
tional instruments to control the development of what is described by McNeill as “an extremely 
complex spatial phenomenon” (McNeill, 2005). There is a tendency in the scientifi c literature, 
however, “… to neglect the substantial impact of skyscrapers on urban life. Yet the signifi cance 
of these buildings — in terms of height, levels of human occupancy, aesthetic impact and popu-
lar representation and use — is in need of careful geographical interpretation” (McNeill, 2005).
There are many terms that are used to address high buildings: tall buildings, high-rise buildings 
and skyscrapers. Each of those terms has a specifi c means or connotation, depending on the 
context or the framework in which it is used. To avoid unnecessary confusion this chapter uses 
consistently the term high buildings.
The chapter starts with placing the developments in Rotterdam in its international context: 
Western Europe. It then describes the development of high buildings in Rotterdam and the 
city’s successive high building policies. It describes in detail the analysis of the visual impact of 
Rotterdam’s buildings on the surrounding territory by means of GISc (Geographic Information 
Science), before drawing conclusions on the same.
1 2 . 2  H I G H  B U I L D I N G  D E V E LO P M E N T  I N  W E S T E R N 
E U R O P E
Within this context, this chapter presents an original approach for analysing clusters of high 
buildings. Rotterdam serves as a showcase. The city represents a prominent European high 
building city that has a mature (already revised) high building policy in place. Rotterdam is 
part of the Emporis Top 20 of European high building cities (Emporis, 2009), as one of only 
four Western European cities that made it onto this list: London, Paris, Rotterdam and Frank-
furt am Main. The leading position of the city of Rotterdam is furthermore underscored by 
DEGW’s report on London’s Skyline, Views and High Buildings (DEGW, 2002) commissioned 
by the Greater London Authority. The London policy document uses the same four European 
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cities to compare established European practices of high buildings policymaking: London, 
Paris, Frankfurt and Rotterdam.
There are many other cities worldwide with a substantial number of high buildings. Those in 
Europe, however, make up a special case. The development of tall buildings, high-rise build-
ings and skyscrapers in Europe is embedded in a environment very different to that of America, 
Australia, Asia or the Arabian Peninsula. The European cities and their surrounding cultural 
landscapes have evolved gradually over centuries, if not millennia. Their built heritage, when 
not ravaged by war, is substantial. The relatively slow pace of development, due to a moderate 
economic growth rate, provide the time that is necessary for careful consideration. The well-
developed practice of local democracy allows for the involvement of many political parties, 
stakeholders and pressure groups in the decision-making process. Among them are organisa-
tions and individuals that place strong emphasis on the importance of preserving the value and 
quality of the built heritage that was put in place by previous generations.
High buildings have been controversial in the Netherlands for years, if not decades. In the 
1960s and 1970s, large modernist residential estates were planned and built in the outskirts 
of many Dutch cities and towns. These buildings had a negative impact on the public opinion. 
It was only after the emergence of a new type of high building development in the inner cities 
and suburban centres in the early 1990s that this image started to change for the better, not just 
in Holland but also throughout much of Europe (Sudjic, 2005). Even now, high buildings evoke 
emotions and provoke controversies (Taillandier, Namias and Pousse, 2009). Some citizens and 
politicians seem to reject tall buildings altogether, regardless of the quality of their design, their 
position in the city or their contribution to the skyline. On the other hand, various enthusiasts 
and interest groups seem to embrace each new development without much criticism, as long 
the proposed building is higher than existing high buildings.
These controversies may very well explain why a substantial number of towns and cities have 
felt the need to regulate the planning and construction of this specifi c building type. Because all 
building activities are regulated in the Netherlands, policy makers and civil servants need a sol-
id framework that helps them to approve or disapprove a specifi c high building proposal. The 
policy document that emerged in the Dutch context is called Hoogbouwbeleid (High Building 
Policy) or Hoogbouwvisie (High Building Vision). The high buildings policies bear resemblance 
to a number of policy documents recently produced in the United Kingdom and Germany: the 
Guidance on Tall Buildings by English Heritage and the UK Commission for Architecture and 
the Built Environment (CABE and English Heritage, 2007), London’s Interim Strategic Plan-
ning Guidance on Tall Buildings, Strategic Views and the Skyline in London (Mayor of London, 
2001), Birmingham’s Planning Policy Framework for Tall Buildings (Birmingham City Council, 
2003), the Hochhausentwicklungsplan Frankfurt am Main (Stadtplanungsamt Frankfurt am 
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Main, 2008) and the Hochhausentwicklung in Düsseldorf Rahmenplan (Landeshauptstadt
Düsseldorf, Stadtplanungsamt, 2004). In this chapter these policy documents are addressed as 
‘high buildings policies’.
Height regulation is a key component of such policies. Height may be measured in many dif-
ferent ways: architectural height, fl oor-to-ceiling height, fl oor-to-fl oor height, highest occupied 
fl oor height, main roof height, observation deck height, observation fl oor height, roof height 
and tip height (Emporis, 2009).
Because the architectural height is internationally considered to be the offi cial height for pri-
mary ranking purposes (Emporis, 2009) this article considers only the architectural height. 
The architectural height is defi ned as “the vertical elevation from the sidewalk level outside of 
its lowest exposed fl oorplate, to its highest architectural or integral structural element. These 
include fi xed sculptures, decorative and architectural spires, ornamental fences, parapets, 
balustrades, decorative beacons, masonry chimneys, and all other architecturally integral ele-
ments along with their pedestals” (Emporis, 2009).
1 2 . 3   H I G H  B U I L D I N G  D E V E LO P M E N T  I N  R OT T E R D A M
Over the years, Rotterdam has carefully cultivated an image as a ‘city of architecture’. Historic 
architecture is not Rotterdam’s strong point. Few buildings were left standing after the bomb-
ing and fi re of May 1940, and most of those were modern buildings from the 1920s and 1930s. 
The city had to rebuild its centre from scratch. It seized this opportunity to experiment with 
architecture and urbanism, which is why the Rotterdam city centre now contains numerous 
monuments and icons from the modern and modernist period, sometimes referred to as ‘recon-
struction architecture’.
Discussions about the appropriateness of high buildings did surface from time to time, but 
never reached a climax, as they did in cities with historic centres. High buildings are now gen-
erally accepted and most are concentrated in the city centre. While Rotterdam as a whole uses 
modern and modernist architecture to promote itself, high buildings are an essential ingredient 
in the profi le of the city centre: the skyline, including the famous Erasmus bridge, has become a 
true icon of the city (Ulzen, 2007).
Rotterdam’s semi-offi cial history portrays a hundred-year prelude from the late nineteenth 
century, with the completion of the Witte Huis (1898; 42 metres) to the so-called ‘fi rst wave’ 
of high buildings in the mid-1980s. It suggests that at the beginning of the 21st century, the 
city was on the verge of this ‘second wave’ of high buildings, which would feature super high 
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buildings. Some remarkable diffi culties arise with this. To begin with, if one considers the early 
years of Rotterdam’s ‘century of high-rise’ as a prelude to the current high building develop-
ments. Neither the height nor the location of the high buildings dating from this early period 
relate to the municipal policy on high-rises. Although the fi rst ‘high’ buildings were relatively 
tall for their time, they fall far short of qualifying as ‘high’ by current standards.
The HBU building (1939; 40 metres) is now dwarfed by numerous neighbouring buildings that 
are almost twice it’s height. Even the GEB tower (1931; 61 metres) is too small to qualify under 
the current policy on high buildings, which applies only to buildings of 70 metres or more. 
Similar diffi culties appear when the locations of these buildings are considered. In the four 
decades, between the construction of the GEB tower and the completion of Hoboken (1969; 114 
metres), almost all high buildings were built to the west of the city centre or in the western part 
of the centre, among them the characteristic Lijnbaanfl ats (1956; 44 metres). It was only in the 
1970s that the current high-rise area in the middle of the centre began to emerge.
Figure 1
Weenatoren, Rotterdam city centre (106 metres; 1990)
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To get a better understanding of how the development of high buildings has evolved over the 
years it is necessary to look at some data. Data on high buildings can be presented as a simple 
list or as a scatter plot. This chapter uses the scatter plots because it is a simple but effi cient way 
to display the relation between two types of quantitative data tagged to a number of specifi c 
objects. A simple graph of height (y axis) versus time (x axis) can be plotted using data on the 
architectural height and the year of completion of the high buildings. By including buildings 
under construction and proposed buildings, a timeline for high building development in a giv-
en city emerges. This method to visualise high building development through time and height 
was used for the fi rst time in a lecture series organised by the sLIM Foundation, initiated and 
funded by the Dutch Counsel on Tall Buildings.
The beauty of Rotterdam’s scatter plot lies in the clear patterns that emerge. In her book ‘Form 
Follows Finance’, Carol Willis explains that the end of a high building wave is typically marked 
by the construction of the highest building so far (Willis, 1995). If that insight is also applicable 
to Rotterdam, then the year in which the tallest building so far was completed could be used 
Figure 2
The HBU building, nowadays dwarfed by the neighbouring high buildings from the 1990’s
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as the breaking points between ‘high building waves’. Four such buildings stand out in Rot-
terdam: the GEB tower (1931; 61 metres), the Faculty of Medicine of the Erasmus University, 
also known as ‘Hoboken’ (1969; 112 metres), the Delftse Poort (1991; 93 and 151 metres) and 
the Maastoren (2009; 165 metres). If the high building history of Rotterdam is indeed charac-
terised by waves, then, these buildings are indicative of four such waves, as represented in the 
scatter plot. The end of a wave is determined by the latest and highest building in a develop-
ment cycle. The beginning of the next wave is determined by referring to the last high building 
built immediately prior to an economic downturn, such as the ones in 1981, 2001 and 2008, 
when the Netherlands experienced negative economic growth.
The current municipal policy states that a high building is at least 70 metres high. This makes 
1969/1970 a true watershed. First Hoboken, the building of the Faculty of Medicine, was com-
pleted (1969; 114 metres), followed a year later by the Faculty of Economics (1970; 78 metres). 
In the same, year the Euromast (a panorama tower) was extended with the addition of the 
Space Tower (1970; 185 metres). High buildings then sprung up in various locations through-
out the city, ranging in height from 50-100 metres. The barrier of 70 metres was broken. Al-
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though there seemed to be no reason to turn back, the construction of high buildings came to 
an abrupt end in the late 1970s, when the city council imposed a moratorium on the construc-
tion of offi ce buildings.
‘Rotterdam’ is not eager to acknowledge the fact that its fi rst generation of ‘true’ high buildings 
appeared in the 1970s. When it speaks of a ‘fi rst wave of high buildings’ they usually mean a 
later period, starting in the mid 1980s. Looking back at this ‘fi rst generation’, it is easy to see 
why; there is little of which a ‘city of architecture’ can be proud. This fi rst decade of ‘true’ high 
buildings did not produce many beautiful ones. Their architectural quality is mediocre at best, 
exemplifi ed by the PTT Telecom building (1970; 51 metres and demolished in 2007), Europoint 
I, II and III (1973/76/79; 95 metres) or the Hofpoort (1976; 95 metres). Even their contribu-
tion to urban life is doubtful, since they are mono-functional building schemes without any 
public functions at street level. Regardless of the quality produced during this period, it was in 
fact the fi rst period to produce a substantial number of buildings over 70 metres high. Further-
more, for the fi rst time, a signifi cant proportion of these high buildings appeared within the 
current high building zones.
All things come to an end, even a moratorium on new offi ce blocks. After years of rapid eco-
nomic growth, the economy slowed down in the early 1980s and went into recession. The port, 
which had been the pillar of the Rotterdam economy for the last century, was increasingly 
shedding jobs. It was no longer possible to overlook the high employment potential of the city 
centre. Politicians changed their views on barring offi ce developments and the construction of 
offi ce buildings picked up with the completion of the World Trade Center (1986; 93 metres), 
the Maas (1988; 76 metres) and the Willemswerf (1988; 88 metres). Since 1990, construction 
of high buildings in the central area has been in full swing: Weenatoren (1990; 106 metres), 
Weenacenter (1990; 104 metres), Delftse Poort (1991; 93 and 151 metres) and the Robeco 
Tower (1991; 95 metres). The number of high buildings built since the end of the ‘freeze’ was 
higher than normal, mainly due to postponed demand. This fact alone does not justify talk of a 
new era or ‘the fi rst wave’. It was already pointed out in this section that the signifi cance of the 
1970s as an earlier wave is generally overlooked. Perhaps more importantly, there is little or no 
evidence of a signifi cant change that took place during the mid 1980s.
When offi ce building picked up in the mid 1980s, the city did not impose additional regulations 
on high building development. Neither did a shift in the location of new high buildings occur. 
Considering the architecture, evidence, albeit anecdotal, can be found to support the idea that 
this period is actually characterised by continuity instead of discontinuity. The last offi ce build-
ing before the moratorium, the Coolse Poort (1979, 74 metres) was the work of Rob van Erk, 
who also designed the fi rst building after the moratorium was lifted, the World Trade Center 
(1986, 93 metres). Both buildings have the mirrored glass facades that are so typical of the 
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late 1970s and the 1980s, and they stand just a few hundred metres apart. This is not what one 
would expect from a radical break.
Because the fi rst high building wave is now estimated to have begun around 1970, the wave be-
ginning in the late 1980s, early 1990s must be the second one. This second wave is not just de-
fi ned by architectural height only. There are strong indications that a new trend emerged. The 
periods before and after 1989-1992 display many qualitative differences relating to urban plan-
ning policies, architectural design, internationalisation and the actual use of high buildings.
In 1993, the Rotterdam Municipal Council launched its fi rst high buildings policy (Hoogbouw-
beleid) in a structured attempt to steer the development of high buildings in the city (Dienst 
Stedenbouw + Volkshuisvesting, 2000). The architectural quality of high buildings from the era 
between 1969 and 1991 is mediocre at best, and for almost two decades, it was dominated by the 
use of mirrored glass facades. The Delftse Poort (1992; 93 and 151 metres) was the last design 
with such facades. The quality of architecture then improved and designs became more diverse.
In a parallel development, foreign architects became involved in the design of such buildings. 
In the preceding 100 years, no foreign architect had designed a high building in Rotterdam, 
with the exception of SOM with their three identical Europoint buildings (1975/1978; 95 me-
tres). Since the mid-1990s, foreign architects have played a major role in high building design 
in Rotterdam. The buildings designed by foreign architects include Helmut Jahn’s Fortis Bank 
(1996; 104 metres), Renzo Piano’s Toren op Zuid (2000; 96 metres), WZMH’s Millennium 
Tower (2000, 149 metres) and Norman Foster’s World Port Centre (2001; 138 metres), Hans 
Kolhoff’s De Compagnie (2005; 55 metres), Alvaro Siza’s New Orleans (2010; 158 metres) and 
the list is growing.
Finally, there has been a marked difference in the use of high buildings. Before 1990, most high 
buildings were offi ce or university buildings. The fi rst partial shift to residential use took place 
with the construction of the Weenatoren (1990; 106 metres) and the Weenacenter (1990; 
103 metres). The market was a little slow to adapt to this change, but the Schielandtoren (1996; 
101 metres) and the Hoge Heren (2000; 102 metres) made the breakthrough. Many new high 
buildings and proposals are now for residential uses (Klerks, 2005).
1 2 . 4  A N A LY S I S  O F  R OT T E R D A M ’ S  S U CC E S S I V E  H I G H 
B U I L D I N G S  P O L I C I E S
With these issues in mind, Rotterdam produced its fi rst high buildings policy in 1993 as an inte-
gral part of the strategic plan for the city centre. Formulating such a policy document is a clear 
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characteristic of the second wave, and so it deserves a closer look. The 1993 policy covers both ur-
ban design and urban planning. The Hoogbouwvisie (High Building Vision) allowed high buildings 
only along the ‘urban axis’ formed by Coolsingel, Schiedamsedijk and the Erasmus bridge, along 
the Weena and along the river Nieuwe Maas (Wilhelminapier, Kop van Zuid). John Worthington 
(DEGW) advised the city to treat its reconstruction architecture along the boulevards with care. 
He proposed a setback principle and the city acted accordingly (Maandag, 2001).
Concentrating all the new high buildings along this one axis seriously limited the number of 
locations the city could provide. Within a decade, Rotterdam ran out of suitable plots. In a fur-
ther development, the city faced proposals for buildings much higher than had been previously 
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Figure 4
Map of the ‘offi cial’ Rotterdam high building zones
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allowed. The policy provided no answers on how to deal with the shortages of building plots 
and the proposals for super high buildings; it was time for an update.
Almost ten years later, it was again John Worthington who gave the city advice on how to act. 
Worthington’s fi rm DEGW (named after the partners Duffy, Eley, Giffone, and Worthington) 
proposed keeping the architectural heights along the river Nieuwe Maas relatively low and 
developing two concentrations of super high buildings at the beginning and the end of the ur-
ban axis. The river would then form a ‘valley’. One focal point already existed: the Rotterdam 
Central public transport hub. The other had to be developed at ‘Parkstad’. The ‘valley’ concept 
did not make it into the new policy and as a consequence, the Wilhelminapier remained a 
prime location for high and very high buildings. In the end, the policy document contained 
both quantitative and qualitative criteria; the high building zones in the centre were somewhat 
expanded and the city defi ned three different types of high building zones, each with its own 
height regulations:
• High building zones without height restrictions (Weena and Coolsingel);
• High building zones for buildings between 70 and 150 metres high;
• Transition zones adjacent to the other two high building zones.
According to the municipality these zones shouldn’t be read as locations, but as areas in which 
locations can be found. The precise sites for high buildings remain to be determined within the 
framework of the municipal zoning plan. Among the qualitative criteria used in that process 
are public space, wind hindrance, living environment, accessibility, parking, fl exibility, mixed-
use, sustainability, construction and place (Dienst Stedenbouw + Volkshuisvesting, 2000).
Around the turn of the century, proposals emerged that surpassed the height of everything that 
was built before. The most controversial development concerned a super high residential build-
ing, the Parkhaventoren (392 metres; never built), next to the Euromast panorama tower (van 
der Hoeven, 2002). The proposal was an important impetus to update the city’s high buildings 
policy. The original policy did not provide answers regarding how to judge proposals of this 
scale. Just after its revision was published in 2001, the economy stagnated. The demand for 
offi ce space declined. The wave of super high buildings cooled off. The Parkhaventoren was 
never built and developments at Parkstad did not take off. In the end, the city approved the 
construction of just one ‘super high building’: the Coolsingeltoren (187 metres, never built), but 
even in this case, the developers were not able to fi nd enough occupants to start construction. 
A new proposal for the site that was 156 metres high was stalled as a result of the 2008 credit 
crisis (Algemeen Dagblad, 2008). So far, the Maastoren (2009; 165 metres), which is located at 
the Kop van Zuid, is the only building that surpasses the Delftse Poort (1991, 151 metres). It may 
very well remain the highest building for some time to come. 
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Currently, there are no higher buildings or under construction. The Maastoren may close off 
just another wave in the Rotterdam tradition and possibly introduce a third wave. No matter 
how, the development of the Rotterdam skyline is at least in its second wave. Its fi rst wave did 
not start in 1986 like the city claims, but already in 1969/1970. The second wave started in 
1989/1992, still three to six years off from the city’s ‘offi cial’ fi rst wave.
Using different waves and height categories may lead also to different conclusions on the 
extent of the envelops of the clusters of high buildings, but fi rst the visual impact of the high 
building cluster must be reviewed.
1 2 . 5  G I S C - B A S E D  V I S I B I L I T Y  A N A LY S I S
The visual impact of a singular high building was successfully reviewed (Lörzing et al., 2007) in 
the case of the proposed ‘Belle van Zuylen’ tower (262 metres, never built) near the Dutch city of 
Utrecht. See also chapter thirteen: Visions of Belle van Zuylen, for some background. The chal-
lenge faced in the case of Rotterdam is more complex. In question is the collective visual impact 
of 130 buildings between 50 and 165 metres high. In order to analyse and represent the visibility 
of the high buildings in Rotterdam, a comprehensive GISc-based viewshed method was applied 
(Rød and Van der Meer, 2009; Nijhuis, 2009; Germino et al., 2001; Nicolai, 1971). The accuracy 
of this analysis depends on the digital landscape model (DLM), the basis of computational vis-
ibility analysis (Fisher, 1991 and 1993; Riggs and Dean, 2007). According to Riggs and Dean 
(2007), the average level of accuracy which can be achieved is up to 85%. These fi ndings suggest 
that it is better to express the analysis results in terms of probability (Fisher, 1995 and 1996). 
However, to achieve the highest degree of reliability, an accurate barrier model or digital land-
scape model was constructed consisting of a digital elevation model (DEM) in combination 
with topographic data. The basis is a high-resolution elevation model, the Actueel Hoogtebe-
stand Nederland (AHN-1, 1997-2003), which is precise to about 15 centimetres per square me-
tre. The DEM’s density, distribution and planimetric accuracy is such that topographic objects 
with a size of two by two metres can be identifi ed clearly and with a maximum deviation of 50 
centimetres (AHN, 2010). The model has been supplemented with recent topographic data: 
the digital topographic map at a scale of 1:10,000 (TOP10NL, 2009). All legend items were 
selected that are higher than eye-level (including ascending elements, buildings and trees 
and/or shrubbery) based on the defi nitions of the Topographical Service of the Land Registry 
(Topografi sche Dienst Kadaster). The location, architectural height and year of completion of 
the high-rise buildings were derived from the Emporis database (Emporis, 2010) and added to 
the digital topographic map. The resulting digital landscape model was corrected using recent 
aerial photographs, fi eld surveys and Street View imagery (Google Earth, 2010). 
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A number of parameters infl uence the result of the GISc-based viewshed analysis. Especially 
when it comes to high buildings the vertical size (area of the façade) and weather conditions 
play a crucial role in prediction of probable visibility (Nicolai, 1971). To put it more precisely, 
the visual range of objects in the landscape depends on: the apparent contrast between the ob-
ject and its background, the angular size of the object, its shape and vertical area, the contrast 
threshold at the level of luminance (type of day), the conditions and technique of observing 
and; the eyelevel and related curvature of the earth (Duntley, 1948; Middleton, 1952). An im-
portant factor for determining the maximum visual range of distant objects is the meteorologi-
cal optical range at different weather conditions. Observations from the Royal Netherlands Me-
teorological Institute (KNMI) show that the meteorological optical range by full daylight varies 
from nearly zero up to several tens of kilometres (KNMI, 2010). However, the average ranges 
of 12 kilometre (50% of the time), 20 kilometre (25%) and 28 kilometre (10%) are typical for 
Dutch circumstances (Nijhuis, 2012; Nicolai, 1971). For the analysis the maximum visual range 
of the high-rise buildings was calculated under different meteorological conditions by full day-
light and involved vertical area (length-width proportion < 5), vertical shape (rectangular) 
and contrast value (object-background ≥ 2%). See fi gure 5. The vertical area was calculated by 
using fi fty percent of the perimeter of the footprint multiplied by the architectural height. 
Visibility of distant objects at different meteorological optical ranges by full daylight
(length-width proportion < 5; contrast value object-background    2%) 
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Figure 5
Visual range of high buildings as a function of the relationship between vertical area, shape and contrast value under different 
meteorological conditions by full daylight (source: Nijhuis, 2012)
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Figure 6
Visibility of high buildings in Rotterdam. Visual coverage (where) and the cluster effect (how many)
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Visibility buildings > 50 meters
Full daylight: meteorological optical range 20km (25% of the time)
in relation to vertical size and area of the building
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The cumulative viewsheds from the analysis show the probable visibility at a meteorological 
optical range of 20 kilometres and takes into account the curvature of the earth. The analysis 
results were tested for reliability through fi eld visits and photos.
The GISc-based visibility analysis results show two important aspects of visual information 
with regards to high buildings: visual coverage and cumulative visibility (Nijhuis, 2009). The 
output is meant to be descriptive rather than normative. Visual coverage is about where you 
can see high buildings from in the open landscape (tinted: see e.g. fi gure 6) and the cumulative 
visibility is about how many high buildings you can see. Or, to put it like this: it represents the 
intensity, or amount of high buildings in the skyline of the city (gradual tint; from light to dark 
means increasing amount of buildings: see fi gure 6).
The visibility analysis of Rotterdam’s high buildings shows that their combined visual coverage 
reaches various places out of town at distances of 5 up to and as far as 20 kilometres away. With-
in the city large bodies of open water (river, harbours, lakes) offer similar opportunities to see 
many high buildings simultaneously. In most of the town however the skyline cannot be seen.
This observation questions the relevance of using a winding boulevard (in combination with a 
setback principle) as an organising design concept for the urban setting of high buildings in Rot-
terdam. The collective visual impact of a high building cluster cannot be seen in the city itself. 
Outside the city, at a distance of 5 to 20 kilometres, the relative position between the individual 
buildings can’t be assessed by the human eye. Whether the high buildings are neatly lined-up 
or randomly positioned is impossible to tell, unless they are all the same size and shape (which 
they are obviously not). As a result a skyline appears mostly as a two-dimensional phenomenon.
1 2 . 6  V I S I B I L I T Y  O F  R OT T E R D A M ’ S  H I G H  B U I L D I N G 
C L U S T E R
To develop a better understanding of the visual appearance of the city’s skyline it is helpful if 
the geographical coverage of the corresponding cluster is known. To determine this a simple 
outline can be drawn that links the outer buildings that are supposedly part of the cluster. If a 
new building is erected within the outline it will not change the width of the city’s skyline, re-
gardless the angle from witch it is viewed. Any building erected outside the outline does extend 
the skyline, as seen from a specifi c angle. Three distinctive height categories were identifi ed in 
Rotterdam: below 80 metres, between 80 and 120 metres, and above 120 metres. This means 
that three of such outlines can be drawn. In the case of most buildings it is clear whether they 
belong to such a cluster or not due to their proximity to the others buildings. The current Rot-
terdam high building policy assumes that high buildings in the Central District, the Centre, the 
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Nieuwe Werk and the Kop van Zuid are part of one continuous area. The question is if the high 
buildings west of this area belong to the area that makes up the visual skyline or not: Park and 
Europoint. From some angles these buildings west of the centre are visually part of the cluster 
and from other angles they are not. A simple technique can be applied to visualise this. The 
areas from which a building appears to be part of the cluster (or not) is determined by drawing 
two lines that connect the building in question with the two buildings that mark the borders of 
the cluster. If the angle between the two lines is larger than 90 degrees, then the area in which 
the building appears as part of the cluster dominates over the area in which it is visually sepa-
rated from the cluster. The area from which the building doesn’t appear to be a visual part of 
the cluster can be tinted for clarity reasons.
It appears that the buildings in the park area should be considered to be part of the cluster: 
Hoboken (1969; 112 metres) and the Euromast (1970; 185 metres). The Europoint I, II and III 
buildings (1973/1976/1979; 95 metres) are clearly not part of it. Interestingly, if we disregard 
the buildings at the Kop van Zuid and the Nieuwe Werk (all completed in the 1990’s), then both 
Hoboken and the Euromast would not be part of the high building cluster. Expanding the cluster 
in the southward direction did integrate buildings west of the cluster as well. Adjacent to the 
cluster of buildings over 80 metres, additional buildings with a height between 50 and 80 me-
tres can be found. All these buildings were reviewed one by one to assess whether they are part 
of the cluster or not. A third outline is the result of this action. All three outlines are displayed 
in the overall map.
The offi cial municipal zoning map for high buildings and the area that actually governs the visual 
appearance of the Rotterdam skyline differ markedly. It seems that considerations on the visual 
appearance of the skyline didn’t make it into the Rotterdam policymaking. This is unfortunate as 
it would be interesting to see a clear and substantiated stance whether to extend or to densify the 
skyline, to learn about which viewpoints/directions would be dominant in such a decision and 
Figu re 7
The skyline of Rotterdam seen from the Kralingse Plas
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which would not. It would be equally interesting to learn why areas are excluded from the high 
building zoning that would actually not have an impact on the extent of the skyline.
After identifying the Rotterdam high building cluster, its visual range can be established. Be-
cause that cluster is ‘layered’ the role of the three height categories can be assessed in that pro-
cess. The cluster’s evolution through time can be visualised as well. This can be done by review-
ing the development of the outline of the cluster’s envelope(s) and by reviewing the evolving 
visual impact of the cluster on the city and its surroundings. Both directions are explored here.
Kop van Zuid
Centre
Europoint
Euromast
Park
Kralingse plas
Central
District
Figure 8
Areas from which the Euromast is visually part of the Rotterdam skyline and the areas from which it is not (tinted), based on 
the high buildings built before 1992
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Outlining the high building cluster allows us to look back in time at its development. A fi rst, 
though minimal, envelope of buildings over 80 metres can be drawn in 1989 after the third 
building in that height category is build in the city’s centre, the Willemswerf (1988; 88 metres). 
A true envelope emerges however only in 1992 after the completion of most of the buildings in 
the Central District, as shown in fi gure 8. This confi rms the analysis by means of the scatter plot 
that suggests a break over the years 1989/1992. By this time the cluster just contains one build-
ing over 120 metres, the Delftse Poort (1992; 151 metres). An outline for buildings in this height 
category is lacking for this reason.
Figure 9
The 2015 multi-layered Rotterdam high building cluster
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A fi rst (minimal) cluster of buildings with a height over 120 metres emerges with the construc-
tion of the World Port Centre (2001; 138 metres) that closes the triangle with the Delftse Poort 
(1992; 151 metres) with the Millennium Tower (2000, 149 metres). A true cluster emerges ten 
years later with the Red Apple (2009: 128 metres), the Maastoren (2009; 165 metres) and New 
Orleans (2010; 158 metres) and is reinforced by the buildings that are completed in the next 
few years, as shown in fi gure 9. The new Erasmus MC (2012; 120 metres) and the Euromast 
(1970; 185 metres) are part of that cluster. The accompanying maps show the visual coverage 
and cluster effect of the buildings that would nowadays be considered to be part of the cluster, 
at vital moments in the development of the Rotterdam skyline: 1970, 1992 and 2015. See fi g-
ures 10, 11 and 12.
The analysis-results show that the visual coverage of high buildings outside the city was more 
or less established in 1970. The cumulative visibility (amount of visible high buildings) shows 
that the amount of singular buildings was high (visible coverage by one building). This implies 
that the 1970 skyline of the Rotterdam cluster was dominated by individual and small groups 
Visibility buildings > 50 meters
Full daylight: meteorological optical range 20km (25% of the time)
in relation to vertical size and area of the building
Figure 10
The Rotterdam cluster: visibility of the high buildings built in 1970 or earlier
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of singular tall buildings. As stated before single landmarks are likely to be weak references 
by themselves. Their recognition requires sustained attention. However, in reality this usually 
does not happen. Of course sustained attention is also highly infl uenced by the angular size 
of the building involved; the further away the building is, the smaller it’s appearance and the 
smaller it gets, the more it tends to merge into the horizon. There is a slight increase of visual 
coverage over the years, especially north-west and south-west of the Rotterdam agglomeration 
up to 1992 and onwards.
However, the dominance of the cityscape dramatically increased over the years and is ex-
pressed by the increasing magnitude of cumulative visibility of high buildings. Especially in the 
last decades the cluster effect of high buildings in the skyline became the dominant develop-
ment, in comparison with the development of increasing visual coverage. Starting north and 
south of Rotterdam in 1970 the visual accumulation of high buildings in the open landscape 
will develop into a city-embracing pattern in 2015. In summary, in 1970 most of the surround-
ing territory was visually covered by the city, but from 1970 onwards the skyline of Rotterdam 
Visibility buildings > 50 meters
Full daylight: meteorological optical range 20km (25% of the time)
in relation to vertical size and area of the building
Figure 11
The Rotterdam cluster: visibility of the high buildings built in 1992 or earlier
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became more important as a cityscape in the surrounding territory. These fi ndings underscore 
that the fact that fi rst wave of high buildings started in 1970, not just in 1986.
Another aspect to be analysed is the contribution of the different height categories (<80m, 
≥80/<120m and ≥ 120m) to the visual coverage of the region. It is interesting that about ap-
proximately 80% of the visual coverage is established by the category 50-80 metres. Then the 
category ≥ 120 metres has more impact (about 3 %) on the visual coverage then the category 
80-120 metres (17 %). With respect to the spatial cues: nearness, similarity and singularity, 
the height categories play a different role in the skyline of the city. Based on the visual cover-
age, the amount and distribution of buildings, we can conclude that the relative big amount of 
buildings within the category of 50-80 metres tends to merge together (nearness and similar-
ity) and that the singular effect is formed by the higher buildings. However, evidence from fu-
ture results has to underpin this conclusion. 
Visibility buildings > 50 meters
Full daylight: meteorological optical range 20km (25% of the time)
in relation to vertical size and area of the building
Figure 12
The Rotterdam cluster: visibility of the high buildings built in 2015 or earlier
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1 2 . 7  CO N C L U S I O N S
The development of high buildings in Rotterdam is effectively analysed by considering the 
historical development in relation to the patterns that emerge from architectural height, year 
of completion, location in the city, and the functional use of the 130 buildings that measure 50 
metres high or more. The height categories that were derived from this analysis are used to de-
termine the visual impact that high buildings have on the city and its surrounding territory, and 
to determine the extend of the high building cluster that seem to drive the development of the 
city’s skyline. The fi ndings contradict the concepts of height categories and zoning used in the 
successive Rotterdam policy frameworks that were in place in the last two decades. Systematic 
research delivers new and robust height categories (less than 80 metres, 80-120 metres and 
above 120 metres) and a diamond shaped cluster that spans the core of the city’s high building 
development already since early seventies. Both fi ndings can be used as a solid scientifi c under-
pinning of a city’s guidance on high building development.
50 - 80
80 - 120
> 120 meter
Visibility buildings > 50 meters
Full daylight: meteorological optical range 20km (25% of the time)
in relation to vertical size and area of the building
Figure 13
The Rotterdam cluster: visibility coverage of the three different height categories
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1 3 . 1  I N T R O D U CT I O N
This is a story about an early feminist eighteenth-century intellectual, a proposal for a mighty 
skyscraper on the edge of a mid-size Dutch city, a chief government architect who was trying 
to fi nd arguments to save the unspoilt views of the Green Heart of Holland and a group of re-
searchers in the Netherlands Institute for Spatial Research. Historical references, unashamedly 
conspicuous architecture, present-day ideas on landscape conservation and planning policy are 
the main ingredients of the story. Why was the view of Utrecht in 2007 more widely discussed 
than Vermeer’s View of Delft from 1660, and why were so many offi cials and politicians inter-
ested in the results of a highly technical GIS-based study by an institute many of them until 
then had hardly heard of?
As this chapter will make clear, even a largely academic study can have some tangible impact 
on a political decision-making process. In this particular case of the proposed (and contro-
versial) Belle van Zuylen skyscraper, several seemingly unrelated facts and opinions came 
together. A succession of events worked in favour of the study that is the subject of this chapter: 
fi rst, a proposal for an outsized building by the developer, then the rapid acceptance by a city 
eager to give its image a boost, followed by critical comments by the Chief Government Archi-
tect, who was backed up by his freshly installed cabinet minister. Suddenly, the skyscraper plan 
became something of a national issue, especially because the Green Heart of Holland, one of 
H A N   LÖ R Z I N G
VISIONS OF BELLE VAN 
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the most precious icons of the Dutch planning system, had come into play. In this situation, a 
study into the tower’s visual effects was more than welcome for the policy makers involved in 
the decision process. 
1 3 . 2  T H E  L A D Y ,  T H E  TO W E R  A N D  T H E  A R C H I T E CT
Belle van Zuylen (1740-1805), née Isabella van Tuyll van Serooskerken (see fi gure 1), was born 
on a country estate near the city of Utrecht, in a family of landed gentry. She studied math-
ematics and several languages, travelled extensively throughout Europe, kept up correspond-
ences with many scientists and writers in different countries, among them great French minds 
like Rousseau and Voltaire, and wrote a number of books and plays. By all means, she can be 
considered a typical ‘woman of letters’, especially in her days when generally recognised female 
intellectuals were a rare species 1. Her unconventional ways became apparent when, after a 
broken-up marriage and a succession of male lovers, she indulged in a relationship with her 
French soul mate Madame de Staël. As a remarkable and unique person, Belle van Zuylen be-
came a cult fi gure in and around Utrecht. In 1993, her life was the subject of a Dutch costume 
drama movie 2.
Our nineteenth-century heroine Belle entered the twenty-fi rst with a bang. In 2005, the city 
council of Utrecht approved a proposal for new high-rise buildings. The positive spirit of this 
decision was remarkable, because until then the city of Utrecht opposed any building taller 
that the historical bell tower of the Dom (the erstwhile cathedral tower), with its 110 metres a 
landmark in its own right that dominates not just the medieval downtown area but also most 
of the modern city itself. The proposal suggested the development of a strategic site on the A2 
motorway and an important railway line, half-
way between the old city and a large new sub-
urban extension to the west, known as Leidsche 
Rijn. Central in this development, a tower of 
“unlimited height” could be erected to become 
the new landmark for the city of Utrecht. Dur-
ing further planning and design in 2007/8, the 
name ‘Belle van Zuylen Tower’ was adopted for 
the project, thereby honouring one of Utrecht’s 
greatest names in the history of the city. In 2008, 
Figure 1
Portrait of Belle van Zuylen (1740-1805)
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a draft design was presented by developer Burginvest and architect Pi de Bruijn 3. By that time, 
Belle’s tower had shot up to a staggering height of 262 metres (860 feet), almost 2.5 times the 
height of the Dom bell tower (perhaps as relief to concerned citizens, it should be said that the 
distance between both towers would have been at least 4.5 kilometres). 
The idea of building a tower of such a commanding height was met with a lot of scepticism and 
outright criticism. Apart from practical questions about the construction and marketability of 
the tower, many were worried by the potential impact of such a landmark on the surrounding 
landscape. Although situated in the middle of an urban area, Belle’s silhouette would reach 
much farther into rural areas, especially into the Green Heart of Holland (Groene Hart). Desig-
nated more than 50 years ago, the Green Heart is probably the internationally best-known icon 
of Dutch spatial planning 4. It covers an area of roughly 80 by 60 kilometres across, situated 
between the four largest cities in the country: clockwise from the north Amsterdam, Utrecht, 
Rotterdam and The Hague. From a landscape point of view, the Green Heart is made up of 
wet meadowland, parcelled out into long and narrow strips of land and interspersed by lakes 
and rationally designed reclamation landscapes. Most of the Green Heart is wide-open, al-
lowing long-distance views in all directions. High-rise urban areas like Central Rotterdam and 
the Amsterdam Arena stadium district are clearly visible from distances in the range of 10-15 
kilometres. In 2004, the Green Heart was designated as a National Landscape in the National 
Memorandum on Spatial Planning, giving a certain level of governmental protection to the 
area (VROM, 2004). 
This is where a rather unique offi cial comes in. Since the early nineteenth century, the Dutch 
government employs a remarkable advisor known as the Chief Government Architect (Rijks-
bouwmeester). The ‘national architect’ heads an independent offi ce that makes designs for im-
portant buildings but which also expresses opinions on matters of town and country planning. 
In the spring of 2007, the cabinet minister of Housing, Planning and the Environment (Ministry 
of VROM) asked the Chief Government Architect on his opinion on the positive and negative 
effects of tall structures in general, and the acceptability of the proposed Belle van Zuylen 
tower in particular. As the design of the tower went ahead at considerable speed, and the City 
of Utrecht seemed sympathetic toward the whole idea, the minister wanted advise in the short-
est possible term. 
In September 2007, Chief Government Architect, Mels Crouwel, advised strongly against the 
Belle van Zuylen tower, mainly on visibility grounds 5. On the same day, the cabinet minister 
for housing and planning, Ms Jacqueline Cramer, according to her spokesman, agreed in prin-
ciple with Mr. Crouwel. The minister made it clear that she endorsed the national architect’s 
viewpoint that a tower of this height might be all right in other locations but certainly not here 
on the edge of the Green Heart. Mr. Crouwel’s opinion was to a certain extent based on a study 
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by three researchers in the Netherlands Institute for Spatial Research (from 2008 part of the 
Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency). Shortly before the architect and his minister 
expressed their opinion, the Hague-based Institute issued a study by the name of The Visibility 
of the Belle van Zuylen Tower (De Zichtbaarheid van de Belle van Zuylen-toren)(Lörzing , et al. 
2007), which presented a method to measure the visual impact of such a disproportionate ob-
ject on the horizon. 
1 3 . 3  M E T H O D S  FO R  M E A S U R I N G  T H E  I M PA CT  O F  A 
H I G H - R I S E 
In the spring of 2007, with crucial decisions about the go-ahead for the tower to be made 
within a year, none of the parties involved in the Belle van Zuylen project so far had developed 
a convincing method to depict the visual impact of the tower. Of course, architects and devel-
opers generously provided artist’s impressions (see fi gure 2), but these gave only limited and 
selective perspectives of the tower’s surroundings, focusing on the view from nearby highways. 
Figure 2
Artist’s impression of the Belle van Zuylen tower (source: Architecten Cie Amsterdam)
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In discussions with the national architect’s offi ce, as researchers for the government (the Insti-
tute for Spatial Research was independent but funded by the Ministry of Planning) we decided 
that it was high time to start a quick and object-specifi c study into the visual effects of Belle van 
Zuylen’s tower.
Without any doubt, the ultimate method to experience the visual effects of a planned building 
is erecting a life-size model on scale 1 to 1. This has actually been done in a few cases, like the 
proposed reconstruction of the Berlin Stadtschloss (the Kaiser’s City Palace that was razed to 
the ground by the GDR regime) and the Valkhof, a Medieval defence tower in the Dutch city 
of Nijmegen, which was to be rebuilt after an absence of several centuries. In Switzerland, 
the real-size outlines of new buildings have to be simulated with the use of pylons or building 
cranes. In the case of Belle van Zuylen Tower, however, this approach would be virtually impos-
sible; building a 262 metre high-rise construction would require almost the same technological 
prowess as building the real tower, at an almost comparable price. Other methods, like hanging 
air balloons or zeppelins in place right above the proposed building site, may be less expensive 
but seem equally unrealistic. 
We decided to use the available experience with GIS within the Institute. To make GIS ap-
plicable for the kind of study we had in mind, we needed to make a few technical choices. The 
most important one was the introduction of the Viewshed method as a tool to construct realistic 
sightlines between the Belle tower and its surroundings, thereby defi ning the tower’s range of 
visibility. For a complete picture, we needed answers to the following questions:
• At which (maximum) distance will the Belle van Zuylen tower theoretically be visible, 
taking the curvature of the earth into account?
• In which locations and to which extent will the visibility be restricted by objects that stand 
in the way between the observer and the tower?
• To which extent will the visibility of the tower be inﬂ uenced (or better: reduced) by the 
weather conditions?
• And ﬁ nally, which role will the shape of the tower (esp. its height-width ratio) play in its 
impact on the horizon?
To put the effects of the Belle van Zuylen tower in perspective, we also decided to make com-
parative studies for a number of well-known existing high-rises, towers and pylons in or in the 
direct vicinity of the Green Heart of Holland.
First, we calculated the theoretical maximum visibility of the Belle van Zuylen tower. This max-
imum range is a hypothetical circle on the earth’s surface. Under ideal circumstances, the tower 
can be seen on and everywhere within the circle, taking the earth’s curvature into account. 
Outside the circle, the tower will never be visible, at least not from a viewpoint on ground level. 
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For the 262-metre Belle tower, maximum visibility turned out to be no less than 62 kilometres 
(38.5 miles). This would mean that, in theory anyway, Belle could be seen from all of the Green 
Heart and all the big cities in the Western part of the country; its visibility range would extend 
well into the North Sea and miss the German border by a few kilometres. 
These effects may seem rather alarming, but in the real world the citizens of The Hague, the 
crew on a North Sea coaster and the German border police won’t need to worry. Belle’s impact 
on their environment will be non-existent. For a more realistic picture, we must take into ac-
count the effects of physical barriers within the theoretical visibility circle. Viewshed analyis 
is capable of including in its calculations data about hills, built-up areas, woodlands and other 
types of objects that can potentially obstruct the view of an observer. To create a digital land-
scape model (DLM), a three-dimensional landscape for use by Viewshed, we used the ground 
level heights from the Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (a modern digital elevation model 
of the Netherlands), and combined them with data from the digital topographic maps of the 
Dutch Topographical Service of the Land Registry (Topografi sche Dienst Kadaster) (esp. built-up 
areas, linear vegetation and woodlands) and more specifi c data on road noise barriers etc. 
Making this data usable for viewshed analysis, we made a few assumptions, like uniform 
heights for low-rise and high-rise built-up areas (7 and 30 metres, respectively) and for tree 
lines, woods and forests (15 metres). The effects of visibility barriers on perception are sub-
stantial and complicated. Let’s suppose, for instance, that an observer stands at a distance of 
30 kilometres from a 262 metre tall tower, and in between is a 6 metre high building. As the 
observer moves toward the tower, he will pass a 950metre-long zone in which the tower disap-
pears from sight. In case the obstacle would be 18 metres high, the zone of invisibility would be 
over 3 kilometres long. These examples are far from hypothetical; the supposedly ‘open areas’ 
of western Netherlands (like the Green Heart) are full of similar sight barriers, so that the over-
all perception of a tower like Belle van Zuylen will be vastly reduced. Feeding all this data and 
interpretations into viewshed analysis, we were able to give a fairly accurate approximation of 
Belle’s impact on the countryside around the city of Utrecht.
So far, the visual impact of the Belle van Zuylen high-rise was calculated for ideal weather 
conditions. As any visitor to the Netherlands will testify, these conditions are extremely rare 
in reality. Fog, rain, haze and darkness often diminish the sight of tall and voluminous objects 
on the horizon, sometimes even at short distances. To put things into perspective, we collected 
data about the weather in this part of the Netherlands; the Royal Netherlands Meteorological 
Institute (KMNI) was happy to oblige. They were able to provide detailed data for a twenty-year 
period. Based on the weather bureau’s material, we could calculate the average chance for the 
Belle tower to be visible from various distances under the prevailing weather conditions. 
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1 3 . 4  T H E  V I S I B I L I T Y  O F  B E L L E  F R O M  T H E  CO U N T R Y S I D E 
The fi rst conclusion that can be drawn from the results was that there would be very few places 
from where the Belle van Zuylen tower could be seen without any obstruction from the theo-
retical maximum distance of 62 kilometres, see fi gure 3. In fact, such a place existed only in a 
sector of the former Zuyderzee, a vast open lake in the heart of the country. To a yacht skipper, 
plying the waters of Lake Marken, it could be a spectacular sight, but he would be one of the 
very few lucky ones to ever see Belle from such a distance. More likely, people in large parts 
of the Green Heart would be able so see the tower from distances up to 25 kilometres. But 
their view would be fragmented and interrupted by numerous sight barriers. Only in the larg-
est open areas (and the Green Heart is famous for its fl at and open meadowland between the 
towns, woodlands and linear settlements), unobstructed views could be admired (or cursed, 
according to the preferences of the beholder). 
Figure 3
Visibility of the Belle van Zuylen tower based on earth’s curvature and topography; the circles indicate sight limitations by the weather at 5, 10, 20 
and 30 kilometres
!
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From the major cities around the Green Heart, and even in large parts of the city of Utrecht 
itself, the tower would be virtually invisible. The same would go for the hilly and densely wood-
ed areas to the northeast and east of Utrecht, known to the Dutch as Utrechtse Heuvelrug 
(Utrecht Hill Range). From here, Belle would be visible only in extremely exceptional cases, 
like the runway of a former air force base which, by a rather eerie coincidence, points directly 
at the high-rise tower as if making it a prime target for pilots training. For those in search of the 
best views of Belle at the horizon, the meadows to the southwest of Utrecht (Lopikerwaard) 
and the lakes to the north of the city would be the best choice. 
All in all, the visibility of the Belle van Zuylen tower from the open landscapes around Utrecht 
would be substantial, but less comprehensive than the theoretical maximum of 62 kilometres 
seemed to suggest. Actually, the most impressive views of Belle could be expected from some 
of the major motorways that run toward Utrecht. As the city of Utrecht more or less is the geo-
graphical heart of the Netherlands, motorways from seven directions come together on the 
Utrecht Ring. No less than fi ve of these roads would offer compelling views of the tower from 
distances up to 25-30 kilometres. Motorists travelling down the A2 motorway from Amsterdam 
would certainly be impressed the moment they caught the fi rst sight of Belle, which would ac-
tually be immediately at Amsterdam’s outskirts. 
The infl uence of the weather, as it could be derived from the weather bureau’s data, turned 
out to play a substantial role in the tower’s visibility. When superposed on the aforementioned 
results, the actual visibility over time (expressed in percentages of total visibility) proved to be 
greatly diminished. The results are shown in fi gure 3, where changing colours in four circles 
around the Belle van Zuylen tower suggest changes in visibility percentage. 
• The �irst circle, at 5 kilometres, has a visibility chance of 77.6%.
• On the second, at 10 kilometres, the visibility chance is 56.7%.
• For circle three, at 20 kilometres, the visibility chance is 30.8%.
• Finally, the visibility chance on the outer circle (at 30 kilometres) is a mere 9.4%. 
These results make clear that at distances of over 20 kilometres, the actual chance to see a tall 
construction the size of Belle’s tower is at most only 30% of the time. These fi ndings should 
be combined with the Viewshed data, which show that at distances of 20 kilometres and more 
(which coincides with the third circle in fi gure 3), even the ideal visibility based on the topog-
raphy of the area is fairly limited. To put it in simple terms: at distances of more than 20 kilo-
metres the Belle high-rise will be visible from a limited number of places, and the visibility from 
these places will be greatly limited by the weather. On the other hand, within a circle of 10 
kilometres (the second circle in fi gure 3) Belle’s theoretical visibility from the open countryside 
will be near total, while the chance to see the tower under various weather conditions will vary 
from 55% to 100 %. 
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To put the effects of the Belle van Zuylen tower in perspective, we decided to make comparative 
studies for a number of well-known existing high-rises, towers and pylons in or in the direct 
vicinity of the Green Heart of Holland. These objects were deliberately picked with maximum 
diversity in mind, featuring:
• A Rotterdam ofﬁ ce tower (then, with its 151 metres, the tallest building in the country);
• Good old Dom (cathedral) bell tower, Utrecht’s proud landmark from the Middle Ages (112 
metres);
• A radio relay mast in the middle of the Green Heart (125 metres);
• A characteristic water tower in the Green Heart (because of its shape colloquially referred 
to as ‘the Pencil’, 58 metres);
• The tallest construction by far in the Netherlands, Gerbrandy Communications Tower on 
the edge of the Green Heart close to a Utrecht suburb (375 metres). 
The distance of maximum visibility for these tall objects is shown in fi gure 4. As can be seen, 
Belle’s visibility range of 62.3 kilometres is second to that of the Gerbrandy tower (at 73.3 kilo-
metres). 
All these tall constructions and buildings turned out to have at least one thing in common with 
Belle van Zuylen’s tower: their theoretical maximum visibility is greatly reduced by a wide 
range of sight barriers that pop up all over the countryside. The maximum visual range of the 
Belle van Zuylen 262 m (62,3 km)1
Belle van Zuylen 162 m (50,0 km)2
Domtoren 112 m 3
Delftse Poort 151 m 4
Gerbrandytoren 375 m 5
1
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3
4 5
6
7
Watertoren Meije 58 m6
Straalverbindingstoren Alphen a/d Rijn 135 m7
Figure 4
Maximum visibility range for the Belle van Zuylen 
tower and 7 reference objects
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tallest object, the Gerbrandy tower, was calculated at 73 kilometres, but in reality this giant 
construction (dressed up as an illuminated Christmas tree every December) is seen mostly from 
the eastern and southern parts of the Green Heart at distances up to 30 kilometres, the most 
spectacular view being from a nearby motorway bridge across the Lek river south of Utrecht. 
Rather to our surprise, the largest area of unobstructed visibility can be found for the Rotter-
dam offi ce tower; but here, these views are not from the Green Heart (where the tower certain-
ly has some impact, but over no more than some 15 kilometres) but from the vast open arable 
fi elds to the south of Rotterdam, where the sight lines of over 25 kilometres are no exception. 
As a self-chosen experiment, we also introduced a more modest Belle van Zuylen tower of 162 
metres (exactly 100 metres lower than the original). Much to our surprise, trimming back 
Belle’s tower to just over 60% of its intended height wouldn’t make a proportionate difference: 
‘Belle’s little sister’ would still be visible from a substantial part of the Green Heart. At 50 kilo-
metres, its maximum visibility (see fi gure 4) turned out to be only gradually smaller that Belle’s 
62.3 kilometres.
So far, the distance between the observer and the object on the horizon was our only criterion. 
From the beginning, however, we felt that there had to be another important factor related 
with the actual presence of the object. With the visibility measurements of Belle and other tow-
ers available, we had a great example at our disposal. Just imagine the effects on the horizon, 
caused by a solid building like the Belle van Zuylen tower on the one hand, and an ultra-thin 
construction like the (much taller) Gerbrandy tower on the other. Even without any further 
study it will be clear that the Gerbrandy tower will practically disappear from sight against the 
sky on an average day, while the Belle tower will be a landmark in its own right, especially after 
dark when lit windows will make it a shining beacon on the horizon. 
To provide ourselves with a more elaborate theory on the horizon effects of different struc-
tures, we developed a method based on the term ‘horizon impact percentage’ (see fi gure 5). We 
calculated this percentage by:
• deﬁ ning the ‘facade surface’ of the object;
• introducing a measure for the ‘viewer’s horizon’, expressed in the commonly accepted 60 
degrees vision angle and a ‘horizon height’ for which we took the height of the tallest object 
in our comparative study: the Gerbrandy tower’s 375 metres. 
The results of these calculations are striking 6. Mainly because of its considerable silhouette, 
the Belle van Zuylen tower will have a much higher horizon impact percentage than any of the 
other towers that were part of the study. At a uniform percentage of 0.1% for all towers, ‘Belle’ 
will be seen at a distance of 30 kilometres, while the much taller Gerbrandy tower would only 
be visible from 6 kilometres (see fi gure 6 for the circles of 0.1% horizon impact). The only other 
tower with a serious presence on the horizon is the Rotterdam offi ce tower, which is easy to 
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Model of the horizon impact percentage measurement method
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Figure 6
Comparison of the visibility of the Belle van Zuylen tower and reference objects at a horizon impact of 0.1%
understand given its rather plump, broad design. Compared to the other towers, ‘Belle’ will 
certainly make a great impression against the skies over Holland.
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1 3 . 5  B E L L E ’ S  S U D D E N  D E M I S E
According to informal comments by the Chief Government Architect’s offi ce, our Institute’s vis-
ibility study greatly helped the to form the Architect’s opinion about the acceptability of Belle’s 
tower. But even if the minister herself had expressed her doubts about such a huge tower at 
the edges of the Green Heart, civil servants in The Hague had to admit that the ministry didn’t 
have the power to stop the Belle project altogether. In the City of Utrecht, prospects still looked 
rosy for the development of what was marketed as the city’s future landmark. Before the min-
ister’s statement, in June 2007, the city’s executives decided that they endorsed the results of a 
feasibility study, expressing the expectation that the tower would become a major tourist and 
business attraction for Utrecht. It seemed only a matter of time for the city to give its formal 
go-ahead. 
But things began to change, albeit slowly. On October 10th of 2007, the City of Utrecht held a 
referendum as part of the appointment procedure of a new mayor (in the Dutch system, mayors 
are not elected but appointed by the government; in a few recent cases, however, the elector-
ate has been consulted before the fi nal decision). The winning candidate, social democrat MP 
Aleid Wolfsen, presented himself as an outspoken critic of the tower project. The fact that Mr. 
Wolfsen won the referendum and was subsequently appointed mayor of Utrecht didn’t change 
the situation overnight. The city still seemed supportive of the project, but waited for the out-
come of the developer’s search for investors. However, in the city council, most parties (and 
most councillors) were in favour of the Belle van Zuylen, although some parties held a ‘yes, but’ 
or ‘yes, provided that’ view. 
In 2008, a citizens’ initiative to organise a consultative referendum on the tower project gath-
ered a few hundred signatures, but a large majority in the city council rejected the idea. The 
only result of the referendum initiative was that an ever-larger number of citizens began to 
discuss the project. In these discussions, the outcome of our Institute’s study into the long-
distance visibility of Belle van Zuylen tower began to play a tangible role; supporters and oppo-
nents found a basis for their arguments in our study 7. A smooth and rapid approval of the plans 
by the city council began to look increasingly unlikely. Within two years, the worldwide credit 
crunch did what ministerial doubts, council debates and citizens’ protests could not achieve: 
on the 22nd of January, 2010, the City of Utrecht and Burginvest development stated in a joint 
declaration that preparatory work on the Belle van Zuylen tower project was to be discontinued 
due to economical diffi culties. The dream of developers and city fathers, to erect the tallest 
tower in the country, already a nightmare to some, had suddenly ended as a pipe dream. Two 
hundred and fi ve years after Belle van Zuylen’s demise, her namesake tower had met its own 
death.
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1 3 . 6  CO N C L U S I O N S
At fi rst sight, the story of the rise and fall of a bold development scheme like the Belle van 
Zuylen skyscraper proposal seems interesting for the people of Utrecht and Dutch planning 
policy makers only. But obviously, there is more. As an example of GIS application, Belle’s ad-
ventures show the level of precision with which the visual impact on the horizon of high and/
or voluminous objects can be forecasted. Moreover, there is the political aspect. The Belle van 
Zuylen visibility study would never even have been considered if there had not been an ever-
broader discussion in the city of Utrecht and in Dutch government circles. The study may not 
have been decisive in itself, but it was clearly helpful to many policy makers because it provided 
objective and accessible information to support their case (this does not only relate to oppo-
nents, as some might be inclined to think; this author heard advocates of the Belle project hap-
pily conclude that ‘their’ tower would be visible from the outskirts of Amsterdam as a shining 
landmark for Utrecht. 
N OT E S
[1] Books and articles on the life and works of Belle van Zuylen are mostly in either French or Dutch. For the English-language 
reader, the following two sources may be of interest: Courtney (1993) and Van Dijk et al. (2006) 
[2] Belle van Zuylen - Madame de Charrière, a fi lm by Digna Sinke, 1993 (in Dutch). In 1996, the fi lm was reworked into a three-
episode TV series
[3] For information on the project from the developer’s and architect’s point of view, visit http://www.bellevanzuylen.info/
english/index.php
[4] The term ‘Groene Hart’ appears in Dutch planning documents since the fi rst National Memorandum on Spatial Planning (Nota 
Westen des Lands (1958)). The term is supposed to have been coined by Albert Plesman, a Dutch aviator who founded KLM 
Royal Dutch Airlines
[5]  See the ministry’s press release on September 24th, 2007: Rijksbouwmeester brengt advies Belle van Zuylentoren uit aan minister 
Cramer
[6]  The calculation proceeds as follows:
• If ‘d’ is the viewer’s distance to the object, our horizon height is 375 metres, and we realise that 60 degrees is 1/6 of an 
all-around vision (the ‘panorama’), then the viewer’s horizon will be H=2d .375/6. 
• Next, we have to establish the surface of the object's silhouette by multiplying its height (‘h’) and width (‘w’). 
• Finally, the object's surface is set against the viewer's horizon ‘H’ to calculate the percentage (‘P’) of the horizon that is 
taken up by the object: P=100.hw/H.
 For more information, see Lörzing, et al. 2007
[7] Off the record comments by representatives of the Chief Government Architect’s offi ce, the Ministry of VROM, the City of 
Utrecht and the tower’s designers
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GLOSSARY
Affordance Physical properties of the environ-
ment, which are about linking perception and 
action. So paths afford walking, a bench af-
fords sitting, et cetera. Affordances in visual 
space are readily perceived possibilities for 
action, especially movement
Agent based modelling A class of computa-
tional models for simulating the actions and 
interactions of autonomous agents (both indi-
vidual and collective entities such as organi-
zations or groups) with a view to assessing 
their effects on the system as a whole 
All lines analyses Analysis delineating how 
integrated each sight line is in relationship to 
all other sight lines [t.: space syntax]
Angular analyses  Analysis delineating how 
spatial integrated each street axis is in terms 
of the angular deviation to all others in a built 
environment [t.: space syntax]
Appearance of the landscape The way the 
landscape appears to the observer from a 
horizontal perspective. Perceived space: the 
landscape we see by movement within (syno-
nyms: visible form, landscape physiognomy, 
physiognomic landscape)
Axial line Represents the longest sight line 
one has in an urban space or street [t.: space 
syntax]
Axial map The street and road net in built 
environments represented with the longest 
and fewest sight lines [t.: space syntax]
Biological factors Factors that infl uence land-
scape perception, which are based on evolu-
tionary developed innate dispositions 
Computer Aided Design (CAD)  Refers to the 
use of computer technology for the process of 
design, e.g. three-dimensional architectural 
buildings
Conceptual (order of) space Refers to the 
physical, three-dimensional Euclidian space 
(metric reality), usually expressed in Car-
tesian coordinates (x, y, z). Existing or con-
ceived mathematical space
Convex space  A space such that all points with-
in that space can be joined to all others without 
passing outside the boundary of the space
Cultural factors Factors that infl uence land-
scape perception, which are based on sociali-
sation into a culture 
Culture A set of collective views or habits 
Delaunay triangulation  An algorithm for 
connecting points to form triangles such 
that all points are connected to their nearest 
neighbours and triangles are as compact as 
possible
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) Generic term 
for a digital model representing the earth’s 
surface. Here, used as Digital Terrain Mod-
els (DTM), represents only the bare ground 
surface
This is a brief selection of the most important terms used in this book. 
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Digital Landscape Model (DLM)  Digital model 
representing the earth’s surface including 
all objects on it (incl. man-made entities like 
buildings, roads, dikes, planting)
Form of the landscape The landscape as an 
arrangement of spaces, surfaces and objects 
known in Euclidian proportions. Physical 
space: the landscape we know by measure-
ment (synonym: corporeal form)
Geodata Data that describes both the loca-
tions and characteristics of spatial phenom-
ena on the Earth’s surface
Geodata ensemble Geodata that consists 
of different geodata primitives like points, 
rasters, lines, planes (including pictures and 
videos) and volumes
Geodata processing Data centered exploration 
by using digital functions 
Geodata visualisation Applying graphic com-
munication rules by assigning graphic vari-
ables and their attributes to geodata, based 
on concepts from cartography, landscape 
visualization, image analysis and scientifi c 
visualization
Geomatics A fi eld of activity which, us-
ing a systematic approach, integrates all 
the means used to acquire and manage 
spatial data required as part of scientifi c, 
administrative, legal and technical opera-
tions involved in the process of production 
and management of spatial information. 
These activities include, but are not limited 
to, cartography, control surveying, digital 
mapping, geodesy, geographic informa-
tion systems, hydrography, land informa-
tion management, land surveying, mining 
surveying, photogrammetry and remote 
sensing (chapter 4) – see Geo information 
science
Geometrical distance Measures the city’s 
street and road net as a system of least angle 
change paths [t.: space syntax]
Geographic information System (GIS) Com-
puter system for capturing, storing, querying, 
analysing, and displaying geodata
Geographic information Science (GISc or 
GIScience) An information science focus-
sing on the collection, modelling, man-
agement, display, and interpretation of 
geographic data. It is an integrative fi eld, 
combining concepts, theories, and techniques 
from a wide range of disciplines, allowing 
new insights and innovative synergies for 
increased understanding of our world. By 
incorporating spatial location as an essential 
characteristic of what we seek to under-
stand in the natural and built environment, 
geographic information science (GISc) and 
systems (GIS) provide the conceptual founda-
tion and synergetic tools to explore visual 
landscapes (chapter 1) – see Geomatics
Georeference  Linking geodata to real world 
locations or defi ne existence in geographical, 
or physical space 
Global integration analysis Analysis delineat-
ing how spatial integrated each street axis 
is in terms of the total number of direction 
changes to all others in a built environment 
[t.: space syntax]
High buildings Mass term for all types of high 
buildings: tall buildings, high-rise buildings 
and skyscrapers. 
Individual factors Factors that infl uence land-
scape perception, which are based on indi-
vidual previous experiences [t.: psychology]
Isovist Limit-of-vision plotting or sightfi eld 
polygon representing the (eye level) panopti-
cal view (or part thereof) from an observer, at 
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a certain viewpoint. Mostly used to refer to a 
vector-based computational visibility analysis 
in the horizontal plane
Isovist fi eld Field of isovists derived from 
multiple viewpoints
Landscape An area, as perceived by people, 
whose character is the result of the action 
and interaction of natural and/or human fac-
tors, and includes rural and urban areas
Landscape analysis  A systematic process of 
describing landscape attributes, their spatial 
pattern and their importance to people
Landscape preferences Mental dispositions 
to favour particular landscapes over other 
landscapes
Local integration analysis  Analysis delineat-
ing how spatially integrated each street axis 
is in terms of a given number of direction 
changes to all others in a built environment. 
For European and Asian cities, 3 direction 
changes are used, while it is 5 in Arab and 
Persian cities and 2 in American cities [t.: 
space syntax]
Mapping Mapping is an activity of construct-
ing, exploring and communicating (spatial) 
knowledge. It refers to the process of graphi-
cal representation (or visualization) and 
gaining understanding of things, conditions, 
processes, or events by visual thinking and 
visual communication
Map Graphical or visual representation that fa-
cilitate a special understanding of things, condi-
tions, processes, or events in the human world 
Mental concepts Elementary units of thought, 
capable of playing an inferential role in a 
person’s mental life
Metric distance  Measures the city’s street 
and road net as a system of shortest paths  [t.: 
space syntax]
Metrical radius Radius with metrical units [t.: 
space syntax]
Micro scale urban analyses Analysis delineat-
ing the inter-visibility and accessibility rela-
tion between buildings and streets [t.: space 
syntax]
Minkowski-model Sequential stacking of 
individual isovists representing the gradual 
change of visible space by moving in a certain 
direction
Motorway panorama  The delimited view – of 
at least 175 metres wide by 500 metres deep 
– on a discernable landscape, including any 
landscape features unique to that area
Non Photorealism (NPR)  Refers to the use of 
a type of rendering in which a wide variety of 
expressive styles (e.g. painterly or cartoon-
like) are applied to show uncertainty
Perception The activity carried out by the 
brain by which we interpret what the senses 
receive. It is not merely a factual reporting but 
tends to be referenced to associations and ex-
pectations already in the mind of the beholder
Perceptual (order of) space Refers to the 
visual appearance or physiognomy of three-
dimensional space to an observer (perceived 
reality). The organisation of movement and 
visibility of the objects involved are important 
factors
Photorealism  Type of rendering of a digital 
image that is indistinguishable from reality 
(or a photograph)
Physiology of perception  Refers to the pro-
cesses of sensation and the mechanisms of 
sight, the structure of the eye, how it receives 
light, and its limitations thereby. It brings 
information from the outside world to the 
brain. All aspects of physiological perception 
can be measured in an objective way
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Point depth analyses Analysis delineating 
the degree of visibility from every point in the 
public spaces of a neighbourhood [t.: space 
syntax]
Psychological landscape The landscape as it 
appears in the mind of a person that exists 
subjectively in the sense of being dependent 
on the mental dispositions of the observer
Psychology of perception  Refers to two dif-
ferent processes: (1) the basically uncon-
scious process of analysing and interpreting 
sensory information (information processing), 
and (2) the conscious experience of ana-
lysed and interpreted information coming in 
through our senses
Physical landscape The landscape as a mate-
rial phenomenon that exists objectively in 
the sense of being independent of the mental 
dispositions (e.g. feelings, thoughts) of poten-
tial observers
Physiognomic landscape Visual landscape 
(for an elaboration see chapter 1)
Physiognomic landscape research Refers to 
the fi eld of visual landscape research and is 
concerned with mapping the visual landscape 
(see visual landscape research)
Raster data Geodata that uses geo-referenced 
2D-arrays (of grids, cells or points) to repre-
sent spatial phenomena
Rendering  Generating a digital image from a 
three-dimensional model by means of com-
puter programs
Scene The formal relationship of three-
dimensional objects in space is visible as a 
scene on the retina. It refers to an extensive 
piece of the landscape that can be seen from 
a single point of view as in a painting or as a 
stage of a theatre with a foreground, middle 
ground and background (related to view)
Sightline The direct line of vision between the 
eye of an observer and the object seen. The 
central line of sight is the line of vision that 
bisects the view
Spatial features Spatial representation of real 
world phenomena
Syntactic step  Represents a change of direc-
tion from one axial line to another [t.: space 
syntax]
Skyline disturbance Visible objects against 
the sky on the horizon that are valued as 
disturbing
Topological depth The number of syntactic 
steps from each axial line to all other axial 
lines measures a settlement’s topological 
depth [t.: space syntax]
Topological distance Calculates the city’s 
street and road net as a system of the fewest 
turn paths [t.: space syntax]
Topological radius Radius with direction 
change units [t.: space syntax]
Transparent space It is a space that does not 
contain any visual model of reference, in or-
der to judge it and value it. It is a space freed 
from the visual cultural memory. To elevate 
these spaces to the category of landscape, 
new mental associations are necessary. 
These spaces should be readable not through 
images but through the corporeal senses and 
the self will and the awareness of the observ-
er to explore them [t.: phenomenology]
3D Computer Graphics  Refers to graphics 
that use a three-dimensional representation 
of geometric data (aka 3D model)
Vector data Geodata that uses points and 
their x-, y-coordinates (2D) to construct spa-
tial features of points, lines and planes
View Refers to (composed) landscape uni-
ties within the horizontal, binocular fi eld of 
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vision of about 20-30 degrees (but up to 60 
degrees). Views take a wide variety of forms 
and include: Feature views are dominated by 
one or a few eye-catching elements. Focal 
views, vista’s or axis are framed sightlines. 
Panoramic views or prospects are unbroken 
views of the whole surrounding area covering 
the whole fi eld of vision (up to 120 degrees)
Viewshed A geodata representation of areas of 
land surface that are visible form one or more 
viewpoints. Viewshed-analysis is basically a 
three-dimensional visibility calculation based 
on raster data
Virtual historical landscape  A three-dimen-
sional virtual reconstruction of a historical 
landscape
Visual cultural memory A cultural society 
has in common a shared historical past, a 
common cultural heritage with rich visual 
representations in art, and mental imagery in 
literature, traditions, legends, etc. All these 
memories build a common cultural con-
sciousness that infl uence at the same time a 
common perceptual understanding. The ter-
ritory, then, is covered by a layer of collective 
memories [t.: phenomenology]
Visible form  The visual manifestation (ap-
pearance) of three-dimensional forms and 
their relationship in outdoor space, expressed 
by the structural organisation (e.g. balance, 
tension, rhythm, proportion, scale) and order-
ing principles (e.g. axis, symmetry, hierarchy, 
datum, transformation)
Visual impact Visual effect or infl uence
Visual landscape The appearance of the land-
scape as perceived by an observer. Synonym: 
landscape physiognomy or physiognomic 
landscape (see chapter 1).
Visual landscape assessment  A process that 
aims at analysing visual landscape character
Visual landscape character  The visual expres-
sion of the spatial elements, structure and 
pattern in the landscape
Visual landscape research Refers to the fi eld 
of visual landscape research and is concerned 
with mapping the visual landscape. Physiog-
nomic landscape mapping or visual landscape 
mapping (landschapsbeeldkartering) com-
prises of a wide range of theories, methods 
and techniques for analysis and visualisation, 
which refl ect different approaches (see chap-
ter 1)
Visual models of reference  (also: visual 
references) Representations and mental im-
ages coming from sources such us painting, 
literature, cinema, television, publicity, and 
the Internet, that are stored in the memory of 
the observer. These representations become 
visual references of judgement to elevate a 
space that is observed into a signifi cant place 
[t.: phenomenology]
Visual quality Visual excellence of form and 
shape
Visibility The geographic extent of a resource 
and legibility of its features that can be seen 
by an observer(s) determined by its position 
Visual perception Refers to vision as function 
of perception (see perception and chapter 1)
Visual urbanisation Refers to the process of 
increasing visibility of urban features in the 
rural realm
Visibilitime  View as delimited by space and 
time and by physical barriers in the environ-
ment, i.e. a motorists’ viewing constraints and 
the time it takes a motorist to pass a view
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LITERATURE GUIDE TO 
LANDSCAPE PERCEPTION 
RESEARCH
This is an annotated bibliography of a brief selection of important and inspiring landscape 
perception studies addressing expert, psychological, psychophysical and phenomenological 
approaches. See chapter one for an elaboration on the topic.
Expert approaches (by S. Nijhuis)
Appleyard, D., Lynch, K., and Myer, J.R. (1964) The View from the Road. Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
The MIT Press.
The book provides an interesting and straightforward investigation on how to describe and classify as-
pects of the city from the particular viewpoint of the car traveller. Aspects of mobility are considered 
as important in the preliminary conception of urban narrative as a succession of views. The work is a 
beautiful narrative engaging in the subject of city form as encountered by the people who live there.
Bacon, E.N. (1976) Design of Cities. New York, Penguin Books.
The work looks at the many aspects that infl uence city design, including spatial form, interactions 
between humans, nature and the built environment, perception of favourable environments, colour, 
and perspective. It considers the city as a three-dimensional composition and the apprehension, rep-
resentation and realisation of space as constituent components of spatial design. 
Bell, S. (1993/2004) Elements of Visual Design in the Landscape. London, etc. E&FN SPON.
The book presents a vocabulary of visual design, structured in a logical and easy to follow sequence. 
It shows how the landscape is composed using visual principles determined by basic elements, vari-
ables and organisation. It is their combination that describes the patterns to be found in the existing 
landscape or produces new visual patterns or designs.
Girot, C., and Wolf, S., eds. (2010) Blicklandschaften. Landschaft in Bewegung. Zurich, gta Verlag.
Through theoretical texts and refl ections on practical work with video, the current mindset towards 
the perception of contemporary landscapes of the periphery is assessed.
Higuchi, T. (1975) The Visual and Spatial Structure of Landscapes. Cambridge, The MIT Press.
The work introduces the concept of visual analysis to landscape research for investigating the extent 
to which urban settings are legible and imaginable to their inhabitants. It identifi es features such as 
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landmarks, boundaries, paths, and nodes that enable moving through a landscape by constructing a 
mental map, beginning with major structural elements and fi lling it in with successively fi ner detail.
Psarra, S. (2009) Architecture and narrative. The formation of space and cultural space. Abingdon and 
New York, Routledge.
The book explores the interaction between the conceptual aspects of architecture and the percep-
tual dimensions of the user’s experience. It is about how design combines theoretical and analyti-
cal knowledge, how it formulates conceptual content and engages the imagination through the or-
ganisation of visual form and space, and how architecture and the city carry cultural narratives. 
Schubert, O. (1965) Optik in Architektur und Städtebau. Verlag Gebr. Mann, Berlin.
The study addresses the perceptual order of architectural space using a system of visual angles. It 
takes the optical system as the starting point and uses it as a methodological tool in order to highlight 
the relationship between vision and architecture. It points towards a certain conceptualisation of vi-
sion as an analytical and aesthetic tool used in architectural and urban design. 
Smardon, R.C., Palmer, J.E., and Felleman, J.P., eds. (1986) Foundations for Visual Project Analysis. 
New York, etc., John Wiley & Sons.
The various contributions in this book present different disciplinary perspectives, conceptual ap-
proaches and methodologies to visual landscape assessment. It addresses fundamental principles, 
methods and techniques for analysing the visual attributes of the landscape as it presently exists and 
then as it would exist with the changes being proposed by a particular project. 
Steenbergen, C.M., and Reh, W. (2003) Architecture and landscape. The Design Experiment of the 
Great European Gardens and Landscapes. Basel, Boston, Berlin, Birkhäuser.
This research introduces a framework for the rational analysis of landscape architectonic composi-
tions and showcases an effective way of representing them. It elaborates systematically, various as-
pects of the architectonic form and its perception in order to derive design knowledge for landscape 
architecture by the examination of rational, formal and pictorial examples.
Thiel, P. (1961) A sequence-experience notation. Town Planning Review 32 (1); 33-52
The paper presents a descriptive and prescriptive notation to communicate perceived (sequential) 
space and allows for the design of it. It emphasises the notion that environmental experience differs 
from that which is represented by traditional architectural drawing and, by extension, other forms of 
mapping.
Psychological and psychophysical approaches (by M. Jacobs) 
Altman, I., and Low, S., eds. (1992) Place attachment. New York, Plenum Press.
The various contributions to this book present different disciplinary perspectives, conceptual ap-
proaches and methodologies to the study of place attachment and the signifi cance of various environ-
ments in an individual’s life. 
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Appleton, J. (1996/1975) The experience of landscape. Chichester, Wiley.
This book presents an evolutionary approach to the study of landscape perception, stresses the 
prospect-refuge theory and the habitat theory and addresses empirical observations to discuss these 
theories. 
Berg, A.E. van den (1999) Individual differences in the aesthetic evaluation of natural landscapes. 
Groningen, University of Groningen. 
This PhD thesis identifi es landscape characteristics, personal characteristics, and contextual charac-
teristics that explain individual differences in landscape preferences, and explains the psychological 
mechanisms that constitute those differences. 
Daniel, T.C. (2001) Wither scenic beauty? Visual landscape quality assessment in the 21st century.
Landscape and urban planning 54; 267-281
This paper offers a discussion on various approaches to assessing the quality of the visual landscape, 
with a focus on providing knowledge for environmental management decision-making processes. 
Jacobs, M.H. (2006) The production of mindscapes: a comprehensive theory of landscape experience. 
Wageningen, Wageningen University. 
This PhD thesis gives an overview of various theories of landscape experience across different scien-
tifi c disciplines.  It constructs a comprehensive theory that explains how landscape experiences come 
into being, and that integrates various disciplinary contributions. 
Kaplan, R., and Kaplan, S. (1989) The experience of nature: a psychological perspective. Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press.
This book stresses human relationships with nature: how people perceive nature, what types of natu-
ral environments they prefer, what psychological benefi ts they seem to derive from wilderness experi-
ences, and why backyard gardens are especially important to some people. 
Nasar, J.L., ed. (1988/2008) Environmental aesthetics: Theory, research & applications. Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press.
This book offers a collection of chapters by various experts with different disciplinary backgrounds on 
aesthetic responses to visual attributes of built environments. The consequences of theory and em-
pirical fi ndings for design and planning are discussed as well. 
Steg, L., Berg, A.E. van den, and Groot, J.I.M. de, eds. (2011) Environmental psychology: an 
Introduction. In press.
This book provides an overview of the positive and negative effects of the environment on human 
well-being and behaviour, factors infl uencing environmental behaviour, and ways to encourage pro-
environmental action and to promote human well-being. 
Sundstrom, E., Bell, P.A., and Asmus, C. (1996) Environmental psychology 1989-1994. Annual review 
of psychology 47; 485-512
A general review of interactions between people and the physical environment from a psychological 
point of view. This is still the most recent review article about environmental psychology.
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Phenomenological approaches (by Ana M. Moya Pellitero) 
Bachelard, G. (1994/1957) The poetics of space. Boston, Beacon Press.
This book offers a personal and intimate approach to the phenomenology of image, and elaborates a 
philosophy of poetry and the metaphysics of imagination. It addresses the problems brought up by the 
poetic imagination, and inquires inside the direct ontology of the poetic image and its communicability. 
Boyer, M.C. (1994) The city of collective memory: its historical imagery and architectural 
entertainments. Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press.
Study on the visual genres and the parameters of representation that have affected, from the late 
nineteenth to present day, the social conscious existence of the city. It addresses the idea that artistic 
forms and representational logics control perception and infl uence the representational form of the 
city. 
Cosgrove, D.E. (2008) Geography and vision: seeing, imagining and representing the world. New York, 
I.B. Tauris.
This book refl ects on the complex relations between seeing, imagining and representing the world 
geographically within the Western tradition. It emphasises the power of geographical imagination, the 
visual knowledge, and explores how it shapes the cultures and the landscape we inhabit. 
Crary, J. (1990) Techniques of the observer. On vision and modernity in the nineteenth century.
Cambridge, The MIT Press.
This is an exploration of the relation between vision and the formation of the modern human subject. 
The advent of photography was one technological development that altered human consciousness. 
The camera obscura and the stereoscope have not been just instruments of visuality, but they have 
changed visual perception. 
Lemaire, T. (2006/1970) Filosofi e van het landschap [Philosophy of the landscape]. Amsterdam, 
Ambo.
The history of the landscape is fi rst of all the story of the conquest of nature, a struggle that has left 
its traces in the landscape. This can be seen as a layered landscape. This layered landscape is not 
limited to concrete physical elements. The mental landscape is also layered, where different perspec-
tives on the world can be simultaneously recognised.
Merleau-Ponty, M. (1962/1945) Phenomenology of perception. London, Routledge.
Merleau-Ponty applies the methods of Husserl’s phenomenology to the relation of mind and body. He 
rejects dualism and diagnoses a pervasive ambiguity in the character of human life, attributing all 
consciousness to pre-refl ective sensual awareness of the corporeal. He tries to overcome the tradi-
tional dichotomy between objective and subjective elements of human experience.
Moya Pellitero, A.M. (2007) The image of the urban landscape: the re-discovery of the city through 
different spaces of perception. Eindhoven University of Technology.
This book leads the reader on a journey into the image and the analysis of its construction, in order 
to refl ect on the phenomenological parameters of the urban landscape perceived and represented. A 
theoretical discourse is developed in the fi eld of the theory of landscape, urban culture, the psychol-
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ogy of perception and visual media, which is interwoven with the work of painters, photographers and 
fi lmmakers in the European and Chinese urban context. 
Schama, S. (1995) Landscape and memory. New York, A.A. Knopf.
A rich, vast, erudite and labyrinthine historical study on the role of nature and the landscape in West-
ern civilization, from ancient times to the present, looking into art, myth, literature and history. It 
argues that Western culture has been shaped by nature as much as culture has shaped nature, dis-
cussing the impact of nature in forging Western imagination, cultural perception of landscape and its 
national discourse. 
Tuan, Y.F. (1990/1974) Topophilia : a study of environmental perception, attitudes, and values. New 
York, Columbia University Press.
This book researches the links between environment and world view. Topophilia is the affective bond 
between people and place. The study examines the search for environment in the city, suburb, coun-
tryside, and wilderness from a dialectical perspective, distinguishes different types of environmental 
experience, and describes their character.
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E X P LO R I N G  T H E  V I S U A L  L A N D S CA P E
Exploring the Visual Landscape is about the combination of landscape research and planning, visual 
perception and Geographic Information Science. It showcases possible ways of getting a grip on 
themes like: landscape openness, cluttering of the rural landscape, high-rise buildings in relation 
to cityscape, historic landscapes and motorway panoramas. It offers clues for visual landscape 
assessment of spaces in cities, parks and rural areas. In that respect, it extends the long tradition in 
the Netherlands on physiognomic landscape research and shows the state of the art at this moment. 
Exploring the Visual Landscape offers important clues for theory, methodology and application in 
research and development of landscapes all over the world, from a specifi cally Dutch academic 
context. It provides a wide range of insights into the psychological background of landscape 
perception, the technical considerations of geomatics and methodology in landscape architecture, 
urban planning and design. Furthermore, there are some experiences worthwhile considering, which 
demonstrate how this research can be applied in the practice of landscape policy making.
Research in Urbanism Series is a scientifi c series that deals with dynamics, planning and design in contemporary urban landscapes. 
The series facilitates a dialogue between the scientifi c community and society at large through high quality publications focussing on 
transformations and sustainability in urban landscapes.
